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ABSTRACT OF DISSERTATION

SPIRITED AWAY: BLACK EVANGELICALS AND THE GOSPEL OF
FREEDOM, 1790-1890
The true nineteenth-century story of the Underground Railroad begins in
the South and is spread North by free blacks, escaping southern slaves, and
displaced, white, anti-slavery Protestant evangelicals. This study examines the
role of free blacks, escaping slaves, and white Protestant evangelicals influenced
by tenants of Kentucky’s Second Great Awakening who were inspired, directly or
indirectly, to aid in African American community building. The impact of
Kentucky’s Great Revival resulted in creation and expansion of systems of
escape commonly referred to as the “Underground Railroad” which led to selfemancipation among enslaved African Americans, the establishment of free
black settlements in the South, North, within Kentucky borderlands, and the MidWest, and resulting in the eventual outbreak of a Civil War.
An examination of slave narratives, escaping slave ads, the history of
American religious societies, as well as examination of denominational doctrines,
policies, public views, and actions regarding American slavery confirmed the
impact of Kentucky’s 1797 Great Revival on freeing slaves, creating black church
congregations, establishment of antislavery churches, and benevolent societies
throughout Kentucky and the Mid-West. These newly formed churches and
societies spread the gospel of black freedom beyond Kentucky into Western
Territories particularly Indiana, Illinois, and Missouri. The spread of an
evangelical religious message and the violent displacement of white and black
antislavery advocates had the unintended consequence of aiding freedom
seeking slaves in the formation of independent, black settlements and religious
societies, not only in Kentucky but also in the North and West.
This work acknowledges the central role Kentucky played in providing two
of the three acknowledged and well-documented national Underground Railroad
escape corridors which successfully ran through eastern Kentucky’s Appalachian
Mountains and within the core of the state’s Western and Central Bluegrass
Regions.
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CHAPTER I: INTRODUCTION

Through a review of county and religious histories, archival data, and
extant Kentucky slave narratives, a new definition and understanding of the
“Underground Railroad” as a culturally and racially integrated national freedom
movement initiated by escaped slaves and disenfranchised Protestant
evangelicals is presented. In this study, I examine the relationship between
southern and northern pre-Civil War free and enslaved African American
communities, and formation of an “underground” system of escape that came to
be known as the Underground Railroad.
An understanding of the Underground Railroad as the outgrowth of the
black religious experience is proposed. Provided an opening and social platform
through exposure to and acceptance of Protestant Christianity, African
Americans in the North and South constructed an antislavery argument based
upon commonly held religious beliefs across racial, denominational, and cultural
boundaries, even among southern slaveholders. The Bible and America’s
religious awakening in the expanding West created a common thread African
Americans employed to argue their case for freedom before southern slave
owners as well as northern abolitionists. In opposition to popular historic
interpretation, in the South, true antislavery advocates tended to be itinerant,
Protestant antislavery ministers or converts already despised by southern slave
owners, as well as trusted slaves converted to Christianity and therefore deemed
“safe” by their enslavers. A common understanding regarding the “rights of man”
and the meaning of God’s religious message to all men, created common
agreement among enslaved African Americans and Protestant evangelicals. This
shared sense of community was heightened during the nation’s Second Great
Revival, particularly in Kentucky where antislavery views crossed a wide array of
Protestant evangelical ministries, opening new avenues of support, as well as the
reshaping of northern antislavery ideals.
Despite Enlightenment thought and evangelical fervor, however, most
historians agree the First Great Awakening produced no true organized
1

abolitionist movement, nor religious inclusion for the majority of the nation’s
enslaved Africans. Historically, the beginning of African American involvement in
the creation of antislavery sentiment has traditionally been linked to America’s
Second Great Awakening. In addition to an improved and more strident
antislavery agenda, the Second Great Awakening is credited with giving birth to
numerous variations on themes of freedom, which created, modified, or
destroyed traditional religious rituals and doctrines within established
denominations and social circles. The spirit of the Second Great Awakening
appealed to isolated farmers in the back country, won over blacks and whites,
enslaved and free, men, women, and children. It was the awakening of faith from
a new reading and interpretation of the gospels that aroused an aversion to
slavery and the slave trade. It also encouraged temperance, denounced violence
against women, children, and slaves and generated opposition to social and
economic inequalities. During the Second Great Awakening, free and enslaved
African Americans soon accepted, internalized, and modified the teachings of
Christianity for their own purposes, established separate church facilities,
benevolent societies, self-help organizations, and a freedom movement.
America’s Second Great Awakening is also credited with providing a new source
of energy and inspiration for America’s white evangelicals, free blacks, and
budding abolitionists, clearing the path for adoption of more radically aggressive
antislavery campaigns spearheaded in large part by African Americans. These
newly created religious structures were designed to address the specific needs
and particular circumstances of enslaved African Americans.
As one of the first historians to re-open dialogue on Underground Railroad
research, historian Larry Gara’s groundbreaking work, The Liberty Line: The
Legend of the Underground Railroad, University of Kentucky Press (1961), was
the first work to examine the role and influence of black involvement in creation
of the mythical system of slave escape known as the “Underground Railroad,” a
term popularized in the North following growth of the American railway system.
As a Quaker and preeminent scholar on the history of the Underground Railroad,
Gara drew upon a variety of sources to support his original argument including
2

the accumulated resources of Professor Wilbur H. Siebert, abolitionist
correspondence, news articles and literature of the period, letters and papers of
noted rescuers, those with a vested interest in maintaining slavery, as well as
newspaper accounts of those escaping slavery. Gara presented a balanced
conclusion that the “Underground Railroad was a mixture of fact and fiction”
dependent primarily upon the recollection of white, northern abolitionists. In later
years, noted historians Ira Berlin, David Blight, James Horton, David Brion Davis
and countless others have added to the scholarship, writing extensively on
African cultural retentions, individual slave escapes, and creation of enslaved
and free African American communities. However, few have expressed
understanding of a southern Underground Railroad escape network.
This work begins with a re-examination of Larry Gara’s work, The Liberty
Line, making the assumption that African Americans in the South were actively
engaged in creating and utilizing information and escape networks designed to
secure their own freedom. Larry Gara cited the Underground Railroad as the
most perfect example of successful nonviolent civil disobedience intended to
change American public policy resulting in very little loss of life and critical to
hastening the end of slavery in the United States. Like Gara, this work reexamines the earlier work of historians, going back to re-examine and include
information drawn from slave narratives and autobiographies often overlooked in
their original examination, and concludes in agreement with Gara’s 1996 republished assessment wherein he admits to being “struck with their (African
Americans’) active roles in their own escapes. These records contrasted with
their passive role in legendary accounts, when, indeed, those accounts
mentioned them at all.”1
Never accepted as members of the “Society of Friends,” by a majority of
America’s antislavery whites or mainstream religious denominations, African
Americans were seldom acknowledged as major players in defining and
implementing their own freedom. Rather, the definition of the Underground

1

Larry Gara, The Liberty Line, The Legend of the Underground Railroad (Lexington: University
Press of Kentucky, 1996), xi.
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Railroad reflected the image of relentless Quakers and white northern
abolitionists who worked tirelessly and at great personal peril on behalf of
enslaved African Americans primarily to guarantee the protection of American
civil liberties for whites. This traditional historical narrative allows an interested
public the advantage of retelling a fascinating aspect of American history without
a need to reference African Americans, or the brutality and contradictory nature
of American democracy.
From New World beginnings, European divines claimed that the need to
convert slaves justified their enslavement. However, prior to and following the
Second Great Awakening, few religious denominations made the conversion of
enslaved Africans a priority, condition, or a consideration of freedom even after
emancipating their slaves. In Puritan New England, Anglican Virginia, Catholic
Maryland, Quaker, and Lutheran Pennsylvania, and secular New York, ministers
and their most fervent religious believers acquired African slaves as well as
traded in them. In all cases, Christian thought and the Bible formed the anchor of
their convictions.
The American Revolution, the Second Great Awakening, birth of secular
Enlightenment, launch of the Industrial Revolution, and the cohesive
development of an African American community, transformed and expanded the
vocabulary and definitions of oppression, slavery, and freedom. Arguments and
popular slogans espousing the “rights of man,” “principles of natural freedom,”
“equality of souls,” and the “corruptions of slave society” became routine in
national and international conversation and religious debate. Not immune from
the spirit of freedom sweeping the world, the words “liberty, equality, and
fraternity” entered deeply into everyday political vocabulary and psyche of
working class Americans as well as enslaved Africans.
Traditionally credited as the architects of the Underground Railroad
movement, the majority of committed Quakers willing to suffer public insult,
arrest, loss of property, and abuse over the issue of slavery, were also not willing
to accept African Americans as equal members within the “Society of Friends,” or
as vocal partners in a national antislavery cause. The primary concern of
4

mainline Quakers remained the spiritual well-being of fellow Quakers and slave
owners. The lack of religious action on the part of Quakers and other American
evangelicals inspired African American ministers, often ordained by the same
white evangelicals during the Second Great Awakening, to initiate a separate
church movement. Although the fight for black freedom began with arrival of the
first slave in the New World, it was not until international debate regarding the
“universal rights of man,” and the adoption of Methodism as “America’s Religion”
at the end of the Revolutionary War, that black freedom emerged as part of
national political, social, and religious debate. Despite the birth of strong
American religious convictions, however, America’s antislavery sentiments
evolved slowly. Concepts calling for a radical overthrow of slavery grew even
slower, meeting with fierce northern and southern opposition unresolved until a
Civil War.
New research indicates African Americans in the South were aware of and
actively engaged in a national black liberation agenda as aggressively as their
northern counterparts. Much of this participation occurred via avenues defined in
the North as the “Underground Railroad” and by African Americans in the South
simply as “escape.” Southern resistance to slavery was both open and hidden,
resulting in black self-emancipation as well as open rebellion. Escaping slaves
from the South re-emerged in the North as black religious leaders that retained
southern social and family connections.
This dissertation urges a reconsideration of popularly accepted concepts
of the “Underground Railroad” as a well-defined system of escape consisting of
safe houses, hidden passage ways, guides, conductors, coded quilts, and
elaborate schemes orchestrated by white abolitionists and Quakers. Rather, I
urge consideration of a definition that incorporates an understanding of a greater
national and international black freedom agenda. This new definition,
acknowledges the human element involved in maintaining the institution of
slavery, an acceptance that antebellum African Americans retained a welldefined understanding of how freedom would be accomplished (through
education, economic independence, and religious faith), as well as acceptance of
5

the presence of a racial and cross-cultural system of cooperation among black
and white evangelicals prior to the Civil War. Such a system was necessary to
create and sustain the large, geographically, and culturally diverse network of
escape necessary to insure black freedom.
Placing African Americans and fugitive slaves at the center of their own
struggle for freedom as part of the “Underground Railroad” served as Gara’s
major contribution in the 1996 re-release of The Liberty Line. Although Gara
soundly acknowledged the role of blacks as active participants in the struggle to
gain their own freedom, like so many other historians, he stopped short of
crediting blacks with developing “systems of Underground Railroad escape”
similar to those acknowledged and documented above the Mason Dixon Line.
Historians have generally focused upon abolitionism as an American reform
movement fueled by white ingenuity that began in the 1830s, peaked in the
1850s, and disappeared at the end of the Civil War. Understanding American
abolitionism as a sustained, international, freedom movement driven primarily by
the determination of an unseen black antislavery community is only now
emerging. New research has concluded common bonds of religious and
intellectual heritage, familial bonds of kinship, friendship, education, and culture
allowed white and black Americans in the South to work across denominational
rivalries, social, and cultural differences toward the common goal of human
freedom.
With divided loyalties over the issue of slavery, over 700 miles and twentyfour counties bordering “free” states, and several known Ohio and Mississippi
River, and Appalachian Mountain escape corridors, Kentucky’s geographic and
political centrality to free states made the Commonwealth’s importance to a
national “Underground Railroad” story generally unquestioned. Unfortunately,
despite the easy acceptance of Kentucky as an important “pass through” state in
the Underground Railroad saga, not surprisingly, very little is known or written
regarding how systems of freedom operated in Kentucky or other states below
the Mason Dixon Line.

6

This research emphasizes what has previously been overlooked in the
analysis of southern stories of slave escape - the importance of established
evangelical denominations located along important transportation routes, in
urban business districts, as well as rural farm areas. The fact that slave escapes
were occurring along these well marked routes is supported by discourse
contained within antebellum newspaper articles, diaries, and court cases
complaining of continuous slave escapes in every part of Kentucky. With this
alarming loss of property, slave owners found it necessary to form alliances to
improve the security of slaves, particularly in Central and Western Kentucky, and
counties bordering “River Jordan,” the Ohio River. It is known escapes occurred
as soon as enslaved Africans reached American shores offering early and
valuable evidence that escape and continued freedom in North America was
always a very real possibility.2
In Larry Gara’s estimation, black escape from the South was both
spontaneous and unaided, with very little help offered during the initial escape
until “after they left the slave states and were in territory where they still faced
return under terms of the Fugitive Slave Law.”3 To his credit, Gara concedes his
original work was “naïve” and merely a beginning step in a need for a much
larger examination. Gara’s 1996 re-issue applauds the contributions of historians
Benjamin Quarles’ Black Abolitionists (1969) which focused attention on the
“Black Underground;” acknowledges William Still’s Underground Railroad (1898),
which lists several daring escapes and rescues of enslaved Africans with the aid
of black abolitionists, and Carleton Mabee’s Black Freedom: The Nonviolent
Abolitionists from 1830 through the Civil War, (1970) as groundbreaking and
moving in the right direction. However, none of these prior works address the
organizing efforts of African Americans, or acknowledges their awareness of, and
participation in a larger national freedom agenda.

2

Editors Andrew R. L. Cayton and Fredrika J. Tuete, Contact Points: American Frontiers from the
Mohawk Valley to the Mississippi, 1750-1830 (University of North Carolina Press: Chapel Hill,
1998.
3
Gara, The Liberty Line, xii.
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Since the 1996 re-publication of Gara’s earlier findings, several historians
have stepped forward to offer scholarly research regarding the contributions of
African Americans in the operation of the Underground Railroad. However, the
primary focus of their findings continue to conform with our traditional
understanding of the Underground Railroad as a white driven system of freedom
seeking, with African Americans playing a minor or supporting role. Some of the
better known contributive works attempt to incorporate the role of southern
blacks in orchestrating their own freedom including, Stuart Seeley Sprague’s His
Promised Land (1996), the edited autobiography of emancipated slave, black
abolitionist, and Underground Railroad conductor, business owner, and inventor
John Parker; Juliet E. K. Walker’s story of her escaped Kentucky slave ancestor
Frank McWhorter, Free Frank, A Black Pioneer on the Antebellum Frontier
(1983); several works of Victor Howard which include Black Liberation in
Kentucky (1983) and The Evangelical War against Slavery and Caste (1996);
Joel Strangis, Lewis Hayden and the War Against Slavery (1999); Harold
Stanley, The Abolitionists and the South 1831-1861 (1995); Randolph P.
Runyon, Delia Webster and the Underground Railroad (1996); Julie Roy Jeffrey,
The Great Silent Army of Abolitionism (1998); and Steven Weisenburger treatise
on escaped Kentucky slave and Fugitive Slave Law test case participant
Margaret Garner, Modern Medea (1998). These works, for the most part, leave
unexamined the image of valiant white abolitionists, primarily Quakers or
religiously motivated whites, struggling to aid helpless, grateful, and passive
black passengers on their Underground Railroad flight toward freedom. None
connect their individual stories and events to personal religious convictions or a
larger national black reform agenda driven primarily by escaped slaves and free
blacks.
Examination of Kentucky communities of faith, focusing particular attention
on Baptist, Presbyterian, and Methodist congregations as well as a review of
property and government records, clarifies how blacks obtained their freedom
and aided in the construction of a free society. Much is known of Baptist,
Methodist and Presbyterian ministers involved in the Kentucky Great Revival
8

which began in 1797 and expanded to include several Kentucky, Ohio, and
Indiana counties by 1801. Less is known about the impact of this Revival on the
lives of African Americans led by early white and black Presbyterian, Methodist,
and Baptist abolitionist ministers. The Great Revivals of Virginia and Kentucky
preached to both black and white congregations on the brotherhood of man and
the equality of the races. Revivals were well attended by thousands of the faithful
responsible for spreading an antislavery message to southern Ohio, northern and
central Kentucky, and as far west as Illinois, Indiana, and Missouri, the path of
the nation’s most noted Underground Railroad escape corridors.
In Kentucky, the particular development, forms, and practices of
evangelical whites, which often included white slaveholders, fostered black
religious beliefs and practices that inadvertently undermined white power over
slaves and the institution of slavery itself. Newly acquired religious practices, the
family scattering effects of slavery, and African American exposure to religious
faith not only provided spiritual support and comfort, but fostered resistance and
creation of an institutional framework that served as a conduit for the spiritual and
physical freedom of the enslaved.
African Americans played an important role in Kentucky stories of escape
and freedom, contributing to a larger national freedom agenda of black
resistance and freedom seeking. Many of the nation’s most noted leaders of the
movement were escaped Kentucky slaves, the most well-known being Henry
Bibb, William Wells Brown, Josiah Henson, Lewis Hayden, Margaret Garner,
Israel Campbell, Lewis and Milton Clarke, with many more unknown leaders of
the movement hidden from historic view. Examination of Kentucky historical
resources indicate there is much more to be uncovered regarding those who
actively supported, supplied, and maintained systems of slave escape from and
through Kentucky. Acknowledging that Kentucky not only served as an important
“pass through” state for slaves who escaped “spontaneously” and “unaided,” this
study will also demonstrate African American evangelical communities in
Kentucky actively participated in organized systems of assisted slave escape as
a demonstration of the power of their own religious faith.
Copyright © Alicestyne Turley 2009
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CHAPTER II: WHITES, BLACKS AND THE EVANGELICAL TRADITION
“My country is the world and my countrymen are all mankind”4
Liberator Masthead

While enslaved Africans understood their own enslavement to be unjust
and struggled against it since they first arrived on American shores in chains, the
organized institutional support for their freedom struggle emerged first among a
limited number of white Protestant evangelical churches, congregations, and
black religious leadership. While white religious support was not always
sustained or consistent, initial acts of white religious inclusion during the
American evangelical movement sparked a national initiative led by evangelicals
to end slavery. Its powerful appeal to African Americans, enslaved and free, led
to the formation of black congregations and fostered the growth of black
leadership throughout the nation. These leaders ultimately crafted their own
institutional core of support to assist fugitive slaves, leading to the eventual
abolishment of the institution throughout the United States.
Following the Revolutionary War, America became the cradle of
European religious pietism promoting salvation by free will, giving birth to
American evangelicalism. Pietism, defined as a “theology of the heart” attempted
to refocus previous American religious ideals and sensitivity upon human
emotions and needs, rather than traditional European religious intellectualism.
Pietism gained momentum during the Second Great Awakening, developing a
fellowship of Christian nurturing among European and American evangelicals.
The openness of America which promised religious freedom for all, provided the
perfect environment for the persistent efforts of European and African American
evangelicals who actively organized religious efforts and religious orders
designed to meet the human needs of a new nation, plagued with the burden of
slavery and the need to establish stable, productive communities.
The advent of the Second Great Awakening hastened the influx of
evangelicals into Kentucky and the newly opened West. Growth in science and
4

William Lloyd Garrison, Masthead, The Liberator, Boston:1830.
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literature spurred on the “Age of Enlightenment,” so named by British writers and
reformers. The “New Age” fostered awareness of human rights, including the
right to human freedom. Noted historian David Brion Davis contends by the
1730s, Charles Montesquieu call for separation and balance of governmental
powers in favor of individual human rights; British philosopher Francis
Hutcheson’s call for man’s “improved moral sense;” and British philosopher and
economist Adam Smith’s condemnation of slavery as an “intolerable obstacle to
human progress,” all placed the question of hereditary African slavery firmly on
the European and North American Enlightenment agenda rendering it fair game
for budding evangelical zeal.5 The Second Great Awakening, begun in Logan
County, Kentucky led by antislavery Cumberland Presbyterians, New York
Shakers, Baptists, and newly arrived Methodists, had great impact on the thinly
settled western reaches of Kentucky, Indiana, and Ohio than that of older, more
settled seaboard and southern states.
Newly directed American evangelical denominations considered radical by
traditional European Christian standards, agreed upon several important
revolutionary points, including: 1) the Christianity of the first century was ideal
and that the institutional church of the day had “fallen” from the purity of that
primitive age; 2) the Roman Catholic church as well as the Protestant
Reformation placed too much emphasis on the sacraments, the priesthood, and
religious dogma; 3) the true Christian Church is a visible community of disciplined
saints, whereas the inclusive attitude of the Middle Ages had unwisely equated
the church with the total society; 4) the use of force and civil authority in religion
were unchristian and that all regulation of the church by the state was illegitimate;
and 5) Christians should withdraw so far as possible from the “world,” i.e., civil
and social concerns.6 All these important revised elements of Christian doctrine
opened the door for inclusion of concern for the plight of enslaved African
Americans attempting to find their place and freedom in America. Less restricted
by religious dogma and doctrinal boundaries than their white religious
5

Davis, The Problem of Slavery, 45-9.
Ahlstrom, Sydney E., A Religious History of the American People (Yale University Press: New
Haven, 1972), 230-259.
6
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counterparts, African Americans found no difficulty in developing their own visible
community of disciplined saints, and reaching across religious and
denominational boundaries to embrace other religious “friends” wherever they
could be found.
Although Quakers never gained a high religious profile or political
presence in Kentucky, the Quaker system of secrecy adopted to protect their
religious worship from the prying eyes of British authorities formed the basis of
our understanding of a national Underground Railroad story. Easy acceptance of
this model was aided by the fact that the Quaker system of secrecy which often
involved the use of coded language, elaborate systems of identification, and
development of self-sustained, isolated communities, fit nicely into the lives of
African Americans enslaved on southern plantations or housed in black
settlements of their own making.
During the Second Great Awakening through the energetic influence of
scores of itinerant Protestant evangelicals, sinners were led from their religious
indifference, adherence to slavery, and intemperate living into repentance,
encouraging them to embrace a new understanding of their faith. Having
received illumination from above, these converts often referred to themselves as
Reformists and “New Lights.”7 While adherence to a new form of evangelical
Christianity did not immediately equate to freedom for slaves, it did provide an
important, mutually acceptable framework within which slaves, antislavery
advocates, and proslavery forces could debate and to which both sides could
appeal. If either side could definitively demonstrate their position enjoyed the
sanction of Scripture, and therefore, true representation of authentic Christian
belief, opponents could then be forced to abandon previously held positions
either toward slavery or perceived concepts of proper Christian faith.

7

Sweet, Leonard I. ed., Evangelical Tradition in America (Macon, GA: Mercer University Press,
1997), 1-86; Butler “Enlarging the Bonds of Christ: Slavery, Evangelism, and the Christianization
of the White South, 1690-1790,” Sweet, ed., 89-91; Henry Rack, Reasonable Enthusiast: John
Wesley and the Rise of Methodism. (Philadelphia: Trinity Press International, 1989), 24-25, 33;
James Essig, Bonds of Wickedness: American Evangelicals against Slavery, 1770-1808
(Philadelphia: Temple University Press, 1982), 5-7; Robert Semple, History of the Rise and
Progress of Baptists in Virginia, G.W. Beale, ed. (Richmond, VA: Pitt & Dickenson, 1894), 15.
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Following the Revolutionary War, westward expansion into Kentucky and
Ohio’s Western Reserve, the Bible and Christian tradition found fertile ground
among adherents, many of them previously un-churched and open to a new
interpretation of the scriptures. Nowhere was “proper Christian faith” and
evangelical commitment to better humanity more evident than within the
evangelical campaign to end African slavery, a battle fought most aggressively
during the late eighteenth through the mid-nineteenth centuries. Operating on an
international scale under the slogan, “My country is the world and my countrymen
are all mankind,”8 Protestant evangelicals sought to use their faith to enforce an
antislavery standard upon converts, creating the political and social climate
necessary to end African enslavement in America.
Denominations that participated in and profited from the Second Great
Awakening differed significantly on matters of doctrine, church polity, and
worship style.9 The evangelical, and subsequently the anti-slavery movement,
included strictly Calvinistic and rigidly hierarchical Presbyterians and
Congregationalists, restrained, liturgical Anglicans, uninhibited, emotional
Arminians, and congregational Baptists. In their insistence that believers
experience a “new birth,” for example, evangelicals found common ground. In
Anglican tradition, conversion was a gradual and evolving process beginning with
the infant’s baptism, and continuing through the sacraments. Continental Pietism,
however, called for an evangelical conversion that was a pronounced and
instantaneous event wherein converts acknowledged their sins and experienced
the living God. In this “new birth” the evangelical symbolically re-entered the
world as a new creation of God. Following this second birth, the convert began
the process of sanctification in which he or she denounced the sin that had
previously ensnared them. Experiencing a new birth meant forsaking those sinful
and self-indulgent diversions, such as card playing, dancing, horse racing,
excessive drinking, conspicuous displays of pride, and adherence to owning
8
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slaves in favor of a “stylized simplicity” of unpretentious, plain dress, and
restrained manners. “New Lights” expected their brethren to present a studied
simplicity and devote their time to serious matters such as prayer and Bible
study, rather than gaming, socializing, and pursuing profits. Whereas the worldly
were distracted by and enamored with the transitory pleasures of earth to the
neglect of eternal spiritual matters, evangelicals focused on their eternal security
and shunned the hollow attractions of this transitory bodily existence. Newborn
evangelicals were expected to minister to their unconverted and worldly
neighbors, including their slaves.10
Evangelicals defined their communities in contrast to what historian James
Essig called “the glittering world.” According to the evangelical worldview, the
familial, godly communities stood in “uncompromising opposition” to the showy
and pretentious but hollow “world” outside. This dichotomy became a conceptual
framework and provided evangelicals with a common enemy against which to
struggle. The struggle between “New Light” Separate Baptists who brought their
evangelical beliefs to Virginia and the Chesapeake during the 1760s and 1770s
and wealthy, dominant Anglican gentry exemplified the conflict between the
worldly and the reformed, as Rhys Isaacs amply demonstrated in his work
Transformation of Virginia. Proud and ostentatious Anglican tobacco planters
epitomized what evangelicals found most objectionable in the “world.” Reveling in
horse racing, hard drink, card playing, whoring, and slave trading, planters
demanded their social inferiors—yeoman farmers, indentured servants, women,
and slaves—accept their dominance and values. By rejecting those values, “New
Light” Separate Baptists and budding American Methodists, issued an
unacceptable challenge to planter authority. Virginia’s expanding western
Kentucky County became the first proving ground for America’s newly-budding
Protestant evangelicals. Determined to reassert their authority over the western
frontier, gentry often disrupted evangelical meetings, mocked the dour “New
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Lights,” and, at least in one Kentucky instance, destroyed a bridge to prevent a
Baptist minister from preaching in their neighborhood.
In 1770, Virginian David Barrow, like many eighteenth century Englishmen
and colonists, experienced an emotional new birth into evangelical religion.
Fourteen years later, as a Baptist minister, Barrow could no longer reconcile his
evangelical convictions with holding slaves, and he subsequently freed them.
Hoping he could better provide for his large family without resorting to
slaveholding, Barrow moved his young family to a more fertile area in western
Virginia (now Montgomery County, Kentucky) where he helped create an
emancipationist group among Kentucky Baptists in 1804. In a particularly
memorable incident, a group of Virginian planters seized Barrow and his
associates and dunked them in the river, mocking the denomination’s practice of
baptismal immersion. In true “New Light” fashion, however, Barrow passively
endured the persecution secure in the conviction of the righteousness of his
cause and the depravity of the unconverted in their superficial “world.”11 The
experiences of Barrow and those like him resemble that of many eighteenth- and
early nineteenth-century American evangelicals whose religious sensibilities
demanded their opposition to slavery.
Many evangelicals rejected slavery based on traditional religious
convictions, while just as many saw no contradiction between their religious
beliefs and the institution of slavery. In the doctrine of ‘slavery as a positive
good,’ many new evangelicals insisted their beliefs actually required them to
keep slaves and educate them in Christian tradition. The features of the
evangelical experience by no means demanded “New Lights” advocate the end
of slavery. On the contrary, many slaveholding evangelicals pointed to their
evangelical beliefs to justify the institution. On Kentucky’s new western frontier,
John Taylor, a prominent early Kentucky Baptist preacher evidently had no
qualms bringing slaves from Virginia to serve him in Kentucky.
Nonetheless, some features of their tradition encouraged evangelicals to
oppose the institution, or at least tolerate those who opposed it. The persecution
11
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faced by evangelicals at the hands of the “world” often encouraged antislavery
commitment. Ministers who had proudly endured persecution for their religious
dissent were unlikely to shy away from persecution because of their opposition to
slavery. After suffering abuse in Virginia from Anglicans for his Baptist principles,
like many other Baptists, Carter Tarrant migrated to Kentucky from South
Carolina where he endured threats from his Baptist brothers, who promised to
“lend a hand to whip [him] to death,” and expressed a desire “that [his] head was
cut off,” because of his staunch antislavery views. Although abuse evangelicals
suffered for their convictions paled in comparison to that endured by slaves, it
nonetheless provided common ground between slaves and those attempting to
convert them. Having known persecution, evangelicals felt they understood the
plight of slaves having suffered unjust treatment often at the hands of the same
protagonists, leading many evangelicals to compare themselves to slaves in their
service to God.12
During the eighteenth century, the beliefs of evangelicals who joined the
antislavery movement often intersected with popular literary tradition and
Enlightenment thought, according to Essig, to create a “cult of sentimentality.”
Believing humans were capable of altruistic and disinterested acts of charity,
these sentimentalists sought to ameliorate the suffering of the pitiable “outcasts
of men,” such as convicts, the poor, and the enslaved. The pain and suffering of
these unfortunates prompted empathetic tears and selfless works from
benevolent evangelicals, whose hearts bled for the misfortune of others. The
Arminian beliefs of Methodists, which held that man could be noble and altruistic,
cultivated this sense of altruism. The lowly status and perceived humility of
enslaved Africans further pleased evangelicals who sought to exhibit those same
characteristics in their personal lives. For example, John Wesley demanded of
slave traders and their slaveholding accomplices, “Is there no such principle as
Compassion there? Do you feel another’s [i.e. the slaves’] pain?” Presbyterian
David Rice likewise implored, “Where is the sympathy, the tender feelings of
12
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humanity? Where is the heart that does not melt at this scene of woe?” Methodist
and Baptist pity for downcast slaves did not automatically translate into a desire
to free them. Many evangelicals, including George Whitefield, believed that
Christian charity only demanded slaveholders Christianize the institution and
blunt its violent and immoral excesses without destroying the institution
altogether. As long as slaveholders treated slaves humanely and provided for
their religious education, some evangelicals maintained, they committed no sin.
Yet for those evangelicals that saw the abuses of slavery as inseparable from the
institution itself, Christianity became a contradictory term to the word “freedom.”
For those evangelicals, Christian charity required slaveholders manumit their
slaves. 13
Prior to the Revolutionary War, however, religious anti-slavery efforts had
little or no impact on ending slavery in New York or the Middle Colonies. But by
the time of the Revolutionary War and the Second Great Awakening (1790s1820s) evangelicals who saw themselves as a people apart from the “glittering
world” also contributed to their opposition to slavery. Following the American
Revolution, evangelicals suffered an identity crisis as they began to lose their
traditional position as holy and pure separatists that eschewed the frivolous
world. While the privations of the Revolutionary War had encouraged simplicity
and self-denial, postwar “New Lights,” including hardcore antislavery Methodists
and mainline antislavery Quakers, began to covet the trappings of the glittering
world—wealth, leisure, and self-indulgent pleasures—with greater intensity,
causing evangelical ranks to swell with the more respectable and wealthy who
had previously scoffed evangelical denominations. Decrease in evangelical zeal
was further compounded when, to increase their appeal and win converts, many
evangelicals sought to soften their austere opposition to the “world.” Fretting that
such worldliness would snuff out the “New Light,” these evangelicals realized
13
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they could regain their status as upright outsiders and hold the world at arms’
length by denouncing slavery. Indeed, according to Essig, for some evangelicals
slavery came to epitomize the profligate, self-indulgent world. After all, reliance
on slave labor nurtured idleness, self-indulgence, and frivolous diversion. Only
those profiting from others’ labor had time for such sinful habits as card playing,
horse racing, intemperance, and womanizing while pious working men and
women demonstrated sober, thrifty, and simple individuals could survive easily
enough without holding slaves. Emancipate the slaves, the evangelicals argued,
and you not only helped them but also removed a considerable hindrance to
authentic religion and spiritual conversion. Already accustomed to the role of the
prophetic doomsayers, antislavery evangelicals identified slaveholding with
wanton worldliness and thereby held onto the dichotomy between the faithful and
“the world.”14
While some aspects of evangelicalism militated against slavery, others
encouraged it. With its emphasis on spiritual and political hierarchy, the
Calvinism espoused by many evangelicals encouraged them to see the world in
terms of station and subordination. Those who accepted humans as subservient
to God and angels easily concluded blacks occupied a place inferior to whites.
Their focus on eternal and spiritual matters, furthermore, encouraged
evangelicals, black and white alike, to accept privations and endure abuse during
their earthly life. This acceptance and practice was highly evident particularly
among African American itinerant ministers who frequently traveled long
distances, over extended periods of time, and under harsh American social
conditions which limited their access to basic human needs like shelter, food,
transportation, and clothing.
White evangelicals often prided themselves on enduring continuous
tribulation, making it easier for them to encourage slaves to do the same. The
suffering of slavery, after all, was only transitory and kept slaves from becoming
proud and self-indulgent like their masters. Because both emancipationists and
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slaveholders could claim the sanction of the evangelical tradition “with equal
consistency,” the arguments crafted by evangelicals on both sides of the slavery
issue appealed to Christianity as the ultimate sanction of their position.
Christianity served as a “certain standard” that would ultimately “determine in
favour of one or the other.”15 For some, the determination as to who had the true
favor of God would only be determined by a Civil War.
Evangelical advocates of slavery mustered several scriptural sanctions for
their endorsement of the institution. The curse of Noah’s son, Ham, provided the
principal justification for bondage. Indeed, according to David Barrow, proslavery
advocates “make a saddle for every horse they are disposed to ride” based on
this single scripture. Even in the New Testament proslavery evangelicals
discovered injunctions for Christian slaves to obey their masters, suggesting that
the first century Church readily accepted the institution and discouraged servants
from seeking their freedom.16 While the Bible appeared to permit slavery,
proslavery evangelicals argued that Christian benevolence demanded it.
Picturing blacks as racially inferior children incapable of caring for themselves
without their master’s guidance and protection, slaveholding evangelicals argued
that only cold-hearted apostates would turn their guileless charges loose upon
the world. The just slaveholder looked with paternal concern on their black
children seeking to protect them and improve them as much as possible. They
would not leave their helpless slaves to shift for themselves any more than they
would abandon their own children. Besides, slaveholders contended, had the
slave traders not done the Africans a favor by bringing them out of the heathen
and benighted Africa to enjoy the benefits of Christianity and white western
civilization? If slaveholders had to hold the slaves in a subordinate position and
discipline them occasionally, it was for the blacks’ own ultimate benefit and was
more than justified. Theirs was a humanitarian concern for the plight of the
15
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benighted and helpless slaves, after all, and not a violent deprivation of black
liberty. Indeed the slaveholders’ self-deception was so firmly entrenched they
could not understand the ingratitude of slaves who ran away, sabotaged their
plantations, or sought separate worship services.
David Rice argued that early Christian evangelists hesitated to condemn
slavery—and indeed many appeared to condone it—only because they feared
that such radicalism would provoke hostile Romans to persecute them and would
blunt their attempts to win converts.17 The Bible’s failure to prohibit slavery,
according to the antislavery evangelicals, should not be interpreted as a
justification of the institution. Northern evangelicals argued with their southern
counterparts that indeed, the Bible also appeared to condone polygamy and
monarchy—institutions unacceptable to most nineteenth-century Americans—as
much as it did slavery. Arguing that even if the Scriptures failed explicitly to
denounce slavery, the institution contradicted several central themes of
Christianity—the “whole tenour of the…gospel,” in the view of antislavery
evangelicals. Most prominently, slavery contravened the scriptural injunction to
“Do unto others as ye would have others do unto you.” Because no slaveholder
would willingly trade positions with their slaves, as the golden rule required, they
could not be justified in continuing the practice. Antislavery evangelicals leaned
heavily on this oft-cited argument as indisputable proof that the Bible did not
sanction slavery. Evangelicals also argued that slaveholding required and
encouraged a host of biblical vices—greed, hubris, and cruelty, which
contravened the Bible, corrupted morals, and hindered the religious development
of master and slave alike.18
Indeed “there [were] few evils or sins” plaguing America, argued “New
Lights” like David Barrow that did not “rise out of, or [were] connected with
slavery.” Slaveholders derived tremendous pride from their position and authority
over slaves, for example, forcing their slaves to live lives of sin and degradation.
17
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More gravely, antislavery evangelicals found the slaves’ supposedly loose sexual
mores to be a necessary result of slavery. By denying slaves the legal right to
marry, and given the master’s willing readiness to separate husbands, wives, and
children, slaveholders forced their slaves into promiscuous and lascivious
behavior and precluded development of virtuous slave families. Evangelicals
recognized the master’s complete physical dominance over slave women,
facilitating “secret fornication and adultery”—not to mention rape—while denying
slaves legal redress. Slavery, furthermore, inculcated idleness on the part of both
slaves and masters. Lacking the possibility of advancement, slaves had no
incentive to work conscientiously and every incentive to shirk their
responsibilities, to lie, and steal to supplement their meager provisions. Likewise,
masters who relied on slave labor became idle and indolent with spare time and
money to indulge in sinful diversions so antithetical to evangelical virtue. As
David Rice observed, “Slavery produces idleness; and idleness is the nurse of
vice.”
Antislavery evangelicals regularly fused ascendant Whig republican
ideology with religious conviction. Like early republican peers, evangelicals
subscribed to the principles of mixed representative government and the rights of
man. Barrow, “a warm Whig” who fought in the American Revolution, espoused
“the natural equality of man” and distained political oppression. As an organizing
member of Kentucky’s first antislavery movement, Barrow extended this equality
and God-granted liberty to black people whose racial heritage did not disqualify
them from the natural rights of all mankind. After all, “the tinge of our skins, or the
place of our nativity, can make but little difference” in the “talents and natural
abilities” of the different races. Besides, might not a slaveholder who abuses and
subjugates his slaves today do the same to his white neighbors tomorrow if given
the opportunity? “Will the colour of my skin prove a sufficient defense against
their [the slaveholder’s] injustice and cruelty?” asked white Presbyterian minister
David Rice. The denial of the slaves’ natural rights not only constituted a political
evil, but political and social oppression as well. To evangelicals in the late
eighteenth century, slavery did not differ from the subjugation imposed upon all
21

humans by sin. In oppressing their subjects and slaves, despots and masters
resembled Satan, who imprisoned human minds. Evangelical hatred of human
tyranny, especially slavery, became submerged with their hatred of the
humankind’s enslavement to the tyranny of evil. Evangelicals eagerly sought to
emancipate both slaves and all sinners from their oppressors.19
Protestant evangelical thought inspired by the Second Great Awakening
had a great impact on Kentucky. With the Revolution over and the threat of
Indian attack subsiding, immigrants moved into the area in greater numbers
bringing with them slaves, evangelical practices, and establishment of new
churches. Virginia donated the majority of the immigrants to Kentucky. Indeed
early Presbyterian historian Robert Davidson observed that in the eighteenth
century, Kentucky “was but the Old Dominion extended.” Predictably, then, the
history of evangelicalism in Virginia bears much on the development of the
evangelical denominations in Kentucky.
Baptists were the first European religious denomination to pierce the
Kentucky wilderness. Several Baptist ministers, accompanied by enslaved
African Americans, explored Kentucky as early as 1754 to scout new homes in
which to exercise their Baptist faith and develop their riches. Among these early
Baptist pioneers, Lewis and Joseph Craig, Joseph Bledsoe, George S. Smith,
John Taylor, Richard Cave, James Smith, Robert Elkin, and Ambrose Dudley
became names forever associated with establishing black and white antebellum
Baptist churches in Kentucky. Following initial exploration in 1754 by Thomas
Walker and Daniel Boone, accompanied by at least one well-known enslaved
African American named Monk Estill, a “‘flood of Baptist emigrants’” surged from
Old Virginia to Kentucky after the Revolution. Regular Baptists following the lead
of Squire Boone, and Separate Baptists following Lewis and Elijah Craig, washed
into the rapidly developing Kentucky County beginning in 1781. These Virginians
figured so prominently in the origins of the Kentucky Baptist tradition, that early
19
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Baptist historian Robert Semple described Kentucky as a “vortex” pulling Baptist
immigrants from the older parts of Virginia. Indeed, an entire congregation—
Lewis Craig’s “Traveling Church”—moved en masse from Virginia’s Spotsylvania
County to Gilbert’s Creek, Garrard County, Kentucky, in 1783.
After the First Great Awakening, American Baptists answered to one of
two descriptions: Regular or Separate Baptists. Regular Baptists, represented
most prominently by the Philadelphia Association, received their name from their
“regular” subscription to the 1742 Philadelphia Confession of Faith. Comparable
to the Presbyterian’s Westminster Confession, the Philadelphia Confession
articulated a strict Calvinistic creed. Inspired by the Great Awakening in New
England in the 1740s, leaders of Separate Baptists such as Shubal Stearns
sought to “separate” Baptist believers from the unholy and tainted world by
forming pure and virtuous religious communities. Moving south to Virginia and
North Carolina, Separate Baptists sparred vigorously both with intolerant
Anglicans and their Regular Baptist brethren to accomplish this goal. Although
the groups disagreed over worship style and minister education, the Regular’s
adherence to the Philadelphia Confession of Faith—and the Separatist’s refusal
to accept the document—provided the principle obstacle to the early unification
of the two groups. The Separate Baptists objected not as much to the doctrines
embodied in the Philadelphia Confession as to the principle of subscribing to any
binding document at all. The Bible sufficed as a confession of faith for Separate
Baptists. If, after all, such confessions of faith must be consistent with the Bible,
Carter Tarrant asked, why should Baptists not “begin with the bible as first and
last?” Despite their occasional tensions, however, the Regulars and Separates in
Virginia overcame their differences in 1787 and “‘buried’” the distinctions
between the groups “‘in oblivion’” and the majority of their brothers and sisters in
the West soon followed.20
Both Regular and Separate Baptists figured prominently in the religious
life of Virginia, and by extension Kentucky. Regular Baptists, having immigrated
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to Virginia from Maryland, associated with the Philadelphia Association—the
foremost organization among Regular Baptists—before creating their own
Ketocton Association. Influenced by Shubal Stearns, Separate Baptists likewise
established their own association—the General Association. When a “‘flood of
Baptist emigrants’” surged from old Virginia to Kentucky after the Revolution,
both Regulars and Separates washed into the rapidly developing Kentucky. By
1785, enough Baptists had arrived to constitute eighteen congregations in three
associations. No less than thirty preachers ministered to frontier believers.21
Baptist adherence to a strict belief in the separation of church and state
often prevented Baptists from adopting a cohesive denominational anti-slavery
stance. Since Baptists recognized no ecclesiastical authority superior to the
autonomous local congregation, the denomination could not issue an official
“Baptist” position towards slavery leaving each congregation to decide on the
issue for itself. Despite the confusion bred by this decentralized and
heterogeneous power structure, however, the Baptists’ experience supports
broad comparisons. Antislavery Baptists in postwar Virginia and Kentucky, for
example, had reason to hope they might convince their slaveholding brothers
and sisters of the injustice of slavery and righteousness of emancipation. The
General Committee of Virginia Baptists, a representative advisory body,
acknowledged the evils of slaveholding in 1789 and suggested that members do
all legally possible “‘to extirpate this horrid evil from the land.’” The Virginian
Ketocton Association advocated gradual emancipation in 1787, while the
Portsmouth Association found slavery “contrary to the laws of God.” When David
Barrow toured Kentucky in 1798, a group of “dear old disciples” heaped praises
on the Baptist preacher because of his outspoken opposition to hereditary
slavery. Indeed so auspicious were the prospects of emancipation in Kentucky,
thought Barrow, that he moved his family there in 1798 to escape association
with the institution. Later, the Rolling Fork Church asked the Kentucky Salem
Association whether it was proper to extend fellowship to slaveholders,
suggesting that slaveholding constituted such an egregious violation that the
21
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presence of slaveholders would taint the godly purity of Baptist fellowships.
Staunch emancipationists Josiah Dodge and Joshua Carman went so far as to
leave their association because of its accommodation to slavery.22
Despite the early presence of antislavery Baptists in Virginia and
Kentucky, many Kentucky Baptists owned slaves and showed no eagerness to
rid themselves of the institution. These members believed their true religious
obligation and proper Christian duty lay in teaching their slaves the gospels and
allowing them access to religious worship, not the extension of freedom.
Considered some of the nation’s most radical Baptists, members of Lewis Craig’s
“Traveling Church,” brought approximately 300 of their slaves with them when
they moved from Spotsylvania, Virginia to Kentucky in 1781, as did several other
prominent Kentucky Baptist preachers, including John Taylor, two years later.
From the seeds of these early ministries and the Traveling Church sprang the
beginnings of Kentucky’s black independent churches.
Many credit Squire Boone, the brother of Daniel Boone, Thomas Tinsley,
and William Hickman with being the first established Baptist ministers in
Kentucky. These men went on to form Severns Valley Baptist Church in
Elizabethtown in June 1781. Squire Boone was ordained into the Baptist ministry
in the North Carolina Yadkin River Valley by family friend, Reverend John Gano,
General George Washington’s personal chaplain and future Scott County Baptist
minister and church founder. Frank Masters credits Squire Boone with preaching
the first Baptist sermon in Kentucky in 1779. Boone recruited other Virginia
Baptists including the grandfather of the future president of the United States,
Abraham Lincoln, to join him in forming Bear Grass Creek Baptist Church on his
property six miles east of Louisville in 1784.23 African Americans were counted
among the first members of his Bear Grass Creek Church. Boone’s party was
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closely followed by Lewis Craig and members of the “Traveling Church” the large
body of which first settled on Gilbert’s Creek in present day Garrard County to
create Providence Baptist Church in the fall of that same year. Black Baptist
members who accompanied Squire Boone and the Traveling Church were
destined to become Kentucky’s earliest black Baptist evangelicals, religious
leaders, and black Baptist church founders.
In a meeting at Bear Grass Creek Baptist Church October 2, 1785 four
Regular Baptist Churches met to form the Salem Association, 24 the first Baptist
Association established in the Mississippi River Valley. The Association began
with four churches, 123 black and white members, and adopted the Philadelphia
Confession of Faith and Treatise of Disciple. The Association grew slowly during
the first seventeen years until an influx of new settlers to the region caused the
Association to expand to thirty-four churches and approximately 2,500 members
by 1802. The Salem Association wasted no time in establishing itself as an
antislavery Association, with many of its members later forming the backbone of
Kentucky and Indiana’s antislavery traditions. A tradition continued by many of
the Association members until well after the Civil War. The boundaries of the
Association encompassed the area lying between the Ohio and Green Rivers,
west of the mouth of the Kentucky River, which findings will show formed the
corridor of one of Kentucky’s best-known Underground Railroad escape routes.
The first recorded appearance of debate over the issue of slavery among
Kentucky Baptists appeared in Salem Association minutes as a matter dividing
membership on October 3, 1789 at the Fifth Associational Session held at Cox’s
Creek Baptist Church25 and continued within Association membership until the
Association formally divided in 1802 to form Kentucky anti-slavery churches. At
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the Fifth Associational Meeting, following a sermon delivered by Reverend John
Gano apparently no agreement on the treatment of Baptist slaves could be
satisfactorily reached. Association minutes indicate immediately following the
session, both Baptist ministers Joshua Carman and Josiah Dodge withdrew from
the Association to establish “Emancipation Churches” in Kentucky and Indiana.
From this point forward, the issue of slavery remained a constant source of
division and irritation among Salem Association members until the church
membership reached a “reconciliation” in 1802 resulting in the division of the
Association into slavery and anti-slavery churches. In 1802 the majority of the
membership of the Salem Association separated its territory with all churches
north of Salt River forming the new Baptist anti-slavery Long Run Association,
reducing membership in the Salem Association to 792 members and eleven
churches. The Long Run Association began in 1803 with 24 churches and 1,619
members most of whom resided in northern Kentucky and southern Indiana and
included the associational membership of Thomas and Nancy Hanks Lincoln,
who later removed themselves from Kentucky to Indiana on account of unclear
land deeds and the institution of slavery. In a demonstration of his importance in
founding of the church, the body of Thomas’s father, Abraham Lincoln, killed by
Indians at Long Run Baptist Church is said to form the cornerstone of the
church’s foundation. Many members of the new Association remained antislavery in their political and social beliefs throughout the Civil War.26
In a story repeated across the South, recognizing the potential
divisiveness of slavery, early Baptist, Methodist, and Presbyterian leaders sought
to dodge the issue by delegating it to the political—rather than the spiritual
sphere. Believing slavery was not a moral evil, proslavery Baptists argued that it
was not the church’s prerogative to resolve it. Accordingly, associations like the
Virginia Strawberry Association advised its members not to interfere with the
issue. In Kentucky, the Salem Association, when asked in 1789 whether
slaveholders should be tolerated in Baptists churches, the issue was
26
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pusillanimously tabled, stating the question was too weighty to consider at that
time. The Elkhorn Association, however, did not seek to avoid the issue and
confronted it directly assuming the position that authentic Christianity upheld
human bondage and no minister should “meddle in emancipation…in their
religious capacities,” as Carter Tarrant, pastor of the Clear Creek and
Hillsborough congregations, was doing. The North District Association evidently
agreed with their brethren in the Elkhorn Baptist Association when in 1806 they
proclaimed that ministers who forwarded “unsound or pernicious” doctrines such
as emancipation be stripped of their power and prevented from preaching until
they could be tried by five ministers. Only by assuming that slaveholding did not
interfere with the spiritual health of the believers could they suggest that
ecclesiastical bodies not address the issue.27 The association proceeded to eject
emancipationists David Barrow and Carter Tarrant from their seats in the
association and asked their congregations to censure them as well.28
Not all Baptists abandoned their antislavery commitments so easily,
however, nor accepted slavery as a non-religious issue. Kentucky Baptists who
continued in their antislavery beliefs, including Barrow, Tarrant, and others
remained passionately committed to antislavery despite the majority of fellow
Baptists who began to sidestep the issue and relegate it to political authority and
obscurity. A native of Virginia, Tarrant recognized in his teens that slavery
represented “a political evil and that nature revolted at the idea” of human
bondage. He also realized he would “lose a number of friends,” and forfeit any
chances of gaining worldly wealth if he publicly denounced slaveholding.
Nonetheless, Tarrant openly preached an antislavery message and sought black
emancipation. As predicted, Tarrant found determined resistance from proslavery
Baptists both in his native Virginia and later in Kentucky, where he endured
verbal and physical persecution for his opposition to slavery. When the Elkhorn
27
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Baptist Association, to which Tarrant’s Hillsborough and Clear Creek churches
belonged, resolved in 1805 that ministers should not “meddle with emancipation
of slavery,” in their official capacities. Tarrant balked at the association’s
“aristocratical decree,” at which time he and several members of his church left
the Hillsborough congregation and founded the antislavery New Hope Church
upon “the principles of humanity.”
A similar fate befell David Barrow for his antislavery efforts. Similar to
Tarrant, Barrow had borne persecution for his antislavery views and, like Tarrant
he finally broke with his Baptist association. A few months after the Elkhorn
Baptist Association cautioned Tarrant against meddling with emancipation, the
North District Association brought charges against Barrow for his opposition to
slavery. Although they originally acquitted Barrow, the association later excluded
the preacher and greatly exceeded their limited authority when they advised
Barrow’s Mt. Sterling congregation to do the same. Angered at this blatantly
“unbaptistic act,” the Mount Sterling church refused and joined Barrow in leaving
the Elkhorn Association. Prominent Baptists John Gano, William Hickman, and a
number of other preachers followed Tarrant and Barrow’s example by also
leaving their associations or congregations.
In August 1807, these disaffected antislavery Baptists met at Tarrant’s
New Hope church in Woodford County to form Kentucky’s first anti-slavery
society, impressively named the “Baptized Licking-Locust Association, Friends of
Humanity.”29 In naming the new group the Friends of Humanity, the Baptists
nodded obliquely to their Quaker “Friends” who had consistently denounced the
institution. Like Quakers, antislavery Baptists barred slaveholders from fellowship
in their churches, with the exception of those who had pledged to manumit their
slaves, those who bought slaves specifically to the western frontier to free them,
and those legally unable to do so. “Union or communion” with prodigal
slaveholding believers remained “out of the question” as their impurity would taint
their congregations. At the 1807 meeting, the Friends of Humanity also
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emphasized that they had split from their respective denominations solely due to
their opposition to slaveholding rather than any deeper theological issue. On
every other point, the antislavery Baptists subscribed to the same doctrines as
their slaveholding brothers and sisters and the rift had not “occasioned any
alteration of our views of the doctrine of the gospel.” Antislavery Baptists also
made it clear that they espoused no radical, extralegal methods to undermine
slavery. Rather than encourage slaves to run away or to resist the master’s
orders, the Friends of Humanity urged their black members “to exercise patience,
submission, industry and fidelity” to gain their freedom, an abolitionist practice
which ultimately became associated with gradual emancipation. Slaves,
therefore, were to have no agency in their own emancipation, but were to
passively await the spiritual awakening and aid of their white benefactors to
secure their freedom.30
Originally composed of nineteen churches and nearly two thousand
members, the organization included a polyglot of diverse Baptists unified more in
their opposition to slavery than in their doctrinal commitments. Such opposition,
indeed, made strange bedfellows. Strict Calvinists Barrow and Tarrant tolerated
not only Jacob Grigg, an Arminian, but also Donald Holmes, a Universalist. Their
shared opposition to slavery evidently trumped the Friends’ insistence on
doctrinal orthodoxy. Moreover, pillars of the community and well-respected
ministers William Hickman and John Gano joined sketchy characters and
“unbalanced types” to denounce slavery. Perhaps because of this heterodoxy
and diversity, the Friends of Humanity—the foremost antislavery witness among
Kentucky evangelicals—never represented more than a minority of Kentucky
Baptists. The organization did not survive long after Barrow’s death in 1819,
although its successor, the Abolition Society, continued the fight. Confronted by
increasingly long odds against success and continued resistance from their
brothers, several churches within the Friends Association eventually tolerated
slavery, returned to mainstream slaveholding congregations as did William
Hickman, or relocated to free states as was the case for Joshua Carman. With
30
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the growing demise of the Baptist antislavery effort, many Kentucky Baptists
abandoned their silence on the strictly “political” issue of slavery in order to
champion it as a positive good. By 1849, William Buck, the pastor of several
Kentucky Baptist churches with large African American memberships and editor
of the denomination’s mouthpiece, the Baptist Banner, openly praised slavery as
a god-ordained institution (so good indeed that it should be expanded to Irish
immigrants), while Kentucky Baptists forced Howard Malcolm to resign the
presidency of Georgetown College in part because he voted for an
emancipationist candidate.31

Presbyterians added their own brand of antislavery reform to the American
scene. Presbyterians generally agreed that God did not dispense salvation freely,
only to the “elect” —while the remainder of humanity was predestined to eternal
damnation. Although humans could neither know the elect nor alter their eternal
destiny, the elect could be distinguished by their outward piety and godliness.
Presbyterians encapsulated the salient points of Reformed doctrine in their
Westminster Confession of Faith, ratified in 1646. In contrast to the
congregational Baptists, the local Presbyterian Church possessed little authority
in the ecclesiastic structure. Rather, the hierarchical and representative church
courts—the session, presbytery, synod, and assembly—wielded power among
Presbyterians. Within each congregation, members elect one another to serve
with the minister as the session to conduct church business and discipline
wayward members. Members of the session, in turn, elect representatives to the
presbytery. Representing a number of congregations, the presbytery set church
polity and acted as an ecclesiastical court of appeal for disciplined individuals.
Synods representing several presbyteries and the General Assembly
encompassing all the synods in America were elected organizations that held
superior authority to the presbyteries.32 While some Presbyterians, under the
31
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influence of evangelists like Jonathon Edwards and George Whitefield, embraced
the Great Awakening, others scorned its radical excesses. Advocating an
emotional new birth and claiming ministers did not truly require a European
education, evangelist Presbyterian William Tennent created an academy—
derisively called the Log Cabin College—to train aspiring Presbyterian ministers.
Several of the school’s alumni, particularly Samuel Davies and Tennent’s son
George, advanced the evangelical notion of a spontaneous and emotional
conversion and alleged that “unconverted” preachers imperiled their congregants’
spiritual welfare and led them astray. Tennent’s school gave birth to future
antislavery advocates, including John Rankin’s father, a resident of East
Tennessee.33
Presbyterians penetrated the South when the Ulster Scots left the Middle
Colonies to settle lands, often illegally, in the backcountry of Virginia and the
Carolinas, where they could acquire cheaper land than in the more thickly settled
Tidewater region as well as escape the authority of tidewater political and
ecclesiastic authorities. Accordingly, Presbyterians reached the Valley of Virginia
in the eighteenth century where they created the Presbytery of Hanover only a
few years later. It was from the more radically independent western Virginia and
east Tennessee frontier that Presbyterianism spread into Kentucky—indeed
Presbyterian historian Louis Weeks described Virginia and Kentucky
Presbyterians as an “extended family or a clan.” Although Presbyterians had
been represented among the earliest pioneers, such as the McAfee clan, the
institutional history of Kentucky Presbyterian began when Virginian minister
David Rice answered a request from Kentucky Presbyterians to minister to them
in 1783. Through efforts of Rice and Adam Rankin (the uncle of John Rankin),
enough Presbyterians had settled in Kentucky by 1786, that the Synod of New
York and Philadelphia—then the highest Presbyterian court in America—created
the Presbytery of Transylvania. The new Presbytery encompassed the entirety of
Kentucky, and belonged to the Synod of Hanover, Virginia. By 1802, Danville not
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only operated as the new state capitol, it also functioned as the seat of two of
Kentucky’s major religious denominations, Presbyterianism and Methodism.
In general, Presbyterians were less successful as itinerant evangelicals,
than Baptists and Methodists, soon shunning the “camp meeting” style of revivals
for the more studied, conservative approach to religious faith, earning them the
reputation of an “educated,” “urban religion” which stressed the importance of an
educated ministry. Viewing literacy as the certain pathway to freedom for lower
class Europeans as well as enslaved African Americans, Presbyterians
immediately began the work of establishing schools on the new frontier for both
blacks and whites.
As had antislavery Baptists, emancipationist and antislavery Presbyterians
had auspicious prospects as antislavery advocates immediately following the
Revolutionary War. Indeed, the celebrated “father” of Kentucky Presbyterianism,
David Rice, earnestly advocated the emancipation of slaves in the state. When
delegates met in Danville to compose the nascent state’s constitution, Rice, a
delegate to the convention, sought to proscribe slavery in the document. In a
speech to the convention later published as a pamphlet, Rice argued that slavery
not only violated the republican values of the nascent nation and sound public
policy, but, more importantly, God’s laws. Contrary to proslavery advocates, Rice
proclaimed, “As creatures of God, we are, with respect to liberty, all equal,”
regardless of race. Since blacks possessed the same innate rights to freedom as
whites, Euro-Americans could not justly enslave Africans. Hence, slavery violated
the emerging republican political sentiment and sense of justice. Regardless of
its justice, Rice argued slavery was inconsistent with sound public policy. In
enslaving and abusing their slaves, masters maintained “perpetual war” against
their bondsmen and women who naturally regarded their masters as “enemies.”
If the disgruntled slaves did not rise up to slay their oppressors on their own
initiative, they could easily be enticed to do so by invading armies from Britain,
the Indian nations, or others. Most importantly, however, slavery contravened
divine law. Although greedy slaveholding Christians, “wickedly pressed” scripture
“into the service of Mammon,” Rice argued neither the Bible nor the Christian
33

spirit supported slavery. Dismissing the analogies between biblical Hebrew
slavery and that practiced in America as spurious, Rice reminded his audience
that slavery broke the golden rule, and the spirit of Christian charity and love.34
Although he failed to convince his fellow delegates to prohibit slavery –
they voted to continue by a count of 26-16 -- Rice continued his crusade. In
1794, the Transylvania Presbytery, following Rice’s lead, instructed Kentucky
Presbyterians to teach their slaves “to read the Scriptures, and be prepared for
freedom” in view of their prospective emancipation. In 1795, the General
Assembly agreed when, in response to a question from the Transylvania
Presbytery, they encouraged members to advocate emancipation and treat their
wards benevolently. In the West Lexington Presbytery, furthermore, the united
congregations of Cane Ridge and Concord elected to exclude slaveholders from
communion in 1800—a policy which garnered support from “a large majority” of
the Presbytery.35
Yet Kentucky Presbyterians soon wavered in their enthusiastic support of
antislavery. Without completely abandoning their antislavery stance, the
Presbytery of Transylvania, similar to its Baptist counterparts, judged the “final
remedy [of slavery] as alone belonging to the civil powers” in 1796. The
Presbytery decided that it lacked “sufficient authority from the word of God” to bar
slaveholders from communion and fellowship. Not content with this moderate
stance, the Presbytery qualified their position even further in 1797, proclaiming
that although slaveholding constituted “a moral evil,” not every slaveholder was
necessarily morally culpable. Only those who continued to hold slaves even after
God had revealed the immorality of slaveholding committed a moral evil. Those
who had not seen the light about slavery’s depravity, on the contrary, could not
be held morally guilty. The Presbytery thereby worked a subtle compromise;
while condemning slavery, the body at the same time avoided alienating
slaveholding, tithe paying, wealthy Presbyterians. In 1802, the Synod ruled that
local sessions could not deny communion to slaveholders, as had the united
34
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congregations of Cane Run and Concord. Although they retreated from their
previous explicit antislavery stance, the Presbyterians did not totally surrender
their opposition to slavery. By advocating African colonization, Kentucky
Presbyterians continued to follow a fundamentally conservative but persistent
antislavery doctrine. More radical abolitionists rightly attacked colonization as
racist, cumbersome, and excessively gradual.36 Yet in continuing to advocate the
termination of slavery, no matter how gradual and conservative, southern
Presbyterians maintained at least the semblance of antislavery long after white
Methodists and Baptists had shed such efforts. As late as the 1840s,
Presbyterian leader and Centre College president John C. Young, along with
ministers Robert and William Breckinridge, blatantly continued to support the end
of slavery through the means of colonization—a concept nearly abandoned by
other denominations during that time.37
The experience of the united congregations of Cane Ridge and Concord
demonstrates the difference between Presbyterian and Baptist reactions to
slavery. The West Lexington Presbytery and many of its “sister Presbytery” all
agreed upon the immorality of slavery and advocated its termination. Yet,
understanding the limitation of their authority within the Presbyterian hierarchy,
the Presbytery “hesitate[d] to decide” whether to bar slaveholders from
communion “till directed by higher judicatories.” Without the formal approval of
their superior juridical bodies, in other words, subordinate Presbyterian
organizations shied away from committing themselves to such a weighty subject
as antislavery. Because ultimate authority flowed from the top of the Presbyterian
hierarchy, they developed a much more consistent policy on slavery than the
Baptists who placed ultimate authority within each separate congregation. While
this adherence to ecclesiastical authority kept the West Presbytery from barring
slaveholders from communion, it ironically allowed the Presbyterians to impose a
policy favoring emancipation as late as the 1830s and 1840s.38
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The few African Americans who became Presbyterians or who closely
associated with Presbyterian denominations were often well-educated and
afforded certain economic and social privileges, such as the ownership of
property, ownership of their families, freedom to assemble, and access to travel
denied most enslaved Kentuckians.39 Based on these subtle differences and
liberties, white Presbyterians are often credited with creating the roots of Central
Kentucky’s quasi-free black middle class and establishment of persistent
antislavery missions throughout the South and West. Many early Kentucky
antislavery Presbyterians, expelled when Kentucky began to purge itself of
antislavery sentiments and activists, continued their activity in the South and
West by joining the more radical “Cumberland Presbyterians” and “Union
Methodists” involved in establishing abolitionist black settlements in Northern
Tennessee, the Cumberland Gap, and Appalachian regions of Kentucky.
Presbyterian commitment and aid to black education became the largest single
contribution of Presbyterians in providing African Americans with sustainable
freedom beginning in the 1790s through the early 1900s.
Rice’s lifelong commitment to black education and antislavery continued to
influence, in subtle ways, Kentucky’s next generation of slightly less vocal and
visible antislavery advocates, contributing to the image of what many historians
cite as “Kentucky’s more benevolent” form of slavery, theorizing an educated
slave suffered less severely under slavery. The doctrinal divide over slavery and
revivalism created a schism in the Kentucky Presbytery, resulting in several
Presbyterians changing their loyalties to Methodist and Baptist denominations,
while still others who chose to remain Presbyterian formed alliances with the
more radical, anti-slavery Cumberland Presbyterians,40 and the leader of
Kentucky’s Great Revival, Reverend James McGready.41 In later years, many
39
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Presbyterians joined Ripley, Ohio Presbyterian Church founder and Underground
Railroad conductor Reverend John Rankin, Berea College founder and
antislavery advocate, Reverend John Gregg Fee, as well as Christian Church
founder and revivalist, Barton Stone in his creation of the Disciples of Christ in
conjunction with Baptist Alexander Campbell’s Christian Church Movement to
further their antislavery efforts.
Concord Church rolls between 1823 and 1845 reflected the names of
eighty-five African Americans – enslaved by thirty-five slave owning Danville
Presbyterian families.42 From 1827 to 1829, the church’s fourth Stated Supply
minister, antislavery advocate David Nelson, attempted to follow the teachings of
the church’s founder, David Rice. In an attempt to re-instill an antislavery
religious tradition at Concord Church, Nelson freed his own slaves and actively
preached against the institution of slavery. Nelson’s efforts lasted only two years
against Danville’s powerful slaveholding Presbyterian membership before he was
forced to remove himself, his family, and several black and white members of his
congregation to Marion County, Missouri. In Marion County, Nelson continued
the Presbyterian tradition of education, founding Marion College, and planting
seeds of antislavery in the West by providing free education to blacks based on
the principles of manual labor. His antislavery activities and fear for his life once
again forced Nelson to flee Missouri north to Quincy, Illinois in 1836. There he
joined the antislavery forces of abolitionist and newspaper editor Elijah Lovejoy
and members of the Illinois antislavery movement. At the same time Nelson was
forced to flee Missouri, one of his former congregation members, attorney,
antislavery advocate, and future Liberty Party presidential candidate, James
Gillespie Birney, was also forced to flee Danville.
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Birney initially believed, as did Rice, in gradual emancipation and the
goals of the American Colonization Society until the 1830s. Converted to
immediate abolitionism through his connection to antislavery advocates William
Lloyd Garrison and New York’s antislavery Tappan brothers, Birney freed his
Kentucky slaves after becoming a Presbyterian in 1826. Following acceptance of
immediate abolitionism, Birney organized the Kentucky Anti-slavery Society in
Danville on March 18, 1835, in the mistaken belief that if the Danville aristocracy,
of which he and his family were members, took the lead in freeing their slaves,
other Kentucky aristocrats would follow his example. In what can only be
described as a serious lack of judgment, in July 1835 following announcement of
his intent to publish the Philanthropist, an abolitionist newspaper, to accompany
formation of his antislavery society, Birney and his family were forced to flee
Kentucky for their lives. Settling across the river in Cincinnati and later in New
York, Birney became the antislavery candidate for President in 1840 and the
Liberty Party candidate for President in 1844.43
Another Kentucky Presbyterian, no longer welcomed in Kentucky for
antislavery activities was J. Finley Crowe, former editor, publisher of the Abolition
Intelligencer and founder of Indiana’s Hanover College, a school committed to
teaching and preaching an antislavery and human rights doctrine. Reverend
John Rankin, the man William Lloyd Garrison claims to have emulated in his
antislavery ministry, was also forced to move to southern Ohio where he became
an open and well-respected operator of an Underground Railroad junction from
Logan County, Kentucky and West Virginia to Ripley and southern Ohio.
Kentucky’s best known Presbyterian abolitionist, Reverend John Gregg Fee, the
founder of Berea College and Chaplain to African American Union troops housed
at Camp Nelson during the Civil War, was also forced to flee to Cincinnati in
1854.
The expulsion of antislavery Presbyterians forced to flee Kentucky for their
views only served to spread their beliefs to a larger national audience. Many
disenfranchised Kentucky Presbyterians assumed responsibility for establishing
43
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antislavery networks and Underground Railroad communities in the Kentucky
“borderlands.” Crowe, Rankin, and Fee operated under the religious belief that
slavery was a moral evil, employing the gospels as the authority for their beliefs.
Each of these men were aided by other Kentucky Presbyterians and antislavery
advocates, including black abolitionist conductors John P. Parker in Ripley, Ohio,
Chapman Harris and Elijah Anderson of Louisville, and Arnold Gragston of
Bracken County, Kentucky. Presbyterian churches associated with the
Cumberland and Chillicothe Presbytery continued to form important antislavery
communities and connections to freedom operated by white and black
abolitionists who served as Underground Railroad agents and conductors in
Ohio, Indiana, and Illinois and along Kentucky’s surrounding borders including its
southern border with Tennessee. Displaced but not disillusioned, these expelled
converts continued their antislavery activity in the South and West often using
their knowledge of Kentucky landscapes, community and family ties to reach into
Kentucky to aid escaping slaves by joining forces with Shakers, Quakers, and
newly formed “Union Methodists.” Presbyterian commitment and aid in support of
black education became a major contribution of southern Presbyterians in
sustaining African American freedom.
There were other Kentucky Presbyterian churchmen and community
leaders who possessed antislavery views. Born of Scotch-Irish parents in
Greencastle, Pennsylvania in 1803, John Clarke Young, a gradual
emancipationist (some say a closet abolitionist), 44 became president of Danville’s
Centre College in 1830 and remained so until his death in 1857. We can only
speculate how strong Young’s antislavery views really were, since he managed
to stay in Danville while others were forced to flee for their antislavery opinions.
No doubt Young’s political, social, and marital connections to the Breckinridge
family as well as his moderate public stance regarding immediate abolitionism
served him well in retaining his position in Danville and Kentucky society.
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In 1850, during the time of Young’s presidency and John Paxton’s tenure
as Danville Presbyterian Church pastor and member of the American
Colonization Society, four black members of the Danville Church - Hannah Deer,
Nelson Green, James Sneed, and Mary Magdalen Henderson - were reported as
having their fares paid to Liberia by the American Colonization Society attached
to the Danville Presbyterian Church. The four left Kentucky to establish homes in
Liberia. The church retained no further information as to how the four fared once
they reached their African destination.45
Kentucky’s more radical Presbyterians advocated assisted slave escapes,
publication and circulation of antislavery literature, and connection to a larger
American antislavery movement, attacking colonization as racist, cumbersome,
and excessively gradual.46 While adherence to ecclesiastical authority kept the
West Presbytery from barring slaveholders from communion, it allowed the
Presbyterians to impose a policy favoring emancipation.47 The benefit to African
Americans of this long-term Presbyterian commitment to antislavery, at least in
principle, was two-fold. Presbyterian antislavery commitment allowed small but
important literate groups of property owning, quasi-free and enslaved African
Americans to develop, and provided them with certain limited protections within a
southern slaveholding aristocracy. Formation of other more radical Cumberland
and Chillicothe Presbyterian Churches continued to form important antislavery
communities and connections to freedom operated by white and black
abolitionists serving as Underground Railroad agents effectively aiding
Underground Railroad slave escapes. By 1801, Presbyterians and
Congregationalists agreed evangelizing converts on the new western frontier was
far more important than ecumenical divisions over the issue of slavery.
Employing a compromise agreement entitled, the “Plan of Union,” both
denominations relegated the issue of slavery to the back burner of their religious
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concern in favor of cooperatively evangelizing the West.48 Although
Presbyterians and Baptists were most strongly represented in Kentucky during
the immediate years following the American Revolution, Methodism became the
third and most persistent evangelical religious denomination to strongly influence
a southern antislavery agenda, southern slave owners, and African American
religious and social life.

Within years of founding the first Methodist society in London in 1739, the
Methodist movement infiltrated North America. Methodism developed its full
strength in America immediately following the Revolutionary War, thereby
earning the reputation of being “America’s religion.” Both “located” or local
preachers, who remained stationary ministering to a single church, and circuit
riding itinerant ministers who preached and evangelized to several churches
within a locality, provided spiritual leadership for Methodists on the American
frontier. Methodists did not ordain local preachers in the United States until 1784
because of their past denominational association with the Anglican Church.49
Prior to and immediately following the Revolutionary War, however, Methodists
became the leading frontier voice of religious piety, particularly among African
Americans. This religious stance included acceptance and concern for the plight
of slaves and the less fortunate. Through its itinerant ministry, early Methodists
made great headway on the Kentucky frontier prior to 1820.
Earning the name “Methodist” from disapproving peers at the University of
Oxford in 1729 for their disciplined and methodical lifestyle, alumni of England’s
“Holy Club” figured prominently in the emergence of America’s First Great
Awakening. During his seven evangelical tours of the American colonies,
budding Methodist disciple George Whitefield called thousands of colonists from
their placid religious observance to an energetic and passionate experience of
the Holy Spirit. Despite Whitefield’s energetic efforts, however, enslaved African
Americans took their impetus for denominational Methodism primarily from two
48
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members of the “Holy Club” - brothers John and Charles Wesley. Although their
followers were often viewed as “fringe” or “heretical,” British theologian John
Wesley (1703-1791) and his brother Charles (1707-1788) emerged as the two
most noted scholars to study and affirm the work of Methodism in America during
the 18th century.
Establishing patterns of pietism regularly adopted by evangelicals on the
Western frontier, John Wesley organized pious extra-ecclesiastical societies of
believers that, like England’s “Holy Clubs,” met regularly to promote devotion,
prayer, and the encouragement of philanthropic work among the poor and
afflicted. These societies were subdivided into classes each of which were
superintended by a class leader who guided class members and reproved those
who strayed. Willing individuals had to demonstrate their piety to be admitted to
these organizations and disorderly and disreputable behavior could earn
censure or excommunication, a pattern of evangelicalism that expanded to the
Southwestern United States and into African American religious and social
culture. For those who remained on the straight and narrow, these societies
provided the warmth, fellowship, and spirituality lacking in the church and slave
quarters. Methodism especially appealed to slaves, poor, and working class
whites who followed Wesley’s pattern of religious organization, incorporating his
denominational model into their secular lives as well as in the formation of
benevolent societies. Wesley’s hierarchal model supplied African Americans with
an informal and accessible system of self-governance later formalized by
America’s first African American Bishop, Richard Allen. The very nature of black
Methodist “self-governance” was a factor that made it impossible for the tenants
of black Methodism to “catch on” among enslaved African Americans below the
Mason Dixon Line.
Although some Methodists—most prominently George Whitefield—
advocated the tenets of Calvinism, Wesley and his followers subscribed to
Arminianism. Arminianism maintained that when Christ died on the cross, he did
so to redeem all humanity, not simply the elect as the Calvinists argued.
Humans, therefore, possessed free will to either choose this universal gift of
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salvation, or to reject it. Since salvation was not a gift which God bestowed on
just the elect, salvation was alienable. In other words, if humans had the power to
accept God’s universally offered grace, then they also had the power to lose their
salvation through degenerate living and apostasy. This became a powerful
argument and spiritual message of empowerment for African Americans seeking
to establish a religious dialogue with slave owners concerning their treatment as
slaves. Rather than depraved and abject sinners, Arminians saw men and
women as creatures capable of holiness, benevolence, and ultimate perfection.
This new view of human capability encouraged Methodists to minister primarily to
women and to the needy believing that human beings were not depraved
monsters, inspiring them to feel pity for the unfortunate while performing altruistic
acts of charity among the poor and enslaved in hope of leading them to
salvation.50 Through the use of camp meeting revivals, Methodist created a
pattern of evangelicalism that expanded throughout the United States, gaining a
solid foothold in northern and southern African American religious and social
culture.
The period following the death of John Wesley proved a time of definition
within American Methodism. Although Methodists immigrants, especially from
Ireland, established themselves in America in 1763 under leaders like Robert
Strawbridge, the movement did not fully coalesce in the colonies until Wesley
sent two superintendents, Francis Asbury and Thomas Coke to supervise
American Methodism in 1771. Under their leadership, American Methodism grew
until it claimed over 3000 adherents shortly before the Revolutionary War.
Although the movement’s coziness with the Anglican Church and the British
government hampered Methodism’s growth in America and provoked harsh
treatment from revolutionary rebels which eventually forced Francis Asbury into
hiding—the group survived the war and soon established its own national
organization. No longer able to claim they were Anglicans seeking to reform the
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Church of England from within, American Methodists met in Baltimore in 1784 to
form America’s first Methodist Episcopal Church.51
At the Baltimore, Maryland Christmas Conference, in contrast to Baptist
and Presbyterian polity, American Methodists established a religious
ecclesiastical hierarchy. In the top strata stood the bishops, originally Francis
Asbury and Thomas Coke, Wesley’s American envoys. Although Coke remained
active in American Methodism, Asbury—“the apostle of Methodism”—defined the
American Methodist experience through his long tenure. In the Methodist
tradition of itinerancy, the bishops did not represent one geographic region but all
American Methodists with the expectation that bishops and ministers were to
attend every yearly conference throughout the country. This national focus and
connectivity provided African Americans on the Western frontier access to the
thinking and doctrine of a larger Methodist community. After 1792, American
Methodists convened the General Conference every four years to set
denominational policy and issue the Disciplines, the official statement of
Methodist beliefs.52
Much to the delight of African American worshipers, Methodists
championed heartfelt and emotional religious worship. This form of religious
enthusiasm often took the form of melodramatic exercises. In a manner
resembling the worship service of Shakers, those under conviction threw
themselves prostrate upon the ground, shook, and shouted—practices anathema
to the orderly and intellectual liturgy said or sung in Anglican and Presbyterian
churches. A hallmark example of Methodist worship still represented in many
African American churches today remains the mourners bench upon which
unregenerate sinners threw themselves at the mercy of God to beg for salvation
from their sins. Such wild-eyed and irreverent behavior troubled some early
Methodist followers and more conservative Presbyterians who disparaged
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Methodist’s reckless and disorderly “enthusiasm.” In contrast, such open acts of
contrition and emotion often appealed to African Americans, as in many ways
these acts resembled traditional forms of African religions rites.
For those who remained on the straight and narrow, Methodist societies
provided warmth, fellowship, and spirituality. For enslaved African Americans,
women, poor, and working class whites, Wesley’s pattern of religious
organization and social structure proved appealing and highly functional. As early
as 1766, because America’s first Methodists placed no restrictions barring
women from the pulpit, African American women were among the first to join the
ranks of Methodism as members and evangelical exhorters during Wesley’s first
North American tour. These early female evangelists included the names of such
noted African American leaders as Jarena Lee, Sarah Forten, Amanda Smith,
and the ultimate circuit rider, Harriet Tubman, who unflinchingly lifted their voices
and actions against slavery. African Americans immediately replicated the
Methodist denominational structure and social outreach model in their secular
lives as well as in the formation of self-help groups and benevolent societies.
Wesley’s hierarchal model supplied African Americans with their first informal
and accessible system of self-governance and social control formalized by
America’s first African American Bishop and A.M.E. Church founder, Richard
Allen.
As a denomination, Methodism espoused six important “desires of piety”
adopted by African Americans as a model in development of their own church
communities and social institutions: 1) Study of the scriptures; 2) active
involvement and concern for the laity – creating a “priesthood of believers;” 3)
greater emphasis on evangelical zeal rather than intellectual debate; 4) An
emphasis on Christian living rather than intellectual acumen; 5) preaching aimed
at the salvation of the listener, not simply for instruction or correction; 6)
ministerial training which emphasized development of moral and spiritual
qualities in the life of pastors. The African American Methodist message of
salvation incorporated the use of music often supplied by the pen of Charles
Wesley, as well as sustained efforts to provide education, both of which were
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readily incorporated and maintained in African American daily life. In discussing
the formation of black Methodism and its emphasis on development of the
person as a true believer, Frederick A. Norwood listed five constants represented
in formation of African American Methodist churches: 1) churches were black
controlled; 2) involved in the everyday lives of the people; 3) functioned to
provide members with a sense of worthiness; 4) emphasized evangelism with
direct witness to the saving love of Jesus Christ; and 5) the church systematically
adjusted to the changing conditions of society.53
The open doors of the Methodist Church quickly incorporated black circuit
riders and exhorters. From the beginning, the newly established Methodist circuit
employed the services of an African American itinerant exhorter named Harry
Hoosier, charged with the mission of gathering existing Methodists into classes
and evangelizing to the unconverted along with his Methodist minister and
traveling companion, Freeborn Garretson. As part of their ministry, Methodists
actively engaged themselves in frontier camp meetings. The camp meeting, a
system devised by Presbyterians and perfected by Methodists, was abandoned
by Presbyterians when its excesses began to cause alarm among more
moderate Presbyterian clergy. This popular method of evangelization was soon
taken up by Methodists and Baptists who found its methods particularly suited to
conditions of the frontier. Through the use of revivalism, Methodists and Baptists
were infused with the spirit of the frontier, which they cultivated wholeheartedly.
One of America’s earliest known and most successful Methodist
evangelists, Harry Hoosier, also known as “Black Harry,” was born a slave circa
1750 to Henry Dorsey Gough, a wealthy Baltimore, Maryland friend of Francis
Asbury. Harry was granted his freedom following a Methodist camp meeting at
Perry Hall near Baltimore where Gough was converted to Methodism after
hearing the earnest prayer of slaves. During this moment in Methodist history,
religious conversion required Methodist slave owners grant freedom to their
slaves, thus Harry gained his freedom. Described as one of the best circuit riding
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ministers of his day, Hoosier preached at Methodist camp meetings and
churches from New York to Missouri, before black and white church audiences.
Harry Hoosier’s ministry reached the backwoods of Indiana and the far north of
evangelical New York. During his long career as a Methodist exhorter, one not
officially licensed to preach, his traveling companions included top Methodist
leaders Francis Asbury, Thomas Coke, Freeborn Garrettson, Richard Whatcoat
and others, including a signer on the Declaration of Independence, Dr. Benjamin
Rush, who stated: “...he [Hoosier] was the greatest orator in America.” His
earliest and most constant traveling companion, Freeborn Garrettson, stated of
Hoosier: “I rode to Hudson (NY), where I found the people very curious to hear
Harry. I therefore declined preaching that their curiosity might be satisfied. The
different denominations heard him with much admiration, and the Quakers
thought that as he was unlearned he must preach by immediate inspiration.”
(Garrettson, 1790). Although never called by name, it is believed Harry Hoosier
(1750-date and location of his death and burial unknown) was one of several
black Methodist and Baptist evangelicals present during Kentucky’s 1800-1805
Great Revival.
Well before arriving in Kentucky, Methodists had earned a reputation for
their opposition to slavery. Of all the evangelical groups present in Kentucky,
Methodists formulated the most consistent and intense denominational
antislavery stance. Their antislavery message rivaled and went beyond that of
antislavery Quakers not only in their vocal advocacy of black emancipation, but
also in their acceptance of African Americans as members of the Methodist
Church. John Wesley denounced the institution of slavery as early as 1774 when
he published his Thoughts on Slavery. Borrowing heavily from a tract penned by
Quaker Anthony Benezet, Wesley denounced both slavery and the slave trade
implementing “Asbury’s Rules,” regarding slavery in America and acceptance as
a member of the Methodist Church. The rules stated:


Every slave holding Methodist member, within twelve months of
membership, is required to execute deeds of manumission.



All infants born after adoption of the rules are to have immediate freedom.
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A record of the names, ages and emancipation dates of all slaves held by
Methodist masters are to be kept within each Circuit.



Members who choose not to comply with stated rules are given twelve
months within which to withdraw church membership. The sacrament of
the Lord’s Supper is firmly denied to all such members



No person holding slaves is permitted to join the Society or partake of the
Lord’s Supper with Methodists.



All members who buy, sell, or give slaves away, except for the purposes
of freedom, are to be immediately expelled.
“Asbury’s Rules” were later adopted by Kentucky’s itinerate Baptist

minister, Carter Tarrant, upon establishing Baptist antislavery churches in
western Kentucky and eastern Tennessee. By 1790, sufficient numbers of
Methodist preachers and laymen arrived in Kentucky to convene their first Annual
Conference on April 15 at Masterson’s Station, over which Bishop Asbury
presided. In 1800, the church incorporated Kentucky and other western states
and territories into the Western Conference.54 Wesley persisted in his argument
that the pursuit of Mammon, not the interests of the “backward” Africans,
animated the slave trade. Once again reinforcing the religious themes of the
antislavery movement, Wesley warned that God “shall have judgement without
mercy” upon those “that hath shewed no mercy.”55
Wesley’s American children apparently agreed with their spiritual father, at
least initially. Bishops Asbury and Coke emulated Wesley when they issued a
pamphlet denouncing slavery in 1800. Wesley’s hand chosen envoys to America,
pronounced that, “‘the whole spirit of the New Testament militates in the
strongest manner against the practice of slavery.’” Preacher Freeborn
Garrettson, who manumitted his slaves upon his conversion to Methodism,
thereafter openly opposed slavery. These influential ministers prompted elected
assemblies to take official action against slavery. As early as 1780, a conference
meeting in Baltimore took a “tottering” step toward emancipation by requiring
54
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itinerant ministers to emancipate their slaves. At the organizational Christmas
Conference in 1784, the delegates admonished their brothers to provide for the
eventual manumission of their slaves and officially barred those who did not
comply from fellowship. Again in 1796 and 1800, the General Conference
officially lamented the practice of slaveholding and encouraged Methodists to
support emancipation schemes. Yet even this clearly stated opposition to slavery
did not satisfy all Methodists. Seeking to create a church free from slavery and
the undemocratic episcopacy of the Methodist Episcopal Church, Virginia
Methodist minister James O’Kelly created the openly antislavery Republican
Methodist Church in 1793. In so doing, O’Kelly conformed to what he viewed as
the “true” Methodist antislavery tradition.56
Kentucky Methodists arriving from Pennsylvania and Virginia joined
Kentucky co-religious in denouncing the institution of slavery. Principally, William
McKendree, a Presiding Elder for Kentucky and subsequently a bishop,
perpetuated Wesley’s crusade against slavery in the Livingston Circuit of
Western Kentucky, a circuit where black Methodists quickly began to out number
white. Through McKendree’s efforts, the Western Conference, meeting in Liberty
Hill, Tennessee, adopted antislavery measures in 1808. At the meeting, Bishop
Asbury, sensing perhaps that a controversy over slavery could divide the
denomination—as it indeed did several decades later—implored the conference
to be tolerant toward slavery and to maintain denominational unity. Many of the
delegates resented Asbury’s accommodation to slaveholding and boldly
challenged the patriarch of American Methodism—for what was seen as his
retreat from an antislavery doctrine. Bishop McKendree accordingly read a letter
to the assembly suggesting Methodists should not buy or sell their slaves, but
also that new converts be required to manumit their bonds men and women
before their admission to the church. After the committee created to study the
issue incorporated the first of McKendree’s objectives into their rule, the
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conference ratified the practice and consequently took another bold step against
slavery.57
The fruit of John Wesley’s early labor among African Americans was
evidenced when Methodist church records indicated by 1800, within a population
of 5,300,000 Americans, over one million were African Americans. Of that one
million, one out of every ten were considered free, the rest enslaved. Prior to the
Civil War, 215,000 African American Methodists, predominantly located within
northern and eastern seaboard churches, out-numbered an estimated 175,00058
African American Baptists located primarily in the slaveholding South.
Yet by the time the Western Conference adopted Asbury’s Rules,
American Methodists, like Baptists and Presbyterians, had already begun to
hedge on their antislavery commitment. Especially as the Methodist movement
gained momentum in the South acquiring an increasingly pronounced “southern
accent,” explicit Methodist denunciations of slavery like the 1784 doctrine
became unpopular. Their ascension to the level of respectability also
discouraged Methodists from adhering to such radical and disrespectable
commitments as antislavery. Besides, reasoned many southern Methodists, if
slaveholders thought that Methodists preachers espoused emancipation, they
would not allow them to preach to the slaves, thus depriving slaves of the
benefits of Christianity.
The General Conference of 1796 accordingly delegated the responsibility
of enforcing the prohibition of slaveholding—which was at best inconsistently
enforced —to quarterly meetings and yearly conferences. After 1804 the General
Conference issued a separate version of the Discipline to southern Methodists —
cleansed of any reference to emancipation. Even Asbury, who had consistently
and enthusiastically denounced slavery throughout his career, sheepishly
cautioned the Western Conference not to openly agitate on the issue of slavery,
lest it create resentment and discord among believers. By 1816, the same year
Bishop McKendree convinced the Western Conference to assume a tougher
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stance against slavery, nationwide Methodist opposition to slavery had so
degenerated that the General Conference dropped the antislavery provision
completely from the Discipline. Although some northern Methodists retained the
denomination’s traditional attitude toward slavery, their southern co-religionists
increasingly accepted slavery as either a necessary evil or a positive good. The
issue had become too toxic for compromise by 1845 when southern members
broke away from their fellow Methodists to form the Methodist Episcopal Church,
South, in response to the Bishop Andrew controversy.59
Like Baptists, Kentucky Methodists divided over the issue of slavery with
the majority of Kentucky Methodists favoring the idea of African colonization over
emancipation and still others who saw slavery as a positive good. Those like
itinerant ministers Benjamin Ogden and James Haw who supported
emancipation and antislavery, defined themselves as “Union” or “Republican”
Methodists. For these Methodists, their open and strident commitment to
immediate emancipation, coupled with their affiliation with antislavery Quakers,
and Richard Allen’s independent wing of black Methodism, caused them to be
labeled “fanatics” working to destroy the American Union by Kentucky Methodists
who eventually declared themselves the Methodist Episcopal Church, South. 60
Although Presbyterians and Baptists were more strongly represented than
Methodists in Kentucky, the first formal Methodist Society was organized in
Kentucky by Francis Clark in 1790, following Bishop Asbury’s visit to Masterson’s
Station in Lexington that same year. To evangelize the new Kentucky Circuit,
Asbury appointed two itinerant, antislavery circuit riding ministers from Baltimore
initially dispatched to Kentucky by Asbury in 1786 to organize the “Kentucky
District,” James Haw and Benjamin Ogden.61 Haw and Ogden began the
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organizing work of Methodist evangelism in Mason County at the home of
Edward Stevenson, which W. E. Arnold described as "the fist prayer ever offered
by a Methodist itinerant at a family altar in Kentucky," was that offered by
Benjamin Ogden. Born in Mason County, Stevenson was converted to
Methodism by Ogden at age fifteen. He went on to become a Methodist minister,
preaching his first sermon at his father's cabin in Mason County where he
converted seven people. His first appointment as a traveling minister was to the
Lexington circuit in 1820, assisting Nathaniel Harris. Thereafter, Stevenson
would continue to occupy the pulpits of most of the major towns and cities in
Kentucky, serving as book agent, head of the Methodist Publishing House in
Nashville, and finally president of Logan College.62
Conference boundaries changed rapidly during Kentucky pioneer days.
Settlers from older east coast communities moved across the mountains and
adjoining Kentucky states in numbers large enough to result in creation of the
Methodist “Western Conference” in 1800. The new territory divided into the Ohio
and Tennessee Conferences in 1812, divided again in 1820 when a separate
Kentucky Conference was established, and again in 1846 in the creation of a
separate Louisville Conference following the denomination’s national division
over the issue of slavery.63 Those who embraced the Louisville conference, in
large part continued to support the emancipation of slaves while more
conservative Methodists occupied southern and Central Kentucky.

Because the Methodist movement in America began later than Baptist and
Presbyterian denominations, it had not penetrated the western reaches of the
seaboard states from which Kentucky’s first Euro-American and African
American inhabitants principally migrated. Consequently, the “predilections” of
Kentucky’s earliest white immigrants “inclined to the Baptist or Presbyterian
persuasions” rather than Methodism. Although getting a later start behind
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Presbyterians and Baptists, Methodists began arriving in Kentucky in the late
eighteenth century, only ten years after Daniel Boone.
By 1800, Methodists and Protestant evangelical Baptists, and
Presbyterians, had established themselves in the region. Despite local variations
on the theme of black freedom within the three major denominations all shared
similar religious patterns which eventually separated them from their northern
brethren: acceptance or tolerance of antislavery agitation followed by
ambivalence on the topic, and finally enforced silence on the issue.64 Once
defeated by Kentucky slave powers, many abolitionist churches became so
weakened by proslavery forces they simply vanished or were rendered
ineffective. However, antislavery remnants remained within all the various
denominational churches, many of which evolved into total black memberships.
In this way many re-formed white churches became responsible for producing,
supporting, and maintaining resistance to slavery and creation of an independent
system of African American church leadership.
For African American divines, continental Pietism called for an evangelical
conversion, wherein converts acknowledged their sins and experienced the living
God. This “experience” emboldened some to act as leaders in uplifting their
fellow slaves, some to escape to freedom on their own, some to remain behind to
aid others in their escape, and still others to remain and pray for their liberation.
Unlike white churches, consistent with southern slavery, African American
congregations were not entitled to the unfettered liberties of forming their own
church congregations, acquisition of church property, freedom of religious choice,
or even the ownership of their own bodies. Despite the acquisition of several
important antebellum church structures, the body of the southern black church
and the core of black religious teachings were invested in encouraging faith
among the black religious, and alleviating the needs and sufferings of the newly
converted “God’s people.”
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Further adding to the need for an “underground” system of “being,” the
rights of African Americans were highly scrutinized, defined, and legislated. Black
property rights and access to religious worship could be granted, easily
controlled, or taken away. For African Americans, the most liberating and
empowering message proffered by evangelicals of the Second Great Awakening
became the messages of hope, salvation for all, and the personal freedom to
choose. The evangelical message of salvation encouraged African Americans to
impose differences between their religious faith and the religious faith they
observed among slave owners, motivating them to act contrary to slave owners’
beliefs and wishes, which included a commitment to seek freedom over slavery.
As a result of their newly acquired sense of empowerment, yet still living “in the
belly of the whale” of slavery, African Americans openly and secretly, formed
their own congregations, institutions, businesses, settlements, and black freedom
agenda.
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CHAPTER III: FORMATION OF BLACK EVANGELICAL CHURCHES
“It should be remarked, moreover, that all Negro Baptist churches, except those in the South,
which came out of white churches during slavery, had Negro pastors. Yet whatever their
differences, Negro Baptists and white Baptists in America constituted one family until after the
Civil War. Indeed there has never been any formal separation of the two groups. Each has simply
followed the race instinct, in an age of freedom, while the one group cooperates with the other,
North and South.”65
Walter H. Brooks (b. 1851)

Not protected by law, African Americans were always in danger of losing
any social or economic gains achieved under slavery. Despite this precarious
state of life, several important milestones were achieved by members of
Kentucky’s African American community. The most important being the
establishment of “African” churches and access to a religious life. For African
Americans, their long-standing commitment to the cause of black freedom, a
desire deeply embedded and central to their Christian commitment, was
strengthened and validated by the growing voice of white American evangelicals
opposed to slavery. Despite careful efforts of slave owners to employ Christianity
as a method to soothe and eliminate African American resistance to
enslavement, black interpretation of the Christian message only increased their
understanding of Christianity as the correct platform from which to demand their
freedom. Such convictions grew as empowered African American evangelicals
accompanied their slave holders to Kentucky’s western frontier.
The development of a cohesive and actively engaged African American
religious community expanded the vocabulary of oppression, slavery, and
freedom. In an intensified version of the new mood of American reform, African
Americans established churches, benevolent societies, and a political agenda of
their own, designed to address the specific needs and particular circumstances
of enslaved African Americans. The birth of nationalism embodied within African
American churches also fueled black journalism which moved America by
employing the real life experiences of escaped slaves. Through the publication
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and distribution of pamphlets, religious newsletters, and antislavery newspapers,
African American views regarding slavery and freedom were infused into the
national and international political and social antislavery debate. Enjoining the
spirit of freedom sweeping the world, the words “liberty, equality, and fraternity”
became deeply embedded in everyday political vocabulary and the psyche of
working class Europeans and African Americans.
African American churches fueled the growth and circulation of black
journalism, political rhetoric, and popular literature exposing the cruelty and
injustice of American slavery, as well as informing the world of repressive
American legislative actions which limited black freedom and devalued black life.
For the first time, rather than reliance upon a few well-placed white individuals
entrusted to sway the hearts and minds of the American public, America and the
world heard new voices. They heard voices of escaped slaves, black antislavery
religious arguments, popular slogans, and music espousing the “rights of man,”
“principles of natural freedom,” “equality of souls,” and the “corruptions of slave
society.” Through the distribution of pamphlets, religious newsletters, and
antislavery newspapers African American views regarding slavery and freedom
were infused into a national and international political and social antislavery
debate. America’s Second Great Awakening became a source of energy and
inspiration in strengthening African American abolitionists responsible for
adoption of a more radically aggressive national antislavery campaign.
From 1776 to 1820, the borderland city of Baltimore, America’s third
largest city, served as the center of African American freedom and religious
organizing. The city’s status as a thriving, diversified industrial marketplace
provided African Americans with abundant opportunities to earn money for
themselves and their slave owners. Immediately following the Revolutionary War,
competition for labor created space for African Americans to negotiate important
freedoms. Prior to 1830, free blacks out-numbered whites in Cecil County
(bordering Delaware) and Caroline County (bordering Pennsylvania), Maryland.66
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By 1830, Baltimore’s Anne Arundel County was home to more than fourteen
thousand free blacks, outnumbering Baltimore’s enslaved black population four
to one. Baltimore’s free blacks were gainfully employed, legally-freed citizens,
creating the nation’s largest island of black freedom within a slaveholding state.
T. Stephen Whitman accredits the phenomena of black freedom in Maryland to
forty years of gradual emancipation adopted by Maryland’s Quaker planters and
merchants. For many African Americans, migration to the urban center of
Baltimore completed their liberation.67 Whitman asserts Maryland’s established
policies of gradual emancipation coupled with negotiated labor arrangements
also afforded Baltimore’s African American community economic opportunities to
establish, maintain, and control several fraternal and social organizations often
with the blessings of former owners, and to the betterment of African American
lives. One such major institution was the formal appearance of the nation’s first
independent black religious denomination in the city, the African Methodist
Episcopal Church (A.M.E.).
In 1816, the same year southern plantation owners and white northern
religious societies were devising schemes to export slaves “back to Africa,”
African Americans were taking matters into their own hands and were hard at
work devising plans to remain. Formation of the nation’s first independent black
religious society, the African Methodist Episcopal Church, complete with an
educated, itinerant ministry, constituted the nation’s first step in African American
nation building. Robert Strawbridge and his wife Elizabeth, both of whom had
been active in the Wesleyan movement in Ireland, came to America circa 1760
and settled on a farm rented from a Quaker, John England. Robert Strawbridge
is often credited with establishing America’s first Methodist classes and
preaching in the local community as well as many far-flung places—Leesburg,
VA; Georgetown, DC; Harford County, MD, Kent County, MD; Philadelphia, PA;
Trenton, NJ; and Huntingdon County, PA to name a few. According to the
records found in the Maynard family Bible, Robert performed the first known
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American Methodist baptism of John Maynard’s five-year old brother, Henry
Maynard. It was Elizabeth Strawbridge, however, who is credited with the first
American Methodist convert, John Evans.68 Following three years of successful
organization of the Methodist Episcopal Church in America, a task assigned to
Bishop Francis Asbury beginning in Baltimore in 1771, the Methodist Church
from the beginning emphasized the bi-racial nature of its religious outreach and
worship services.
As early as 1769, itinerant Methodist ministers began organization of
African American religious classes. By 1815, perhaps with an eye toward its
eventual usefulness to the freedom of African Americans, and with an eye toward
religious expansion, African American Methodist exhorter, James Stewart
established a Methodist mission among Ohio’s Wyandot Indians. 69 By 1816,
African American members of St. George’s Episcopal Church in the City of
Philadelphia “suffering from the ‘unkind treatment of their white brethren, who
considered them a nuisance in the house of worship,’ met for the purpose of
canvassing their wrongs and devising means to remedy them. This meeting
resulted in the determination by St. George’s African American members to erect
a separate church where they could worship God under their own "vine and figtree."70 Expelled from worshipping with their white Methodist brethren, Richard
Allen (1760-1834) led 200 African Americans from Philadelphia’s St. George’s
Methodist Church into formation of an independent church, and in 1816 a
separate black Methodist denomination.71
In creating the new denomination, Richard Allen stated: “Our only design
is to secure to our selves our rights and privileges, to regulate our affairs,
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temporal and spiritual, the same as if we were white people.”72 By 1845, African
American Methodists numbered more than 145,435, the largest number of
African Americans within any American religious denomination. 73 From this point
forward and for the first time in American history, African Americans established
their own religious, social, and political agenda independent of white supervision.
While it is generally accepted that Philadelphia’s Mother Bethel was the first
independent Methodist congregation established in the United States, Daniel
Payne’s own words and Methodist history indicate the true beginning of the
A.M.E. denomination is directly linked to the founding of American Methodism in
Baltimore by Francis Asbury, and the life of southern escaping slaves, including
one of its first organizing members, Daniel Coker.
By his own account, ordained Methodist minister Daniel Coker was a
fugitive slave from Maryland who fled to New York where his freedom was
purchased by a Quaker before returning to Baltimore, forever sealing the
cooperative working relationship between the A.M.E. Church and the Quaker
Society of Friends. America’s first Methodist Bishop, Francis Asbury personally
ordained Coker a local deacon in 1808 along with seven other African American
men. To establish his independent church congregation, Coker first rented a
former Presbyterian building and then purchased a Fish Street property in 1797
where he initiated black classes to train Methodist leaders including Reverend
William Douglas, the future pastor of Philadelphia’s St. Thomas’ Episcopal
Church and Frederick Douglass rescuer.74 By March 1814, Coker’s small
congregation had grown to 1,552 members, eight black local preachers, and ten
black circuit riding exhorters. The first historian and third A.M.E. Bishop, Daniel
Alexander Payne (1811-1893), stated “…that the question is not settled relative
to the parent churches in Philadelphia and Baltimore, whether the latter had a
separate and distinct origin before the former or not … but also because its
annual deliberations have always been prior to those of the others, so that its
72
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official documents annually date first.”75 Today’s A.M.E. Church continues to
recognize the importance of Baltimore in the origination of the A.M.E.
denomination and establishment of the Philadelphia and Baltimore Conferences.
As was the case in Philadelphia, Methodist tradition recounts black objections to
seating arrangements in the gallery of Baltimore’s Light Street Methodist Church
as the reason that led to the eventual separation of African Americans into their
own Methodist religious classes and prayer meetings conducted in Baltimore
homes and black owned businesses like that of Caleb Hyland who provided the
use of his boot-blacking cellar.76 The churches founding method of employing all
available local resources in creating a religious society dependent only upon a
few good men “gathered in God’s name” became standard practice in the
national plan to expand the influence and membership of the A.M.E. Church. As
in Philadelphia, black Methodist membership grew quickly in Baltimore.
Payne concludes the first documented evidence of Baltimore A.M.E.
Churches appears in the April 7, 1818 church minutes under the leadership of
Bishop Richard Allen. Minutes indicate those present were: Richard Allen, Jacob
Tapsico, and Reverend William Cousins representing Philadelphia A.M.E.
churches; Reverend Richard Williams, Reverend Henry Hardin, Charles Pierce,
James Fowsin, Jerry Miller, William Paul Quinn, and Thomas Robinson
representing Baltimore churches. To set the tone for America’s first independent
African American religious denomination, as the first order of business, members
of the conference “Resolved, That no business of a secret nature referred to a
committee shall be taken out of the Conference, and if reported out of the
Conference by any member, they shall forfeit all their official functions for one
year, and shall not obtain their license until they give proper satisfaction to the
Annual Conference.”77 Following his dismissal from the Conference for unstated
reasons, by 1819, Daniel Coker was restored to his Baltimore ministry, the basis
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of his reappointment contained within the “secret papers” of the church.78 A
resolution requiring secrecy to re-admit Coker and others like him may have
been necessary to resolve the question of escaped slaves serving as A.M.E.
ministers, an issue which plagued the congregation as a constant internal source
of debate from Coker’s ministry through the mid-1830s. Evidence of the
denomination’s willingness to accept fugitives as ministers is evidenced in the
example of admission of escaped slave Shadrach Bassett as an A.M.E. itinerate
minister.
Long associated with the more direct means of immediate abolitionism,
which sometimes resulted in the use of violence, the A.M.E. Church was no
stranger to black southern rebels, which included support of church members
Denmark Vesey, David Walker, and David Ruggles. In 1821, A.M.E. Church
minutes raised the issue regarding the fate of escaped slave, Shadrach Bassett
who applied to serve as a Methodist traveling preacher within the Baltimore
Circuit, a decision heavily debated within the church. To resolve the issue, the
church hired attorney John Tyson to render a legal opinion as to whether or not
the church could be found liable for hiring an escaped slave as a pastor. Tyson
concluded the escaped slave could be seized by his proper owner, of course, but
the church could not be held liable nor incur a risk by sending Bassett forth to
preach the Gospel, “provided he does not go south of the State of Maryland.”79
The attorney rendered the decision that a judgment against the slave is a not “a
judgment against the world, but only the individual.” It was also during this same
Conference a decision was made to establish an A.M.E. Church at Baltimore’s
Fells Point. Two deacons “sufficient to present for ordination” were
recommended to care for the new congregation, Richard Williams and Henry
Harden. Bassett was assigned care of Maryland’s Buck County A.M.E. Circuit,
the county home of an enslaved Harriet Tubman. Buck County became known as
one of Maryland’s most noted Underground Railroad escape corridors. As an
A.M.E. minister, Bassett effectively increased A.M.E. Church membership to
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1,938 in Harrisburg, Pennsylvania, and 1,822 in the Washington and Georgetown
Circuit. In 1818, the A.M.E. Church listed 1,066 members in the Baltimore
Society.80 Leading A.M.E. church founder and Coker collaborator, Peter Spencer
of Wilmington, Delaware, failed to join with Allen or Coker. Spencer opted instead
to form a separate and the smallest denomination of the newly organized African
Methodist Connection, the African Union Church in 1813. Another church
organizer with Allen and Coker, Bishop James W. Hood of New York, formed the
second largest denomination, the African Methodist Episcopal Zion Church in
1822. Lamenting the lack of documented evidence of the church’s early
organizing efforts, Bishop Hood said of the formation of the African Methodist
Episcopal Church “there was more in it than what appears on the surface,” for “it
was a general exodus of colored members out of the white churches.”81
Enslaved African Americans were making every attempt to flee the South
and slavery. Reverends Allen, Coker, Spencer, Hood, and a host of A.M.E.
itinerant and located black Methodist ministers of the Baltimore, Philadelphia,
New York, and Delaware Conferences devised a plan to reverse the flow of black
foot traffic, undertaking an aggressive religious campaign which included sending
A.M.E. ministers into the heart of southern slavery carrying messages of hope,
education, and freedom. It is significant and not a coincidence that each
prominent, nationally recognized black Underground Railroad leader - Frederick
Douglass, Harriet Tubman, Josiah Henson, and Lewis Hayden - all maintained
an affiliation or ministry within the A.M.E. Church.
Prior to serving as the fourth bishop of A.M.E. Church, as an itinerant
Methodist minister, William Paul Quinn established the A.M.E. Ohio and Western
Conferences, responsible for establishing A.M.E. churches in Central Kentucky,
Indiana, Missouri, Tennessee, and Louisiana. Seen as an early church organizer,
Payne reported Quinn present during initial organizing meetings of the new
denomination as well as in attendance during all subsequent formal proceedings
as a non-voting participant. Recognized as some of the most distinguished men
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attending the organizing conference were Richard Allen, Daniel Coker, and
Stephen Hill all early founders of the A.M.E. Church Connection.82 Following
Daniel Coker’s election as the first Bishop of the denomination and his refusal to
accept the position (no doubt in an effort to protect the secret of his own identity),
Richard Allen was chosen to fill the top seat, April 11, 1816. To widen its ranks,
the constitution of the new denomination accepted any African American minister
coming from another denomination with the same official standing held in the
church or denomination from whence he came. This decision opened the door for
any ordained African American minister seeking to unite with the African
Methodist denomination and quickly engaged African American ministers who
were not Methodists or residents of Philadelphia, Baltimore, New York, or
Delaware to participate in the expansion of the new religious society,
successfully creating a national network of black assistance.
Following Richard Allen’s death, Reverend Morris Brown became the
Society’s new religious leader in 1828 at the height of black American radical
antislavery fervor. A southerner of mixed parentage, Morris Brown, was born a
free man in Charleston, South Carolina, January 9, 1770. Brown acquired an
education and was licensed to preach as a Methodist minister as soon as he
professed religious faith. In 1817, he was ordained a deacon of the A.M.E.
Church in Philadelphia and the next year appointed an Elder. Brown began
traveling as an itinerant minister for the church in 1818, and spearheaded the
church’s first aggressive reach into southern slavery by gathering A.M.E.
religious societies in Charleston, South Carolina, which became an A.M.E.
Church district with over 1,400 members under Brown’s leadership.83 To support
his ministry, Brown operated a successful and prosperous boot and shoemaking
business in Charleston which provided key support not only for himself, but
several black members of Charleston’s African American community including
radical church member Denmark Vesey. Brown was subsequently implicated as
a conspirator in the 1822 Denmark Vesey insurrection along with other church
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members many of whom were also members of the Gullah community, a
suspicion later confirmed and documented by Daniel Payne in A.M.E. Church
history.84 Prior to fleeing South Carolina, Brown joined other persecuted
members of the African American community placed under a ban and the
watchful eye of white Charleston residents.
Brown’s departure from Charleston destroyed the visible appearance, but
not the heart of an organized A.M.E. Church presence in South Carolina. As
evidence that the tension had not eased between South Carolina’s white
residents and the A.M.E. Church, as late as 1826, Brown’s South Carolina
ministerial aid, Reverend Charles M. Corr was also forced to flee the state for
safety in Philadelphia.85 Familiar with Pennsylvania Society, Brown was
undefeated by his South Carolina experience and entered into his Philadelphia
ministry with zeal. Ordained into the Methodist episcopacy May 25, 1828,
Reverend Brown was first an assistant to his mentor, the ailing and feeble Bishop
Allen, becoming responsible for much of the travel and church work Allen was no
longer able to conduct. When Allen died in 1831, Reverend Morris Brown was
selected Bishop, a position he held until 1836. Emphasizing the international
influence of the A.M.E. Church, in 1834, Brown continued Allen’s intent to
establish Canadian A.M.E. churches and missions (now known as British
Methodist Episcopal Church, B.M.E.). While working in Canada, Brown suffered
a stroke, from which he never fully recovered, dying in Philadelphia, May 9,
1849.86 Brown’s failing health and subsequent difficult mobility forced the Society
to hire a church elder to assist him, creating a co-Bishop in Reverend Edward
Waters. Waters replaced Brown as the denomination’s third Bishop in 1836. As
Brown’s co-Bishop, Waters focused his attention upon completing Brown’s
mission of establishing Canadian Methodist churches in Canada West to aid
escaping American slaves. By 1827, Brown’s attempts to establish A.M.E.
Churches in the South received aid from itinerant ministers Reverend Philip
Broadie and Moses Freeman who established a A.M.E. Churches in Cincinnati
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near large slaveholding populations in Kentucky, February 4, 1824. Under the
leadership of Broadie and Freeman, the reach of the A.M.E. Church extended
from Philadelphia into Chillicothe, Ohio, Knoxville, Tennessee, Central and
Western Kentucky.87
Under Morris Brown’s leadership the Ohio Conference grew and divided
into the Western Conference, organized by the A.M.E. General Conference in
1830. The Western Conference, responsible for establishing A.M.E. churches in
Kentucky and as far south as Louisiana, held its first General Conference in 1833
in Pittsburgh over which Bishop Brown presided and Reverend Lewis Woodson
served as secretary.88 Committed to continuing the church’s nation building
efforts, the new conference became instrumental in sustaining the
denomination’s southern push. To this end, fifteen ministers were present at the
organizing conference, seven of which were itinerant circuit riders - John Boggs,
Wiley Reynolds, Austin Jones, Jeremiah Thomas, William Paul Quinn, Thomas
Lawrence, and James Bird – and eight located or established church pastors –
Lewis Woodson, Samuel Johnson, Abram D. Lewis, Samuel Collins, Samuel
Enty, Pleasant Underwood, George Coleman, and Samuel Clingman. The
reorganized Ohio Conference was comprised of five districts which included the
Pittsburgh Circuit - Pittsburgh, Washington, and Uniontown with an aggregate
membership of 306; Zanesville (Ohio) Circuit - Zanesville, Captain, Mount
Pleasant, Smithfield, Steubenville, and Wheeling with 205 members; Columbus
(Ohio) Circuit - Columbus, Urbana, New Lancaster, Circleville, and Springfield
with 166 members; Chillicothe (Ohio) Circuit – Chillicothe, Big Bottom, Jackson,
and Gallipolis with 193 members; and Hillsborough (Ohio) Circuit – Hillsborough,
Wilmington, Zand, Dayton, Harden’s Creek and White Oak with 126 members.89
In each newly established Ohio Circuit, local Quakers supported white and black
Methodist itinerant ministers associated with Methodist and A.M.E. churches, as
well as white and black Baptist churches and ministries in efforts to aid escaping
Kentucky slaves, particularly those using some of the state’s oldest Underground
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Railroad escape corridors in the eastern Kentucky mountains and from central
Kentucky’s Bracken, Lewis, and Mason counties. These escape corridors often
led to antislavery settlements in southeastern Ohio as well as Quaker
settlements in Appalachia and beyond.
Unlike Philadelphia, New York, and Baltimore where the A.M.E. Church
developed independently and flourished openly, only a few visible A.M.E.
churches existed or survived below the Mason Dixon Line prior to the Civil War.
Those that did exist were subject to constant social pressure and proslavery
violence. The Kentucky A.M.E. Church to experience the most notoriety and
direct violence was Quinn Chapel, established in Louisville in 1838 by William
Paul Quinn, free blacks, southern Indiana Quakers and Shakers.90 By the time
the A.M.E. Church gained ground in Kentucky as an established religious
denomination, a proslavery stance had already hardened among Kentucky
Methodist slaveholders. Established A.M.E. Churches known and feared for their
promotion of black freedom, were forced to the borders of the state and into
major Kentucky cities with large African American populations and black religious
congregations including Covington, Lexington, Bowling Green, Louisville,
Paducah, Frankfort, along Kentucky’s Mississippi River corridor, and the
mountains of eastern Kentucky where, like many Baptist congregations, black
Methodists were often incorporated into and assisted by white Methodist
congregations. Like antislavery Presbyterians, antislavery Methodists, including
offshoots of Richard Allen’s A.M.E. Church, soon took up residence in the
Kentucky borderlands between slavery and freedom. Quinn became the
establishing force for A.M.E. Churches in Kentucky and the West, aided by his
young lieutenant John Mifflin Brown. Both entered into the heart of American
slavery intent upon the mission to provide a means of slave escape and to
establish visible antislavery African Methodist Episcopal churches and ministries.
A mysterious figure, William Paul Quinn’s date of birth is uncertain, cited
as between the years 1788 and 1806; his place of birth is uncertain, cited as
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being the British Honduras, Calcutta, India, or New York. The number and
location of A.M.E. churches he successfully established below the Mason-Dixon
Line prior to the Civil War is also uncertain. Scholarly investigation into the life of
William Paul Quinn as an important African American antislavery religious leader
has only just begun. An 1851 affidavit presented by Quinn in Indiana to prove he
was not a runaway slave, in what we can only assume was Quinn’s own
testimony, states he was born in the Honduras, his mother was an Egyptian and
his father a Spaniard engaged in the mahogany business. Quinn states he came
to America during the 1830s and was first associated with Quaker leader Elias
Hicks of New York, but soon changed his religious affiliation to the A.M.E.
Church.91
To add to the mystery, the little known information about William Paul
Quinn often conflicts with historic data provided by Bishop Daniel Payne, who
repeatedly lists William Paul Quinn present during organizing meetings of the
A.M.E. Church in Baltimore, Maryland as early as 1816. According to Payne,
Quinn was also present at Daniel Coker’s hearing in Baltimore in 1818 making it
more likely the year of Quinn’s birth was 1788 proving he was more a known
resident of the United States by this time. Further adding to Quinn’s mystery is
the real possibility that papers he used to identify himself as a “free man” may
have been fraudulent, increasing suspicion that he, too, may have been an
escaped slave. Prior to his ministerial commission from Bishop Brown, Quinn had
served as an itinerant minister for churches in New York, as well as in
Gouldtown, Springtown, and Salem, New Jersey and as pastor of churches in
Pennsylvania and Illinois. Following a five year break from the Philadelphia
Conference, Quinn petitioned the church requesting return to an active ministry
within the Philadelphia Connection, a request granted in 1829. 92
By 1832 at the height of America’s new radical antislavery movement, the
energy driving the concerns of the A.M.E. Church rested firmly in the
Philadelphia Conference where the “master-spirits” of energy and enterprise
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dwelled. From religious bases in Philadelphia, New York, Delaware, and
Baltimore A.M.E. churches at the national and international level grew rapidly.
The church’s increasingly public antislavery stance brought activities of the
church and the lives of its ministers under the watchful eye and increased
scrutiny of members of the white community. Minutes of the 1832 General
Conference indicate A.M.E. churches and ministers throughout the country were
feeling public pressure and increased violence for their aggressive antislavery
stance, church, and school organizing initiatives. Payne’s recorded history and
church records repeatedly mention a growing number of threats, severe attacks,
and increased censure affecting circuit riding preachers and black communities
implemented under state Black Codes not only in the South but the North as well.
The added public attention severely limited A.M.E. church organizing efforts,
particularly following the Denmark Vesey and Nat Turner incidents. So
threatened was white America by the work of A.M.E. Churches that Delaware
forbade A.M.E. ministers from entering the state. 93 Despite the increased
scrutiny, violence, and social pressure, by 1829 Quinn’s successful work in
organizing the Ohio Conference led to creation and expansion of the Western
Conference seated in Indiana. By 1840, the Western Conference had assumed
responsibility for organizing A.M.E. Churches and black Methodist congregations
in Indiana, western Kentucky, Missouri, and Louisiana.
Organized in Blue River, Indiana, October 2, 1840, the newly formed
Indiana Conference began with twenty-one ministers present. During this same
time, the denomination began a national literacy campaign to establish the
church’s A.M.E. Book Concern. Church elders for the new conference included
William Paul Quinn, Henry Anderson, Thomas Lawrence, Fayette Davis, and
Jeremiah Thomas. Church deacons were Reverend George Johnson, Claiborne
Yancy, Robert Johnson, and M. J. Wilkerson; itinerant preachers were Robert
Jones, Shadrack Stewart, Benjamin Hill, Henry Tryon, Matthew T. Newsom,
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Willis R. Revels, Matthew Sawyers, Nathan Ward, Daniel Winslow, Thomas
Winmon, and Benjamin Scipworth completed the organizing group.94
From Indiana, Quinn launched a two pronged attack on southern slavery,
dispatching Methodist ministers into Western Kentucky and Missouri to establish
missions. Quinn’s successful work in Ohio, Indiana, Missouri, and Kentucky
swayed the opinion of his eastern A.M.E. colleagues who had previously doubted
his experience and worthiness to assume the denomination’s top leadership
position. By 1844, Quinn’s actions on the western frontier convinced all doubters
and opponents of his leadership readiness, resulting in his selection as the fourth
Bishop of the African Methodist Episcopal Church. 95 Bishop Payne credits
Quinn’s 1840 church organizing efforts with successfully assembling eight
circuits and stations “comprising a colored community of about twelve to fourteen
thousand” members.96 While we have very little information regarding early
African American Methodist exhorters and church organizers in Kentucky, Marion
Lucas makes note of the Methodist influence among Kentucky’s African
American religious resulting in creation of a number of pre-Civil War Methodist
congregations in Central and Western Kentucky, most located along well-known
Underground Railroad escape paths, and no doubt accredited to the work of
William Paul Quinn.97
Quinn’s successfully church founding was most apparent along the Ohio
River in western Kentucky, in central and southern Ohio, as well as the foothills
and mountains of eastern Kentucky. By the 1830s, black Methodist in Louisville
outnumbered their white Methodist sponsors. By 1846, the strength of western
Kentucky’s black Methodists forced a division in Kentucky Methodist
denominations dividing the state into the Kentucky Conference of white
Methodists in the central bluegrass region of the state including Lexington, and
the predominantly African American Western Conference centered in Louisville.
Kentucky’s Louisville Conference boasted of having a church membership of
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25,000 African American members.98 Independent black Methodist
congregations continued to spring up in Louisville during the 1830s, maintaining
maintained their existence until the end of the Civil War.
Known Louisville Methodist congregations included Center Street
Methodist Church, sponsored primarily by the financial resources of Underground
Railroad operator Washington Spradling, Sr. (1806-1889) who leased a lot to the
congregation in 1835, and aided members in erecting a new church building that
same year. Spradling and Shelton Morris, aided by Madison, Indiana Methodist
minister Reverend Elijah W. Anderson were considered key leaders in
Louisville’s African American community, and were identified by J. Blaine Hudson
as three of Kentucky’s best known black Methodist abolitionists and Underground
Railroad conductors.99 Louisville’s Quinn Chapel, Reverend Willis R. Revels
pastor, serves as another example of organized A.M.E. church building activity in
western Kentucky, responsible for establishing and maintaining A.M.E.
congregations not only in Louisville but southern Ohio and Indiana as well.
Established in 1838 from humble beginnings in a stable, Louisville’s Quinn
Chapel served as “home base” for the developing Western Conference of the
A.M.E. churches, responsible for establishing A.M.E. congregations throughout
the Ohio and Mississippi River Valleys as far south as New Orleans. 100
The ability of Quinn Chapel ministers to raise funds from northern
audiences, its large free black membership, and its rapidly expanding education
program, quickly earned the church the reputation of being a Kentucky “abolition”
church.101 Louisville’s Fourth Street Baptist Church, renamed Asbury Chapel was
first established in 1829 by white Methodists. By 1842, white Methodists leased
the church building to the black members of their congregation. In 1845,
Reverend James Harper, a free black Methodist minister, purchased the building.
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To the dismay of many white Louisville residents, a Louisville judge handling the
church sale appointed five black church trustees. White Methodists, angered by
the judge’s actions, took Harper and the trustees to court in an effort to reclaim
the building. As a demonstration of their legal ability and sense of empowerment,
black members of the Louisville church successfully defended their property
rights in court.102 After winning the court case, Harper moved on to Baltimore,
Maryland leaving Hiram Revels to care for the Louisville congregation. In Central
Kentucky, a small number of black Methodists were generally found within white
Methodist congregations until after the Civil War, although some evidence has
been offered by local church historians that black Methodist congregations, who
did not refer to themselves as A.M.E. congregations, also existed in the Central
Bluegrass in Fayette, Franklin, and Scott Counties prior to the Civil War.
As a new state, following the Revolutionary War, eastern and central
Kentucky became home to the state’s first Methodist churches and
congregations established by itinerant ministers initially arriving in Kentucky
through Cumberland Gap from Maryland, Pennsylvania, and Delaware.
Methodist ministers traveled to the state with, or at the direction of their spiritual
leader Francis Asbury as early as 1786, for the purpose of establishing new
Methodist congregations. The state’s first Methodist churches were established
within the Hinkston Circuit which ranged from the Ohio River to Cumberland Gap,
and the Cumberland Circuit from Cumberland Gap to Middle Tennessee.
Kentucky’s Methodist congregational numbers were greatly enhanced following
their participation in Kentucky’s 1801 Great Revival.
While there were very few African Americans in eastern Kentucky upon
Asbury’s initial arrival in the state - 90 white members and no African
Americans103 - by 1830 Lewis Collins stated there were 22,074 white Methodists
and 4,682 African American Methodists in eastern Kentucky. By 1845, at the
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height of John Mifflin Brown’s work at Oberlin College to aid escaping Kentucky
slaves, there were 39,756 white eastern Kentucky Methodists and 9,362 African
American Methodists104 residing in the region.

The history of African American Baptists in Kentucky is initially the same
as that of black Kentucky Methodists – they arrived at the same time as their
white owners. Unlike A.M.E. Methodists, however, black Baptist churches had
their beginnings in southern culture, with many black Baptist congregations
forming prior to the Revolutionary War and even prior to the founding of Richard
Allen’s Mother Bethel A.M.E. Church in Philadelphia.105 Most African Americans
found commonality and acceptance within early white Baptist congregations
particularly prior to and immediately following the American Revolutionary War.
For the importance of development of African American religious denominations
in the South, Baptist theology was simple, direct, and independent. Baptists
believed in general atonement – that Christ died for all humans, not just the elect,
and that all who believed would be saved,106 an extremely appealing and
important doctrine in gaining the support of enslaved African Americans.
Also appealing to African Americans was the Baptist commitment to
championing individual liberty of conscience and stubborn adherence to
congregational authority which flouted the doctrinal orthodoxy demanded by
Anglicans (Methodists). Cherishing the right of individuals to interpret the
scriptures and spiritual revelations for themselves, Baptists resented
ecclesiastical or political authority dictating one set of doctrines. God, after all,
would judge individuals for their beliefs and conduct, and therefore the
responsibility for their beliefs fell on each individual, not the church. When the
Church, allied with the state, or imposed its doctrines on their parishioners, they
infringed upon this right. Belief in an individual believers’ liberty of religious
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conscious translated into Baptist rejection of obligatory creeds and a dominating
church hierarchy.
Another appeal of the Baptist Church for African Americans was the
congregational form of church polity. Seeking to emulate the decentralized power
structure of the first century church, Baptists recognized the local congregation
as the “the highest ecclesiastical court in the world” and the seat of Baptist
authority. True, several congregations joined associations for fellowship and
cooperation, but those purely advisory bodies were subordinate to member
churches. Noticing that associations often exceeded their authority by issuing
obligatory directives cloaked in the “soft word of advice” and dismissed
congregations that failed to obey, particularly as it related to the question of
African enslavement and Separate Baptist faith. In his attempt to organize
Kentucky’s separate anti-slavery Baptist churches, abolitionist Carter Tarrant
insisted that if “associations must exist, do not let them have power.”107
As in many southern states, African Americans in Kentucky often worshipped
alongside their masters, no matter the religious denomination. As congregants,
slaves generally occupied seating in assigned pews, balconies, or attended
special worship services designed and set aside by the church specifically for
them. These special services or independent meetings were often supervised by
whites assigned the task of ensuring “proper Christian doctrine” was being
espoused to the slaves. For some slaves church attendance was voluntary, for
others attendance was mandatory. In his 1992 work, A History of Blacks in
Kentucky, Marion Lucas stated, “…next to family, churches were the most
important institutions in black society.”108 As the only institution positioned to
provide aid or offer solace within slaveholding societies, for African Americans,
the institutional power of the church and the Christian message rang true on
many levels. The church often provided African American families with their only
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non-working time together, opportunities to socialize with others, the opportunity
to identify and meet potential marriage partners, share concern for the sick,
elderly, disabled, and dying, provide guidance for development of “proper social
and moral behavior,” and reaffirm their courage to resist the dehumanizing
affects of slavery. It was also from this planter endorsed preaching, African
American slaves were reminded that while their souls were free and encouraged
to seek God, their bodies occupied the degraded status of chattel property bound
by the religious mandate to “obey their masters.” As religious numbers among
African slaves increased, so did the desire among blacks and whites for separate
worship services.
In the South, as the only viable religious denomination open to African
Americans, Baptist congregations continued to garner the largest number of
southern African American members. In Kentucky, the largest enslaved black
populations existed in Central and Western Kentucky where several independent
black churches gained their start. The state’s first independent black churches
emerged in central Kentucky’s Woodford, Fayette, Franklin, Scott, and Bourbon
counties, and the western reaches of the state, particularly in Jefferson and
Henderson counties. While black Baptist ministers were known to have arrived in
Kentucky with Daniel Boone and Thomas Walker, the earliest recorded African
Baptist church history begins with the arrival of Peter Durette and his wife Dinah,
slaves of Joseph Craig, a lesser known Craig brother who later migrated to
Illinois. Durette and his wife were members of Joseph Craig’s Gilbert Creek
Separate Baptist Church, established as a “New Light” Baptist congregation in
Garrard County in 1782. Along with fifty other black members of Elijah Craig’s
“Traveling Church,” Peter Durette, aka “Old Captain,” gathered a separate
congregation and soon sought to establish a church of their own, a mission
accomplished with the aid of Presbyterians John Maxwell and Levi Todd.
Ironically, the best recollections of the beginnings of Kentucky’s African
American Baptist history is taken from the writings of Kentucky Presbyterian
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minister David Rice as he discusses the ministry of Peter Durette. 109 The
organization of Durette’s Separate Kentucky Baptist congregation in Lexington
seems to have followed a similar pattern of development described by Lucas and
Norwood and adopted by Richard Allen in establishing the independent A.M.E.
congregation of Mother Bethel in 1794. Like Allen and his Methodist followers,
Peter Durette maintained a separate religious worship society for black Baptists
in Kentucky. Beginning with their arrival on the frontier, African Americans were
preachers and exhorters, some regularly ordained into the Baptist ministry
particularly in the larger cities of Lexington, Frankfort, Louisville, Paducah, and
Bowling Green, and some who even had their own churches. In his 1885, History
of Kentucky Baptists, J. H. Spencer, and Frank M. Masters 1953, A History of
Baptists in Kentucky, jointly lists the following antebellum black Baptist
congregations in Kentucky (See Map 3.1).
By 1861, African American Baptist Churches as counted by the Kentucky
General Baptist Association totaled 5,089 free and enslaved African American
worshippers compared to 2,671 white Regular Baptists members.110 The listing
of antebellum African American Baptist Churches in Kentucky included:
1. The African Church renamed Pleasant Green Missionary Baptist Church,
Fayette County, Lexington
2. First African Baptist Church for Coloreds, Fayette County, Lexington
3. Stamping Ground Baptist Church, Scott County
4. First Baptist Church in Frankfort, Franklin County
5. First, Green, and York Street Baptist Churches in Louisville, Jefferson
County
6. First Baptist Church in Paris, Bourbon County
7. Macedonia Baptist Church in Keene, Jessamine County
8. Green Street Baptist Church, Mason County
9. Tate’s Creek Baptist Church in Richmond, Madison County;
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10. Green Street Baptist Church in Danville, Boyle County
11. Harrodsburg Baptist Church in Mercer County
12. Hillsboro Baptist Church in Woodford County
13. First Baptist Church in Paducah, McCracken County
14. First Baptist Church of Bowling Green in Warren County
15. First Baptist Church of Owensboro, Daviess County
16. First Baptist Church in Nicholasville, Jessamine County111

In addition, white Baptist churches in Georgetown, Scott County;
Hopkinsville in Hopkins County; and Henderson in Henderson County maintained
large numbers of non-voting black members within their congregations.112 The
above listed churches trace their beginnings to members of Daniel Boone and
Thomas Walker’s first expedition into the state, and Baptist ministers associated
with Lewis Craig’s “Traveling Church.” Peter Durette represents the story of one
African American preacher born during Virginia’s post-Revolutionary War Age.
“Old Captain” is often identified as Kentucky’s first black Baptist preacher. Such
pronouncements over look the reported presence of Monk Estill, who arrived in
Kentucky at Fort Boonesborough during the days of the Revolutionary War with
his owner James Estill, in the early 1770s, seemingly eleven years prior to arrival
of the Durettes.
As contemporaries, Monk Estill and Peter Durette shared much in common.
Both men were present in Kentucky during “Estill’s Defeat” by Indians at Estill
Station in 1782 making it possible the two men may have known each other.
Prior to the arrival of their owners, both scouted the Central Bluegrass ahead of
the family’s Kentucky arrival. Monk Estill reportedly arrived with James Estill and
forty other men in 1780 (Monk Estill may have also been with James Estill in
1775 during his initial visit to Kentucky, but is better known for the 1780
expedition) to establish Estill Station.113 According to reports, Durette served as a
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guide for the 1781 exodus of the Traveling Church from Virginia, having already
explored Central Kentucky as a member of the 1779 scouting expedition of
Captain William Ellis and John Grant in their exploration of Fayette County. Ellis
and Grant established a fort in Lexington which Indians soon forced them to
abandon114 along with earlier Kentucky settlers Presbyterians Levi Todd (1779)
and William McGee (1780). Other central Kentucky settlements already present
at the time Durette and Ellis arrived in Kentucky included the 1774 settlement of
Jacob Baughman in the area of Boone’s Creek, also the location of Durette’s
later home with his wife and members of Joseph Craig’s Boone Creek Baptist
Church, including Hancock Taylor, James Douglas, William, Morgan, James and
Joseph Bryan, and John Floyd.115
During this time, Durette reportedly planted a crop of corn, later destroyed
by Indians, in anticipation of the Craig family’s arrival in Central Kentucky.
Durette stayed for a short time at Bryan’s Station during the Indian attacks until it
was safe to return to Virginia. Reportedly, Durett’s counterpart, Monk Estill had
three wives and thirty children, with his son Jeremy described as the first African
American child born at Fort Boonesborough, indicating at least one of his wives
lived with him in Kentucky. Both Monk Estill and his son were reported to be early
Kentucky Baptist preachers or exhorters.116 Considered the first freed slave in
Kentucky, Monk Estill gained his freedom from James Estill’s son Wallace in
1782, in recognition of his service in defending Estill Station from Indian attack.
Reportedly, Wallace Estill continued to provide for Monk Estill until Wallace’s
death in Madison County in 1785. Upon gaining his freedom, Monk Estill moved
west to Shelbyville, Kentucky to the general area where Squire Boone, the
brother of Daniel Boone, resided before moving onto Illinois. Squire Boone had
already established an antislavery Baptist church as part of the Long Run Baptist
Association. Monk Estill’s move west effectively separated him from the history
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of early African American church leadership and development in Central
Kentucky.
Peter Durette, like Monk Estill, came to Kentucky as an enslaved African
American scout of the western frontier and later as a permanent Kentucky
resident and member of Lewis Craig’s 1781 Traveling Church. Known for his
beautiful singing voice “among the negroes”117 in Virginia and along the trail of
the Traveling Church, Peter Durette (1733?-1823) aka “Old Captain,”118 and
“Uncle Peter,” was the property of Baptist Revolutionary War veteran, Colonel
Richard Durrett of Caroline County, Virginia, a neighbor of Joseph Craig. “Old
Captain,” according to the testimony of Mary Rogers Clay of the D.A.R., asked to
be traded to a member of Lewis Craig’s “Traveling Church” so as not to be
separated from his wife Dinah, owned by Joseph Craig. Colonel Durrett, well
acquainted with Virginia’s Baptist aristocracy, associated frequently with Virginia
Baptist preachers John Waller, John Burns, Edward Young, Joseph, Elijah, and
Lewis Craig (the founder of Tuckahoe Baptist Church in Virginia), all of whom
were frequent visitors to his home, referred to as the “Old Stone Castle.” Clay
states “Old Captain” often listened to the religious and political deliberations of
the men at Colonel Durrett’s home as well as the sermons preached by them
from their Spotsylvania, Caroline County prison cell. Reported to have been
converted during the Tuckahoe Great Revival in Virginia under John Waller’s
preaching,119 Durette first became a religious exhorter in Virginia soon after his
conversion.
Settling at the headwaters of Kentucky’s Boone Creek with Lewis Craig
and members of the Traveling Church, Durette joined the company of several
other African Americans (possibly even Monk Estill and his family) brought to
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Kentucky by Virginia slave masters. In addition to being Joseph Craig’s slaves,
the Durettes were also considered official members of Craig’s Boone Creek
Baptist Church. Considered the “most eccentric” of the Craig brothers, both
Dinah and Peter hired themselves from Craig to Presbyterian John Maxwell in
Lexington after Craig’s Boone Creek Church diminished about 1801 from lack of
a following, no doubt devastated by the rise of Kentucky’s Regular Baptist
congregations and the movement of Kentucky settlers further west. From the
Maxwell location, the Durette’s continued their religious ministry to Kentucky’s
free and enslaved African American populations in Lexington and surrounding
areas.
While living and working in Lexington, John Maxwell became both a
financial and spiritual supporter of the Durettes, providing land and aid, going so
far as to build a double cabin on his property near Maxwell Spring at Euclid and
Maxwell Streets and encouraging Peter Durette to use the cabin and his property
as the site to minister to members of the black community, thus creating and
supporting Central Kentucky’s first independent black church congregation. In
1808, the Durettes received additional assistance from Lexington Presbyterians
when Mary Todd Lincoln’s grandfather and early Lexington pioneer, Levi Todd,
built a new home on his own Richmond Road property, Ellerslie, three miles from
Lexington and invited Peter Durette to organize a second congregation and
preach from this site. By 1816, with the aid of Todd, Maxwell, and other
Lexington Presbyterians, Durette successfully established Kentucky’s first school
for black religious training on the Maxwell farm.
By 1820, Durette offered the names of twenty-two African American men
as eligible for elevation as Baptist ministers with the ability to spread a religious
message to Kentucky African Americans and possibly beyond Kentucky
borders.120 John Maxwell, Durettes major supporter, died in 1819, then his wife
Dinah passed in 1820, leaving Durette to carry on his ministry with the aid of the
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deacons and elders of his church. Durette died in 1823 at the stated age of
ninety ending a forty year ministry, thirty-eight of those years spent as a
Kentucky Baptist preacher.121 To the benefit of Lexington’s free and enslaved
black populations, prior to his death, Durette successfully ministered to over 300
African American church members, constructed the first independent black
church west of the Allegheny Mountains, and trained at least twenty-two
additional Kentucky African American ministers.122 While creation of an
independent black Baptist Association did not officially occur in the state until
1869, it is difficult to believe the twenty-members trained by Durette as ministers,
and acknowledged by London Ferrill, along with several other known, black
Baptist congregations were not actively coalescing as an invisible society of
African American ministers prior to 1869.
As an African Church congregation, Durette’s members first met at Peter
and Dinah Durette’s cabin on John Maxwell’s property at the corner of Lexington
and Euclid Avenues from 1790 to 1812. From 1812 to1815, a free black man, a
member of Durette’s church, and Lexington businessman, Rolla (Rolley) Blue
permitted the congregation to use his property, an old cotton factory at High and
Mulberry (Limestone), as a meeting house. From 1815 to 1820, following the loss
of Blue’s property to auction, the church continued holding meetings on Levi
Todd’s farm off Tates Creek Road and various other locations about the city. In
1819, three free black men of Durette’s congregation, Harry Quills, Solomon
Walker, and Benjamin Admon (or Ammon suspected of being the former slave of
Baptist minister Thomas Ammon, associated with Hickman’s Creek Separate
Baptist Church in Fayette County, Brushy Fork Baptist Church; and First Baptist
Church in Bourbon County) purchased a lot from slave holder and Transylvania
University professor, Dr. Frederick Ridgley, to hold religious meetings at the rear
of Bernard Gaines property near Robert Patterson’s Stone Quarry.
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In 1820, four free blacks and members of Durette’s church, William Gist,
Solomon Walker, James Pollock, and Rolla Blue purchased property at the
corner of Maxwell and Limestone from two brothers and Baptist leaders of Scott
County’s Great Crossings Baptist Church, the future Vice President of the United
States, Richard M. Johnson and his brother James, for the sole purpose of
establishing a house for religious worship. Two years later, in 1822, the African
Church congregation purchased the lot at its current location at the corner of
Maxwell and Patterson Streets from the Johnsons. At their new location, the
congregation constructed the first of three church buildings to locate on the site,
and remains the location for the church today.123 Based upon a continuing
struggle for recognition as an independent congregation separate from London
Ferrill’s congregation, the church adopted the name “Pleasant Green” in 1829,
six years following Durette’s death. During the period from 1823 to 1854, the
church continued to function as an independent Baptist congregation. Over
shadowed by emergence of London Ferrill’s First African Baptist Church for
Coloreds located at Short and Dewees Streets, there is very little information
concerning the outreach of the newly formed church or how Reverends Peter
January and George Brent continued Durette’s ministry following his death.
As a southern Baptist congregation, several important factors affected
recognition of Peter Durette’s African Church in Lexington with the same acclaim
afforded Richard Allen’s founding of Mother Bethel in Philadelphia. Not the least
of which is the fact that the church was established below the Mason Dixon Line
in a slaveholding state prior to the Civil War, automatically diminishing its
credibility as a valid, independent African American church congregation capable
of creating and maintaining its own religious and social agenda; the fact that
despite his many achievements, unlike Richard Allen and London Ferrill, among
Kentucky’s first generation of pioneering preachers, Peter Durette and his wife
remained enslaved the majority of their lives;124 and the fact that unlike Ferrill and
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Allen, although Durette received endorsements, blessings, and the right hand of
fellowship from white Kentucky Baptists, he was never officially ordained by them
as a minister of the gospel. Following dissolution of Kentucky’s Separate Baptist
congregations, represented primarily within the diminishing South Kentucky
Separate Baptist Association of which Durette’s congregation was originally a
part, it appears that Peter Durette’s African Church operated as an independent
black congregation, affiliating primarily with other independent black church
members outside the bounds and acceptance of the Elkhorn Baptist Association,
the pre-dominant Central Kentucky Baptist Association at the time; and fifth,
because throughout his life, Durette administered to his congregation with only a
rudimentary education that permitted limited reading and memorization of
scriptures, there are no written records of the time informing future generations of
the history of his life, the church, or its social impact. Therefore, we are left with a
minimal written record regarding Durette’s ministry from those outside the
church. All of these important points served to undermine Durette’s credibility
with historians as a legitimate, antebellum, southern, religious leader. All the
above important factors were exploited by Reverend London Ferrill to his
advantage during his twenty-three year tenure as pastor and organizer of
Lexington’s second black Baptist congregation. A church history still attended
with controversy, the birth and growth of Peter Durette’s Separate Baptist
ministry is better understood when defined within the larger context of Kentucky
Baptist association history.
Arguments in support of the legitimacy of Durette’s ministry become
compelling when based upon traditional Baptist doctrine which recognized the
validity and necessity of personal and authentic conversion as well as
acknowledgement and total acceptance of the Bible as the only requirements
necessary for preaching the gospel. Historically, Baptists spreading a religious
accounts of Durette’s life indicate he ever became a freeman other than a Kentucky newspaper
references that Durette “gained his freedom” with no specifics. Durette may have “gained his
freedom” upon the demise or relocation of Joseph Craig to another state or county. A member of
Peter Durett’s church, Harry Quills, attempted to use state laws limiting the amount of time a free
black could remain in the state in an attempt to have London Ferrill expelled from the state to
protect Durette’s ministry.
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message on the Kentucky frontier generally divided themselves into two or three
associational groups. “Separate” or “Primitive Baptists,” who were primarily
stump preachers espousing tenets of the New England Great Awakening with
few if any associational connections to formalized confessions of faith. Of the first
twenty-five Baptist ministers to settle in Kentucky during the 1780s, primarily as
members of Lewis Craig’s Traveling Church, twenty were Separate Baptists from
Virginia and North Carolina and five were Regular Baptists.125 “Regular,”
“Particular,” or “Strict Baptists” were characterized by their orderly and dignified
worship services, an appreciation and use of an educated clergy, and adherence
to the Philadelphia Confession of Faith adopted by American Baptists in 1742.
Regular Baptists most heavily populated New York, Pennsylvania, New Jersey,
Rhode Island and the southern seaboard states.126 In addition, “Regular or
Particular Baptists” believed in “particular redemption,” that salvation merited by
Jesus Christ’s symbolic death on the cross was limited only to the “elect.”
As was his owner, Joseph Craig, Peter Durette and members of his
congregation were initially members of the South Kentucky Separate Baptist
Association.127 Upon dissolution of the association and following nearly twenty
years of ministering to black Kentuckians, many of whom were no doubt also
members of the South Kentucky Separate Baptist Association, Durette and fifty
members of his congregation approached the Elkhorn Baptist Association,
considered “Old Lights,” seeking Durette’s ordination into the Baptist ministry, a
request formally denied.128 Many remaining members of the fading South
Kentucky Separate Baptist Association led by John Bailey, the possible friend of
Samuel Overton and Kentucky sponsor of London Ferrill, went on to join
Presbyterian Barton Stone’s and Baptist Alexander Campbell’s newly formed
Christian Church (Disciples of Christ) Movement organized at Cane Ridge in
1803.
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Breaking away from their previous denominations, Stone and Campbell
formed Christian Churches beyond Kentucky in southern and central Ohio and
Indiana. The church denomination, though opposed to slavery, did not make
slaveholding a test of membership. Taking with them a number of African
American followers, Alexander Cross, a slave from Christian County, Kentucky
was purchased, freed, and educated by the Disciples of Christ, becoming the
Disciples’ first missionary to Africa. Emphasizing freedom of thought, the Bible as
the only basis of faith, and acceptance of differences among believers, precepts
of the Christian doctrine spread quickly beyond Kentucky into the Ohio River
Valley. Lingering memberships or ministers affiliated with the South Elkhorn
Baptist Church or the South Kentucky Separate Baptist Association who chose to
follow the teachings of Campbell and Stone were formally dropped from the rolls
of the Kentucky’s General Baptist Association in August 1831, with issuance of
the following statement: “Being satisfied that the church at South Elkhorn has
departed from the doctrine and practice of this Association; and, further, that they
countenance persons professing to be ministers of Christ, who have proclaimed
open war with our Constitution, and who have heretofore been excluded from our
correspondence for heresy, we feel ourselves called upon, in the perpetuation of
good order, to drop said church from our correspondence.”129 Many pastors of
the new denomination continued to preach an antislavery doctrine which favored
gradual emancipation and African colonization, ideas generally supported by
their growing membership. As a consequence, though all members of the
Christian Church did not openly argue for the immediate abolition of African
enslavement, the door for social inclusion of African Americans as viable
Christian messengers was opened wider.
Based upon stubborn adherence to tenants preached during Kentucky’s
Great Revival, allies of the African American freedom movement associated with
the Long Run Baptist Association, the Baptized Licking-Locust Friends of
Humanity, and the South Kentucky Separate Baptist Association laid the
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groundwork for establishment of Kentucky’s first independent, antebellum, black
congregations. But by 1828, following several southern slave revolts, and
Kentucky’s hardening views regarding black emancipation, Kentucky along with
Virginia Baptists ended any suspicion that independent black Baptist
congregations were tolerated anywhere in the South by ordering all such
congregations be supervised and officially represented by white delegates at
Baptist General Assemblies. By the time of the Civil War, the previously named
seventeen independent African American Baptist churches were all represented,
in varying degrees, by white Kentucky Baptists leadership. Though under the
senior guidance of black Baptist ministers Henry Adams, George Dupee, and
Elisha W. Green, black Baptists churches were not formally organized as a
General Assembly until 1869.
Taken as part of a larger associational history of early Kentucky Baptists,
Peter Durette’s independent ministry and lack of written record conformed to the
traditions of several white Baptist ministers and congregations of the day,
particularly among “Separate Baptists,” who were also Durette’s mentors and
initial association members. These early pastors thrived on oral traditions and the
power of the spoken word rather than written documents or strict adherence to a
literate ministry. Like Durette, very few of these ministers including Squire Boone,
left documented evidence of their religious presence and activity in Kentucky. In
1793, records indicate all but four of the original South Kentucky Separate
Baptist Association churches had joined the Elkhorn Baptist Association.130 The
last of the few remaining records of the South Kentucky Separate Baptist
Association appeared in 1801, listing thirty-one churches with a total of 2,382
members. At that time, the Association affirmed its original principles as an
Association based solely on the Bible; it acknowledged its affiliation with the
United Baptist of Richmond, Virginia, under a letter of association dated October
2, 1788 signed by Reuben Ford and William Webber, and unlike Regular Baptist,
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professed no relationship with the Philadelphia Confession of Faith. Frank
Masters posits a theory for the shift in loyalties and loss of Separate Baptist
Association membership as its acceptance of Universalists as members and the
preaching of the doctrine of Restoration from Hell. Whatever the reason, the
South Kentucky Separate Baptist Association that gave birth to Peter Durette’s
independent ministry faded into Kentucky’s pioneering past. Dissolution of the
Association left Peter Durette’s African Church with no official associational
membership, which if taken in context with true Baptist tradition, did not affect its
validity or qualification as a functioning Baptist congregation, but did limit
recognition of his church by Kentucky’s Regular Baptist associations. There is no
evidence that Peter Durette’s congregation officially united with any other Baptist
Association following dissolution of the South Kentucky Separate Baptist
Association, which occurred during his lifetime. However, Peter Durette’s work in
training ministers and raising an independent Baptist ministry effectively opened
the door for Kentucky’s second generation of African American ministers.

Twenty years after its founding and Peter Durette’s relocation to
Lexington, the city maintained a population of twenty-one free and 439 enslaved
African Americans. By 1818, Lexington’s free black population had expanded to
include 115 free blacks and 1,641 enslaved African Americans; by 1850
Lexington’s free black population totaled 479 persons within a total slave
population of 2,309. Of those 479 free persons, 174 were assessed property
taxes on fifty-seven parcels of land worth a total value of $51,330.131 Lexington’s
South Hill District, bounded by High, South Limestone, Broadway and Bolivar
Streets originally included the entire hill just south of downtown Lexington, served
as the location of Durette’s church. Much of the land holdings in the area were
also part of original land grants of Presbyterians John Anderson, Robert
Patterson, and Levi Todd. With connections perhaps to past Presbyterian
practices of educating and freeing slaves, interestingly, South Hill contained the
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homes of several prominent free black families in Lexington, not the least of who
were Samuel and Daphney Oldham.
As owners and operators of Lexington’s Caledonian Baths located at 18
East Main Street, and several other barbershops around the city, Samuel and
Daphney Oldham purchased a 45-foot lot from the heirs of Lexington founder
and businessman John Anderson in 1835 for $200 to construct a home fronting
South Mulberry (Limestone). By 1839, the Oldham’s demonstrated wealth and
costly business decisions created economic pressure that forced them to sell
their dream home for $5,500. Originally members of London Ferrill’s First African
Church, the Oldhams separated from the Baptist tradition in favor of Methodism,
joining St. Paul A.M.E. Church in later years. Another important South Hill
resident included Rolla (Rolley) Blue, a successful Lexington businessman,
strong supporter, and church member of London Ferrill’s African Baptist Church
for Coloreds. We have no written record from Peter Durette detailing his life as
an enslaved person, a religious leader, a laborer in antebellum Kentucky, or as a
freed slave carrying a religious message of freedom. However, the lives of other
black Baptist ministers in Kentucky offers insight into the ministries of those who
attempted to follow Durette’s example by placing their faith and hope of freedom
in God and the gospels.

At least three years prior to Durette’s death, Lexington city officials actively
sought a black divine to fill the anticipated religious void Durette’s advancing age
signaled. It also provided an opportunity for Lexington’s founding fathers to seek
greater control over the city’s loosely organized and defined black religious life by
actively selecting the city’s next black religious leader, someone they knew,
trusted, and approved. Once selected, that leader could then be ensconced
within a religious structure whites understood, controlled, and sanctioned. With
these desires in mind, Lexington city officials and Baptist religious leadership
began an all out search for Peter Durette’s replacement. Within a very short time,
their sights fixed upon London Ferrill (1789-1854), a former Virginia slave from
the same community as that of Peter Durette and members of the Traveling
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Church, a Baptist exhorter associated with some of America’s and Kentucky’s
most prominent first families.
Upon arrival in Kentucky, there is evidence Ferrill was immediately
welcomed into Lexington’s elite white society, fully exploiting his Virginia family
connections among Kentucky aristocracy. While there is every indication Ferrill
and Durette knew each other personally, and perhaps even in Virginia, there is
little indication outside their bond of race and religious faith, the two men shared
much in common or worked together in a shared Kentucky ministry. Their
relationship is best characterized as two stars operating in separate universes.
Ferrill, raised as a member of a Regular Baptist Society, appeared to be at least
semi-literate, independent, and skilled in oratory and the politics of inclusion. He
quickly became the socially accepted and endorsed future of black religious
leadership in Kentucky. Peter Durette, raised as a pioneering Separate Baptist,
was no doubt also skilled in religious oratory for which pioneering Separate
Baptists were known, was described by members of the Elkhorn Baptist
Association as “wholly illiterate,” and a member of Kentucky’s rapidly fading
pioneer past. As a Regular Baptist, Ferrill adhered to the1742 Philadelphia
Confession of Faith which was Calvinistic in nature, advocating the “laying on of
hands upon baptized believers,” singing of psalms in the worship of God, baptism
as a symbol of redemption and not a condition of salvation, repudiation of
baptism by unauthorized or un-baptized persons, an expressed preference for an
educated ministry, and an aversion to the consumption of alcohol and riotous
spirits.132
Peter Durette entered the ministry as a “New Light” Separate Baptist,
converted as a young man under the tenants of Virginia’s Great Revival. As a
Separate Baptist, Durette participated in a religious doctrine that emerged in the
United States prior to the American Revolution and in Virginia as a bi-product of
the spiritual teachings of George Whitefield’s Great Revivals. Resembling
Methodists, Separate Baptists adhered to the teachings of Arminianism which
endorsed infant baptism. Adherents to Separate Baptist ideology were
132
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encouraged to “throw aside tradition and take the word of God as their only guide
in all matters of religious faith and practice.” The governance of the church rested
entirely with individual congregations, the unlearned could preach if they
manifested gifts which indicated future usefulness and piety,133 its members and
preachers were also known to imbibe “party spirits,” often without need for a
party.
Ferrill’s circle of friends included the wealthiest and most prominent white
Kentucky families while Durette ministered primarily to a majority enslaved and
minority community of freed African Americans, growing his congregation to an
estimated three hundred members prior to his death. By his own testimony,
Ferrill considered Durette’s church “illegitimate,” along with the twenty-one
Baptist ministers Durette raised into the ministry whom Ferrill stated were “known
not to be able to preach without a tickler of whiskey in their pocket.” Ferrill cited
Durette’s lack of Baptist association and official ordination as two important
factors in sustaining his charge of Peter Durette’s church “illegitimacy.”134 These
sentiments alone may have encouraged Ferrill to shun a deeper personal and
social relationship with Durette as a useless endeavor. As black men, Ferrill and
Durette held many aspects of their lives in common, however, London Ferrill’s
religious appointment and endorsement by a majority white community
represented an important shift in community thinking from acceptance (or at least
tolerance) of Durette as an elected pastor of his own independent religious
congregation. As such, Ferrill was appointed the designated religious leader
authorized to instruct and discipline all members of the black community. How
city officials arrived at the selection of London Ferrill as the head of the city’s
growing and seemingly powerful free and enslaved black population is interesting
to recount.
At the time of Ferrill’s birth, Peter Durette was already fifty-six years of age
and well-established in his Kentucky ministry. When London Ferrill arrived in
Lexington with the mission of becoming an itinerant Baptist minister he was
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approximately twenty-three years old, married, a freed black man with a trade,
heavily endorsed by Lexington’s wealthy white community, all major
accomplishments for the times and representing a fundamental shift in form from
Kentucky’s post-Revolutionary War approach toward black evangelicals. Ferrill’s
entrance into an established Fayette County religious community attempting to
shed its pioneering past, served as a source of controversy and suspicion among
Peter Durette’s loyal supporters who immediately labeled Ferrill a “foreigner.” It is
difficult to assess what aspects of Ferrill’s appearance or mannerisms equated to
his “foreign” appearance in the eyes of other African Americans since to date
there are no physical descriptions of him, only references to his “commanding
presence” and speaking voice. It is safe to speculate that Ferrill’s voice may have
been his most “foreign” attribute, having gained his early language skills in a
British speaking household. No doubt expressing himself quite differently from
“Old Captain,” many African Americans were wary of Ferrill’s religious motives
and methods of accomplishment.135 Ferrill’s Lexington arrival and appointment
also surfaced social and economic divisions among the city’s free and enslaved
African American population that were not readily apparent under Durette’s
leadership. London Ferrill’s appearance in Lexington, immediately divided the
city’s black religious community between those loyal to “Old Captain” and those
who saw a promising future with London Ferrill, a black minister who appealed
not only to the city’s more affluent free blacks, (fifty of whom deserted “Old
Captain” to follow Ferrill’s developing ministry), but Lexington’s white elite
residents as well.136
In a brief biography, written by Ferrill’s supporters, it is revealed that London
Ferrill was born a slave in Hanover County, Virginia, in 1789, just opposite the
birthplace of Henry Clay on the Forks of the Hanover River, an area ripe with
Baptist religious faith as well as future members of Lewis Craig’s “Traveling
135
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Church.” This small bit of information indicates Ferrill had an early and immediate
connection to Kentucky and the state’s founders. Henry Clay’s father, Baptist
minister Reverend John Clay, had been one of the many travelers expected to
join Lewis Craig’s Traveling Church in leaving for Kentucky. John Clay died
before having that opportunity.137 London Ferrill’s biographer further stated he
and his mother became the property of Ann Ferrill Winston upon the death of her
brother, Richard Ferrill. Both Ann Winston and Richard Ferrill were English
relatives of Ferrill’s future Virginia owner, Samuel Overton. London Ferrill stated
Richard Ferrill (Ferrell) died shortly after arriving at his sister’s Hanover, Virginia
home. Using London Ferrill’s stated year of birth, it is estimated Richard Ferrill
died about 1789. Upon her brother’s death, Mrs. Winston became the sole heir of
her brother’s estate, which included ownership of the newly born London and his
mother (name unknown). London Ferrill credits Ann Winston with naming him in
honor of her brother.138 London Ferrill’s Virginia history and parentage offer
interesting questions worthy of deeper investigation. Where Ferrill can be located
in the U.S. Federal Census, he is simply referred to as a free man of color with
no clear reference as to whether he was of mixed ancestry. Following Ann
Winston’s death, in settlement of her estate, Richard Ferrell was “sold for six
hundred dollars to Colonel Samuel Overton, a bachelor, thus separated from his
mother at about age eight or nine.”139
A review of Kentucky and Virginia census and court documents indicate there
were several possible “Samuel Overton(s)” eligible to be considered Richard
Ferrill’s next owner. The most likely candidate emerged as Samuel Overton, Jr.
(circa 1740-1812) of Hanover County, Virginia. The grandson of British
emigrants, this Samuel Overton inherited patented Virginia lands his grandfather
received from the King of England.140 Samuel Overton the younger was a
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pioneering Virginian who broke through the West Virginia and Kentucky
wilderness with Dr. Thomas Walker and Daniel Boone when they first entered
Cumberland Gap. Related to some of America’s most prominent families by
blood and marriage, the list of Overton relatives and descendants includes such
well-known names as the Merriwethers, Patrick Henry, Thomas Jefferson, and
Edmund Waller. Overton earned a reputation in Kentucky as an Indian fighter
during the 1782 Battle of Blue Licks, which claimed the life of his brother James
and earned him the title of Colonel. Following the war, Overton went on to serve
as a government excise agent for Presidents George Washington and John
Adams for Eastern District No. 2 in Virginia. As a Virginian, he lived in Henry
Clay’s former community of Hanover until a portion of the lands owned by the
Overton clan separated to form the County of Louisa, where the Overton family
remained prominent landowners. Like so many Revolutionary War veterans,
Samuel Overton acquired massive land grants in the new Kentucky County.141
As a Virginia and Kentucky planter until his death, Overton apparently divided his
time between Virginia and the Kentucky frontier, dying in 1812 as a resident of
Hanover County, Virginia at the age of seventy-two.
Through his biographer, Ferrill credits Overton with being a “benevolent slave
owner,” who promised and exhibited to Ferrill, as a youth, his intent to educate
and care for him. With an apparent intent to train Ferrill for the Baptist ministry,
Overton took the first steps at “raising him [Ferrill] as one of his own children” and
“to God’s own purpose.” However, according to Ferrill, Overton died before
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having an opportunity to complete his task.142 While the property of Overton,
Ferrill “was bound to Edmund Daily (or Bailey) in Garrard County to learn the
house joinery business.”143 About age twenty, Ferrill experienced a religious
conversion in Spotsylvania, at which time he was baptized by Reverend Absalom
Waller (1772-1823), after which he felt himself called to the ministry.144 The
beginning of Ferrill’s life as a free man is directly associated with his baptism and
religious conversion. Following his Baptism in Spotsylvania by Waller, like
Durette, Ferrill was warmly received as an excellent exhorter, and one often
called upon to preach, sing, and perform religious ceremonies before black and
white Baptist congregations, especially for the funerals and weddings of enslaved
African Americans. Following the third church service after his baptism, Ferrill
was examined by the congregation on his religious knowledge. Apparently
finding his answers satisfactory, the congregation practiced a “laying on of
hands” ceremony and offered Ferrill “the right hand of fellowship” with the
instruction to preach the gospel. This religious endorsement was accompanied
by an agreement from Ferrill’s owners to free him, stating “we give you up to go
and preach the gospel wherever the Lord may cast your lot and the doors open
for you,” transforming London Ferrill the slave into London Ferrill the free man
and “Parson.”145 Ferrill stated he was age twenty at the time (circa 1809).
With great encouragement from Reverend Waller and members of the
congregation Ferrill became a free, black, itinerant, Virginia Baptist exhorter
traveling a radius of twenty-four miles from his place of residence and
142
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employment to minister to plantation slaves.146 Ferrill stated he was living only
thirty-eight miles from his former owner, Samuel Overton, in Hanover when
Overton died. Sending for Ferrill during the hour of his death, Overton reportedly
died with his head resting upon “the young divines arm.” Ferrill’s apparent
acquisition of a trade, religious conversion, baptism, marriage, freedom, and
travel to Kentucky were all events accomplished over a span of eleven years in
Virginia, beginning with his sell to Samuel Overton. Ferrill’s signature on early
Kentucky marriage certificates and legal documents as well as his own testimony
stating he could read from the Bible indicates Overton may have partially fulfilled
his promise to Ferrill by providing him with a rudimentary education that
permitted him to navigate the ministry and official church business.147
Samuel Overton’s death, his freedom, and growth into a new religious
calling all appear to be catalysts in Ferrill’s decision to leave Virginia in search of
a new life. According to his biographer, Ferrill’s first resettlement options included
a desire to move to New York or Philadelphia where African American ministers
were already known to have established themselves in independent black
churches, religious communities, and prosperous businesses. Ferrill could have
possibly even considered responding to Richard Allen’s 1816 call for black
religious leaders as he sought to build and expand the new A.M.E. denomination.
Perhaps acting against his own self-interest, rather than assuming residence and
beginning a new life in a free state, Ferrill was convinced by white members of
his Virginia church community and the Overton family that he could be of greater
service in the barren religious wilderness of Kentucky.148
Doubtless, having attachments to powerful families has benefits, whether
enslaved or a free man. Such was the case for London Ferrill. Ferrill’s biography
states he purchased a Yankee wagon and made the harrowing journey to
Kentucky, in all probability entering Kentucky through the Cumberland Gap just
as members of the Traveling Church had done years ealier, accompanied by his
146
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wife (Rhoda). Ferrill states he was happily received “at the Colonel’s home” “four
miles in the country from Lexington.”149 Ferrill seemed to have no trepidation in
making the trip with his wife and wagon, demonstrating some familiarity with the
trail, indicating perhaps this was not his first trip to the area, or that he did indeed
followed a well-traveled path, which the Wilderness Road would have been at
this time.
A review of early Kentucky tax and church records from 1809 to 1820 lists
members of the Dailey and Overton families residing in Garrard, Bourbon,
Fayette, and Franklin counties. Garrard County’s 1796 census showed an
Edmund Dailey living in Buckeye, Garrard County on the Wilderness Trail not far
from the original Gilbert’s Creek settlement of Lewis Craig. The Gilbert’s Creek
community was abandoned by Craig in 1783; Gilbert Creek’s Baptist Church
remained an active Separate Baptist congregation led by later Kentucky arrivals,
including anti-slavery advocate, and church founder George Stokes Stovall Smith
and Joseph Bledsoe in 1796. Gilbert’s Creek Baptist Church, an original member
of the South Kentucky Separate Baptist Association, the association to offer
Peter Durette the “right hand of fellowship,” and the Baptist association in which
he claimed membership. There were members of the Overton family listed as
residents of “Brookville” in Bourbon County, which was most likely the place
Ferrill and his wife “sojourned” “four miles in the country from Lexington” upon
their Kentucky arrival. When the Ferrills reached Kentucky about 1810, they
already possessed important Kentucky and Virginia connections to many of the
Commonwealth’s most powerful and prominent citizens which included members
of the Overton, Waller, and Clay families.150
Garrard County’s early settlement benefited greatly from its close
proximity to the Wilderness Road often becoming the first home for many
members of Craig’s Traveling Church, as well as other Kentucky settlers.
Settlement in Garrard County included African American members with family
149
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and property ties to many members of the Traveling Church, the Boonesborough
Fort, Lexington’s Bryan Station, and Stanford’s Logan Station. By 1785, enough
white Baptists had arrived in Kentucky to constitute eighteen congregations
settled in three Kentucky Baptist associations - Salem Association, South
Kentucky Separate Baptist Association, and the Elkhorn Baptist Association –
contained in Kentucky’s Fayette, Lincoln, and Jefferson counties. These
associations contained no less than thirty preachers to minister to believers.151
Formed from Bourbon County in 1796, Garrard County was named after
antislavery Governor James Garrard, who served as governor of the state from
1796 to 1804, during the time of Kentucky’s Great Revival. With ties to
Spotsylvania, Virginia, Garrard was a Baptist minister, Revolutionary War
veteran, county judge, and Great Revival participant.152 One of the organizing
leaders of a Kentucky antislavery campaign which began at his Cooper’s Run
Baptist Church in Bourbon County where Augustin Eastin served as pastor,
Garrard actively joined with David Barrow and Carter Tarrant in forming
Kentucky’s Emancipation Churches considered extinct in Kentucky after 1810. It
would make sense for the Ferrills to reside near Kentucky, antislavery advocates,
old friends, and a possible Garrard County employer in an area of the state
known for its early antislavery religious leanings.
At the time of Ferrill’s reported arrival in Kentucky, Peter Durette was already
seventy-eight years old, living in a cabin on John Maxwell’s farm, firmly
established and actively engaged in his Lexington ministry on the properties of
John Maxwell and Levi Todd, some historians believe for the benefit primarily of
Maxwell and Todd’s slaves.153 As a resident of Lexington, Durette was affiliated
with the crumbling South Kentucky Separate Baptist Association, giving every
indication that Ferrill and Durette had an opportunity to know each other upon
Ferrill’s arrival in Kentucky if not before, and certainly over the next thirteen years
of Durette’s life. The 1818 Lexington City Directory lists London Ferrill as a waiter
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residing on “Short Street continued” without reference to his race.154 During the
first years as a Kentucky resident, it appears Ferrill spent his time working and
traveling about central Kentucky as an itinerant minister whose presence was
requested by some of Kentucky’s most prominent white families. One can only
wonder if these calls were fostered by religious piety or simply a desire to get to
know the “foreign” African American Baptist minister newly arrived in Kentucky.
As part of Ferrill’s official Kentucky “debut,” he was often called upon to preach
not only to the slaves of elite families, but white congregants as well. There is no
indication Peter Durette was ever afforded this same opportunity or recognition.
In 1821, two years prior to Durette’s death, Lexington’s Board of Trustees
chaired by merchant Alexander Parker, and board members John Bradford,
Elisha Warfield, Thomas Wallace, George Trotter, and John Brand, provided
Ferrill with a series of invitations to preach in the homes of prominent
Kentuckians and in various Baptist pulpits in Central and Western Kentucky.
Some of theses homes included those of businessman and future owner of
Mammoth Cave, Benjamin Gratz, John Pope, and Henry Clay’s father-in-law,
Thomas Hart. Hart later allowed Ferrill use of an old weaving factory as a church
meeting hall where Ferrill led his black congregation from Lexington’s First
Baptist Church into formation of a separate ministry and independent black
Baptist congregation. Obviously impressed with Ferrill’s preaching ability and
personality, that same year city fathers presented Ferrill to members of
Lexington’s First Baptist Church not only as their new pastor, but as pastor of all
Lexington’s “colored persons,” much to the chagrin of Peter Durette who, though
up in age, was still alive and maintaining a position as Lexington’s black spiritual
leader and pastor of his own church. Using Ferrill’s testimony as to the year of
his birth, he would have been approximately age thirty-two at the time he was
expected to assume leadership of Lexington’s African American religious life.
From all indications the edict issued by Lexington city fathers gave Ferrill reign
over all African Americans in Lexington including those who were Baptists, non154
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Baptists, as well as the un-churched, a powerful position for one man to hold
over others, free or enslaved.
To his credit and place in history, unlike Durette, Ferrill refused to perform
baptisms, marriages, or accept a position of religious leadership in the African
American community without official ordination as a Baptist minister and member
of the newly reorganized Elkhorn Baptist Association, which by this time had
incorporated the membership of several former Separate Baptist churches as the
remaining remnants of the South Kentucky Separate Baptist Association. Ferrill
demanded to be accorded the same rights and privileges as those given white
religious leaders, making him Kentucky’s first ordained black Baptist minister
west of the Allegheny Mountains. Ferrill’s request for ordination was joined and
endorsed by Jeremiah Vardeman (pastor of Lexington’s First Baptist Church from
1827-1830 who later joined the ranks of Alexander Campbell), who then
presented the request to the Elkhorn Baptist Association. The Association
appointed a committee consisting of Vardeman, considered to be “the most
influential and popular preacher who ever lived in Kentucky;”155 Dr. James
Fishback, a physician and Transylvania University medical professor as well as
the slaveholding pastor of Lexington’s First Baptist Church at the time (18171827); Edmund Waller 1829 moderator of the antislavery Long Run Baptist
Association and editor of the Baptist Recorder; slave holder and Baptist minister
Jacob Creath; and John Edwards - all Baptists leaders considered in some way,
a “friend of the negro,” or had at least expressed support for some form of
gradual emancipation or black religious instruction.
Finding no reason to deny the committee’s request, Ferrill’s ordination was
approved in 1821, accompanied by an elaborate reception and city social event.
The next Sabbath, his appointment as pastor of Lexington’s First Baptist Church
for Colored Persons was announced when, “they called the colored people
together and presented him for their minister, and when the vote was taken it
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was unanimous, soon after he was installed preacher for life.”156 This statement,
contained within Ferrill’s biography is confusing because it does not clearly
indicate whose vote was taken and exactly what “colored people” were called
together. Was it the “colored people” of Lexington’s First Baptist Church or all the
colored people of the City of Lexington? Since African Americans within white
churches were not permitted a vote, exactly who did the voting, or was this an
exception? The lack of clarity fuels a continuing feud between Pleasant Green
Missionary Baptist Church and First African Baptist Church which has lasted over
the last two-hundred years as to which church is the rightful owner of the title
“First African American Church West of the Allegheny Mountains.”
However a final agreement was reached, Ferrill quickly modified the initial
statement of his appointment to read “that the contract would last while
dissatisfaction kept out of their midst.” Ferrill stated this clause was added
because he knew the twenty-one ministers previously raised by Durette would be
“disaffected and try to injure others.” Adding the “escape” clause gave Ferrill a
way out should attempts to unseat him become successful. Durette supporters
were the “disaffected,” members referenced by Ferrill who were constantly
working to insure the demise of Ferrill’s new ministry. Their dissatisfaction with
Ferrill’s ministry seemed to have an impact when one month following his
appointment, Ferrill made the statement that he had only seven members attend
church services, including his wife.157
At the time of Ferrill’s Lexington ordination and installation, the First
Baptist Church of Colored Persons officially became a member of the Elkhorn
Baptist Association, represented in Association meetings by white leadership of
Lexington’s First Baptist Church. The Elkhorn Baptist Association, organized
October 1, 1785 as the first Baptist association officially organized in Kentucky
and the third Baptist association established in the state that same year, along
with the Salem Association, and the South Kentucky Separate Baptist
Association. Unlike Ferrill, there is no indication Peter Durette was every a formal
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member of Lexington’s First Baptist Church or that his previously recognized
“African Church” was ever a member of the Elkhorn Baptist Association, or
participated in Elkhorn Baptist Association meetings. The many doctrinal
differences between the Elkhorn Baptist Association supported by Ferrill and the
South Kentucky Separate Baptist Association supported by Durette, suggests
these two men disagreed on religious matters, but may have shared a central
commitment to the right of blacks to independent worship, which was also often
the wish of their white slaveholders.
In 1812, two years after arriving in Kentucky, and again in 1821, the year
of Ferrill’s ordination, questions were raised regarding the validity of “Old
Captain’s” church, baptisms administered by him as an un-ordained preacher, as
well as the propriety of ordaining men of color into the ministry, stating “a colored
church, which had been gathered in Lexington, by a colored man known as “Old
Captain,” made application for membership in the Association. Upon review, the
application was rejected, on the grounds that the constitution of the church was
irregular, that “Old Captain” was “wholly illiterate,” and that the ‘fathers and
brethren’ deemed it improper to lay hands on him.”158 The Association also did
not officially recognize the fifty to 300 members “Old Captain” had baptized and
organized as a separate church congregation as legitimate, nor their religious
gathering as the formal constitution of a Baptist church.159 A belief echoed by
Ferrill, during his own Lexington ministry. This stated record also confirms the
idea that at the time of his ordination, Ferrill’s First Baptist Church for Colored
Persons were considered two distinct and separate black congregations.
Reorganization of the Elkhorn Baptist Association’s constitution and the
rise of “Campbellism” during the mid-to-late 1830s within the Baptist union did
much to reduce black and white membership in the Elkhorn Baptist Association.
Churches withdrew, to form other Baptist associations, with still many other
Baptists left the Elkhorn Baptist Association to join Barton Stone and Alexander
Campbell’s Christian Church movement. According to an 1840 report by the
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General Baptist Association, organized in 1832, prior to 1840 there were only
nine Baptist churches in the state maintaining full-time Baptist ministries: H. B.
Wiggins in Henderson; J. M. Pendleton in Bowling Green; S. Baker in Shelbyville;
J. M. Frost in Frankfort; George C. Sedwick in Paris; J. T. Robert in Covington;
W. F. Broaddus of First Baptist Church in Lexington; London Ferrill, African in
Lexington; Henry Adams, African Church in Louisville; John Finley, First Church
in Louisville; and F. A. Willard, Second Church in Louisville. During this time,
most Kentucky Baptist ministers were poor or working class men with
congregations that could ill-afford the salary of a full-time pastor.160 Under the
leadership of Dr. Silas M. Noel, in 1831, Kentucky began a missionary movement
in Frankfort in support of raising an educated Baptist ministry to correct the
deficiency of too few Baptist ministers available to fill fulltime pulpits. Dr. Noel’s
efforts resulted in the formation of several new Baptist congregations throughout
the state, including the formation of additional African American congregations
and the founding of Georgetown College charged with the task of training new
ministers for the expanding West.
Despite the city father’s intent to appoint London Ferrill “pastor of all
Lexington’s colored people,” (and to perhaps gain that greater control the Elkhorn
Baptist Association was seeking) as a replacement for Peter Durette, things did
not go as smoothly as planned. Durette’s African Church took offense to London
Ferrill’s appointment and ministry organized as the First Baptist Church of
Colored Persons. Later organized as First African Baptist Church, the
congregation was housed independently in 1838 at Short and Dewees Streets
ten years following construction and renaming of Durette’s African Church161 to
Pleasant Green Missionary Baptist Church, at Maxwell and Patterson Streets.
Durette’s congregation stated they renamed themselves “Pleasant Green
Missionary Baptist Church” in 1839 in an effort to further distinguish themselves
from London Ferrill’s newly established and better accepted “First Baptist Church
160
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of Colored People.”162 This evidence further demonstrates the two churches
functioned as separate congregations and ministries, in two different locations,
with different congregational support. According to Pleasant Green Missionary
church history, following Durette’s death, the church continued to operate under
the guidance of Reverends Mundy, Peter January, George Brent, Jr., Orlando
Payne, Dick Price (the son of Peter Durette), Robert Clark, M. M. Bell, E. M.
Mamon, H. P. Jacoby, and George Dupee from 1823 to 1855.163
Even in death, Durette’s greatest supporter continued to be Harry Quills
(Quarles),164 a free black man and member of Durette’s congregation. Quills
remained a Ferrill opponent throughout his life. Described by Ferrill as a man as
“black hearted as his face,” Harry Quills’ efforts to dethrone Ferrill went as far as
attempting to have him removed from the state using Kentucky statutes that
prohibited freed blacks from entering or remaining in the state longer than one
year after obtaining their freedom. No doubt relying upon the assured support of
Kentucky’s white first families, and the fact that Ferrill had already been a free
resident of the state for more than eight years, Ferrill admitted “He had warrants
gotten out and a number of free people were sold and a number went away,” 165
(escaped on the Underground Railroad) prompting Ferrill to announce publicly on
the Courthouse Green that “they would never sell Brother Ferrill while Christ
reigns.”166
Rancor and hard feelings continued between Ferrill and Durette
supporters as late as 1838 fifteen years after Durette’s death, when Durette
supporters claimed London Ferrill “sold a black man” to establish his new church
at Short and Dewees Streets. The reference to “selling a black man,” may have
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been condemnation of Ferrill’s part in “selling free people” following Harry Quills
efforts to have him exported from the state; or condemned the deal brokered by
Ferrill in 1833 to purchase the former United Methodist Church building at the
corner of Short and Dewees Streets to house Ferrill’s twelve year old Baptist
congregation. In 1838, Ferrill purchased the adjoining lot upon which to construct
a home next to the church building at 260 E. Short Street. Elijah Warner (the
former owner of escaped slave Lewis Hayden), described by Frank Dunn as a
“famous clock-maker”167 purchased the Methodist property in 1823 which he
used as a cabinet shop and clock factory until his death in 1829. Elijah Warner’s
half-brother, Alfred Warner, sold the remainder of the Short Street footage to
Ferrill in 1838 where Ferrill then constructed a new home.
Prior to the Short Street address, Ferrill maintained a wood frame home at
Main and what is now Martin Luther King Streets on the Esplanade. Alfred
Warner sold Ferrill the second homestead lot for “$400 paid and that London
Ferrill hath conveyed and assigned to said Warner the services of a certain negro
boy named Henry, up to September 15, 1845.” Henry may have been one of
several young African American students to attend the “colored” school Ferrill
maintained at the church, established in the early 1830s and considered Central
Kentucky’s most successful black school.168 Currently no documents have been
found indicating how London Ferrill became the person responsible for leasing or
assigning the body and property rights of “Henry,” but clearly he possessed the
right to do so. Upon completion of the indenture, Fayette County Order Book for
the October 1846 session indicates Ferrill “emancipated and set free negro man
Henry, by deed duly acknowledged, upon which a certificate of freedom was
granted him upon this said October 20, 1846” a little more than a year after the
agreed upon end date. Alfred Warner provided the surety bond for the newly
freed Henry.169 A review of this court document clearly indicates Ferrill owned
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slaves, or at least had the official capacity to lease or enter into agreements
regarding the lives of Lexington’s enslaved African American community.
In 1833 and 1835, Kentucky was struck by two cholera epidemics with
devastating affects in nearly every area of the commonwealth which suffered
from a severe loss of life as a result. One-tenth of the population in Lexington
and Russellville died within a few weeks, with other communities suffering similar
losses.170 Almost identical to actions taken by Methodist ministers Richard Allen
and Absalom Jones during the Philadelphia cholera epidemic of 1793, London
Ferrill, aided by Solomon Walker, remained to bury the dead and preach
sermons over the dying, while others fled the city. A time of tragedy in his life,
Ferrill lost his wife during the cholera outbreak. Following his wife’s death, Ferrill
states he went back to work visiting the sick and burying the dead, which often
included several “trips to the country.”171 One such trip may have included time
spent in the Lexington Township of Edmondson County near Mammoth Cave.
London Ferrill and Rolla Blue were both listed in the 1840 Federal Census as
residents and free men of color living in Edmondson County, Kentucky. They do
not appear at any other time in Edmondson County property deeds or tax
records, indicating this location apparently served as a temporary residence.
Ferrill’s death demonstrated the chasm that existed between himself and
members of Lexington’s African American community. Dying October 12, 1854,
from heart disease,172 London Ferrill became one of the few African Americans
buried in the white, Third Street Episcopal Church Cemetery, memorialized by a
statue of “King Solomon,” his partner during Lexington’s cholera epidemic. News
articles of the time reported Ferrill received this consideration because of his
undying aid and support on behalf of residents of Lexington during the 1833
cholera epidemic, in which Lexington’s Christ Episcopal Church lost one-fourth of
its congregation.173 During that time, London Ferrill remained the only Lexington
minister willing to conduct funeral services for the dead, and “King Solomon,”
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General Combs, and John Keizer, Jr. the only men willing to remain in Lexington
to bury them. No mention is made of Ferrill’s wife by name, not even in his own
biography, nor is any reference made as to whether or not she is buried
alongside Ferrill in the Third Street Episcopal Cemetery, which is doubtful since
she died nearly twenty years prior to Ferrill. Ferrill never remarried, stating that
the duties of marriage and the obligations of his ministry often conflicted. We are
not certain where Peter Durette is buried. It is suspected he was buried near his
church or the African American baptismal pool on Bolivar Street along with
several other members of the African American community, and no doubt other
members of his congregation. The site of the former baptismal pool and possible
Durette burial location is now part of recent downtown Lexington redevelopment.
Comparison of the lives of Peter Durette and London Ferrill reveal
important details regarding Kentucky African American religious life, class
division, and social attitudes in antebellum Kentucky, describing a more varied
and stratified community than previously appeared on the historical surface.
Following several failed attempts by Ferrill to capture leadership of Durette’s
independent black church, Thomas Hart, the father-in-law of Henry Clay, allowed
Ferrill use of an old weaving factory as the site to establish his own independent
black worship services. Under Ferrill’s care, First African Baptist Church grew
from an initial membership of 280 in 1838 to 1,820 members the majority of
which were no doubt enslaved, at the time of his death in 1854. These numbers
made London Ferrill’s First African Baptist Church the largest church
congregation in Kentucky, black or white.174 Despite these impressive numbers,
there remains unaccounted for, the number of African Americans who were
members of other Kentucky black congregations organized earlier, or during the
same time period as London Ferrill’s Lexington congregation.
Whites seemed to have no problem with Durette or Ferrill establishing
separate churches and in fact much white supervision attended Peter Durette or
London Ferrill’s churches. Ferrill made every attempt to move black Baptist
religious life in the direction of acceptance by Lexington’s white religious
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mainstream and control, with some indication that Ferrill was seen more as a
black overseer by white and many black Lexington residents. Durette was forced
to remain outside accepted bounds of white religious worship, while Ferrill was
encouraged to become part of it. Like Durette, Ferrill had a limited education but
appeared to be able to use his gifts and resources more effectively than Durette.
Even though listed as a ‘free man of color,” Ferrill was very much the property of
white Kentuckians. It must also be taken into consideration that the brief seven
page “autobiography,” of Ferrill’s life was not written by him but by others. In this
brief account, Ferrill reportedly states he felt he owed several debts of gratitude
to white Kentucky Baptist who had given him a life “similar (italicize mine) to that
of a white man.” Whether these words expressed Ferrill’s true views of his
relationship with Lexington’s white community or simply reflects the opinion of his
white biographer, we may never be certain.
The ordination and appointment of Ferrill by the Elkhorn Baptist
Association marked a turning point and new direction for white Kentucky Baptists
turned missionaries to African Americans. The Kentucky Baptist Convention was
replaced in 1837 by the General Association of Baptists. Leading efforts of
greater outreach to Kentuckians, new missionary efforts employed the names of
several prominent Baptist ministers involved in establishment of black Baptist
church congregations, including: Elder George Waller, Chairman of the
Association, born in Virginia in 1777, appointed moderator in 1817 of the Long
Run Baptist Association where he remained for twenty-five years; W. C. Buck
born in Shenandoah County, Virginia in 1790, pastor of the First Baptist Church
of Louisville, and Georgetown College Trustee from 1830-1832; J. M. Pendleton
a young preacher of twenty-six years who began his twenty year pastorate of the
First Baptist Church at Bowling Green; J. P. Edwards, a pioneer preacher in
West Kentucky representing the West Union Association where he gathered
churches in Paducah, Mayfield, Clinton, Columbus, and others; Gilbert Mason,
the pastor of the First Baptist Church in Washington, Mason County and the only
delegate from the Bracken Association not devastated by “Campbellism;” Elder
Abner Goodele, the young pastor at Paris was the only representative from the
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Elkhorn Baptist Association, with Long Run Baptist Association, and Russell’s
Creek Associations providing the most missionary delegates. Elder Rockwood
Giddings, future president of Georgetown College and pastor of Shelbyville
Baptist Church,175 continued the missionary goal of establishing more stable
Baptist churches throughout the Commonwealth; supply of destitute areas of
Kentucky with the gospel; establishment and promotion of an educated, paid, fulltime Baptist ministry.

Following and going beyond the lead established by London Ferrill in
Lexington, African American Baptists in Louisville benefited from the new
missionary zeal capturing Kentucky’s white Baptist leadership, motivating their
desire to promote an educated ministry and establish new Baptist churches
within white and African American communities. In 1840, members of Louisville’s
white First Baptist Church led by Reverend William C. Buck, sought to hire an
educated, black minister to minister to African American members of his
congregation. Employing methods similar to those used to hire London Ferrill,
Jefferson County officials settled on the appointment of another black southerner,
Franklin County, Georgia native, Reverend Henry Adams.
By 1842, the First Colored Baptist Church of Louisville became the third
recognized independent African American Baptist congregation organized in the
state of Kentucky behind that of Peter Durette’s “unofficial” African Church,
renamed Pleasant Green Missionary Baptist Church, and London Ferrill’s First
Baptist Church of Colored Persons in Lexington, renamed First African Baptist
Church. Like Ferrill, Adams was selected pastor over African American members
of Louisville’s white First Baptist Church. Reverend William Buck, a friend of
Adams and a founding member of the General Baptist Association, actively
worked to promote missions and organizational unity among Baptists across the
state, including those of newly established African American congregations and
those Buck aided in establishing in western Kentucky. Buck served as pastor of
Louisville’s First Baptist Church (1824), the First Baptist Church of Georgetown
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(1827 to 1829), on the Board of Trustees of Georgetown College from 1830 to
1832, returning to Louisville as pastor of Walnut Street Baptist Church (18361840).176 With several connections to other southern Baptist ministries, Buck is
often credited with using those connections to entice Adams to accept the
Louisville pastorate. William Calmes Buck (1790-1872), described as the son of a
farmer “in good circumstances” was considered an excellent Greek and Hebrew
scholar ordained into the ministry in Virginia in 1812. Buck moved to Morganfield,
Union County, Kentucky in 1820 to begin his ministry where he cared for several
Baptist churches, including churches in Woodford County. In May 1851, in
Nashville Buck was elected secretary of the Southern Baptist Convention.177
In 1829, at the age of twenty-seven, as pastor of Georgetown Baptist
Church, Buck extended the invitation to Adams to come to Kentucky. Mechal
Sobel described mulatto Henry Adams as a highly skilled antebellum Baptist
minister that led a group of Baptist pioneers from Edgefield, South Carolina, to
Louisiana during the 1830s.178 J. H. Spencer acknowledges that Adams was
already a recognized Baptist minister who had preached for four years in
Georgia, prior to accepting Buck’s invitation to come to Kentucky. Sobel goes
beyond Spencer, indicating reach of Adams ministry reached beyond Georgia to
Louisiana as an ordained pastor of a mixed church congregation in Bienville
parish at Mt. Lebanon, Louisiana, a community that served as a center for Baptist
missionary work in Louisiana from July 1837 to 1839. Following this church
assignment, Adams relocated to Louisville to pastor the city’s all-black Baptist
congregation.179 Adams presence in Kentucky offers another indication of an
extensive and well-developed black Kentucky religious network with extensions
into the Deep South. Unlike Ferrill and Israel Campbell, however, Adams left
behind no slave narrative or partial biography from which to glean information,
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and to date, no biography of Adams’ life exists. The most extensive collected
history regarding Henry Adams is contained within William Simmons’, Men of
Mark, Eminent, Progressive, and Rising180 in which Simmons repeats information
collected primarily from J. H. Spencer’s History of Kentucky Baptists. Thus we
must rely upon Spencer’s interpretation of Adams’ life and Louisville ministry.
What we know of Adams, is that he was a native of Franklin County,
Georgia, born a free man December 17, 1802 of free parents and like Ferrill, was
licensed to preach by his congregation. Adams began preaching “within the
bounds of his church” in 1823, the year of Peter Durette’s death. By 1825,
Adams’ license to preach was extended by his church without bounds. Also
unlike Ferrill, Adams was a proficient scholar of Latin and Greek. He numbered
among his many friends and counselors not only prominent African American
clergy, but white Baptist ministers as well, including the support of A. D. Sears;
Thomas S. Malcolm, then pastor of the Second Baptist Church of Louisville and
the son of Georgetown College President Howard Malcolm; John L. Waller,
Kentucky Baptist pioneer, editor of the Baptist Banner, and pastor of Great
Crossing Baptist Church in Scott County. Adams later married Margaret Corbin
circa, 1842, two daughters and three sons were born of this union.
Like Ferrill, by 1842 Reverend Henry Adams led forty-five African
American members of Louisville’s white First Baptist Church into a separate
black church congregation in Louisville, named the First African Baptist Church
(Colored). The congregation was renamed Fifth Street Baptist Church following
the Civil War. Immediately upon separating from Louisville’s First Baptist Church,
members of the congregation united with the previously mentioned Long Run
Baptist Association as an independent church body. Adams continued to serve
as the first pastor of the church until his death.
During his thirty-three year Kentucky ministry, Henry Adams is credited
with baptizing over 13,000 people; establishing at least five additional Jefferson
County African American Baptist churches, three of them prior to the Civil War;
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and at the moment of his death, November 3, 1872, counted 3,000 members as
the aggregate number of his established Louisville congregations.181 Following
issuance of the Emancipation Proclamation, Adams aided fellow African
American ministers in organizing additional churches, associations, and
conventions. Adams remained a driving force for black education in Kentucky,
creating black schools along with each new church and association he founded.
Throughout his life, Adams strongly encouraged black Baptist congregations to
continue to plant schools for the purpose of educating church members. During
the Civil War, Adams called for the organization of black Baptist churches, and
served as moderator of the newly formed General Association of Colored
Baptists in conjunction with Reverends Elisha W. Green, George Dupee, William
Simmons, and Elijah Marrs. Adams initiated the movement for an educated
ministry among African Americans that culminated in the founding of Louisville’s
Kentucky Normal and Theological Institute (Simmons University) in 1879. Always
an advocate of education, and active in organizing a statewide movement to
establish African American schools in every Kentucky County, Adams did not live
to see his dream of universal black education become a reality. However, his
efforts planted seeds that bore fruit long after his death.

The slave narrative of Reverend Elisha Winfield Green offers yet another
view among the few written treasures helpful in detailing the lives of Kentucky’s
African American clergy during the period of slavery. Proving himself to be
“wholly literate,” Green wrote and self-published his own narrative in Maysville,
Kentucky in 1888. Written in greater detail than London Ferrill’s short seven page
essay, Reverend Elisha W. Green’s sixty page narrative painstakingly details
elements of his life that London Ferrill’s narrative pointedly omits. Green’s
narrative also openly admits an association with a known conductor and “Station
Master” on the Underground Railroad, his having made the acquaintance of Mr.
Levi Coffin (Cabin) while preaching in Cincinnati. Upon introduction to Coffin,
Green states Coffin described himself as the “President of the Underground
181
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Railroad.”182 In reference to the Underground Railroad, Green is quick to clarify
that it “was not, as some thought, a railroad under the ground, but only
assistance rendered to a slave to obtain his freedom, or to escape from slavery
to the land of freedom.”
Green states he was born in Bourbon County, Kentucky, near Paris in the
early 1800s, the exact date of his birth unknown. Green estimates his birth using
the year of his first sale on the auction block in 1828 at the estimated age of ten,
making his approximate birth year 1818. Once sold, Green was separated from
his mother and taken to live in Mason County, Kentucky to work for the Dobbyns
family until he was able to purchase his freedom. Green remained in Mason
County to be near his family and his church ministry throughout his life even after
purchasing his freedom, establishing several Baptist churches in Fleming,
Bracken, Lewis, and Mason counties. In 1835, Green married Susan Young.
After three years of marriage, he and his wife were nearly separated: “[My wife’s
owner, Mrs. Sissen,] sold my wife in the expectation of sending her south, or
‘down the river,’ as the expression was. My master, John P. Dobbyns, gave the
negro-trader the money and sent him out of there.”183 Despite the purchase,
Dobbyns’ financial condition did not permit him to keep Green’s wife and
children. He sold them to Mason County resident John C. Reid who kept the
family for ten years until Mr. Dobbyns could re-purchase the family in 1845.
During the intervening years, Green was licensed to preach at the newlyformed First African Baptist Church in Paris, Kentucky, established by Paris
Baptist Church clerk E. F. Metcalf May 10, 1845. Green offers rare insight into
the views of enslaved African American Baptist ministers, stating, “…the colored
church was a slave to the white Baptist church. So long as we complied with their
ideas and judgment in the matters of worship, we could remain a separate and
distinct church, but when we failed in their judgment to comply, the act must be
182
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rescinded and then all the members of the African church were back in the white
church.”184 Views expressed by Green no doubt represented the thinking and
conditions of several black Baptist ministers with whom he was associated.
Green offers more clarity, stating “...I [attended] a kind of Sabbath school [as a
child in Bourbon County], was gotten up by some of the blacks on the place and
in different portions of the neighborhood. I, with some others, went and about the
time we had gotten in a good way enjoying ourselves, the Patrollers came and
whipped all the grown persons in the schoolhouse… The object of the
slaveholders was not to have the blacks gather in meetings or anything else,
because, said they, when together that way, they (the negroes) would make plots
to run off.”185
In 1848, no longer able to sustain ownership of Green’s family, Dobbyns
placed them on the auction block for sale, with the exception of Green’s daughter
Amanda. In a show of what was considered community benevolence, Green was
permitted to select the homes where his children were to be enslaved. On
November 1, 1848, thirteen men from the white Baptist church in Mason
County186 loaned Green $850 to purchase his family’s freedom, giving him
flexible repayment terms, informing Green, “If you never pay it [back], we will
never trouble your family.” Not entirely trusting of white benevolence and in order
to “possess himself” and his family, Green repaid the loan freeing all the
members of his family, with the exception of his son John, who was “sold south”
by a former playmate. Green describes the sale of his son by slave trader John
Hook, stating: “Mr. Hook was reared in Maysville and had played with my son
John [as a child].” Despite this seeming friendship, Hook did not hesitate to sell
John from Maysville away from Green’s reach despite repeated efforts by Green
and members of the white Mason County community to negotiate an agreement
that would purchase John’s freedom and allow him to remain in Mason County.
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Green followed his son and John Hook as far as the Blue Lick Hills, engaged in
constant negotiation for his son’s freedom. Unmoved by Green’s pleas, Hook
removed John to the slave markets of Memphis, Tennessee. In an indication of
access to information gathering techniques and contacts beyond the boundaries
of Kentucky, Green continued to receive reports regarding the whereabouts of
his son, following his sale from Memphis to slaveholders in Texas, followed by
his eventual sale outside the apparent boundaries of Green’s informational
network to Cuba, where Green then lost track of his son forever. Green’s ability
to locate his son beyond Kentucky’s boundaries as far south as Texas, offers the
best indication that African Americans utilized and had access to a southern
information network that allowed them to locate family and possibly aid in
orchestrating slave escapes.
Green purchased his own freedom, using wages earned as a preacher.
Despite being a free man and carrying free papers, Green continued to be
stopped regularly by slave catchers who inquired as to his owners, to which
Green replied, “Mr. Green”––meaning himself. According to Green he was
usually not questioned following this response. Green claimed travel became
more difficult once he obtained his freedom: “…I was more of a slave after I
bought myself than before. Before this I could go many places without
interruption, but when I became a freeman I could not cross the Ohio River
[sic].”187 Indicating crossing the Ohio River was something of a routine for Green
in his ministry and while he was a slave.
Green made the acquaintance of George Dupee (also spelled as Dupuy)
in 1851 while serving as pastor of the Second Baptist (since 1844) and High
Street Baptist Churches (overlooking the Ohio River) at the edge of Maysville’s
free black community. In a written preface to Green’s narrative, Dupee describes
Green as “a Baptist type and a Christian gentleman of the highest order--an able
and successful minister of the New Testament.” Dupee goes on to provide a
listing of Green’s extensive Kentucky preaching and travel assignments in
Lexington and about the state of Kentucky at London Ferrill’s First African Baptist
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Church; the church of Henry Adams in Louisville; Elder James Monroe’s church
in Frankfort; Elder Wallace Shelton’s church in Cincinnati; and Dupee’s own
church in Paducah. By 1853, Green was permitted to preach to black audiences
at the Flemingsburg Methodist Church when whites were not using the facility.
However, Green claimed, “I did very well for some time until they (the
Methodists) saw the influence of the Baptists, through my instrumentality, was
becoming strong.” Soon, the Methodist parishioners began holding their classmeetings later, cutting and effectively removing Green’s time to preach. When
Mr. Hendricks, the pastor of the Presbyterian Church heard of this, he allowed
Green to use his church space. However, Green says this arrangement also did
not last long: “When it was so that I could not [use the Presbyterian Church to
preach], I would be favored with the Christian Church. By this time the white
Baptists saw that I was in the act of doing good, when they favored me with the
use of their church regularly.”188
Assaults on Green’s preaching were often more blatant. While in
Georgetown assisting in church services with Bishop189 George W. Dupee in
1855, Green was approached by “a white man … with a stick in his hand” who
“asked if there were any white men there.” The answer to this question, was
“no.” The man next demanded that Green come down from the pulpit, to which
Green complied. Green stated: “People may look at me now and say that I see
an easy time and everything seems to be going well with me. If it is so, I can say
that I have come through ‘floods and flames’ to enjoy them. I have often been in
a condition that I knew not what to do. It seemed sometimes that circumstances
would overcome me, but I am thankful that Providence has always provided a
way by which I could come out of those unhappy moments of discontent.”190
Reverend Green died in 1893, leaving behind a legacy of achievement which
included being a husband, father, educator, and community organizer as well as,
by his own self-description, “one of the founders of the Kentucky Normal and
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Theological Institute; eleven years moderator of the Mt. Zion Baptist Association;
five years moderator of the Consolidated Baptist Educational Association; and
over thirty years pastor of the Colored Baptist Churches of Maysville and
Paris.”191

Born at a time in Kentucky history when the ordination of black Baptist
ministers had become an accepted and commonplace practice, and apparently
during a time when permissions were still being granted for black ministers to
travel unaccompanied by whites about the state, George Washington Dupee
emerged as part of the third generation of influential African American Baptist
ministers. The Elkhorn Baptist Association’s desire to expand missionary efforts
among African Americans and the growth of antebellum Baptist churches in the
state, served to accelerate the growth of additional African American
congregations and ministers required to service them. Most newly established
white Baptist congregations were headed by pastors who were slave owners
leading congregations with members who were slave owners. In what can only
be described as a highly contradictory set of circumstances, Reverend George
Washington Dupee emerged as one of Kentucky’s strongest African American
Baptist leaders to benefit from the expansive and often contradictory nature of
white and black Kentucky Baptist missionary efforts.

Born in 1826 in Kentucky’s northern Gallatin County to enslaved parents
Cuthbert and Rachael Dupee, George Dupee and his parents were the property
of well-known Kentucky Baptist minister, Joseph Taylor. Creating a path of
community connections which seems to have been emulated by George Dupee
in his own ministry, Reverend Taylor was an active organizer of northern and
western Kentucky churches. Beginning in 1812, Taylor served as pastor of
Providence Baptist Church in Warren County as well as pastor of Walton’s Creek
Baptist Church in Ohio County, and Buck Run Baptist Church in Franklin County.
The Buck Run Church became a member of the Franklin Association, an
191
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association constituted in 1815 by well-known Separate Baptist pioneers William
Hickman (who parted with the Baptist tradition for membership in the Christian
Church), J. M. Frost, Sr., Porter Clay (Henry Clay’s nephew), Joseph Taylor (the
former owner of George Dupee who also joined the Christian Church in Illinois),
and Silas Noel. The new association grew in strength as a result of several
Frankfort revivals. In 1850, the Franklin Association numbered seventeen
churches with 2,821 members. Among those members were George Dupee, his
father, and two brothers - Edmund and John.
Dupee’s mother, Rachael Dupee died two weeks after giving him life.
Soon after his birth, Joseph Taylor moved the family from Gallatin County to
Frankfort, Kentucky where he assumed a new pastoral position. Upon their
arrival in Franklin County, Taylor made the decision to sell his slaves which
included George, his father and his brother John, and move to the free state of
Illinois taking Dupee’s older brother Edmund with him.192 Taylor soon granted
Edmund his freedom upon reaching Illinois. Had he intentionally taken Edmund
to Illinois to free him? While that question may never be answered fully regarding
Edmund Dupee, it is certain that between 1820 and 1863 an increasing number
of enslaved African Americans (mainly from Kentucky) were either indentured
with the intent of gaining their freedom in Illinois or were fully emancipated upon
their arrival in the state. The Illinois counties of Bond, Gallatin, Franklin, Jackson,
Madison, Massac, Monroe, Randolph, Sangamon, St. Clair, Union, Washington,
and White listed an increase in the number of indentured or emancipated slaves
during this period. Bond County, Illinois maintained an important Kentucky
connection which supports an “Underground Railroad” argument.193
According to Illinois Underground Railroad researcher and retired
educator, Glennette Tilly Turner, Bond County contained an Underground
Railroad escape route operated by expelled Kentucky Presbyterian minister Dr.
David Nelson from Danville. Nelson’s established escape routes led to his
Christian missionary college in Quincy and Galesburg, Illinois and a college he
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established near Palmyra, Missouri. Turner states Nelson was aided in Quincy by
Dr. Richard Eells and at the Galesburg escape location by John and William Van
Dorn. Eells was forced to flee Missouri with Nelson for their antislavery activity in
March 1843. In Quincy, the saw mill of John and William Van Dorn on the
Mississippi River between Delaware and Ohio Streets was used to hide slaves.
Slaves were then moved on to St. Mary’s Prairie and then to Petti Johnson in
Hancock County, Illinois where several branches of slave escape routes were
employed toward Quincy and Chicago.194 Many familiar Kentucky names also
appear in Sangamon County, Illinois as well, including the children of noted
Baptist pioneer John Taylor (who also joined the Christian Church), “a noted
Baptist minister of Kentucky in the early days, and was an author of considerable
note. He established ten churches, of which he subsequently wrote a history, the
work becoming quite noted among the accounts of church extension.”195 Taylor’s
daughters Sally Smith (a member of the Christian Church), Eliza Brown, and son
Joseph Sidney Taylor are listed as residents of the county after their parents
moved there prior to 1835.
As a young man, George Dupee was leased out to work at a bagging and
rope factory; as he became older he worked in a brickyard alongside his father
and brother. In 1841, Dupee joined other African Americans as a bricklayer in the
construction of the Versailles courthouse, while hired out to work for “Mr.
French.”196 While laboring in Versailles, Dupee was converted to Christianity
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under the preaching of black Baptist exhorter “Father” David Wood a member of
Joseph Taylor’s former Buck Run Baptist Church, a church initially established by
Traveling Church member turned Disciple of Christ advocate, William Hickman in
1788. Along with others, Dupee was baptized into Buck Run Baptist Church by
Elder Peter Kenney in South Elkhorn Creek in August 1842. In an obvious belief
they had the power to do so, following Dupee’s baptism, the black Baptist
deacons of Buck Run Baptist Church authorized him “to exercise his (ministerial)
gifts.”197 Dupee aided his African American brethren in preaching revivals in
Woodford County led by “Father” Jack Smith described by Dupee as the first
colored preacher in Kentucky. This was an interesting comment since by this
time, 1842 to 1844; Peter Durette, London Ferrill, and Henry Adams were all
well-known Regular Baptist ministers in the state. He was also accompanied by
the man who converted him, David Wood, as well as James Evans and Charles
Good. The lack of recognition of Durette, Ferrill or Adams may indicate lingering
religious separation among African Americans as Separate and Regular Baptists
(those who considered themselves “stump preachers”) in keeping with the
tradition of Peter Durette and the educated ministries of “Regular Baptist”
ministers like Ferrill and Adams; or offer further evidence that southern African
American Baptist communities often operated as seen and unseen Baptist
religious systems with their own selected religious leadership.
After teaching himself to read between 1842 and 1844, Dupee began to
actively preach the gospel in Woodford County independently. At the time of his
ministerial beginnings, Dupee stated there were only two places in Woodford
County where African Americans could gather to worship. Dupee does not name
these two locations, indicating the “locations” where African Americans gathered
to worship were not the recognized “established churches” sanctioned by whites,
but independent black congregations Dupee became responsible for during his
time as an itinerant minister. As a minister, Dupee is credited with successfully
expanding the number of preaching locations to a reported twenty-seven farms
Lincoln, David Davis, and A. Gridley were some of the circuit riding attorneys who served this
courthouse.
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where he preached mostly at night and on Sunday mornings in dining rooms,
kitchens, the woods, and any place he could gather an audience throughout
Woodford and Scott Counties, again demonstrating his adherence and active
role in developing independent black worship congregations. 198 Under his
preaching, it is said Moses Burk, David Johnson, and Keene Langford were
raised to join the ranks of Kentucky’s black Baptist ministers.199 Dupee soon took
over for the aging Jack Smith as pastor of Buck Run Baptist Church200 increasing
his ministry to formally and informally gathered black congregations in Franklin,
Scott, Jessamine, Fayette, and Owens counties for several years prior to being
called as the official pastor of Georgetown First Baptist Church (Colored).
Considered Georgetown’s oldest African American congregation, the
church had its beginnings in the 1840s when, then President of Georgetown
College, Dr. Howard Malcolm led his congregation in a move from their original
location on Jefferson Street at Big Spring to their new location at the corner of
Hamilton and College Streets. In 1842, the African American members of First
Baptist Church were organized into their own separate congregation where they
leased the former meeting house of their white owners for 99 years at the rate of
$1 per year. Dupee was licensed to preach the gospel in 1846, ordained into the
Baptist ministry in 1851 by the hands of two prominent white Kentucky Baptist
ministers, J. M. Frost, pastor of Georgetown First Baptist Church and J. L.
Reynolds president of Georgetown College.201
Apprenticed to Joseph Gale (Gill) in Frankfort in 1848 to learn the art of
brick making, Dupee met and married Matilda Green. Their wedding ceremony
took place at the Governor’s Mansion in Frankfort, November 16, 1848, while
Whig John Crittenden was governor (September 1848 – July 1850). Although
called to pastor the black congregation of Frankfort’s First Baptist Church, Dupee
declined in favor of accepting a call to the pulpit of the black congregation at
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Georgetown in January 1851 following his ordination. An associate of London
Ferrill and Henry Adams, like Ferrill and Adams, Dupee led black members from
Georgetown’s First Baptist Church (white) to establish a separate black Baptist
congregation. In January 1855, Dupee was also called to pastor Lexington’s
Pleasant Green Missionary Baptist Church, a position he readily accepted and
served until 1864.
Amazingly, despite his notoriety, freedom to travel about the state, and
apparent access to important members of the community as an established
Baptist minister, Dupee remained a slave. A fact made abundantly clear to him
on January 1, 1856 when, while preaching to his Georgetown congregation, he
was arrested and sold on the Georgetown auction block at the courthouse door
in settlement of his owner’s estate. With funds loaned to Dupee’s congregation
and gathered from other concerned white Baptist ministers, Dr. William Moody
Pratt, minister of Lexington’s First Baptist Church, purchased Dupee from the
auction block for $830 for the benefit of the Pleasant Green Missionary Baptist
Church congregation. The congregation then repaid Pratt, at the rate of $8.50 per
week from their church collection plate until Dupee was a free man. After gaining
his freedom, Dupee soon became the best known African American Baptist
preacher in the state, responsible for establishing over fourteen black Baptist
churches in central Kentucky including churches in Paris, Covington, Cynthiana,
and Mayfield. Ministering to congregations in far western Kentucky, Dupee
constituted Washington Street Baptist Church in Paducah where he was called to
preach in February 1855.
Repeating actions followed in Georgetown, Louisville, and Lexington, as
pastor, Dupee gathered African American members for his new church from the
white First Baptist Church of Paducah, followed by the newly gathered church
joining the West Union Association organized in 1840 by Reverend J. P.
Edwards. Dupee is also credited with establishing the black Baptist Church of
Bowling Green, Warren County as well as churches in lesser known rural
communities throughout the state.202 By 1858, “Pappy” Dupee shared his time
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between Lexington, Paducah and Covington churches, settling permanently in
Paducah, Kentucky in 1865. During his thirty-nine years as a Kentucky pastor,
Dupee is reported to have baptized over 2,000 people, ordained ten ministers,
and led in the organization of twenty-one churches in Central and Western
Kentucky.203

In many respects, it is difficult to distinguish differences between African
American Baptist and Methodist congregations in Kentucky. Both denominations
followed similar patterns of development and worship throughout the South. In
both denominations, great emphasis was placed on musical expression;
expository preaching; selection of religious leaders as head of the church as well
as black social and community institutions; adoption of emotional religious
testimony which included use of the mourners’ bench; testimony as to their
abandonment of sin; and open acceptance of Christ as their personal Savior
serving as proof of authentic conversion. These expressions of conversion and
faith often mirrored the experiences of their white religious mentors and
counterparts.
The Presbyterian Church was organized quite differently, and its style of
worship reflected these differences. Both its organization and worship practices
made Presbyterianism less appealing and accessible to African Americans.
Though a few African Americans served as missionaries and class leaders within
the church, strict Presbyterian adherence to an educated ministry ensured few
blacks of the day could easily join as members or aspire to become part of
Presbyterian leadership. The few African Americans who did become
Presbyterians or who closely associated with Presbyterian denominations were
often well-educated and afforded certain economic privileges, such as the
ownership of property, ownership of their own families, freedom to assemble, and
access to travel denied most enslaved Kentuckians.204 Hence, roots of Central
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Kentucky’s quasi-free black middle class and the establishment of persistent
antislavery missions throughout the South and West are often accredited to the
work of more radical white Cumberland and Chillicothe Presbyterian Churches.
No separate black Presbyterian churches were ever established in Kentucky
prior to the Civil War, nonetheless, white Cumberland and Chillicothe
Presbyterian Churches joined other evangelical denominations including black
Baptists and Methodists, in aiding slave escapes and in support of a southern
antislavery agenda.
As the strongest institution within the African American community, the
primary concern of established black churches in the North and South was the
betterment and strengthening of black families, the formulation of plans to end
slavery, and the means of providing racial uplift for future generations. For
African American religious leaders, their primary mission to care for members of
the African American community took precedence over adherence to strict
religious or church doctrine. Despite the ever present specter of racial
intolerance, the ability of newly formed African American churches and religious
leaders to successfully complete their task of black liberation and racial uplift also
required the ability of black and white evangelicals to work together across their
racial and cultural barriers toward a shared common belief that God and the true
Christian church did not condone slavery. With the shared ideal of developing
and promoting a “true Christian church,” that made room for all Americans, black
and white eighteenth century anti-slavery evangelicals pursued their ideals into a
Civil War.
A review of Maps 1.1 and 2.1, indicate the county locations of black
antebellum churches and congregations in Kentucky, as well as the path of
Kentucky’s Great Revival which so greatly influenced the formation of black,
antebellum, Kentucky religious congregations. Both maps provide glimpses of
the path of early Kentucky slave escape corridors, which from every indication,
also formed the path of early Protestant church revivalism, and African American

Patterson for establishing a free Sunday school for African Americans in Lexington during the
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church building as indicated in Maps 3.1, 3.2., and 3.3.
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Pre-Civil War African American
Baptist and Methodist Churches

Map 3.1: The county location of known antebellum African American Baptist
(yellow shading) and Methodist (purple dot) congregations established prior to
the Civil War.

●

Represents the presence of African American Baptist Churches or
organized congregation

●

Symbolizes black Methodist influence or church congregation.
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CHAPTER IV – AN EVANGELICAL NETWORK OF FREEDOM
“Go in the name of God, and in the power of his might, till even American slavery (the vilest that
205

ever saw the sun) shall vanish away before it.”

Reverend John Wesley

Over the years, a romanticized interpretation of the Underground Railroad
based on Quaker folklore has prevailed. Traditional interpretation of the
Underground Railroad requires acceptance of a highly organized network of
white northern abolitionists skilled in the use of “safe houses,” coded language,
and hidden rooms willing to work on behalf of enslaved African Americans. For
years this popular image of escape diverted attention from America’s federally
supported institution of slavery, overshadowed the role of African Americans in
engineering their own freedom, and hid development of an aggressive black
national freedom campaign responsible for instigating an “underground” system
of slave escape. Not until passage of the National Underground Railroad
Network to Freedom Act signed into law by President William Jefferson Clinton in
1998, have African Americans, women, and Native Americans been officially
incorporated into the larger, more complex history of the Underground Railroad
as a national treasure and a national and international human rights movement.
By necessity, interpretation of the Underground Railroad from a southern
and African American perspective presents an image considerably different from
that presented by its northern counterpart. With the privilege of viewing slavery
from a distance as an economic, political, or moral evil, white northern
abolitionists also enjoyed the luxury of delaying or withdrawing support from an
antislavery agenda at will when they tired of the moral or political argument, or
began to see the value of African enslavement. For African Americans, whose
lives were controlled, circumscribed, and defined by slavery, the need for
immediate abolition of the institution remained paramount.
As a result, implementation of an “underground” system of escape
became integral to the black religious experience. Black exposure and
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acceptance of Protestant Christianity among African Americans allowed them to
construct an antislavery argument employing commonly held religious beliefs
across racial, denominational, and cultural boundaries, even among southern
slaveholders. The Bible and America’s religious awakening, expanded to the
South and West creating a common thread of understanding African Americans
employed to argue their case for freedom before southern slave owners as well
as northern abolitionists. In the South, true antislavery advocacy began with
itinerant, Protestant antislavery ministers and the newly converted, a subset of
southern society already despised by southern planters, and trusted slaves
converted to Christianity and therefore deemed “safe” by their enslavers. A
common understanding regarding the meaning of God’s religious message to all
men created agreement among enslaved African Americans and white
Protestant evangelicals. This shared sense of community was heightened during
the Second Great Revival, particularly in Kentucky where antislavery views
crossed a wide array of Protestant evangelical ministries, opening new avenues
of southern antislavery support, as well as reshaping the antislavery ideals of
northern abolitionists.
Possessing no citizenship rights, the actions and possessions of African
Americans were prescribed by Kentucky Black Codes and violated by whites at
will. African American churches, often established and heavily supervised by
white slave owners, became the shared community of enslaved African
Americans, white Protestant evangelicals, and slave owners throughout the
South. As a result of the religious outgrowth among southern slaves, black
ministers were among a small number of blacks permitted to travel freely about
the state. Enslaved and free African Americans with the ability to travel were a
major asset in directing escaping slaves to the right community of “friends” and
pathways to freedom. In addition to natural landscapes, slave quarters, the
homes of free blacks, and black urban population centers often denoted by the
presence of an established black church, all became centers of Underground
Railroad and black freedom activities.
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Embers from the flame of Kentucky’s 1801 Great Revival spread the idea
of “universal freedom” and the spiritual “equality of souls” beyond the Kentucky
frontier to the West. Black ministers, escaped slaves, and future antislavery
advocates, Israel Campbell, Henry Bibb, and Josiah Henson were among the
many examples of escaping Kentucky slaves who voiced religious empowerment
as a factor in their decision to escape slavery. All three utilized escape routes
that traced their formation to evangelical churches born from Kentucky’s Great
Revival. By the 1830s, the American antislavery movement, affected by growing
unrest among the nation’s free black middle class, Nat Turner’s slave rebellion in
Virginia, Denmark Vesey’s revolt in South Carolina, federal formation of the
American Colonization Society, and issuance of David Walker’s Appeal, all
caused major political and social unrest among blacks, southern slaveholders,
and the nation’s antislavery advocates.
From Great Revival beginnings, Kentucky established what David
Chesebrough describes as a “creative minority” of antislavery advocates in stark
contrast to the southern portrayal of a “solid” proslavery South. Chesebrough
argues southern Protestant evangelicals, not northern Quakers, injected
antislavery as well as proslavery religious significance into the national
antislavery debate.206 In an 1864 treatise on the causes of the Civil War,
Professor of practical theology at the Theological Seminary of the Presbyterian
Church at Danville, Robert Livingston Stanton wrote “Politicians, secular and
religious journals, pamphleteers, men in all classes of society, freely lay the
blame of this Rebellion, in great measure, or wholly, at the door of the Church;
charging the ministry, more especially, with having caused it. This is a very
prevalent sentiment.”207 Just as in today’s society the influence of a few shape
the destinies and futures of millions, Chesebrough argues a few well-placed
antebellum American religious leaders shaped debate and agitated for both
freedom and secession. The breaking of the church over the issue of slavery
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resulted in the breaking of America.208 Southerners viewed abolitionism as
inseparable from the “perverted” religion of the North, although during the 1830s,
most major northern denominations also opposed immediate abolition.
Southern inter-denominational antislavery relationships were created and
strengthened over the years through increased pressure from the nation’s
growing northern free black middle class, “radical” white northern abolitionists,
and a growing black media which urged African Americans to openly resist
enslavement and their enslavers. By 1841, William Lloyd Garrison, America’s
leading black Presbyterian Henry Highland Garnet, and Gerrit Smith released
conflicting “Addresses to the Slaves,” which called upon them to resist their slave
owners to the point of bloodshed, while at the same time urging them to show
restraint from violence.209
Southerners held to be the most “perverted” among northern religious
leaders, were those who stooped so low as to steal another man’s property those religiously inspired to aid slave escapes. Kentucky Underground Railroad
escape routes were initially established by a host of disaffected white Kentucky
evangelicals expelled from their southern denominations. Social dissatisfaction
with the institution of slavery and implementation of aided slave escapes were
sustained by a cross section of young evangelicals who, inspired by the religious
doctrines of the Great Revival, took up the southern antislavery cause including
Presbyterians John Rankin and John Gregg Fee, Methodists Benjamin Ogden
and James Haw, Kentucky Shakers, and Kentucky’s black Baptists leaders.
Ministers of the A.M.E. Church, led by Morris Brown, William Paul Quinn, Hiram
Revels, John Mifflin Brown, entered into the battle at a time when a national
antislavery climate based on religious and moral resistance to slavery was
waning in favor of regulating the institution to civil and political authority. Founded
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with the purpose of immediately ending black enslavement, the A.M.E. Church
became the leading advocate of antislavery immediatism, which included a
mission to travel south to educate and aid escaping slaves just as white
antislavery evangelicals were abandoning the fight and departing the South to
resettle in the West in an effort to escape the institution of slavery.

Kentucky’s Great Revival drew upon Presbyterians, Methodists, Baptists,
Quakers, and introduced “Shaking Quakers,” or “Shakers” to Kentucky’s religious
community. Upon hearing of the experiences of Kentucky’s Great Revival,
Shakers dispatched three missionaries to the state to aid in organizing camp
meetings, deliver religious sermons, and accept the converted into their ranks.210
At the close of the Logan County’s Great Revival, participants spread the flame
of revivalism throughout the state as a means of sharing hope, calling for spiritual
renewal, religious freedom, and redemption for whites enslaved mentally and
spiritually by sin. The messengers of the Revival also sought relief for their
suffering black “brothers” and “sisters” ensnared in the throes of America’s worst
sin – slavery. Efforts of religious redemption focused not only upon the plight of
slaves, ministering to slaves who had chosen Jesus Christ as their personal
Savior and liberator, as well as slave owners burdened by the sin of
enslavement. In many Kentucky slave narratives and stories of escape, African
Americans often referred to this feeling of religious self-empowerment born from
the spirit of the Great Revival as having “a made up mind” against continued life
as a slave and the wishes and desires of other men. They chose as their new
“master” service to God. The birth of this “new self” or “service” strengthened
slaves in their commitment to risk much to gain their freedom.
In May 1801, the spirit of revival spread along the path of the Gasper and
Green Rivers in Logan County to northeastern Kentucky, the community of Cabin
Creek and Concord in Lewis County and settlements in southern Ohio along the
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Ohio River. The Logan County revival drew upon members from Presbyterian,
Shaker, and Methodist denominations. The involvement of Presbyterian ministers
Richard McNemar, Barton Stone, John Dunlavy, Robert Marshall, and John
Thompson, in the Cane Ridge Revival created dissension within the Kentucky
Presbyterian Synod resulting in charges of “heresy” being levied against them.
Actions taken by leadership of the Presbyterian Church prompted many ministers
to withdraw from the Presbyterian Church. Some joined the Shakers and others
joined Barton Stone and Alexander Campbell in formation of the Christian
Church. From Cane Ridge the spirit of revival also spread to Paint Lick in Garrard
County; Indian Creek in Henry County; Pleasant Point or Pleasant Hill in Mercer
County, Red Banks in Henderson County; as well as south and west to Union
Warren, Logan, and Simpson Counties, as indicated by Map 4.1. 211
As frequent participants in Kentucky’s Great Revival, free and enslaved
African Americans joined white Protestant evangelicals in spreading the spirit of
revival across the Ohio River into southern Ohio, and as far north as Sandusky
and Cleveland, Ohio on the shores of Lake Erie, as well as to the Western
Territories of Indiana and Illinois.212 Thus not only did the path of Kentucky’s
Great Revival expedite the spread of religious faith into the West, it also created
the path of the nation’s first inter-denominational network of evangelical
Underground Railroad workers, conductors, “safe houses,” and station masters.
Bishops of the nation’s first, independent black denomination, the A.M.E. Church
with its headquarters in Philadelphia, sent itinerant ministers south to join
Kentucky’s white evangelistic efforts to foster black faith, establish black
churches and schools, and assist others in aiding slave escapes. Using Oberlin
and other Ohio cities as bases of operation, A.M.E. ministers enlisted the aid of
Quaker, Baptist, Methodist, Congregational and Presbyterian leaders, students,
and escaped slaves in providing resistance to slave catchers and assistance to
escaping slaves, establishing antislavery churches and communities along
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known and not so known Underground Railroad escape routes from Louisiana to
Canada.
The impetus for the immediate end to African enslavement was born from
southern evangelical roots rather than white northern abolitionists pushing South
in an effort to free slaves. By the 1830s, most mainline white, Protestant
evangelical denominations had already retreated from the idea of the immediate
end of African enslavement in favor of African colonization or some form of
“benevolent” Christian enslavement. Creation of an “underground” network of
escape upholding a doctrine which advocated the immediate end of slavery was
born from the expulsion of white southern Protestant evangelicals and escaped
southern slaves, including future leaders of the A.M.E. Church. Expelled or
fleeing the South, white and black evangelicals immediately sought northern
support and religious allies for their cause. In many instances, African American
circuit riding ministers and speakers for the American Anti-Slavery Society
provided white American’s their first exposure to enslaved African Americans and
the institution of American slavery.
Between 1830 and the 1860s, white retreat from an immediate end to
slavery thrust African Americans into the forefront as the driving force in their
own liberation movement. While radical white abolitionists slowly drifted into
Deism and Enlightenment thought, emancipation versus colonization, gradual
emancipation versus Christian enslavement and away from a desire to pursue
human equality, African Americans anchored themselves firmly in their new
found faith, sense of religious empowerment, and black-owned institutions.
Openly sharing their religious and political thoughts in the media, within newlyformed churches, and benevolent societies, African Americans employed their
own resources to reshape public opinion. Creating a growing number of African
American entrepreneurs and ministers (men and women), African Americans
preached a revolutionary gospel that transformed American democracy, sought
to “uplift the race,” and offer education as a form of black resistance and pathway
to liberation. Ministers and members of black and white Protestant evangelical
congregations, as well as members of the free black middle-class, formed the
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dynamic core of the more aggressive American antislavery movement. African
Americans became the integral link between abolitionists in the North and
escaping slaves from the South, forming a system of escape collectively referred
to as the “Underground Railroad.”
Evidence is unclear as to exactly when methods of slave escape were first
popularized in American media as an “Underground Railroad.” Henrietta
Buckmaster, author of Let My People Go (1992), asserts that the first fugitive
slave who asked for help from a member of his own race or those outside his
race drove the first spike in the “railroad.” Kentucky’s important role in the
Underground Railroad and the southern origin of a black freedom movement
includes coining use of the popular term “Underground Railroad.” Kentuckians
are credited with coining the popular term when escaping slave, Tice Davids, fled
slave catchers and Kentucky in 1831.213 It was later suspected Davids had taken
a Kentucky Underground Railroad escape corridor, finding refuge with
Presbyterian minister John Rankin and other Ripley, Ohio abolitionists.
Determined to retrieve his property, Tice Davids’ owner chased him to the Ohio
River, where he suddenly lost tract of Davids who disappeared without a trace,
leaving his owner bewildered and wondering if the slave had somehow “gone off
on some underground road.” The news of Davids’ escape spread among slaves
on southern plantations, fueling myths and hope concerning escape via an
“underground road” which led beyond Kentucky slavery to freedom.
By 1831, the growth and popularity of American trains as a favored mode
of transportation, coupled with circulating news stories regarding legendary
escapes by runaway slaves sealed use of the term as a popular description for
freedom seeking slaves and those who provided aid. While most historians do
not deny Kentucky was an important pass through state, little credit is given to
southerners, in particular southern slaves, as architects of a system of escape.
Modern research has also confirmed that “tracks of the Underground Railroad”
not only ran north through Kentucky into Canada, west to Illinois, Indiana, and
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Missouri, but also south into Mexico, South America, and the Caribbean. During
the 1830s, participation in secret methods of escape increased not only among
disaffected religious groups, but others opposed to slavery who found use of an
“underground” system an adaptable and effective form of personal resistance
subject to individual control and daring in their personal attack on slavery.
Ironically, in Kentucky, the open acceptance of violence and political action
against antislavery advocates, and resistance to personal liberty laws that
permitted slave owners to free their slaves, served to successfully create the
Ohio and Mississippi River Valley abolitionist “borderlands,” destined to become
the most effective and well-traveled Underground Railroad escape routes in the
nation.
While black A.M.E. ministers were generally not welcomed in Kentucky,
their working relationship with other religious denominations in the South made
their antislavery accomplishments in sustaining and promoting slave escapes
from and through Kentucky legendary. Assisting fugitive slaves and ending
southern slavery had always been a part of the American antislavery agenda, but
prior to the 1830s, the institutional movement was controlled almost exclusively
by whites, with the main objective as that of raising consciousness among other
whites. Northern antislavery societies generally operated as regional clusters led
by personalities dispatched throughout the country from antislavery centers in
Philadelphia, New York, Boston, and Baltimore. The cooperative relationship
formed between antislavery advocates John, Lewis, and Arthur Tappan, William
Lloyd Garrison, Frederick Douglass, Richard Allen, Morris Brown, William Paul
Quinn, John Mifflin Brown, Lewis Hayden, John Knox, and Charles Lennox
Redmond represented a new American alliance that transported national antislavery rhetoric and activity from the intellectual halls of the northeast to the
“frontlines of freedom” in the battlefields and plains of the Ohio and Mississippi
River Valley from Kentucky to Louisiana and the Appalachian Mountains from
New York to South Carolina.
By the 1830s, the abovementioned men had successfully integrated
themselves into some of America’s oldest and largest national antislavery
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organizations including: the Pennsylvania Antislavery Society (PAS) begun by
Philadelphia Quakers in 1775; the American Antislavery Society (AASS) begun in
Philadelphia and supported by wealthy merchants including African Americans
James Forten, Richard Allen, Absalom Jones and New York Congregational
revivalists John, Lewis and Arthur Tappan in 1833; and members of the
Massachusetts Antislavery Society (MASS) supported by William Lloyd Garrison
and members of the New England Antislavery Society including, Frederick
Douglass, Charles Lennox Redmond, William and Ellen Craft, and Kentuckians
Lewis Hayden and William Wells Brown. Operating as small groups of concerned
citizens, these regional organizations supported each other in national and
international antislavery matters previously dominated by Philadelphia and New
York Quakers. Unable to countenance the mix of religious and racial ideals
fermenting within the new American antislavery movement, many Quakers
withdrew from the movement, leaving behind the more radical elements of
Quaker society many of whom were already actively involved in antislavery
ministries in the South, such as Elias Hicks, Benjamin Lundy, Levi Coffin, and
Elihu Embree.
Prior to involvement of black antislavery leadership, African American
fugitives served as effective “show and tell” objects used to arouse white
northern audiences to sympathy and action by demonstrating how far white
America had fallen from God’s grace and plan for humanity. As such, African
Americans were not central to, nor the architects of their own national story, in
control of their own image, nor creators of their own political agenda. By the
1830’s, however, black journalism had improved and strengthened its ability to
tell a black story and articulate a black quest for freedom agenda, achievements
that slowly restructured the method and tone of white abolitionist dialogue and
social presentation. Refusal of orthodox or “mainline” Quakers to accept African
Americans as equal partners within the Society of Friends, as leaders in a
national abolitionist movement, or as citizens, followed by their full retreat from a
black freedom agenda, sent many African Americans in search of new “friends”
and better social and political allies.
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The appearance of unity at the national level among antislavery societies
surrounding common goals of social reform was most often merely a fragile
alliance divided along social and cultural differences concerning the proper role
of race, religion, class, gender, and ideology in the promotion of a national
antislavery agenda. Differences in opinion regarding leadership of the movement
by elites versus leadership by the “common man,” gradual emancipation versus
immediate abolitionism, participation and leadership by women and blacks, the
inclusion of Deists, Universalists, and Unitarians as active participants in the
movement created deep divisions prohibiting formation of a cohesive and unified
national abolitionist platform.214 This was not the case among African Americans,
who entrusted the rightness of their cause and their desire for freedom within a
deeply religious and spiritual realm unhindered by doctrinal differences or
constructed white theology. African Americans, religious and non-religious, who,
whether freed or enslaved, were bound together by race and necessity. A free
black man in New York could just as easily be sold into slavery as an escaping
Christian slave from Kentucky. Legalized freedom offered free black families no
barrier against enslavement, nor did it protect a fugitive slave from the possibility
of re-enslavement.
For African Americans, there was a simple religious message – God and
the true Kingdom of Heaven did not condone slavery. Using this common belief
and direct message black Methodist, Baptist, Catholic, and Shaker evangelicals
urged white abolitionists to set aside doctrinal differences in favor of a more
human cause - black liberation. The primary mission and most successful cause
of northern black evangelicals among their white brethren, therefore, became
that of convincing them that blacks were indeed “human,” capable of learning
and leading contributive and productive lives beyond southern plantations.

America’s first abolitionists, led primarily by successful European, New
York, Delaware, and Pennsylvania Quakers, earned their place in history through
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a pursuit to end slavery through the American legal system, employing a policy of
gradual emancipation and tactics of moral persuasion. As North America’s first
organized and fully incorporated abolitionist society, the Pennsylvania Abolitionist
Society (PAS), moved the discussion of slavery from the theoretical and religious
to the legal and political. Growing from Quaker roots into a national and
international antislavery cause, PAS extended its influence from Rhode Island to
Virginia and from the United States to Europe. For over fifty years, PAS
dominated the pace and content of post-Revolutionary War antislavery rhetoric,
lodging over twenty separate petitions and addresses to the national government
on a variety of issues and twice as many to the Pennsylvania legislature.
Through the 1830s, PAS attorney William Rawle, employing a philosophy of
“dispassionate reform,” achieved a national reputation as black America’s legal
representative. Consistent with two hundred years of New World African
American enslavement, white Americans spoke on behalf and in place of African
Americans.
Free blacks, who had long worked as unequal partners within PAS, openly
broke with the Society in opposition to Quaker endorsement of American
Colonization Society (ACS) resettlement schemes. Between 1820 and 1830 in
Pennsylvania alone, African Americans established over thirty-five reform or
benevolent societies (twenty-two of them female societies) to resist ACS
resettlement as well as to better the lives of Africans in America. The newly
formed groups promoted antislavery causes and provided aid for the increasing
number of runaways finding their way to free black communities in Ohio,
Pennsylvania, Maryland, and New York.215 These benevolent societies also
aided African Americans in making the transition from slavery to freedom by
helping them gain an education and a public voice, giving birth in a very real way
to black “immediatism” within the national antislavery debate. Meanwhile, the
burgeoning development of African American churches in the North and South
not only provided homes for the new reform and benevolent societies, as well as
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schools for free and enslaved black children excluded from public education, it
also nurtured determination of the enslaved to become free and made assistance
to fugitive slaves an integral part of the black religious ministry.
Black ministers, possessing the ability to travel about the country, through
use of charismatic speaking styles fueled imagery of the gospels to a black
purpose, quickly became the recognized leaders of local, and national black
antislavery communities. The Old Testament story of slaves’ exodus from Egypt,
complete with the imagery and tales of God’s fiery destruction and redemption,
held direct relevance for an enslaved people awaiting salvation and liberation
from American slavery. The biblical words and images that spoke of “crossing the
Jordan,” or of “escaping from the house of bondage” assumed different meanings
and took on real-life qualities when black ministers used them in addressing
enslaved black audiences. For African Americans, the sermons of the Bible
became roadmaps to freedom, a religious theme promoted within a larger
antislavery movement. It is apparent, from the involvement of fugitive slaves in
the establishment of separate black congregations, to the variety of ways in
which these leaders and their congregations supported the escape of fugitives
from slavery, the institutional black church served as their inspirational core and
organizational impetus for the assistance of fugitives – popularly named the
Underground Railroad.
In addition to establishing their own religious and social institutions to
oppose slavery, African Americans gained success at national advocacy through
their alliance with the Massachusetts Anti-Slavery Society and its advocate,
William Lloyd Garrison. By the 1830s, the locus of white antislavery advocacy
shifted from Philadelphia Quakers to Boston and the Protestant evangelical
leadership of Garrison. In 1835, he founded the New England Antislavery Society
(NEASS) and the Boston based Massachusetts Antislavery Society (MASS),
which included the leadership of black and white evangelicals. African American
selection and endorsement of Garrison proved to be a wise choice. Familiar with
Baltimore, its people, and surrounding communities, Garrison had lived in Fells
Point, Maryland as a youth. It is the location where his evangelical Baptist
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mother, Frances Garrison, sponsored prayer meetings, served as a nurse and
midwife, and helped organize the community’s black residents into Baptist
worship groups. Garrison’s humble beginnings and adult life as a “working man”
aided him in acquiring positions of trust and the endorsement of leading
members of the African American community. Garrison returned to Baltimore six
years after his mother’s death in 1829, at the invitation of Hicksite Quaker,
abolitionist, and newspaper editor Benjamin Lundy, considered one of the best
known “radical” Quaker abolitionists in the South and Midwest. Lundy offered
Garrison the job as editor of his Baltimore antislavery newspaper, Genius of
Universal Emancipation, in an effort to free himself from daily operation of the
newspaper.
In Baltimore, one out of every four persons was black, compared to
Boston where blacks comprised only three percent of the city’s total population.
As editor of the Genius, Garrison formed lasting personal relationships with
leading members of Baltimore’s African American community. Garrison attended
church with African Americans - schoolteacher William Watkins, whitewasher
Jacob Greener, and trader Hezekiah Grice. He sang in their choirs, attended
their children’s recitals, and walked the streets of Baltimore with them,
distributing newspapers and antislavery tracts. Along with Samuel Cornish’s
Freedom’s Journal, Garrison opened the pages of the Genius to African
American and female antislavery writers and journalists.216 Garrison, like his
mentor Benjamin Lundy, had initially been a colonizationist – an advocate for the
“return” of free blacks to Africa. The African Americans he met in Baltimore firmly
opposed the idea of African colonization.
Philadelphia businessman James Forten, Methodist ministers Daniel
Payne, William Cornish, and other black leaders persuaded Garrison to abandon
his platform of gradual emancipation in favor of immediate abolitionism, a political
stance approved and financially supported by members of Boston’s and
Philadelphia’s African American communities. Forten, who had already used
some of the considerable fortune he had amassed as a sail maker to create
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important black institutions such as Philadelphia’s Free African Society and
African Masonic Lodge, supplied Garrison with information and funding
necessary to publish and widely distribute his Thoughts on African Colonization
(1832).217 The journalistic collaboration between Forten and Garrison along with
the creation of the A.M.E. Book Concern propelled the African American political
and social agenda into public view, forever changing the American literary world
and discourse on American slavery and freedom.
Armed with James Forten’s financial support and political connections,
Garrison returned to Boston to begin publication of the Liberator in 1831. In
Boston, African Americans hailed the Liberator as “the faithful representative of
our sentiments and interests; the uncompromising advocate of our indefeasible
rights.”218 In recognition of the growing influence of America’s free, black middleclass, and particularly the religious influence of the A.M E. Church and James
Forten, Garrison selected eight African Americans to serve as members and
active participants of the newly organized Massachusetts Antislavery Society.
African American founding members included several leading pastors of black
churches listed as: Jehiel C. Beman of New Haven, Connecticut, and his son
Reverend Amos G. Beman, pastor of Temple Street African Church; Christopher
Rush, the second bishop of Zion Methodists; Presbyterians Samuel E. Cornish,
Theodore S. Wright, Stephen H. Glouchester, Henry Highland Garnett, and
Andrew Harris, graduate of the University of Vermont and pastor of St. Mary
Street Church in Philadelphia; Congregationalists Charles B. Ray of New York;
James W. C. Pennington, a blacksmith from Hartford, Connecticut; Samuel
Ringwold Ward; Baptist Nathaniel Paul of Albany, New York; Episcopalian
Alexander Crummell of the New York Antislavery Society; and the future Bishop
of America’s A.M.E. Church, Daniel A. Payne of New York. 219 Forten was also
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instrumental in organizing the American Antislavery Society in 1833. Forten
remained a lifelong Garrison supporter responsible for providing necessary funds
and contacts resulting in creation of an international Antislavery Society, serving
on the newly formed Society’s Board of Managers from 1835 until his death in
1840.220
Despite historical credit given Garrison as the founder of American
antislavery “immediatism,” African Americans rightly argued they had long been
at the forefront of the call for immediate black liberation in America. The records
of Philadelphia’s A.M.E. Church and the words of Philadelphia Presbyterian
minister Reverend Charles C. Gardner all argue in support of the claim of African
Americans as the real agents of abolitionist “immediatism.” Gardner succinctly
expressed the views of most African Americans in an 1837 speech delivered at
Broadway Tabernacle Church in New York, concluding “African Americans were
fighting for their rights when William Lloyd Garrison was a schoolboy.” Gardner
goes on to further recount the worth and participation of fourteen African
American church congregations in Philadelphia alone that actively engaged in
the struggle for black liberation supported solely by black members who had
already amassed church assets valued from $25,000 to $50,000 per
institution.221 Whether historians agree that Garrison was the architect or simply
the tool of an African American liberation agenda, all can agree Garrison’s
amalgamation with black America’s religious and social leadership created a
formidable force.
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Using the energy and resources of the newly created A.M.E. Church,
MASS, and James Forten’s money, African Americans skillfully employed pages
of the Liberator and the A.M.E. Discipline to deliver a national and international
antislavery message. Determined to make the Liberator their own, members of
Boston’s African American community, led by Elizabeth Riley and Bathsheba
Fowler, aided Garrison in soliciting funds to support the newspaper’s publication.
Begun with the intent of servicing the views of a marginalized African American
community, Garrison’s newspaper received the loyal support of African
Americans and white abolitionists around the world. the Liberator, MASS, and
AASS actively employed African American lecturers and protest traditions in
conveying an antislavery message which publicly denounced the institution of
slavery, travel as antislavery speakers, and service as regular contributing writers
for the Liberator.
Threatened with the loss of hard-won economic, political, and social gains,
as African re-colonization schemes gained force, a previously invisible free black
population stepped from the shadows of white abolitionist handlers in protest.
Publication of John Russwurm and Samuel Cornish’s Freedom’s Journal,
America’s first independently owned African American newspaper in New York in
1827, provided an opportunity for African Americans to publicly express and
share their views in eleven states, the District of Columbia, Haiti, Europe, and
Canada. Forten and other well-established members of the free black middleclass used Freedom’s Journal to launch a very public and openly aggressive
antislavery, anti-colonization platform, successfully extending the discussion of
African American rights and their bid for freedom beyond the white evangelical
community and government censure. Using the media to expose the plight of
slaves, to voice the rhetoric of aggression, and to threaten open rebellion, African
Americans gained a voice and engaged the American public in the politics of
slavery and the call for immediate abolitionism.
Members of Garrison’s AASS and the leadership of the A.M.E. Church
joined forces following an 1837 meeting with William Yates, attorney for the
American Antislavery Society, several A.M.E. Bishops, and missionaries,
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including Isaac Scott and Hiram Wilson, A.M.E. missionaries to Fort Malden,
Toronto, Hamilton, Brandford, Upper Canada, and Boston Providence in Rhode
Island. Scott and Wilson were aided in their Canadian missionary efforts to
escaping slaves by Joshua Leavitt, editor of the New York Evangelist
newspaper.222 From this meeting, the disparate antislavery societies, volunteers,
and A.M.E. ministers in the Midwest, Lower and Upper South joined together with
AASS to create a broad and committed network of believers and activists for
immediate abolitionism.
The goal of the newly formed Society included a plan to reach mass
audiences with lecturers, petition drives, printed antislavery materials, and
formation of antislavery societies in as many northern and southern communities
as possible. Publication of the Liberator supplemented the less widely-circulated
National Antislavery Standard (edited by Unitarian abolitionist Lydia Maria Child),
the official newspapers of the merged AASS and MASS organizations, and the
A.M.E. newsletter the Discipline. In 1837-38 the AASS claimed thirty-eight agents
in the field, the addition of 350 new antislavery societies, over 600,000 pamphlets
in circulation, and 400,000 petitions forwarded to Congress with nearly a million
signatures protesting the gag rule, the potential annexation of Texas as a
slaveholding state, and the continuation of slavery and the slave trade in the
nation’s capitol.223
Soon, the radical nature of America’s new antislavery movement, which
condemned Protestant churches as complicit with a corrupt government and
supported both women and African Americans as abolitionist leaders, led to a
schism within AASS. Opponents of Garrison’s AASS tactics caused New York
antislavery advocates to attack the Society as a “women’s-rights, nongovernment, Antislavery Society.” In 1839, an opponent to Garrison AASS
leadership, Kentuckian James Birney, referred to the growing schism within
AASS when he quoted from the Moral Essays of English poet Alexander Pope
stating the problem as “…two physicians, one of whom prescribes restoratives
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while the other insists upon medicine that will destroy the patient; how can we
proceed together?” In a written response in support of Garrison and AASS,
Boston African American boarding house keeper and MASS member William
Powell replied, “When abolition doctors disagree…ask the patient to decide.”224
As president of AASS, Garrison forced a decisive vote within the Society for new
leadership.225 Garrison and a cadre of African Americans, women, antislavery
advocates, and supporters of the AASS parted company with the more
conservative members of the organization.
Following the split, AASS became the nation’s most nationally recognized
political advocate for the immediate emancipation of slaves through “moral
suasion,” translated as meaning “by all non-violent means.” Smaller, more radical
sects of Quakers still involved in black emancipation remained active members
within AASS committed to assisting fugitive slaves escape in the South, joined by
several members of southern Shaker communities. These more “radical” Shaker
and Quaker believers joined antislavery Protestant members of the AASS and
the A.M.E. Church in positioning themselves as near slaveholding populations as
could be accomplished, providing a great many “friends” to escaping slaves in
Kentucky, Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, Maryland, Missouri, and Tennessee. Meanwhile,
the anti-Garrisonian, “conservative” side of the 1840 AASS vote, also made a
substantial contribution to the continuing development of a network of assistance
to fugitives. John, Lewis, and Arthur Tappan shifted their previous financial
support of Massachusetts antislavery efforts from AASS to their newly formed
New York based American and Foreign Anti-slavery Society (AFASS) aligning
themselves with members of the Liberty Party and supporting establishment of
Oberlin and Berea Colleges.
With the Tappan’s financial support, Oberlin College furthered the spread
of immediate abolitionism by creating a home for young, active abolitionists
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students from New York, Ohio, Virginia, Pennsylvania, and New England,
attracting as well a cadre of well-seasoned antislavery evangelicals unafraid of
demonstrating their religious faith by reaching into a slaveholding South to assist
hundreds of escaping slaves. One of the most famous of these stories was the
rescue of Lewis Hayden’s family from Lexington, Kentucky orchestrated by
Oberlin College students Delia Webster and Calvin Fairbanks, who traveled to
Kentucky for the purpose of assisting slave escapes.
The Tappans and their New York based supporters invested heavily in
expanding and maintaining Ohio’s Oberlin Collegiate Institute within a northeast
Ohio Underground Railroad escape corridor which encompassed the Connecticut
Western Reserve counties of Ashtabula, Cuyahoga, Geauga, Lake, and Lorain.
The region of Ohio containing Oberlin College (Lorain County) included the City
of Cleveland, a last well-known stop on the Underground Railroad prior to
freedom seekers crossing Lake Erie into Canada. This famous corridor of escape
referenced in the Kentucky slave narratives of Henry Bibb, Josiah Henson, and
William Wells Brown, served as home to several well-established chapters of the
American Anti-Slavery Society (1837 and 1839), chapters often visited by
Frederick Douglass, Abbey Kelley-Foster, and Reverend John Brown of Harper’s
Ferry fame. Cleveland Underground Railroad sites and several Liberty Party
candidates were also heavily funded by the Tappans.226

Many early Kentuckians engaged in aiding slave escapes and promoting
the end of slavery were greatly influenced by Kentucky’s Great Revival, under
the leadership of young Cumberland Presbyterian, James McCready. Shakers
joined Kentucky’s Presbyterian efforts of revival and aided in the spread of a
religious message of freedom among southern slaveholders. The Shaker worship
message included the call to abandon commitment to African enslavement. In
the process, as a demonstration of their own belief in human freedom, Shakers
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actively aided in developing communities and Underground Railroad escape
corridors from northern Tennessee to Ohio’s Lake Erie. (See Map 5.1).
While the actual presence of “Shaking Quakers” or “Shakers,” has slowly
faded from Kentucky history as an important religious denomination, Shakers left
behind a visible foot print of their presence in Kentucky through land
transactions. Through the use of recorded deeds, a case can be made regarding
Shaker importance to a larger national Underground Railroad story contained
within examination of the path and pattern of their community settlements. Logan
County Presbyterian minister John L. Hill described the relationship between
Cumberland Presbyterians and Kentucky Shakers in the following manner: “But
with all these peculiarities they are a very intelligent, industrious and enterprising
people. They own in Kentucky several thousands of acres of land, and are very
wealthy. While they do not mingle with the world socially or religiously, they are
friendly towards Cumberland Presbyterians, and sometimes attend our services
at Old Gasper.”227 The relationship between Shakers and Cumberland
Presbyterians extended beyond Logan County’s Great Revival into southern
Ohio, eastern Indiana, Illinois, and Michigan as part of a successful network of
Underground Railroad conductors and station operators moving escaping slaves
from Kentucky north to Ohio and Canada, and west in to Indiana and Illinois.
The birth of southern Shaker churches and communities occurred in
conjunction with, and followed much the same path as, development of
antislavery Cumberland Presbyterian, Union and Republican Methodist, and
Separate Baptist congregations during the Great Revival. Shakers established
two utopian Kentucky communities in the center of the state’s best known
Underground Railroad escape corridors in Logan and Mercer counties. The
Shaker’s first Kentucky settlement occurred at South Union in Logan County,
where the Society acquired 6,000 acres of land between 1805 and 1836. The
South Union settlement encompassed 1,140 acres of land at Black Lick in Logan
County, the Canaan community led by Presbyterian George Rankin and the
Grassland community in Simpson and Logan Counties resulting in the purchase
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of roughly 210 acres by 1850; and 1,1247 acres at Drakes Creek in Warren
County along Gasper River and Clear Fork Creek near Taylor – Barrow Road.
The first Shaker homes in the area were former Rankin properties, as well as that
of Jesse McComb, Neal Patterson, Charles and Sally Eads and more than 20
other Kentuckians.228 The Shaker’s second settlement was Pleasant Hill in
Mercer County, begun at the homes of Elisha Thomas, Samuel and Henry Bonta
in 1806. Located on the Kentucky River, Pleasant Hill consisted of a 4,000 acre
tract of land and 500 inhabitants who marketed their farm goods as far south as
New Orleans.229
Often confused with Quakers, American Shakers did not practice
procreation and therefore felt freer to admit African Americans as Society
members. The appearance of Kentucky Shakers is directly related to Kentucky’s
Great Revival which also precipitated founding of Kentucky’s first Shaker
settlements. As a matter of practice, upon becoming a covenant member of the
Shaker community, new members surrendered their personal possessions,
whether land, bank accounts, wagons, household wares, or slaves, to Shaker
trustees. The surrender of property in the body of slaves, created an ethical
problem for Shakers who found slave-holding contrary to the laws of God. By
1815, Kentucky elders of both Shaker communities at South Union and Pleasant
Hill had begun the intensive process of freeing slaves and releasing slave
children, who were then permitted to remain in Shaker society as equal
members. When slaves were entrusted to Shaker trustees, liberation papers
were immediately issued and, because of the taint of accepting money and
property earned under slavery, unlike incoming white members, freed slaves
were permitted to retain all money and property earned while they were
enslaved.
Julia Neal cites the contributions of Daniel and Thornton Whyte as an
example of sentiments enforced upon slaveholders seeking admittance into
Shaker society. Upon entering the South Union Shaker family in Logan County
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in1831, the Whyte’s assigned all their Hopkins County real property to Shaker
trustees and all their cash holdings to “some emancipating society or other like
charitable uses and purposes.”230 At South Union, where Shakers were
surrounded by slaveholders and feared acts of violence, it was felt African
Americans would be better protected if housed as separate families in cabins
located at the west end of the community. At Pleasant Hill in Mercer County,
black families lived within various family houses in the community.231
Although opposed to the idea of slavery, Shakers were not immune from
it. As Shaker land holdings increased, so did the demand for extra laborers to
work newly acquired farms. To fulfill labor needs, Shakers often hired slaves from
local slave owners. Shakers attempted to compensate for the unpleasant task of
hiring slave labor by addressing the need to change the attitude of slaveholders,
particularly the attitudes of newly converted slaveholders who expressed difficulty
in embracing Africans as human beings and fellow Shakers. To aid their newest
members, Shakers implemented special worship services. Shaker families that
housed both slaves and former slave owners conducted a regular ministry of
worship meant to heal wounds existing between the slave and enslaver and
facilitate development of societal brotherhood. To this end, Shakers implemented
meditation and prayers weekday mornings before breakfast in each family.
Special musical services involving the entire Shaker society were then held in the
evening once a week.232 These musical services required the participation of all
the society’s members. A traveling Virginia minister noted during his visit to
Pleasant Hill, that the Sunday musical service involved 130 worshippers,
including men and women, black and white.233
The doors of Shaker communities were always open to welcome
strangers, which often included visits from traveling itinerant ministers. In May,
1811, Methodist circuit rider and church organizer, Peter Cartwright, and two of
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his colleagues John Lewis and John Travis, were noted as visitors to Pleasant
Hill, as was traveling Baptist minister Andrew Broaddus, of Virginia and
Presbyterian Barton Stone. Less information is available as to the number of
African Americans who availed themselves of Shaker hospitality during their
flights to freedom, as free men, or simply as religious worshipers.
During the process of documenting Midwest Shaker societies, Martha
Boice, Dale Covington, and Richard Spence examined the history of Midwest
Shaker community development between 1800 and 1856. Their research served
to confirm and uncover new information concerning the connections between
Quakers, Midwest Shakers, Kentucky’s Great Revival, and operation of the
Underground Railroad. Aided primarily by a radical Quaker sect described as
“Hicksite” Quakers, followers of New York immediate abolitionist Quaker and
legal scholar, Elias Hicks, joined Kentucky Shakers in providing a presence along
southern Underground Railroad escape routes. These escape routes followed
the Ohio and Mississippi Rivers from Louisiana, as well as the Appalachian
Mounts from North Carolina and Tennessee, into southern and eastern
Kentucky, across the Ohio River.
Following the path of the revival from Gasper River throughout Kentucky,
Ohio, and Indiana camp meetings, Shakers purchased farmland to establish
separate religious communities and began the active task of recruiting new
members. Shaker influence as participants in Kentucky’s continuing Great
Revival occurred at every major camp meeting in the state, including the revival
at Cabin Creek in Lewis County, May 22-26, 1801 led by Presbyterian minister,
Richard McNemar. In addition to recruiting new members and creating utopian
communities, Shakers made several large land purchases at some distance from
their primary established community sites in each revival state, including the
purchase of large tracts of land in Illinois and Michigan.
One known organizer of Presbyterian and Shaker settlements in southern
Ohio was former Presbyterian Richard McNemar who joined the Shakers
following the Cane Ridge Revival where he continued to actively work with the
antislavery Presbyterian congregation at Turtle Creek, four miles west of
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Lebanon, Ohio beginning in the spring of 1802. Ohio Presbyterians who
supported McNemar became known as “New Lights” and “New School
Presbyterians.”234 Cane Ridge in Bourbon County, the site of Kentucky’s largest
Great Revival camp meeting led by Presbyterian Barton Stone, was attended by
over 20,000 persons from Kentucky, West Virginia, and southern Ohio. Shaker
participation in the Great Revival resulted in several Presbyterian members
abandoning the Presbyterian Church in favor of joining the Shakers and the
Christian Church. The Paint Lick Revival in Garrard County, led by Presbyterian
minister Matthew Houston and his wife Peggy, had 600 to 800 camp meeting
attendees to participate in worship services. Both Houston and his wife joined the
Shakers in 1808.235 The Red Banks Revival in Henderson County in January
1801 resulted in establishment of the short-lived Red Banks Shaker community.
A popular Ohio River crossing, Red Banks Shakers shared their time between
Shaker communities in Busro, Indiana and South Union, Kentucky. By 1809, the
thirty or more remaining Shakers at Red Banks abandoned their community in
favor of joining the Busro, Indiana Shaker settlement.236
Kentucky provided the southern most boundary of Shaker settlement prior
to the Civil War. (See Map 4) At that time, large Shaker land purchases made
some distance from their residential communities were a mystery, but are well
understood when placed within the context of creating Underground Railroad
escape corridors from Kentucky into the free states of Ohio, Indiana, Illinois,
Michigan, and Canada. Using recorded deeds and Shaker archives, Boice,
Covington, and Spence present several examples of large Shaker land
purchases used in conjunction with aiding slave escapes from Kentucky to
Canada. Evidence gathered by the Ohio Underground Railroad Association
supports their findings, providing examples of Shaker involvement in
Underground Railroad escapes from Kentucky to: Union Village in Clinton
County, Ohio; Sandusky in Henry County, Ohio; Denhamtown and Bethel in
Clermont County, Ohio; as well as assistance to slaves provided by Shaker
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settlements in Hudson and McLean County, Illinois.237 In most instances, the
Underground Railroad activity of the Shakers was heavily supported by
antislavery Presbyterians; itinerant ministers of the A.M.E. Church in the Ohio
and Western Conferences led by Elder William Paul Quinn and John Mifflin
Brown; escaped African American slaves from Kentucky including Baptist
ministers Israel Campbell and Henry Bibb, who established Sandwich Baptist
Church in Canada West; and supportive “Hicksite” Quaker settlements along
each described route.
In 1856, Shaker Oliver Hampton purchased 1,572 acres of land he never
occupied in Jefferson Township, Clinton County, Ohio, from Robert G. Corwin a
man known to be “a staunch abolitionist.” Considered the home of some of the
nation’s oldest Quaker Underground Railroad settlements, antislavery
Presbyterian Churches in Clinton, Clermont, Hamilton and Warren Counties
aided Clinton County Shakers in assisting slave escapes.238 In adjoining
Hamilton County, Shakers from the White Water community purchased adjoining
tracts of farmland in April 1857 linking the Clinton County Shaker settlement with
the Hamilton County settlement. In August 1857, Union Village Shakers
purchased yet another farm along Kankakee River in northern Indiana which
created an Underground Railroad escape corridor which used the Kankakee
River as a method to transport escaping slaves to Canada. 239
In 1824, in Henry County, Ohio Daniel Brainard acquired two small lots on
the Maumee River near Sandusky in1824 adjoining farms already owned by the
Ohio Watervliet Shakers. Brainard’s property purchase connected his Maumee
River settlement with the Miami and Erie Canal as an additional water escape
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route for assisting fugitive slaves.240 Lewis Hayden and Henry Bibb are two of
Kentucky’s best-known escapees reported to have utilized this important corridor
during their escape to Canada. As early as the 1820s, Ohio’s Watervliet Shakers
already owned extensive farmland in Illinois, particularly, a farm located near the
community of Hudson in McLean County, southwest of Chicago. This
Underground Railroad connection became responsible for transporting slaves
north to Illinois from Missouri to Chicago, and from there into Canada via the
Great Lakes.241 In Kentucky, large Shaker land purchases considered part of a
Kentucky Underground Railroad escape route to Shaker settlements in Ohio,
Indiana, and Illinois included land purchased in Mercer, Logan, Warren, and
Henderson Counties, and along the Gasper and Green Rivers in the heart of the
churches associated with the antislavery Long Run Baptist Association. In all the
above instances, Shaker ownership of large tracts of open farmland adjacent to
important waterways, near large slaveholding populations, along the path of
known Underground Railroad escape corridors connected Shaker communities
with antislavery advocates in the South, West, and North.
In 1797, Regular Baptists Obed and Mary Denham, purchased 1500 acres
of Virginia Military Lands in Ohio. Originally from Plainfield, New Jersey, the
Denhams first located on one hundred acres of land in Lincoln County, Kentucky
along Fishing Creek between today’s Waynesburg and King’s Mountain before
moving on to Ohio to escape Virginia and Kentucky slavery. The Denham’s four
sons, Timothy, John, James, and Obed E. waited in Kentucky until their parents
established the family’s new homestead in what became Bethel, Clermont
County, Ohio. After safely overseeing the marriages of their sisters, Charity to
Jeremiah Beck and Sarah to Davis Crane in Kentucky, the brothers joined their
parents in Ohio. (Both married couples eventually joined the Denham family in
Ohio as well). Although the small community was incorporated by the Denhams
as “Plainfield” named after their New Jersey hometown, it continued to be
referred to as “Denhamtown” for a number of years. In addition to providing lots
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for construction of a jail and city school, Obed Denham’s original deed for the
Village of Bethel stipulated: “…I also give two in-lots Nos. 80 and 108 for the use
of the regular Baptist Church, who do not hold slaves nor commune at the Lord’s
table with those that do practice such tyranny over their fellow creatures, for to
build a house of worship of Almighty God and to bury the dead, and no other
use;…” The city was incorporated as “Bethel” in 1852. Initial lots purchased by
the Denhams were also later subdivided by the Tice family as an addition to the
town of Bethel. The first mayor of the newly established community of Bethel
was Free and Accepted Mason Jesse Grant, the grandfather of Ulysses S.
Grant.242
During the years preceding the Civil War, Bethel served as an important
stop on the Underground Railroad. Clermont County historians have documented
the home of Dr. William E. Thompson, 137 South Main Street, as well as several
local farmers and merchants which included the Riley family, Benjamin Rice,
Richard Mace, Isaac H. Brown, and the Robert Fee family of Moscow as
Underground Railroad station masters. Using the work of Wilbur Siebert, county
historians state the Underground Railroad route through Bethel led to Felicity and
various other Quaker settlements in Clinton County. Residents stated few
runaways were ever captured once they reached Bethel and other parts of Tate
Township. Residents also claimed Eliza Harris, described in Harriet Beecher
Stowe’s Uncle Tom’s Cabin, was a passenger on the Underground Railroad
through Bethel after crossing the Ohio River from Mason County, Kentucky to
Ripley, Ohio where she was then taken to her freedom from Bethel “to the
Indians.”243
Evidence of Clermont County in providing continued aid to escaping
slaves is evidenced by a December 9, 1840 Philanthropist news article submitted
by the Clermont County AntiSlavery Society in Batavia, Ohio, Charles B. Huber
President. The article decried the arrest of John B. Mahan (formerly of Kentucky)
in Brown County for aiding escaping Kentucky slaves, stating “That abolitionists
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ought to unite as a band of Christians and patriot brothers in doing all in their
power morally and politically, to abolish slavery as speedily as possible from our
country and the world … [Resolved] That inasmuch as John B. Mahan of Brown
County, Ohio, was wrongfully surrendered by the executive of the state of Ohio,
to the state of Kentucky, and has sustained great loss and damage in
consequence thereof; justice in making him full and ample compensation for all
the losses he has sustained by that surrender, and we hereby call upon all the
friends of right and justice in Ohio to use their efforts of right and justice to be
done to him by the next General Assembly of this state.”244 In 2004, the Ohio
Underground Railroad Association, using information collected from the Wilbur
Siebert Collection, and local historians published the first state directory of Ohio
Underground Railroad locations, providing information on well-documented
churches related Underground Railroad escape routes supported by A.M.E.,
Baptist, Presbyterian, and Quaker congregations leading from southern Ohio to
Canada. The list of these important escape corridors with direct links to Kentucky
slave escapes, include:
Central Ohio - (Delaware, Fairfield, Franklin, Knox, Licking, Madison,
Morrow, Pickaway, and Union counties) - Alum Creek Friends Church in
Marengo, Morrow County, operated by Quakers Aaron and Reuben Benedict
founded in 1817; the First Congregational Church established in 1834 comprised
primarily of Presbyterians in Mt. Vernon, Knox County, Ohio assisted by the Owl
Creek Friends Settlement in Fredericktown.
East Region - (Ashland, Carroll, Medina, Portage, Stark, Summit, and
Wayne counties) – this Ohio Underground Railroad region operated for a number
of years under the care of Reverend John Brown of Harper’s Ferry fame and
contains some of the first counties in the nation to present their state legislature
with an 1848 Secession Petition demanding Ohio no longer affiliate with
slaveholders. This escape corridor was also home to the Ohio and Erie Canal
and the Pennsylvania and Ohio Canal. In addition to the Free Congregational
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Church in Hudson, Summit County led by John Brown’s father, Owen Brown, the
church required all new members of the congregation to sign an antislavery
pledge before their acceptance as members. In addition to its Congregational
antislavery churches this region is also known for its two prominent antislavery
colleges: Mount Union College in Alliance attended primarily by Methodist
students who aligned themselves with Quakers in the area to aid in slave
escapes and Western Reserve College, the predecessor of Case-Western
Reserve University in Hudson, where the majority of the college’s students were
advocates of immediate abolitionism compared to a majority of the college’s
board of trustees which favored African colonization. In addition to John Brown,
Methodists, Quakers, and intellectual activists, Stark County was also home to
the New Guinea Settlement of free blacks who lived along the banks of the
Mahoning River in Lexington Township, just north of Alliance, Ohio. African
Americans who operated this freedom corridor were often escaped or freed
slaves from Virginia and Kentucky who worked with area Quakers in assisting
escaping slaves.
Far East Region - (Columbiana, Mahoning, and Trumbull counties) –
considered the smallest but the most active Underground Railroad escape zone,
this region abuts the Ohio River and West Virginia and is also the zone where
infamous Confederate raider General John Hunt Morgan was captured by Union
forces in 1863 near the town of Rogers in what is now Beaver Creek State Park.
Despite heavy Underground Railroad traffic through the region, Ohio Friends
boast no fugitive slave was ever captured after reaching Trumbull County. An
indication of this region’s prominence is also demonstrated by the national
figures who considered the area important. At the outset of the Civil War, Quaker
Underground Railroad organizer and leader John Butler was granted an
audience with President Lincoln and Secretary of War Edwin Stanton where he
requested and received exemption from military service for Quakers. In 1868,
when Lincoln’s former general turned President, Ulysses S. Grant petitioned
churches in America to assist in organizing a national policy for the treatment of
Native Americans, John Butler prepared and presented to Congress a proposal
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that called for treating Native Americans humanely and for providing them with
scientific and industrial education.
North Central Region - (Crawford, Erie, Huron, Marion, Ottawa, Richland,
Sandusky, Seneca, and Wyandot counties) – considered the “retraining” region
of the state, the North Central Region was sparsely inhabited during this time
with the predominant residents of the zone’s considered “well-to-do” African
Americans and Quakers. While in the North Central Region, escaping African
Americans were given jobs and training in the skilled trades in order to enable
them to earn their passage to Canada if they decided to move on (which many
did after passage of the Fugitive Slave Law in 1850), as well as purchase new
clothing and acquire a rudimentary education as did Lewis and Harriet Hayden
upon making their escape from Lexington, Kentucky. The most active church in
the region was Second Baptist Church in Sandusky, Erie County established by
African Americans July 12, 1849 as Zion Baptist Church. The seven founding
members of the church were predominantly women – Marie Winfield French,
Susan Jones, Mrs. Elsie Harper, Mr. and Mrs. William Hamilton, Ezekial P.
Reynolds, and George J. Reynold (misprint?). At first, the church relied upon lay
ministers supplied by sister churches from around the state. In 1857, the
congregation hired escaped Kentucky slave turned Canadian citizen, Reverend
Israel Campbell as the church’s first ordained full time minister. Under
Campbell’s leadership, the congregation purchased a wood-framed white
Methodist church building for $1,242 upon the church’s present site and renamed
the congregation the First Regular Anti-Slavery Baptist Church of Sandusky. By
1860, the church retired the debt. After passage of the 13th Amendment
abolishing slavery, the church again re-organized and became incorporated in
1920 as the Second Baptist Church. In the same region, resided John Brown,
Jr., the son of Reverend John Brown of Harper’s Ferry fame. John Jr. made PutIn-Bay (South Bass Island), Ottawa County his home from 1862 until his death in
1895 after becoming a fugitive himself following the violence of Harper’s Ferry
and his escape from U. S. Marines. Omar Chapel (Methodist) constructed in
1849 near Attica, Seneca County was a church community of John Brown
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supporters. The church and the community disappeared in 1854 as the majority
of the town and the church’s residents left to support of John Brown during the
period of “Bleeding Kansas” history.
North West Region - (Defiance, Fulton, Henry, Lucas, Williams, and Wood
counties) – encompassed the area of the Great Black Swamp in the west which
presented a difficult barrier for escapees and slave catchers. A route aided by the
Ottawa, Shawnee, and Potawatomie Peoples who lived along the Maumee River
near Grand Rapids (another staunch abolitionist community originally known as
Gilead) until their forced removal in the 1830s. Abolitionists in Toledo had a
staunch ally in Mayor Richard Mott, a Quaker, native of Toledo, and staunch
abolitionist, Mott was elected to the U. S. House of Representatives from 18541858. The First Congregational Church in Ridgeville, Henry County organized
in1845, Warren AME Church in Toledo, Lucas County established in 1858 by
freed blacks and fugitive slaves, and the Quaker Meeting House in Brady
Township, Williams County established in1851 all supported the antislavery
efforts of the North West Region.
Salt Fork Region - (Belmont, Coshocton, Guernsey, Harrison, Holmes,
Jefferson, Morgan, Muskingum, and Noble counties) – this Ohio antislavery
region was the home of the first Quaker Yearly Meeting House West of the
Allegheny Mountains built in 1814 and the site of antislavery Quaker Benjamin
Lundy’s Free Labor Store in Mount Pleasant, Jefferson County. Also in Jefferson
County was the freed slave community of McIntyre or Hayti, established in 1829
by two Virginians, Benjamin Ladd and Nathaniel Benford, who purchased 260
acres in Wayne Township and settled nine families of slaves freed by Benford.
By 1854, the community had established an A.M.E. Church. The brother of
Harriet Beecher Stowe, Reverend William Beecher, established Putnam
Presbyterian Church in Zanesville, Muskingum County in 1835. The church
served as an active hiding place and antislavery advocate until the close of the
Civil War and continues as a congregation today. In 1852, Frederick Douglass
visited the church as an antislavery speaker to address an audience of fifty
interested Muskingum County residents.
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The South Region – (Adams, Gallia, Highland, Jackson, Lawrence, Meigs,
Pike, Ross, Scioto, and Vinton counties) – another region heavily visited by
Frederick Douglass as an abolitionist speaker the area maintained strong “New
Light” Presbyterian antislavery advocates, which included riverboat captains who
often patrolled the shores looking for escaping slaves in need of assistance after
following the Scioto River north on foot. Located a block from the Ohio River,
John Gee AME Church in Gallipolis, Gallia County was one of the first stops for
fugitive slaves crossing the Ohio River from West Virginia. The church was
established by African American barber John Gee who donated the land upon
which the church was constructed. The church worked in conjunction with Paint
Creek Baptist Church and the Mutual Aid Society established by a “woman of
color” Phoebe Smith as well as members of Eden Baptist Church established by
African Americans in 1824. The church included an antislavery clause in its
constitution and was constructed on land donated by African American Minor
Muntz.
The South East Region – (Athens, Hocking, Monroe, Perry, and
Washington counties) – Marietta on the Ohio and Muskingum Rivers in
Washington County, served as a major stop on the Underground Railroad for
slaves escaping from West Virginia. Marietta, the site of an American Antislavery
Society established in 1836, often found its meetings mobbed by southern
proslavery forces at the local Baptist Church where their meetings were held.
Quaker settlements in Athens, Morgan, and Washington Counties strengthened
the region’s antislavery sentiments and Underground Railroad activity.
South West Region – (Brown, Butler, Clermont, Clinton, Fayette,
Hamilton, and Warren counties) – ranging from large cities like Dayton in
Montgomery County to small rural communities such as West Elton in Preble
County, area Quakers and Swiss Covenanters from Geneva College at
Northwood in Logan County were the most active Underground Railroad
operators in this region. A smorgasbord of Underground Railroad advocates,
settlers in the region arrived from all over the United States including South
Carolina, Virginia, Kentucky, New England, and Pennsylvania. Many times these
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arrivals also included active slave hunters who operated freely in the region with
the City of Mechanicsburg in Champaign County declared a “black abolition
hole.” Unlike other Ohio regions where antislavery churches are more heavily
documented, this strange region of Ohio appears to have been operated more by
individuals rather than by churches or antislavery societies.
West Central Region – (Allen, Auglaize, Paulding, Putnam, and Van Wert
counties) – another prominent Quaker, “New Light” Presbyterian antislavery
stronghold the Erie Canal passes through the West Central Region as well as the
southern and western extension of the Black Swamp. Prior to the 1830s the
Ottawa and Shawnee Native American tribes were active participants in
Underground Railroad activity. The West Central Region also served as the area
that maintained a large number of African American “free settlements” including
Jump Island in Hardin County established in 1831 and said to be the area where
escaped Kentucky slave Tice Davids continued to elude his pursuers
disappearing into the Black Swamp. The Augustus Wattles Community in Celina,
Mercer County was established in 1835 on 190 acres of land purchased by
Wattles with funding aid from the estate of Philadelphia Quaker Samuel Emlen to
establish a community where fugitive slaves and freeborn blacks could gain an
education in the mechanical arts and agriculture. Wattles operated a school for
this purpose for African Americans until 1857 when the property was purchased
by the Catholic Church and the school building utilized as an abbey. The
Upthegrove Family Settlement in Jackson Township, Paulding County consisted
of former slaves from South Carolina freed in Ohio in 1835 by John and Phoebe
UptheGrove. Baptist minister Andrew Jackson Young was born a slave in
Kentucky in 1812, and eventually escaped slavery to establish a settlement of
freed blacks in Washington Township, Paulding County in 1860. He later founded
the Elm Grove Baptist Church in Washington Township in 1881. John Randolph
established a community of freed slaves two miles east of the city of Wren, Van
Wert County during the late 1830s. Each freed slave was given forty to sixty
acres of land purchased with funds from the Randolph estate. Freed slaves of
the community founded the St. Mary’s A.M.E. Church during the 1830s. The
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A.M.E. church shared services and an African cemetery with the later established
African Baptist Church.245
Quite unintentionally, violence against Kentucky antislavery churches
served to spread a system of aid to escaping slaves “who had made up their
mind” on freedom. Newly created southern escape networks extended
themselves from Kentucky into Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, Michigan, and Canada.
Examination of the importance of Kentucky’s antislavery advocates forced from
their homes and scattered throughout various church denominations and
geographic regions in and beyond Kentucky, as well as further west (with many
remaining Kentucky congregations evolving into all black congregations)
demonstrates how re-formed churches and their disenfranchised memberships,
which often included several African Americans, took the lead in producing,
supporting, and maintaining resistance to slavery in Kentucky and a slaveholding
South. For African American divines, continental Pietism called for an evangelical
conversion, a pronounced and instantaneous event wherein converts
acknowledged their sins and experienced the living God. This “experience”
emboldened some enslaved African Americans to act as leaders in aiding fellow
slaves in their escape, some to escape to freedom on their own, and still others
to remain behind to pray for black liberation. All involved the cooperative efforts
of Kentucky evangelical denominations.

By 1840, the new Ohio or “Pittsburgh Conference” of the A.M.E. Church
was firmly imbedded on the western frontier, promoting a message of black
freedom. Having “Resolved That we will aid by our prayers those pious persons
whom God has raised up to plead the cause of the dumb until every fetter shall
be broken, and all men enjoy the liberty which the Gospel proclaims.”246 Within
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their mission for black freedom and education, A.M.E. and black Baptist
congregations, located in the heart of Kentucky and Ohio’s Underground
Railroad corridors were not accidentally placed. Their presence and the stated
mission of the A.M.E. Church to initiate and aid in antislavery activity confirms
their critical role as one of the most important methods employed to gain black
freedom in Kentucky. As head of the nation’s first independent black religious
denomination, the A.M.E. Church was committed to the immediate abolition of
slavery. To facilitate this agenda, the Church possessed an organized hierarchy
controlled by African Americans with the ability to pay ministerial salaries,
maintain a paid church staff, and provide itinerant ministers to spread their
doctrine. Following William Paul Quinn’s elevation to Bishop, John Mifflin Brown
employed his considerable experience in advocacy and the amassed resources
of the church to join the political cause of ending American slavery and freeing
southern slaves.
A review of Kentucky escape advertisements indicate successful slave
escapes generally followed the path of Kentucky’s Great Revival aided by
Protestant evangelicals, free, and enslaved African Americans, disputing the
historical assumption that slave escapes from Kentucky and the Deep South
were “unaided” and “unorganized.” A review of Map 4.2247 reflects the location
and influence of each Kentucky antislavery evangelical denominations by county
including the presence of Shakers, and antebellum African American churches
and congregations. Each of the fragments of Kentucky’s original antislavery
association churches are color coded to denote the combined community of
assistance to escaping slaves as they sought freedom in the North. Rather than
a clearly defined system of Quaker “safe houses,” Map 4.3 illustrates the general
area of each of Kentucky’s antislavery religious associations. While no
antislavery church or religious denomination was large enough or politically
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powerful enough to act alone in a slaveholding South, through their combined
efforts, black freedom was achieved.
Map 4.3 reflects the path of Underground Railroad escapes from Kentucky
based upon escape slave notices which described where slaves were escaping
from, as well as their suspected concluding destination. The map also indicates
the location of African American churches and white antislavery Baptist,
Methodist, Presbyterian, and Shaker congregations.
By the 1840s in Kentucky, rather than a well-defined and well-controlled
enslaved African American religious population, what emerges is the picture of
an active and in many ways an independent black religious life among
Kentucky’s free and enslaved African American population. By the time Lewis,
Harriet, and Joseph Hayden made their escape from Kentucky slavery in 1844,
the combined antislavery forces of white and black evangelical Baptists,
Methodists, Presbyterians, Shakers, and Quakers were already gathered in an
evangelical war against southern slaveholders, prepared to deliver an ever
increasing and aggressive antislavery message to the heart of a proslavery
South. Ministers of the A.M.E. Church assumed the lead in orchestrating slave
escapes from the South under the bold leadership of Bishops of the A.M.E.
Church, Morris Brown, Edward Waters, and William Paul Quinn, and a litany of
A.M.E. itinerant ministers including John Mifflin Brown at Oberlin College, in
addition to the Baptist antislavery ministries of escaped Kentucky slaves Israel
Campbell and Henry Bibb. The combined efforts of black evangelicals committed
to the abolishment of slavery willing to take up permanent residence in the South
to aid slaves greatly increased the chance of successful Kentucky slave escapes.
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Map 4.2: The location of Kentucky antislavery churches and congregations 1830-1865
● Baptized Licking Locust Friends of Humanity Churches
● Antebellum African American Churches
● White Antislavery Methodist Churches
● Presbyterian Antislavery Churches
● Long Run Baptist Association Antislavery Churches
● Shaker settlements and their influence.
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Map 4.3: Dark green shading represents Underground Railroad escape routes. Information
compiled by Underground Railroad Research Institute Fellows gathered from 635 escape notices
from the Lexington Herald 1797 to 1856. These independent conclusions indicate escaping
slaves followed the path of Kentucky’s dense African American population centers, black
churches and white Protestant antislavery churches.
● African American Churches and Congregations
● Shaker Settlements
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CHAPTER V: “RESISTANCE TO TYRANTS IS OBEDIENCE TO GOD”
"Thus was the Scripture verified before the people, "the bloody and deceitful man shall not live
out half his days." A like fatality followed the men in Bracken, Mason, and Lewis counties, who in
like manner had laid violent hands upon me. In common with borne others, I had the conviction
that God was my shield."
John Gregg Fee, 1853

Kentucky’s founding connection with Virginia formed its first important
connection to a national Underground Railroad story. In his original work, The
Underground Railroad from Slavery to Freedom (1898), Wilbur Siebert argued
that an Underground Railroad network operated in America from its founding in
Delaware, Pennsylvania, and Maryland as early as 1786. Not coincidentally, all
the states named by Siebert also served as centers of early African American
church organizing. Siebert offers evidence that by 1804, Quaker and Methodist
religious leaders had formed an organized system of slave escapes in Delaware
and Maryland with routes that extended into southeastern and western
Pennsylvania, western Virginia (now West Virginia), and by 1815 into southern
Ohio.248
In 2001, William Switala began republishing Wilbur Siebert’s earlier
Underground Railroad recollections in three separate works, Underground
Railroad in Delaware, Maryland, and West Virginia (2004), the Underground
Railroad in New York and New Jersey (2006), and the Underground Railroad in
Pennsylvania (2001). Using Siebert’s geographic descriptions of “Western,”
“Central,” and “Eastern” American Underground Railroad operating regions,
Switala expanded upon Siebert’s original maps, coordinating current research
with Siebert’s initial work regarding each region’s known conductors, safe
houses, and escape routes. The “Western” corridor of Switala and Siebert’s
descriptions proceeded up the Mississippi River Valley, through the Kansas and
Missouri Territories, into Iowa and Illinois, a route designed to aid southern slave
escapes into Michigan and Canada. The “Central” corridor originated in the heart
of the Deep South, traveled through the entirety of Kentucky, western Virginia,
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and Maryland into Ohio, Indiana, Pennsylvania, New York, and Canada. The
“Eastern” operating region encompassed the southeast United States as far
south as South Carolina through Maryland, Delaware, and Virginia designed to
aid slave escapes along the Appalachian Trail into Pennsylvania, New Jersey,
New York, New England, and Canada. Employing Switala’s depictions and
Siebert’s original work, Kentucky formed the core of the nation’s “Western” and
“Central” Underground Railroad escape corridors.249
Both the “Central” and “Western” Underground Railroad escape regions
possessed important geographic features which contributed to their successful
operation - the Appalachian Mountains and rivers in the east; the Ohio and
Mississippi Rivers in the west, and underground caves and river streams along
the southern Kentucky Tennessee border, all important natural geographic
elements contained within Kentucky borders. Eastern Kentucky and West
Virginia Underground Railroad escape corridors employed the Appalachian
Mountains and rivers to fulfill the role western Kentucky’s Ohio and Mississippi
Rivers fulfilled in assisting slave escapes. As the state’s first escape corridor
slaves escaping slavery in North and South Carolina, Virginia, Alabama, Georgia,
and Tennessee used the Appalachian Mountains and rivers as important
avenues of escape connecting southern slaves with freedom in the North and
Canada. Though not as heavily researched or discussed as Kentucky’s Ohio and
Mississippi River Underground Railroad corridors, eastern Kentucky and the
Appalachian Mountains contained the state and the nation’s oldest and most
successful Underground Railroad escape routes established during America’s
early settlement period, associated with Native Americans, and New York’s
Catawba Trail.
The Catawba Underground Railroad Trail extended from Olean, New
York, through Morgantown, West Virginia into the Carolinas, passing through
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eastern Kentucky and Tennessee.250 The importance of the Catawba Trail to
America’s “Central” Underground Railroad escape region originated from its
ability to connect escaping slaves with avenues of freedom in Delaware, New
York, and Pennsylvania as well as other antislavery settlement points east, west,
north, and south in the United States. Successful use of the trail was often
demonstrated by the nation’s best known Underground Railroad conductor –
Methodist exhorter, Harriet Tubman who regularly used Delaware and New
York’s Catawba Trail routes to assist escaping slaves. Tubman continually
emphasized the importance of Delaware family and religious connections in
successfully completing assisted slave escapes.251
Abolitionist conductors and fleeing slaves in eastern Kentucky had no
need to travel far before reaching the Point Pleasant – Parkersburg area of West
Virginia, a location connecting them to abolitionist strongholds in Delaware and
beyond. This eastern Kentucky and West Virginia escape path, originally part of
the Virginia Colony, encompassed what today is defined as West Virginia, and
Greenup, Boyd, Lawrence, Martin, and Pike counties in eastern Kentucky. As a
Cincinnati resident and Underground Railroad conductor, this route was identified
by Indiana Quaker and former North Carolina resident Levi Coffin as a corridor
he used to aid escaping slaves from Indiana and Cincinnati.252 Switala states
most African Americans who employed West Virginia (and by extension eastern
Kentucky) escape corridors to gain their freedom often made Canada their final
destination. He further states that many African Americans who employed these
freedom routes remained in the region well hidden in the Appalachian Mountains
where, after a change of clothes, names, and hairstyle, they created a new
identity for themselves, before settling into the region’s isolated free black
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settlements.253 The slave narrative of Josiah Henson offers an example of an
escaping Kentucky slave that benefited from the work of Levi Coffin, Ohio, and
Indiana’s free black communities.

The settlement of anti-missionary Mennonite and Quaker sects in
Appalachia further ensured the expression of antislavery sentiment in the
region’s early history. Delaware’s famous Underground Railroad freedom trails
extended from Delaware through Quaker settlements in Winston-Salem and
Guildford County, North Carolina. Acknowledged as important players in creating
a substantial free black population in North Carolina, Quakers are also credited
with improving the plight of North Carolina slaves by initiating regular Quaker
meetings and schools for their benefit, urging and implementing slave
manumissions responsible for creating scattered free black settlements in the
Piedmont region.254 As in Kentucky, unhappiness with the institution of slavery
inspired North Carolina Protestant evangelicals, including large Quaker
communities to move west en masse. The move of Quakers to the western
frontier caused Richmond, Indiana to replace Philadelphia as the national center
of Orthodox Friends in the United States. The westward move of Quakers,
Baptists, and Wesleyan Methodists from North Carolina to Indiana also created
Underground Railroad escape communities throughout Indiana, particularly in the
Indiana counties of Union, Henry, Randolph, and Wayne as early as 1811. In
addition to the Friends, Methodists and Baptists also established churches in the
White Water River Valley of Indiana’s New Garden community. The Methodist
Episcopal Church formed in Randolph County in 1815, met for several years in a
hewed-log house a mile northeast of Newport. In time, this Methodist
congregation sold their church to members of the Newport A.M.E. Church,
following construction of another white Methodist church in the city of Newport.255
By 1840, Wesleyan Methodist minister Daniel Worth had also established a
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branch of William Lloyd Garrison’s American Anti-Slavery Society in Randolph
County.256
In addition to Methodist Bishop James O’Kelly, North Carolina’s Guildford
County was also the birthplace of the famed “President of the Underground
Railroad” Quaker Levi Coffin. Committed to the cause of antislavery as a child,
Coffin was born in the North Carolina community of New Garden. Numbered
among the many Quakers who left North Carolina for Indiana, the Coffins settled
in Newport, Indiana in 1826. Free blacks, often those freed by Quakers, joined
their former owners in Indiana as Underground Railroad operators and
conductors. Known African American Underground Railroad conductors with the
Coffin family in Newport were William Bush, William Davidson, Douglas White,
James Benson, and Cal Thomas. The men operated from the black settlement of
Cabin Creek in Randolph County. Three well-used tracks of the Underground
Railroad ran through Newport and Randolph County from Madison, Cincinnati,
and Jeffersonville.257 A user of Ohio and Indiana Underground Railroad escape
routes established and assisted by Quakers, Methodists, and free blacks, was
Kentucky’s most written about and celebrated black Methodist Underground
Railroad escapee and conductor, Josiah Henson.
Josiah Henson was born in June 1789 in Charles County, Maryland
approximately thirty miles from the center of black Methodist church organizing
activity in Baltimore. Henson, his father, and six siblings were owned by Francis
Newman. His mother was owned by Dr. Josiah McPherson, the man after whom
Josiah was named. His mother was an enslaved resident of McPherson’s
plantation approximately one mile away at Port Tobacco, Maryland. 258 As an
adult and Canadian antislavery worker, Henson was a friend to many of America
and England’s leading abolitionists including Lewis Hayden, William Lloyd
Garrison, the Tappans and members of the British Anti-Slavery Society. Sold
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twice by the age of four or five, Henson became a plantation overseer for his
Maryland owner, Isaac Riley, at about age twenty-six prior to his arrival in
Kentucky. Induced by Riley to “runaway to Kentucky” with eighteen of Riley’s
Maryland slaves to avoid creditors, Henson arrived at the home of Riley’s
brother, Amos in Daviess County in the middle of April, 1825. Following a route
from Maryland through Wheeling, (West) Virginia, Henson rented a flatboat at
Wheeling, which he then took down the Ohio River to Daviess County, stopping
in Cincinnati. Staying overnight, Henson made the acquaintance of several
members of the city’s free black community who unsuccessfully urged him not to
continue his journey into Kentucky slavery. Despite their pleas, Henson docked
his flatboat on the Ohio River at Amos Riley’s plantation, and walked with his
charges to the Riley plantation five miles south of the Ohio River at Blackford’s
Creek, across the river from Indiana’s present day Spencer County.
Established in 1815, as a Kentucky River community, Daviess County was
home to diverse religious denominations, including Catholic, Baptist, Cumberland
Presbyterian, and Bethel United Methodist churches. Through the efforts of his
mother, Henson was converted to Christianity as a child in Maryland. Upon
reaching Kentucky, Henson strengthened his religious faith through regular
attendance at Daviess County Methodist camp meetings from 1825 through
1828.259 In 1828, Henson was admitted as a preacher by “a conference of the
Methodist Episcopal Church” and was immediately encouraged by “a Methodist
minister to seek his freedom.”260 Introduced to a “brother preacher” in Cincinnati
who escorted him to Chillicothe, Henson then traveled on his own from town to
town preaching to fellow Christians and free blacks with the intent of earning
enough money to purchase his freedom when he reached Montgomery County,
Maryland.261
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Upon reaching his slave owner in Maryland, Henson was prevented from
purchasing his freedom by the trickery of his owner, Isaac Riley. Realizing he
may never be able to gain his freedom legally from Riley, Henson abandoned
plans of purchasing his freedom in favor of escaping to freedom via the
Underground Railroad. Following his return to Kentucky, Henson convinced his
wife to leave Kentucky with him to find freedom in Canada. Enlisting the aid of
another slave, Henson and his family were rowed across the Ohio River to
Indiana in September 1830. Following an escape route from Indiana to Cincinnati
aided by “Friends” and fellow Methodists, the Henson family was then taken thirty
miles by covered wagon to the Scioto River. There, the family encountered
Indians who aided him in reaching Sandusky, Ohio, where they were then ferried
across Lake Erie to Buffalo, New York, and on to Ontario, Canada by a friendly
ship’s captain. The fleeing family arrived in Canada October 28, 1830.262
Aided by the fundraising efforts of Congregational minister Hiram Wilson
and English Quaker James Fuller of New York, and following several productive
years of freedom in Canada, Henson remained troubled by the fact that he had
willingly deposited African Americans into Kentucky slavery. Following
establishment of the Dawn Settlement in the remote area of Dresden, Ontario in
1842, Henson incorporated the financial means to make the new community selfsustaining by construction of a sawmill, school, and Methodist church.
Established as an African American Underground Railroad escape haven and
rehabilitation settlement, Henson quickly put his knowledge of forestry and
plantation management to good use. Henson actively sold finished hardwood
produced from his sawmill to wealthy New England and Boston residents. The
success of Henson’s milling efforts resulted in his being the first and only African
American exhibitor at the 1851 Worlds Fair hosted in London, England’s Crystal
Palace. Henson’s manual training school offered educational opportunities for
escaping slaves at the growing Dawn Settlement, which reached a population
total of 20,000 residents at its height.263
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In addition to becoming a community founder and organizer, Henson’s
guilt over his part in carrying eighteen souls into Kentucky slavery, soon found
Henson establishing himself as an Underground Railroad conductor. As such, he
offered himself as one willing to return to Kentucky to aid others in reaching
freedom. His first request for aid came from escaped Kentucky slave James
Lightfoot. Canadian resident and escaped Mason County, Kentucky slave,
Lightfoot was affected by Henson’s open acknowledgement of what Henson
described as his act of betrayal toward enslaved African Americans. As an
escapee, Lightfoot, like Henson had enjoyed freedom in Canada for five years
giving little thought and making no effort to rescue his remaining Mason County
family members from slavery.
Influenced by Henson, Lightfoot pleaded with him for assistance in
rescuing his remaining enslaved Mason County family members, successfully
convincing Henson to make his first return to Kentucky slavery. Following a path
from Canada through New York, Pennsylvania, and Ohio, Henson crossed the
Ohio River and entered Kentucky following a map drawn by Lightfoot which
allowed him to find Frank Taylor’s Mason County plantation and Lightfoot’s
enslaved family members. Upon contacting the Kentucky Lightfoot’s, Henson
learned they were unprepared to leave Kentucky on such short notice, requesting
that Henson return the next fall. Unwilling to leave Kentucky without rescued
slaves, Henson redirected his rescue efforts to Bourbon County, where he knew
of others with relatives in Canada who were anxious to gain their freedom. In
Bourbon County, Henson found “no less than thirty slaves who at once
responded to and accepted his offer to be their guide and helper, and who were
resolved to free themselves from the iron bondage under which they had been
groaning all their lives.”264 Again, escaping through Cincinnati, west to Quaker
and Methodists settlements in Richmond, Indiana, northeast to Toledo, Ohio, and
across Lake Erie into Canada, Henson safely delivered his charges to the Dawn
settlement. True to his word, Henson returned to Mason County in the fall of the
following year and at that time successfully rescued willing members of the
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Lightfoot family. During his lifetime, Henson is credited with rescuing 118
Kentucky slaves, delivering them safely to a life of freedom in Canada.

By the 1830s, the inter-denominational work of American evangelicals,
which for the first time included the participation of the nation’s first independent
African American denomination, America’s westward expansion, and growing
southern resistance to antislavery arguments made the mountains and foothills of
eastern Kentucky and the Ohio, Mississippi River counties of northern and
western Kentucky the core of a national Underground Railroad escape
movement. The role of eastern Kentucky’s mountains and river streams are often
overlooked in the Underground Railroad saga, which has focused instead upon
river crossings employed in northern and western Kentucky. This focus, once
again, limits our understanding of the cultural and geographic diversity of the
Underground Railroad story as a national and international freedom movement.
The rugged terrain of Appalachia which includes several eastern
Kentucky, West Virginia, and North Carolina counties made slavery less
interesting and less profitable than was the case in the plantation South and
Kentucky’s Central and Western Bluegrass. Eastern Kentucky was
predominantly a non-slave holding culture. Initially seen as a non-productive
region of the state, the activities and interests of eastern Kentucky residents were
historically ignored by Kentucky officials, most of who resided and made their
wealth in the Central and Western Bluegrass, the location of the
Commonwealth’s largest enslaved populations. The state’s lack of attention to
developing eastern Kentucky resources allowed the region’s residents to develop
an independent “plain folk” culture separate from that of central Kentucky’s
slaveholding powers.265 Populated primarily by Scotch-Irish and German settlers,
the concern of eastern Kentucky residents became the needs of family, access to
open farmlands and forests that allowed residents to sustain themselves, provide
support for their local communities, and ensure their ability to lead self-sufficient
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private lives. The highest ruling authority and center of community life was the
county seat, local farms, churches, and schools with very little interest in the
political power struggles of central and western Kentucky’s landed gentry and
slaveholders. An area rich in natural resources, during the 1850s, as business
speculators entered the region, eastern Kentucky’s industrial base grew,
accompanied by an increased number of slaves brought to the region and
employed to further the industrial growth of salt, coal, mineral, and timber
mining.266
Freedom of thought and religious salvation, as well as antislavery rhetoric
expressed during Kentucky’s Great Revival camp meetings strongly appealed to
eastern Kentucky residents. Many of these Appalachian residents were already
Baptist, Methodist, Cumberland Presbyterian, and Quaker antislavery advocates
who continued the state and national argument for some form of black
emancipation until outbreak of the Civil War. The most prominent denominations
in the region were Presbyterians and Quakers who initially settled in Virginia’s
Jefferson and Berkeley Counties, establishing Quaker meetinghouses at
Hopewell (1734), Back Creek (1759), Middle Creek (1771), and Bullskin (1775) in
what is now West Virginia. Arriving after Presbyterians and Quakers, by the
1850s, antislavery Methodist members of the Hinkston and Cumberland Circuits
remained the voice of Methodist antislavery sentiments in the state. Methodists
became the region’s largest religious denomination, with 281 churches,
compared with 115 Baptist congregations.267
Appalachian boundaries separating southern Ohio, West Virginia and
eastern Kentucky were often blurred by circuit riding ministers, the region’s early
settlement patterns, and natural geography. Otis Rice described the geography
of Western Virginia “as an area intricately eroded by streams hurrying through a
maze of V-shaped valleys and sharply angled hills.”268 To the benefit of escaping
African Americans and those who sought to provide aid, commercial roads into
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the region were virtually non-existent. Most travelers arrived on foot or
horseback, following well-known Indian and buffalo trails. Known for its dense
wooded areas, rich coal, petroleum, limestone, and salt deposits, eastern
Kentucky was marked for developing industry during the late 1700s. The region’s
commitment to the new labor intensive industries of iron making, salt processing,
and coal mining during the 1850s increased the use of slave labor. The 1790 U.
S. Census indicates in Virginia counties that eventually became West Virginia,
the population total consisted of 55,873 whites and 5,280 blacks. Of that number,
4,668 were listed as enslaved African Americans, 612 as free men. By 1850, the
number of white residents had increased to 272,251, the number of enslaved
African Americans to 20,447, and free blacks numbered 3,201.269 The
exploitation of eastern Kentucky’s rich mineral resources joined that of West
Virginia, beginning during the 1850s. Aware if their geographic advantages,
slaves employed in mining coal, saltpeter, and iron smelting used eastern soon
eastern Kentucky’s mountains and river streams to escape slavery to waiting
Underground Railroad operators in southern Ohio. Both branches of the Licking
River were employed to aid slaves in reaching the Ohio River and abolitionist
settlements in Ripley, Red Oak, Cabin Creek, Strait Creek, Eight Mile Creek,
Marietta, Ohio and Wheeling, West Virginia. Slaves escaping through eastern
Kentucky often found assistance and antislavery advocates within Methodist (and
later Christian), Cumberland Presbyterian, Baptist, and Quaker denominations all
housed in the region.
Lay believer Francis Clark, considered the first Methodist church organizer
in Kentucky, first settled on the Salt River west of Danville. Clark is credited with
establishing several Methodist missions in Kentucky upon his arrival from
Mecklenburg County, Virginia in 1783.270 Supporting Clark’s pioneering efforts on
the Kentucky frontier, prior to the first of fifteen subsequent visits to Kentucky,
Asbury appointed two circuit riding Methodist missionaries, Benjamin Ogden and
James Haw, the responsibility of organizing Kentucky Methodist religious
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classes. With the aid of a growing itinerant ministry, Kentucky’s Methodist
membership increased significantly following the Logan County Great Revival on
Mud River led by Methodist lay preacher John McGee. The success of the Logan
County revival was quickly followed by the successful revival of Methodist circuit
rider William Burke at Barton Stone’s Cane Ridge Great Revival in Bourbon
County. Following the Cane Ridge Revival, Methodist membership quickly began
to overshadow growth of Kentucky Baptist and Presbyterian denominations. 271
Although Kentucky Methodists kept the fires of revivalism and antislavery burning
longer than any other Protestant denomination in the Commonwealth, by 1840
white Methodists who continued to support the concept of black liberation or
some form of gradual emancipation, were located predominantly along the
western and eastern borders of the state, transformed into a few remaining
independent “Republican” or “Wesleyan” Methodist denominations, or among
those who exchanged their Methodist religious memberships for that of the newly
formed “Union” or “Christian” denomination.
In Kentucky the strongest Methodist antislavery sentiments remained
among eastern Kentuckians who were initial members of the Methodist Hinkston
and Cumberland Circuits, and western Kentucky’s Livingston Circuit. All three
circuits were established by Francis Asbury prior to his first 1790 American tour.
In what became important Underground Railroad escape aids, the boundaries of
Kentucky’s new Methodist Conferences were often determined by major water
courses, which also represented Underground Railroad escape corridors defined
by Siebert as America’s “Central” and “Western” Underground Railroad escape
regions. The new Kentucky Methodist Conferences embraced the entire state
between the Kentucky and Ohio Rivers, including the Big Sandy Valley, and
reached far out into West Virginia. It extended from Carrollton, Kentucky, on the
west, to the vicinity of Charleston, West Virginia, on the east. Besides the five
circuits established in Virginia, the new Kentucky Conference included the
Newport, Licking, Lexington, Mount Sterling, Hinkston, Limestone (Maysville),
Fleming, Little Sandy, John's Creek, Georgetown Circuits and the Lexington
271
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Station.272 A central hub of Kentucky Methodism, the Hinkston and Cumberland
Circuits originally covered an eighteen county area that ranged from Nicholas,
Montgomery, Clark, Bourbon, Bracken, Mason, Lewis, Bath, and Harrison
counties in the north, to include present day Johnson, Martin, Perry, Pike, Floyd,
Letcher, Harlan, Knott, and Leslie counties in southeast Kentucky and eastern
Tennessee.
Kentucky’s Cumberland District, which had the advantage of connecting
Kentucky, Tennessee, and Virginia, encompassed several eastern and middle
Tennessee counties, a large area supported primarily by Methodist circuit
riders.273 In Tennessee, the new district included counties along the Cumberland
River, embracing Somerset, Wayne, Goose Creek, Fountain Head, Bowling
Green, Barren, Green River, and Roaring River Circuits, thus establishing early
antislavery Methodist churches in Kentucky, eastern and middle Tennessee, and
Virginia, the area from which Kentucky’s Great Revival emerged in 1797.274
Underscoring the importance of circuit riders in establishing and maintaining
America’s Methodist connections, Dee E. Andrews argues Methodist circuit
riders were imperative in holding Asbury’s dream of American Methodism
together during the developing post-Revolutionary War years of discord in
America. Heirs to Wesley’s missionary vision, circuit riders were subject to the
discipline of the new American church and Asbury. Andrews credits circuit riders
with sustaining and expanding Asbury’s antislavery Methodist message to the
American West.275 The success of Kentucky’s Great Revival and spread of
Kentucky Methodism was due, in large part, to the successful work of Asbury’s
appointed circuit riders in Kentucky and Tennessee, particularly the early church
founding work of James Haw and Benjamin Ogden.
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James Haw was admitted to the Methodist traveling circuit in Sussex
County, Virginia the first of two Asbury ministers appointed to spread Methodist
faith in Kentucky and Tennessee. Haw traveled as a circuit rider until 1781,
assigned to the Cumberland Circuit, after which he settled and later died in
Sumner County, Tennessee. Benjamin Ogden, the second Asbury appointed
circuit rider for the new conference was born in New Jersey in 1764 and died in
Princeton, Kentucky’s western Caldwell County in 1834 as a Methodist Bishop in
the Livingston Circuit. Enlisting the aid of additional ministers to expand the new
Kentucky Conference and to deliver Asbury’s antislavery message, particularly
within the Hinkston and Cumberland Circuits, Ogden and Haw were aided by the
following circuit riding ministers in establishing and maintaining Kentucky, West
Virginia, and Tennessee Methodist churches and missions:
Henry Birchette, born in Brunswick County, Virginia, assigned to the
Cumberland Circuit;
David Haggard, born in Virginia traveled with Birchette. Following
Birchette’s death in 1794, Haggard joined O’Kelly as an antislavery “Republican
Methodist” and returned east;
Peter Massie entered the traveling ministry in 1789 assigned to the
Danville, Cumberland, and Limestone (Maysville) Circuits. After three years as
an itinerant, Massie died unexpectedly after falling from his horse just south of
Nashville, TN.
Daniel Tucker was appointed directly from the Baltimore Circuit as a circuit
rider to the Maysville Circuit in 1790 but died from an Indian attack near
Portsmouth on the Ohio River before gaining an opportunity to serve. Tucker
died from his wounds in Maysville and was buried in an unmarked grave.
Benjamin Snelling was assigned to the Lexington Circuit in 1788. After a
brief stay in the east, Snelling returned as a settled pastor to churches in Bath
County, where he died and is buried.
Barnabus McHenry joined the traveling connection in 1787 and was
assigned to the Cumberland Circuit which he served until his death in 1833.
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Wilson Lee, born in Sussex County, Delaware was admitted to the
traveling connection in 1784. He died in service to the church in Anne Arundel
County, Maryland in 1804.
John Page joined the traveling connection in 1791 arriving in Kentucky
with Bishop Asbury and filling many pastoral circuits in the state including the
Danville Circuit, in 1793, Salt River Circuit in 1794, Limestone Circuit in 1795,
Green River Circuit in 1796, Lexington and Hinkston Circuits in 1797. A return to
Salt River and Shelby Circuits in 1798, the Cumberland Circuit in 1799, 1801,
and 1809, and Holston, Russell, and New River Circuits in 1800. Following his
many travels, Page eventually settled as a resident minister on the Cumberland
River in Tennessee, north of Caney Fork in 1804.
Benjamin Northcutt was assigned to the Limestone Circuit in 1793. He
married in Lexington and thereafter became a located minister in Flemingsburg,
Fleming County.
James O’Cull assigned to the Cumberland Circuit in 1791 from
Uniontown, Pennsylvania settled his ministry on the North Fork of the Licking
River in Mason County, a major Underground Railroad escape corridor.
John Ray joined the traveling connection in 1791 as a member of the
Limestone Circuit. In 1801, he settled in Mt. Sterling where he lived a number of
years prior to moving to Indiana. Ray also established Methodist Churches in
North Carolina and Virginia.
William Burke from Loudon County, Virginia joined the traveling
connection in 1791 and was assigned to the Holston Circuit in East Tennessee.
Over the years he served as a circuit rider in Danville, Jessamine County,
Hinkston, Salt River, and Lexington Circuits as well as Methodist circuits in North
Carolina, Ohio, and Tennessee. In 1808, Burke was appointed permanently to
the Lexington Circuit and in 1811 to the Cincinnati and Chillicothe Circuits, the
circuit responsible for establishing Ohio’s first Methodist Churches west of the
Allegheny Mountains, and the location of an Underground Railroad escape
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corridor later utilized by Josiah Henson to reach freedom in Canada and to aid
Levi Coffin in conducting slave escapes.276
As a caretaker, primarily of the Cumberland Circuit, James Haw’s
ministerial career demonstrated the fluidity of religious affiliations during the time.
He began his evangelical career as a Cumberland Presbyterian rather than a
circuit riding Methodist. His conversion to Methodism may have been the result of
the serious opposition he met from moderate Presbyterians at the time of his
appointment as a circuit riding minister who accompanied Methodist
evangelicals. Appointed by Asbury, Haw was also ordained into the ministry by
Cumberland Presbyterians following the 1804 Cane Ridge Great Revival. Haw’s
appointment as an exhorter and religious leader came under fire from
Cumberland Presbyterian John Lyle, a moderate revivalist, who declared Haw,
and those like him, “illiterate exhorters and licentiates who are chiefly Arminians
in sentiment and who ride in circuits after the manner of the Methodists.” Lyle’s
primary concern with Haw included the fact that “They advocated union with the
Methodists and preached so much like them, and spoke so freely against
Calvin’s notions of decrees and in favor of salvation for all men that many
supposed they had renounced their old system of doctrines.”277
Despite not knowing whether Haw identified himself as a Presbyterian,
Methodist, or both, by 1818, Ogden and Haw had successfully established
thirteen Methodist “stations” within their new Methodist circuit in the cities of Mt.
Sterling, Grassy Lick, Old Fort (Camargo), Salem, Mt. Nebo, Buckeye, Wren’s
School House, Sharpsburg, Owingsville, Winchester, Ebenezer, Owen’s Chapel,
Proctor’s Meeting House in Providence, as well as Methodist missions at Caney
Fork, Jonesboro, and numerous small settlements in middle and eastern
Tennessee. An active organizer and circuit rider of the Hinkston and Livingston
Circuits, Benjamin Ogden died a Methodist Bishop. Ogden’s death signaled the
end of a strong Methodist antislavery voice in Kentucky. Following Ogden’s
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death, the question of where Kentucky Methodists stood on the issue of slavery
shifted toward greater acceptance of a Methodist proslavery stance. By the mid1830s, Kentucky’s few remaining Methodist antislavery advocates joined the
state’s growing inter-denominational coalition of antislavery advocates to form
the backbone of Kentucky’s and the nation’s antislavery movement.
The importance of circuit riders and their subsequent camp meetings
cannot be overstated in explaining how Haw and Ogden utilized their religious
network to distill a religious antislavery message. In 1805, Asbury referred to the
camp meeting as “the great plough that tears up all by the roots. These meetings
are our forts and fortifications, our warships and gondoliers, these holy meetings
are our soldiers, these temporally and spiritually will keep far our foes, of all kinds
and keep peace and liberty at home.”278 Tracing the church organizing efforts of
Ogden, Haw, and other appointed circuit riders, will no doubt provide further
evidence of a religiously organized system of slave escapes that utilized
America’s “Central” and “Western” Underground Railroad escape corridors.
These established systems of escape were later exploited by black Methodists
and Baptists to further their own community building and church organizing
efforts in the South and West (such as those demonstrated by Daniel Coker and
Israel Campbell), which expanded black religious faith and furthered black
freedom.
As a Methodist circuit rider, Haw became a tireless worker in support of
Methodist dissident James O’Kelly’s assertion that true Methodists did not
fellowship with slaveholders. O’Kelly, one of the first Methodist ministers to call
for a reduction of the power of the Bishop, abandoned Asbury’s Methodist Union
to form the “Republican” Methodist denomination in 1792.279 By the end of the
American Revolution, a schism within the Methodist church developed regarding
the denomination’s ecclesiastical structure, the amount of power invested in the
bishop adhering to the influence of republican ideology on church theology, all
disruptive influences that disturbed the unity of the American Methodist
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Connection. The disturbance opened the door to formation of a new American
religious denomination, the Christian Church. At the center of the growing
controversy was former North Carolina circuit rider, James O’Kelly (1735-1826).
As a Methodist, O’Kelly became one of America’s first ministers to author an
antislavery treatise entitled, Essays on Negro Slavery in 1789.280 In opposition to
Asbury’s total control over the doctrine, liturgy, and assignment of circuit riders,
following Asbury’s appointment at the 1792 Baltimore Organizing Conference,
O’Kelly and half of the conference delegates walked out of the assembly in
protest. O’Kelly was joined in his defection by Rice Haggard and approximately
thirty other circuit riding Methodist ministers. For five or six years following the
split, O’Kelly and his followers continued to refer to themselves as “Republican
Methodists,” meant to symbolize Methodists “free” to pursue their own biblical
truths.281
Following the Great Revival, and Kentucky’s growing sense of religious
independence, many of Kentucky’s remaining antislavery Methodists followed
O’Kelly into “Union” or “Republican” Methodist denominations. Uninhibited by
denominational theology, O’Kelly’s followers blended freely with Quaker,
Presbyterian, and Baptist congregations during revivals and even shared church
pulpits. The waning influence of Kentucky’s antislavery Methodists gave way to
growth of the “Christian” church. As antislavery Methodism died among white
Kentucky Methodists following the death of Benjamin Ogden in 1834, the
interdenominational antislavery message of the “Union” Church, merged with the
Alexander Campbell’s Disciples of Christ and Barton Stone’s “Christian” Church
movement.

As a new American religious denomination, the Christian Church had its
origin in the pioneering days of Kentucky, Pennsylvania, West Virginia, and Ohio
led by Presbyterians Robert Finley, Barton Stone, Baptists Thomas and
Alexander Campbell, Methodists James O’Kelly and Rice Haggard emerging
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from the 1790 Cane Ridge Revival. At the age of 18 in 1787, Rice Haggard
joined the Methodist Church. In 1791, at the age of 22, Asbury ordained
Haggard, appointing him and thirty other ministers as circuit riders within the
Cumberland and Hinkston Circuits. By 1794, apparently disenchanted with
Methodist theology, Haggard joined O’Kelly’s protest against the Methodist
hierarchy. Haggard successfully urged O’Kelly to drop the name “Methodist”
altogether in favor of adoption of the name “Christian” in creation of a new
American religious denomination. In making his recommendation, Haggard
advocated the “Restoration” of Christians to New Testament standards which, in
many ways, resembled the thinking of early Kentucky Separate Baptists, arguing
that “…the disciples were called Christians, and I move that henceforth and
forever the followers of Christ be known as Christians simply.”282 The new
denomination welcomed all “Christians,” regardless of their prior denominational
loyalties. By 1804, Rice Haggard, while a resident of Kentucky studying with
Barton Stone, joined Stone in declaring the 1804 “Death of the Springfield
Presbytery” at the Cane Ridge Meeting House and immediately joined Stone in
evangelizing the West as “Christians.” Haggard died establishing Christian
Churches near Xenia, Ohio in 1819.
A denomination born from the Bourbon County Cane Ridge Revival in
1804, the new “Christian” church combined memberships of New Light
Presbyterian, Baptist, and Methodist congregations. Following the path of dying
antislavery Republican Methodist and Presbyterian congregations in Kentucky,
Stone and Campbell had established Christian Churches as far South as Athens,
Georgia by 1807.283 As the founding state of the new denomination, Kentucky
maintained the largest number of Christian Churches prior to the Civil War.
Through extensive evangelizing and the use of circuit riders, the church made
rapid progress in the South and West. In 1857, Alexander Campbell published
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statistics in the Millennial Harbinger crediting the Christian Church with 2,700
congregations, served by 2,700 ministers, and 225,000 church members.284
Christian Church historians credit the rapid growth of the new
denomination with the success of their widespread Christian publishing concern,
The Christian Messenger, which published periodicals and notable papers by
Restoration Movement editors; the wholesale move of southern and western
evangelicals to join the new denomination, particularly members of the Indiana
Blue River and Silver Creek Baptist Associations, as well as Kentucky, Virginia,
and North Carolina Baptist associations affiliated with Alexander and Thomas
Campbell; the non-sectarian appeal of the Christian Church worship message;
migration of Disciple congregations and members to the opening West; formation
of church planting missionary societies; the personal work of denominational
leaders including Alexander Campbell’s extended national speaking tours and
debates with Presbyterian leaders on behalf of the new denomination, as well as
Barton Stone’s move to Illinois and Missouri to establish new churches. Christian
Church historians reported Campbell’s debates with Presbyterians were so
successful that many Presbyterians were swayed to leave their churches in favor
of joining Christian denominations, inspiring Presbyterians to stop publishing the
debates in their periodicals. The debates are also credited with expanding
Campbell’s national notoriety.285
Like so many others, in 1809 former Baptist John Mulkey joined Barton
Stone by leading a majority of the members from Barren County’s Mill Creek
Baptist Church into an affiliation with Stone’s Christian Church Restoration
Movement. Following his acceptance of the Restoration of Christian faith to New
Testament ideals, Mulkey actively worked to organize Christian Churches in
western Kentucky and middle Tennessee. Considered part of the Cumberland
Mero Baptist Association, Mill Creek Meeting House was constructed in the
Russell Settlement April 15, 1804 by John Wood, Nathan Breed, James Harlin,
Ephriam Ellis, Francis Baxter, Joseph Gist, and Thomas Sullivan. Perhaps
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coincidentally, the same Baptist district in which Israel Campbell later resided
and from which he made one of his many escapes to freedom.
By 1830, Bourbon County, Kentucky became the national center of
Christian Church organizing. At that time, Separate Baptist churches at Antioch,
Clintonville, and Beaver Creek in Bourbon County, and Barton Stone’s Disciples
of Christ congregation in Georgetown all united to form the nucleus of the
Christian Church movement. Following formation of Christian Churches first in
the older Methodist Hinkston, Cumberland, and Livingston Circuits, which
encompassed Bourbon County and much of eastern Kentucky, in 1831,
establishment of Lexington’s Central Christian Church shifted locus of the new
denomination from Bourbon County to Lexington. A growing number of Christian
Church followers acquired a Lexington cotton factory, adding an addition to the
factory at Hill (High) and Mill Streets under the direction of former Baptist James
Fishback and Barton Stone. The formal organization of the church was
consummated in 1832 when remaining members of Fishback’s Hill Street Baptist
Church dissolved to form Main Street Christian Church.286
In Kentucky, remaining Separate Baptist members of Lewis Craig’s
Traveling Church and the South Kentucky Association joined the Campbellites
and Barton Stone’s Disciples of Christ movement. The conversion of the two
Baptist bodies also brought with them several well-known Kentucky Baptist
ministers including John Taylor, the author of History of Ten Churches, John
Smith, James Fishback, John T. Johnson, and Jacob Creath.287 The Christian
Church development period from 1831 to 1854 may also account for the rapid
growth of African American congregations throughout Kentucky motivated by the
new religious intent of being “Christian” to all the state’s inhabitants. Despite
impressive antislavery beginnings, however, by 1854 white members of the nonsectarian “Christian” Church joined other Kentucky religious denominations and
divided over the issue of slavery.
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At the same time the A.M.E. Church was “Opening a New Era” in black
southern and western church building (1840-1855), white Methodist antislavery
sentiment in Kentucky had severely waned. A reorganized southern Methodist
Church firmly closed its ranks on any lingering ideas they were a denomination
that favored or promoted the concept of black liberation. By 1840, white southern
Methodists had gained important control within the national Methodist General
Conference, resulting in a refusal to reprimand proslavery views, failure to
recognize the testimony of its few remaining black members, while at the same
time reproaching northern Methodists for their continuing condemnation of
African American enslavement. In October 1840, as evidence of how far white
Methodists throughout the nation had fallen from their previous anti-slavery
stance, 200 representatives to the national Methodist Anti-Slavery Convention in
New York City were forced to meet in a Baptist church.288
New England and New Hampshire Methodist Conferences Methodists led
nationally in continuing a strident Methodist assault on the institution of slavery.
Methodists in Kentucky joined Baptists and Presbyterians in moving toward
disunion in favor of a separate southern Methodist denomination. By the 1840s,
the strength of national Methodist antislavery sentiments rested with members of
the A.M.E. Church and Wesleyan Methodists. In Kentucky, black Methodism
remained strong primarily in western Kentucky counties and the few remaining
“Republican,” or “Union,” Methodist and Christian Church congregations centered
in eastern Kentucky and Tennessee. The Methodist Tennessee Conference,
initially organized by Asbury’s antislavery circuit riding ministers was joined by a
small number of eastern Kentucky’s antislavery Methodists and Baptists.289
During the1828, 1829, and 1831 Republican Methodist conferences
encompassing four southern states (Kentucky, Tennessee, Alabama, and
Georgia), demonstrated the growing influence of a proslavery Methodist Church
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South when only nineteen churches and 346 Republican Methodist members
attended.290
The northern counterpart to southern “Union” and “Republican” Methodists
became northern Wesleyans organized as a Methodist Connectional church in
1842 under the leadership of antislavery Methodists Orange Scott and La Roy
Sunderland. Scott was active in forming the American Antislavery Society with
William Lloyd Garrison in 1830, who also served as publisher of the new
denomination’s antislavery newspaper, The True Wesleyan. The new
denomination adopted a congregational/Presbyterian style of governance without
bishops that refused membership to Masons and slave holders, and prohibited
the use of malt, wine, or spirituous liquors. During its first general conference,
Luther Lee was elected president of the new religious society.291 Wesleyan
Methodists made clear their intent to maintain John Wesley’s original Methodist
commitment to antislavery and immediate abolitionism enforcing Asbury’s
original policy of “no fellowship with slaveholders.” As an abolitionist, Lee had
previously maintained antislavery ministries in Felicity, Ohio and Syracuse, New
York. In 1843, aided by Orange Scott and antislavery ministers from nine
northern states, Lee gathered the Wesleyan Methodist Church and the Wesleyan
Anti-Slavery Society centered in Upstate New York.292

In addition to the continued use of Methodist circuit riders, strong
members of eastern Kentucky’s Methodist congregations continued the process
of church and school building in the region. Two important Methodist antislavery
leaders influenced not only by Asbury’s antislavery teachings, but also by an
antislavery Presbyterian message delivered from Cincinnati’s Lane Seminary
was the father and son team of James and Arthur Thome of Augusta, Bracken
County. Continuing Kentucky’s Methodist antislavery advocacy as a private
citizen, and 1836 graduate of Oberlin College, James Thome entered Lane
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Seminary in Cincinnati in 1833 and took part in the 1833 and 1834 debates
organized by Theodore Weld on the question of slavery. Soon after graduation,
James was commissioned along with J. Horace Kimball by William Lloyd
Garrison’s American Anti-Slavery Society to observe and report on the effects of
emancipation in the West Indies. Both men became responsible for producing an
influential abolitionist text, The Emancipation of the West Indies, in 1838.
Following the Civil War, James Thome worked as an agent of the American
Missionary Association in England and Scotland in 1867 and 1868, where he
continued to raise funds to aid America’s freed slaves.293 Recognized as leading
Methodist antislavery advocates, emancipationists, and conductors both men
were members of the Bracken Antislavery Society. Inspired by his son, and
convinced by him of the necessity of freeing slaves, Arthur Thome openly
denounced slavery as a moral evil, spoke out against repatriating slaves to Africa
as proposed by the American Colonization Society, and made public demands
for the immediate emancipation of Kentucky slaves.294
In 1836, Arthur Thome supported his antislavery pronouncements by
completing the mass emancipation of fifteen of his slaves between 1832 and
1836. After posting over $4,500 in bond money, Thome emancipated the
following slaves: 36 year old Hannah emancipated in 1832; Lewis Haydon,
emancipated in 1834; Robert Bishop and Cyrus Savage in 1836 (Savage was
arrested in Bracken County and later placed in the Kentucky Penitentiary for
‘enticing slaves’ to escape); followed by Reuben Johnson; Frances “Fanny”
Thompson; Molly and Polly James, and Nancy Banks; Matilda Williams; Ephraim
James; William Augustus Green; William Henry; Charlotte Banks; and Eliza
Jane, an eight month old baby.
Upon gaining their freedom, each slave was given the option of relocating
across the river to Ohio or remaining to work for Arthur Thome in Augusta. As a
consequence of his actions, Arthur Thome and his family were forced at gunpoint
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to flee Kentucky for their lives, resettling in Missouri. Following their expulsion
from Bracken County, Arthur Thome established another business and home in
Athens, Missouri in 1843 near the Des Moines River. It is generally suspected
that the personal efforts of James and Arthur Thome were responsible, directly or
indirectly, for establishing many of northern Kentucky’s free black communities,
providing several African American Underground Railroad conductors in
Bracken, Mason, and Lewis counties, as well as aiding in the development of
black Underground Railroad settlements along the Ohio River in several southern
Ohio communities.

In need of aid, slaves escaping slavery through northern Kentucky still
faced the daunting task of crossing the Ohio River. Few white abolitionists
entered Kentucky to physically assist escaping slaves across the Ohio River.
This dangerous mission often fell to black activists like Arnold Gragston who
spent four years of his life as a slave in northern Kentucky helping escaping
slaves resolve the problem of how to cross the Ohio River. Gragston was born a
slave in Mason County, Kentucky December 25, 1840 on the plantation of Mr.
Jack Tabb. In a 1936 WPA slave narrative, Gragston refers to his former slave
owner as a “pretty good man,” stating “He used to beat us, sure, but not nearly
so much as others did, some of his own kin people, even.”295 No doubt, Tabb’s
willingness to teach his slaves how to “read, write, and figger,” added to
Gragston’s belief that his slave owner was better than most, though completely
contrary to this thought and perhaps in an effort to save face with neighbors,
Gragston stated Tabb would frequently beat his slaves for openly demonstrating
their ability to read and write. Even more confusing, though Tabb may have
suspected Gragston of aiding slave escapes, he appears to have given tacit
approval to his activities.
A leader of Kentucky’s No Nothing Party, Tabb frequently traveled about
the state delivering speeches and attending meetings, granting a great deal of
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free time during the day and night to Gragston so that he freely “came to be one
who carried the runnin’-away slaves over the river.” A man who could have
escaped from slavery himself at any time, Gragston chose to remain in Kentucky
to aid other slave escapes from Mason County and eastern Kentucky safely
delivering them into the waiting arms of John Rankin, John Parker, and others in
Ripley, Ohio. Gragston admits to making three or four trips a month for four years
(1859-1863) aiding on average three to four escaping slaves on each trip. Based
on these figures, it is estimated Gragston alone assisted one to two hundred
escaping slaves across the Ohio River over a four year period before making his
own escape to freedom in 1863. Gragston maintained a lifelong friendship with
John Gregg Fee, stating Fee visited the Tabb plantation regularly, speaking with
slaves regarding their rights as human beings, often stating “that God didn’t
intend for some men to be free and some men to be in slavery.”296 Gragston
states Fee often aided escaping slaves by providing food, clothing, medical
assistance, and intervening on behalf of slaves on several Mason and Bracken
County plantations with brutally punishing masters.
To protect his charges and himself, Gragston purposefully never saw the
faces or knew the names of those he helped. He would often row slaves to
freedom on the “black nights” of no moon, not using lanterns, never attempting to
see their faces, nor know the names of escaping slaves. In so doing, if
questioned, he could truthfully answer that he had not seen an escaping slave
nor be beaten into revealing the names of those he aided. Gragston recognized
his intended passengers through use of the code word “Menare”297 which he
believed was a term taken directly from the Bible. Threatened by Mason County
slave owners who suspected him of “running off” their slaves, Gragston decided
to seek freedom for himself and his wife in 1863 across the Ohio River in Ripley
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following outbreak of the Civil War. Upon reaching Ripley, Gragston made his
way to Detroit where Israel Campbell, Henry Bibb, Lewis Hayden, and John
Mifflin Brown had earlier established Methodist and Baptist antislavery churches
supported by abolitionists and a large free black community.298

Continuing support for Kentucky’s waning Presbyterian antislavery
message is accredited to Reverends John Gregg Fee and John Rankin. In The
History of Appalachia, Richard Drake emphasized the importance not only of
Presbyterian efforts to establish southern escape networks and distribute
antislavery news journals in the region, but their contributive work in developing
and sustaining an antislavery system of education which created future Kentucky
antislavery Presbyterian ministers. The educational work of Samuel Doak, James
and William Dickey, Samuel Carothers, the president of Centre College, Gideon
Blackburn, and other staunch antislavery Presbyterians claimed responsibility for
producing the future Berea College president John Gregg Fee.299 Carved from
North Carolina, and supported by Asbury’s Methodist antislavery circuit riders,
east Tennessee became the home of several Kentucky Methodist and
Presbyterian ministers and antislavery advocates involved in aiding slave
escapes in Appalachia. In addition to the early church organizing efforts of
expelled Kentucky Baptist minister Carter Tarrant, Doak, Hezekiah Balch,
Samuel Carrick, abolitionist Quakers associated with Elias Hicks, Benjamin
Lundy, Thomas and Elihu Embree, and those driven from North Carolina for their
antislavery views, made the eastern Tennessee city of Jonesboro the capital of
southern immediate abolitionism.300
Carved from North Carolina, Tennessee’s 1796 constitution remained
silent on the issue of slavery, except for the purpose of taxation, in which case
the constitution generally followed North Carolina statutes in regulating slavery.
Unlike Kentucky, Tennessee’s first constitution provided free blacks with the right
to vote until 1834 when those rights were removed. As early as 1797, Quakers
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led by Thomas Embree, the father of Quaker abolitionist Elihu Embree, continued
organization of antislavery societies in east Tennessee initially supported by
evangelical antislavery Protestants. During his initial organizing efforts, Embree
published a letter in the Knoxville Gazette calling upon “public spirited citizens of
every denomination whose patriotic zeal is not limited to those of their own color”
to join in an effort to effect “a gradual abolition of slavery of every kind” in the
state.
In 1815, Thomas Embree organized the state’s first successful antislavery
society at the Quaker Lost Creek Meeting House in Jefferson County the birth
county of Kentucky abolitionist John Rankin. Embree, aided by fellow Quaker
Charles Osborne, followed this success by organizing an additional sixteen
antislavery societies in Blount, Cocke, Grainger, Greene, Knox, Sullivan, and
Washington, eastern Tennessee counties by August of 1822, as well as several
antislavery societies in North Carolina.301 Like many white southerners, Charles
Osborne spread antislavery assistance from the South to the North after he could
no longer countenance living in a slaveholding state, he moved to Ohio. In 1816,
Osborne removed his family to Mount Pleasant, in southeastern Ohio where he
continued to assist slave escapes from east Tennessee through eastern
Kentucky as a station master on the Underground Railroad. In 1818, Osborne
once again relocated, this time to Indiana where, he joined other Quakers, in
organizing the Free Produce Association of Indiana. The Free Produce
Association was part of the movement to boycott goods made by slave labor.
The Association also published the Free Labor Advocate and Anti-Slavery
Chronicle, and assisted slave escapes from western Kentucky.302

A friend and supporter of Elihu Embree, James Birney, and Gerrit Smith,
New England businessman and Puritan, Ezekiel Birdseye arrived in eastern
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Tennessee from Connecticut in 1838 as an ardent abolitionist. Despite
Tennessee’s hardening proslavery view, upon Birdsey’s arrival, there still
remained strong antislavery sentiment, kept alive in large part by east Tennessee
and North Carolina’s free black communities. Born into one of America’s oldest
and wealthiest New England Puritan families in Cornwall, Connecticut, in 1796,
Birdseye was a young entrepreneur who sought to create his personal fortune
through development of entrepreneurial means in the South. By 1828, Birdseye’s
reported land holdings totaled 204,345 acres in North Carolina, Tennessee,
Indiana, and New York. A friend of James Birney, Birdseye reportedly spent the
years 1835-1838 as a resident in Birney’s Danville, Kentucky home.303
Considering himself a strong Christian evangelical and independent thinker,
Birdseye expressed no fear of confronting southern slaveholders directly. To the
growing disapproval of southern slaveholders, as a resident of Tennessee,
Birdseye geared his antislavery work toward Knoxville’s enslaved African
American population, speaking to them directly regarding their plight.304
Demonstrating a connection to northern abolitionists, beginning in 1837, Birdseye
maintained constant correspondence with New York abolitionist Gerrit Smith,
sharing his insights and experiences as an antislavery advocate in southern
slaveholding states. In at least three letters written directly to Smith, Birdseye
spoke of his sojourns in and through Kentucky for the purpose of aiding slave
escapes.305 Unfortunately, Dunn’s letters do not speak in detail regarding
Birdseye’s work in aiding slave escapes among east Tennessee’s free black
population. The letters do, however, confirm evidence of an active and well
financed system of escape present in east Tennessee as late as the 1860s. In a
June 18, 1842 letter to Smith, Birdseye speaks of an escaped slave from
Greenville, Tennessee who, following a conversations with Birdseye and friends,
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wherein an Appalachian escape corridor was described to a slave, the slave
escaped “unaided” to freedom through Maysville, Kentucky.306

Kentucky’s best known Presbyterian antislavery advocate, John Gregg
Fee, was born in Bracken County, Kentucky, September 9, 1816 to a
slaveholding Presbyterian father and Quaker mother. Fee embraced the idea of
leading a religious life early under the tutelage of a Methodist teacher. As a
young man, Fee attended Augusta College and Miami University at Oxford, Ohio,
completing his theological training at Lane Seminary in Cincinnati. Under the
teachings of Lyman Beecher at Lane, Fee was converted to the cause of
immediate abolitionism and committed himself to preaching the end of African
enslavement in Kentucky and the slaveholding South. 307 Prior to Fee’s becoming
an abolitionist, his father had given him a farm in Indiana, which after joining the
Presbyterian Church, Fee sold for two thousand four hundred dollars. He then
used the money from the sale to launch himself into Kentucky antislavery politics;
to buy and free one of his father’s slaves, Juliet Miles; to publish an antislavery
manual; and set aside the remainder for his own personal support.
Fee began his independent Presbyterian ministry in Lewis County among
residents seeking a new pastor for the Cabin Creek Presbyterian Church, a
church heavily involved in Kentucky’s Great Revival. Removed from its initial
antislavery past, the congregation offered Fee one hundred dollars a year for his
services. The offer was severely reduced to twenty-five dollars a year when Fee
began preaching an antislavery gospel from the pulpit.308 To support his
antislavery ministry, Fee’s ministerial income was later supplemented by the
American Home Missionary Society who supplied him with an additional two
hundred dollars annually. Fee later abandoned this agreement upon learning the
Society also supported fifty-two slaveholding churches. Undaunted by proslavery
forces, during the first few years of his Presbyterian ministry, Fee grew the small
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lingering membership of the affluent Cabin Creek congregation from thirty-five to
one hundred black and white members.309
Upon joining the Presbytery, Fee gave in fully to his antislavery
convictions, issuing an antislavery resolution from his Lewis County Presbyterian
church, for which he was censured and dismissed for “disturbing the peace of
Zion, and introducing a test of membership not known to the Constitution of the
Presbyterian Church.” Indicating his continuing relationship with national
antislavery leaders, in a June 10, 1847 letter to Lewis Tappan, Fee wrote: “In
whatever way we enter our protest against slavery it must be for the good reason
that it is sin against God.”310 Further confirming the link between Kentucky,
Protestant evangelicals, and a national abolitionist agenda, publication of the
facts surrounding Fee’s dismissal appeared in New York’s Evangelist, bringing
Fee to the national attention of antislavery advocates and members of the
American Missionary Association (AMA). Following publication of the article, the
AMA became a long-term financial supporter of Fee’s Kentucky antislavery
efforts over the next twenty-six years.311 Eventually, Fee also withdrew from the
AMA in support of fostering an independent Christian ministry which, like
Baptists, favored the autonomy of local congregations.312
Considered one of the major organizers of eastern Kentucky’s best-known
Underground Railroad escape corridors and a distributor of antislavery literature,
Fee actively organized new churches and supported previously established
antislavery missions in Mason, Lewis, and Bracken counties. Aided by funding
and upon receiving a formal request from Cassius M. Clay, Fee generously
circulated his and William Lloyd Garrison’s American Antislavery Society
manuals throughout Madison County and eastern Kentucky.313 As a result of his
efforts, he received an invitation to relocate to Madison County from Clay,
whereupon he organized the Old Glade Meetinghouse, a church that refused
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fellowship with slaveholders, remaining their pastor for twenty years. Through the
county’s same financial and spiritual supporters, Fee brought the antislavery
message of Oberlin College to the foothills of eastern Kentucky, opening Berea
College to white and black students in 1855. Fee actively employed teachers
from Ohio’s Oberlin College to serve as the institution’s first instructors. To
further demonstrate his continuing commitment to immediate abolitionism, Fee
hired Oberlin College professor William E. Lincoln, from England as Berea’s very
first teacher. As an abolitionist, Lincoln participated in the 1858 Oberlin College
rescue of escaped Kentucky slave, eighteen year old John Price captured at
Wellington’s Wadsworth Hotel, in Oberlin, Ohio. Previously Lincoln had also
served as an antislavery minister in Ohio and New York.314
Throughout the years, Fee remained a member of the Bracken and Lewis
County’s American Antislavery Societies. Both Anti-Slavery Societies had
successfully outlasted many of the state’s earlier antislavery voices, most of
which were effectively silenced during the 1830s. During the 1850s, Fee
published three summaries of his antislavery views in Kentucky, the most
comprehensive entitled, An Anti-Slavery Manuel; Or, The Wrongs of American
Slavery Exposed by the Light of the Bible and Facts, with a Remedy for the Evil
(1851). Using the Bible to deliver Enlightenment theology, Fee argued that
“freedom is the natural state of all men, as soon as they attain the age of
manhood.” He also attacked slavery on economic grounds, an argument always
subject to his moral objections, as well as objections to the nation’s proposed
plan of African colonization.315
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ed., Centennial Encyclopaedia of the
African Episcopal Church (Philadelphia,
1916).

By the 1840s and mid 1850s, John Gregg Fee successfully converted
Madison County into a center of Kentucky abolitionism. In his work with slaves,
and national antislavery societies, Fee formed important and long lasting
relationships with the students and faculty of Oberlin College, as well as with
members of the Tappan family in New York, William Lloyd Garrison in Boston,
John Rankin in Ohio, and others. Unexamined is Fee’s possible relationship with
members of the A.M.E. Church and Ohio’s black abolitionists, particularly
knowledge of John Mifflin Brown, an Oberlin College student and Methodist
minister. Given Fee’s longtime relationship with Oberlin and Brown’s active
antislavery rescue missions into Kentucky, it is difficult to imagine the two men
did not know each other. Fee must have surely been aware of Brown’s presence
at Oberlin College and his part in aiding several Kentucky slave escapes, yet
there is no mention or evidence of a relationship existing between the two men or
between fee and other members of the A.M.E. Church.

Perhaps Oberlin’s best-known Underground Railroad conductor, along
with Milton and Lewis Clarke, Brown was responsible for initiating several slave
rescues employing Siebert’s described “Western” and “Central” Underground
Railroad escape corridors through Mason and Jefferson County as well as into
Indiana while a student, minister, and Underground Railroad conductor at Oberlin
College. For antislavery evangelicals and enslaved African Americans, the work
of the A.M.E. Church in aiding and abetting southern slave escapes and
delivering a black, immediatist antislavery message to southerners was a critical
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part in the promotion of a national black freedom agenda. John Mifflin Brown
quickly became one of the recognized and exemplified leaders of the A.M.E.
Church antislavery movement. In conjunction with expelled white southern
antislavery advocates, Brown’s work as a religious leader and black Methodists
church organizer aided in connecting enslaved African Americans with a wellorganized national system of black liberation that enlisted white religious allies in
their cause. From Oberlin College, Brown connected A.M.E. immediate
abolitionist ministers with the work of several disenfranchised white antislavery
evangelicals in the South around the primary goal of freeing slaves.
Led by the vision and organizing ability of black A.M.E. ministers,
America’s oldest and smallest black Methodist Connection remained the Union
American Methodist Episcopal Connection (originally the Union Church of
Africans), formed in Wilmington, Delaware in 1813, three years prior to formation
of the A.M.E. Church by Richard Allen in Philadelphia. Like white Union
Methodists, a variety of black Methodist denominations formed, intent upon the
same purpose - black liberation.316 As a slaveholding state, a Quaker stronghold,
the location of early black independent Methodist worship and black church
organizing, the entire east coast of Delaware faced America’s Atlantic Coast. 317
Delaware was home to some of the nation’s first Underground Railroad escape
corridors led by Methodist Richard Bassett and Quaker, Warner Mifflin.318
Delaware was the birthplace of Richard Allen as well as John Mifflin Brown, who
was born in Odessa, New Castle County. New Castle County was the location of
the Appoquinimink Friends Meeting House established in 1783. 319 Considered
the smallest Quaker Meeting House in the country, Appoquinimink produced two
of the nation’s leading Underground Railroad conductors, John Hunn (18181894) and his cousin John Alston (1794-1874). Appoquinimink was frequented
by Delaware Quaker and Underground Railroad station master, Thomas
316
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Garrett.320 Garrett was known to provide aid to legendary Underground Railroad
conductor, Harriet Tubman who utilized Delaware escape routes to shepherd
escaping slaves from South Carolina to St. Catherine’s, Canada. A Methodist
exhorter in her own right, Tubman was initially a member of Hood’s New York
A.M.E. Zion Church.321
During the 1840s, in defining the A.M.E. Church’s “New Era,” Bishop
Daniel Payne introduced fresh actors to the cause of improving the “condition of
the Colored Inhabitants of Illinois and Indiana – in Kentucky and Missouri.” Much
of the work of “Opening a New Era” was accomplished under the leadership of
thirty-nine newly appointed A.M.E. itinerant ministers operating within the Ohio
and Western A.M.E. Conference, including Josiah Henson (of Maryland and
Kentucky Uncle Tom Cabin fame) in Ontario, Canada, Hiram Revels in
Indianapolis, Indiana, and Reverend John Mifflin Brown in Oberlin, Ohio.322
Following the appointment of William Paul Quinn as Bishop of the A.M.E.
Church, the work of organizing churches and shepherding slaves from Kentucky
and the Deep South within the A.M.E. Western Conference became the
responsibility of itinerant A.M.E. Church Elder, John Mifflin Brown.
John Mifflin Brown was born September 8, 1817 in the heart of abolitionist
activity.323 At the age of ten Brown moved to Wilmington, Delaware where he
lived in the home of a Quaker family who saw to his early education. Not
permitted to become a Quaker, and rejecting an opportunity to unite with the
Catholic Church, Brown instead sought membership in Richard Allen’s
prominent, politically active Philadelphia A.M.E. Church. Brown’s request for
membership was granted while living in Philadelphia in the home of Dr. Emerson
and Henry Chester who raised him in the Protestant faith and remained his
lifelong friends. After a brief time as a member of Absalom Jones’ St. Thomas
Protestant Episcopal Church in Philadelphia, Brown united with members of
Bishop Richard Allen’s A.M.E. Church in Philadelphia in 1836 at the age of
320
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nineteen. While studying for the Methodist ministry, Brown supported himself by
learning the barber's trade. In 1838, he entered the Wesleyan Academy at
Wilbraham, Massachusetts, where he remained for two years. In failing health,
Brown returned to Philadelphia in 1840, where he then traveled to Oberlin, Ohio
to enroll in Oberlin College as a theology student. Once entrusted with the task
by his mentor, William Paul Quinn, Brown became the driving force of A.M.E.
antislavery causes in the Ohio and Mississippi River Valley. Once actively
engaged as an abolitionist, Brown never completed his course work at Oberlin
College. Brown was forced to flee the campus and the city in 1844 for his own
safety after orchestrating the rescue of escaped Kentucky slaves, Lewis, Joseph,
and Harriet Hayden from Lexington through Maysville, Mason County, Kentucky.
Upon leaving Oberlin, Brown settled in Detroit, Michigan with the
Haydens, becoming pastor of that city’s newest A.M.E. church which he and
Hayden founded and constructed between 1844 and 1847. Becoming fast
friends, Hayden and Brown opened the doors of the new church facility June 5,
1845 after receiving financial support to complete construction from William Lloyd
Garrison and members of the Massachusetts Anti Slavery Society. 324 With a
continuing focus on black education, the hallmark by which Brown and the
A.M.E. Church were known, Brown was appointed principal of Union Seminary,
out of which grew Ohio’s Historically Black College, Wilberforce University. As an
antislavery advocate, Brown was later transferred by the A.M.E. Church to the
Indiana Conference by Bishop Daniel Payne to augment the work begun by
Quinn prior to his elevation as the fourth A.M.E. bishop. Brown worked closely
with Quinn in organizing the Indiana and Western Conferences establishing
centers of influence in Indiana and Kentucky.
So successful was black Methodist church building and antislavery
presence in Louisville, that by 1840 Brown was able to launch several southern
and western mission trips to bolster church organizing efforts from Louisville,
successfully extending A.M.E. church organizing efforts into Missouri, and
Louisiana. Brown organized the Missouri Annual Conference from Louisville in
324
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September 1855, with Reverend Daniel A. Payne, D. D., presiding. Brown, then a
resident of New Orleans, served as Secretary during the 1855 Conference.
Brown had previously organized St. James A. M. E. Church, and two other
A.M.E. missions in New Orleans where he continued to serve as pastor prior to
the Civil War while at the same time remaining responsible for the continued
maintenance and support of Louisville’s Quinn Chapel.325 Determined to sustain
Quinn’s earlier work, Brown initiated several pastorates in southern states, prior
to being elected editor of the Christian Recorder at the A.M.E. General
Conference in 1864. Brown subsequently resigned his position as editor,
followed by his election as corresponding secretary of the Parent Home and
Foreign Missionary Society, a position he held for four years. In 1868, he was
elected the eleventh Bishop of the A. M. E. Church at the General Conference
held in Washington, D. C., and ordained as Bishop May 25, 1868 making John
Mifflin Brown one of the denomination’s last antebellum A.M.E. Church Bishop.

Many slaves who employed Central and Western Kentucky escape
corridors took advantage of the antislavery support offered by Brown and others
at Oberlin College as well as the support of Indiana A.M.E. Churches. Many
escaping slaves from Central Kentucky initially decided to make Oberlin their
home, until passage of the Fugitive Slave Law in 1850 made it more practical for
them to continue their flight to freedom into Canada. On January 1, 1859, John
Watson of Oberlin College reported there were three hundred and forty-four
African Americans living in the Village of Oberlin, of that number, twenty-eight
were known fugitives, and about fifty were children born in freedom.” Watson
further confirmed many of the city’s newly arrived black residents had become
productive members of the Oberlin community, stating “these people owned fifty
houses and property, to the value of $100,000.”326
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To determine if Watson’s 1859 article was valid and to further his own
research, Oberlin College Archivist William E. Bigglestone collected newspaper
clippings, obituaries, military records, local census data, genealogical files,
miscellany, and his own research notes, to uncover the role of Oberlin College in
assisting southern slave escapes. Bigglestone’s research resulted in a 2002
publication which explored information contained within three hundred collected
biographical sketches of African Americans in Oberlin “who were either born or
reared during the era of slavery and who, for greater or lesser periods, made
Oberlin and its surrounding area their home between 1840 and 1900.”327 Based
upon his findings, Bigglestone authored certain conclusions. His compiled
findings indicated most African Americans were drawn to, or remained in the
Oberlin area because of the educational opportunities offered by Oberlin College
and the city’s racially integrated public schools. Of the three hundred biographical
sketches surveyed, fifty-three, about twenty percent, were found to be escaped
slaves from Kentucky. Of the fifty-three Kentucky sketches cited, twenty-two
were known to have escaped from Central Kentucky. Many Kentucky slaves,
even after reaching Oberlin, were unwilling to state where they had escaped
from, the route taken, or name those who assisted them in gaining their freedom.
(See Table 5.1)
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ESCAPED KENTUCKY SLAVES IN OBERLIN, OH 1840-1900 Table 5.1
Alexander
Armstrong
Bennett
Bibb
Binns
Binns
Bows

Mrs. Lucy
Laura
Thomas
Dennis M.
Milton
Ellen
Shadrach B.

8/2/1803
Unknown
1841
3/10/1818
1837?
Unknown
1837

Mayslick
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Covington
Covington
Bakertown

Bows
Bows
Bows
Bows
Bright
Bright
Cable
Cable
Carter
Chambers
Clark
Clark

Elijah P.
Jane (twin)
Mary (twin)
Samuel
Johnston
Eliza
Andrew
Tamar/Darney
Perry
Sarah
Lewis & Emily
Cyrus

3/1/1839
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
1838
Unknown
1825
1825
1835
1830
Unknown
Unknown

Burksville
Bakertown
Bakertown
Bakertown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Richmond
Richmond

Mason
Unknown
Madison
Logan
Kenton
Kenton
Cumberlan
d
Cumbrland
Cumbrland
Cumbrland
Cumbrland
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Grant
Unknown
Madison
Madison

West
Oberlin, OH
Ogle Co., IL
Oberlin, OH
Oberlin, OH
Oberlin, OH
Oberlin, OH

Laborer
Escapee
Laborer
Barber
Unknown
Unknown
Carpenter
Unknown
Cook
Laundress
Unknown
Teamster
Unknown
Laborer
Unknown
Unknown
Laborer
Conductor
Unknown

Fayette

Oberlin, OH
Oberlin, OH
Oberlin, OH
Oberlin, OH
Oberlin, OH
Oberlin, OH
Oberlin, OH
Oberlin, OH
Oberlin, OH
Oberlin, OH
CA/MA/Oberlin
Canada/Oberlin,
OH
Windsor

Clark
(Walker)
Cosby

Mrs. Emily

6/18/1832

Lexington

Mrs. Julia Ann

Dover
Dudgeon

Jesse
George W.

Gaskins
Gaskins
Harper

Godfrey "Doc"
Maria
Margaret

18261831
1835
18411845
1805
1815
Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

New York

Unknown

Unknown
Unknown

NC/TN/KY
Unknown

Oberlin, OH
Oberlin, OH

Carpenter
Farmer

Maysville
Maysville
Unknown

Mason
Mason
Woodford

Butcher
Laundress
Laundress

Unknown
1813

Richmond
Unknown

Madison
Unknown

Wiley L.

1854

Berea

Johnson

Henry

Unknown

Frankfort/
Louisville

Canada/Oberlin

Conductor

Jones
Morris

Nelson
Eliza Jane

Unknown
Unknown

Oberlin, OH
Oberlin, OH

Laborer
BrdgHsOwr

Nelson
Nelson
Nelson

John
Elka
Robert

Unknown
Unknown
Flemingsburg

VA/KY
Fleming
Fleming

Ella
Harrison
Nathan/Nace

Flemingsburg
Unknown
Unknown

TX/Fleming
Mason
Mason

Nunn

Adam

2/16/1820

Millersburg

Phillips
Ramsey

Isaac
John

Unknown
Unknown

Unknown
Salem

Robinson
Robinson
Sawyer
Shotwell

George
William
Nelson
William

Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown

Stone

James A.

1827
1832
1840
18181828
1829

VA/
Bourbon
KY/VA
Hopkins/
Morgan
Unknown
Unknown
Kenton
Unknown

Oberlin, OH
Oberlin, OH
ArmyCovington
Oberlin - 1872
Oberlin, OH
Army-Rikers
Island, NY
Oberlin, OH

Laborer
Laborer
eamster

Nelson
Nichols
Nichols

1830s
18141820
1805
Unknown
18301844
Unknown
1837
1834

TN/
Madison
VA/KY/NY/
Haiti
Franklin
Jefferson
Unknown
LA/KY

Oberlin, OH
Oberlin, OH
Sandusky/MO/I
N/Oberlin
Oberlin, OH
Columbus/Oberl
in, OH
Oberlin, OH

Hartwell
Hodge

Jemina
Robert R.

Jennings

Unknown

Unknown
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Laundress

Unknown
Shoemaker
Student

Unknown
Farmer
Farmer
MethMin

Oberlin, OH
Windsor

Farmer
MethMin

Ripley, OH
Ripley, OH
Oberlin, OH
Oberlin, OH

Farmer
Teamster
Farmer
Farmer

Ripley/Oberlin

Mason

Thomas
Turner
Walker
Watson
Wheeler

John
Reuben
John
Lydia
Zachariah

1821
Unknown
1852
1829
18361839

Maysville
Canada
Lexington
Elkton
Richmond

Mason
Pike/TN
Fayette
Todd
Madison

Oberlin, OH
Oberlin, OH
Oberlin, OH
Oberlin, OH
Oberlin, OH

Carpenter
Laborer
Unknown
Unknown
Teacher

Information taken from William E. Bigglestone, They Stopped in Oberlin: Black Residents and Visitors of the
Nineteenth Century (Oberlin, OH: Oberlin College, 2002), 1,5,7,10,11,12,31,33,36,37,
43,47,57,67,76,98,104,116,117,119,120,125,152,155,157,158,159,161,171,
178,182,186,195,198,202,206,221,223.
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A summary of Bigglestone’s findings offers limited insight as to the path
followed by escaping slaves. Bigglestone indicated the majority of the three
hundred African Americans who arrived in Oberlin were born, or escaped to
Oberlin from three primary southern states, with North Carolina contributing the
most residents prior to 1860, Virginia, (which included West Virginia), and
Kentucky. The balance of slaves arriving in the city came from eighteen other
states including District of Columbia, Canada, Mexico, and England. Twenty four
were from Ohio, fourteen from Tennessee, nine from South Carolina, five from
Maryland, four from Alabama and Mississippi each. Their occupations included
eleven barbers, nine teamsters or draymen, nine shoemakers, eight carpenters,
seven painters/paperhangers, and six masons. 328
One of the most noted Kentucky to Oberlin connections contained in the
Bigglestone collection was a brief biography of escaped Madison County,
Kentucky slave Lewis Clark, the writer of one of Kentucky’s best-known slave
narratives. 329 One of three escaped Clark brothers from Richmond, Kentucky,
immediately upon his escape from slavery in August 1841, Lewis Clark made
Canada his home. As a resident of Canada, Lewis frequently returned to Oberlin
to assist his brother Milton to aid escaping Kentucky slaves in finding their way to
Canada. Milton Clarke escaped Kentucky slavery a year prior to Lewis to take up
residence at Oberlin. As an American Anti-Slavery Society speaker, Lewis Clark
first traveled to New York and Massachusetts retelling the story of his escape
from Kentucky slavery. Unlike his brothers Milton and Cyrus, other than brief
stops in Oberlin to aid slaves escaping to Canada, Lewis Clark did not become a
permanent resident of Oberlin until after the Civil War, arriving about 1872. Clark
stated his primary purpose for making Oberlin his home was the opportunity to
provide his nine children with a quality education.
In his initial escape from Kentucky, Lewis Clark traveled through Mays
Lick across the Ohio River to Aberdeen in southern Ohio. He then connected
328
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with Cincinnati “friends” who aided him in reaching St. Thomas and New London,
Canada where he met and worked with escaped Kentucky slave, Baptist
minister, and Underground Railroad conductor Henry Bibb at Sandwich, Ontario,
Canada. During his initial escape, Lewis became a brief resident of Oberlin,
where he lived with the family of John M. Eells while being tutored by Eells’ wife.
As an antislavery society lecturer, Clark states he met Harriet Beecher Stowe in
Cambridgeport, Massachusetts and based upon their initial meeting and
interview, Stowe employed Clark’s experiences as a Kentucky slave to develop
the character of George Harris for her novel, Uncle Tom’s Cabin. While a
resident of Canada, Lewis Clark married Emily Walker, a freed slave born in
Lexington, Kentucky June 18, 1832. In July of 1842, Lewis returned to Kentucky
via Ripley, Ohio, Cynthiana, and the South Fork of the Licking River arriving in
Lexington with a plan to rescue his younger brother Cyrus from Kentucky slavery.
Lewis Clark’s wife, Emily Walker was a former resident of Lexington,
Kentucky. Emily’s mother was owned by Thomas Fowler who freed Emily,
Emily’s mother, and her brother Edmund. Emily’s father, Edmund Walker, Sr.
was the slave of Henry Hart of Lexington. To free her husband, Mrs. Walker
“placed a mortgage upon herself and children to procure the money” to buy his
freedom. The Walkers repaid the debt by Edmund working as a janitor at
Transylvania College and his wife working as a laundress washing the clothes of
Transylvania students. Jewish friends of the Walkers paid for Emily’s education
in Lexington before the family was forced to leave the city for Canada and Detroit
because of “persecution.” Upon their arrival in Canada, Edmund Walker, Sr.
worked as the director of a manual labor school for Josiah Henson at the Dawn
Settlement. Emily worked as her father’s assistant. While making a brief return to
Detroit, Emily met and eventually married Lewis Clark, a resident of the city at
the time. As a couple, the Clarkes operated a farm near Windsor, Ontario,
Canada where Emily bore nine children, and where they both taught newly
arriving escaped slaves how to farm, and provided them with a basic education.
During his lifetime, Clark is reported to have returned to Kentucky on a number of
occasions as a post-Civil War lecturer on temperance and “other matters
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concerning black people” before departing to tour and lecture with the play, Uncle
Tom’s Cabin. Clark is reported to have died alone and penniless in Lexington in
1897. His bodied shipped back to Oberlin for burial.330
Though not officially listed in Bigglestone’s analysis, Milton Clarke was
another escaped Kentucky slave to benefit from the educational and liberating
work of Oberlin College antislavery advocates. Like his brother Lewis, upon the
death of their owner and father, Milton Clarke became heir property to Judith
(Campbell) Logan about 1821. As an adult, Milton passed his time as a musician
and steamboat man on the Ohio River. Discovering his owner had made
arrangements to sale him in New Orleans, Milton first determined to escape
slavery by traveling to Galveston, Texas. However, upon his arrival in Galveston,
Milton viewed the conditions for blacks as worse than those under slavery in
Kentucky, whereupon he returned to Kentucky to orchestrate a second escape
attempt. A second escape plan was formed with the aid of three freedom seeking
slaves of Dr. Graham of Harrodsburg. Hiring their time as musicians to play for a
Cincinnati ball, all four men failed to return to Kentucky following completion of
the job.331 The four escaping slaves passed through Oberlin and Toledo on their
way to Malden, Ontario, Canada. Following his escape, like his brother Lewis,
Milton became a lecturer for the American Antislavery Society and a resident of
Oberlin. In Oberlin, Milton became actively involved with Oberlin rescuers aiding
Underground Railroad slave escapes to Canada. He was so successful in his
new mission slaveholders invested thousands of dollars with slave catchers who
made several failed attempts to return him to Kentucky slavery. Following one
instance of his capture, Clarke was successfully defended by Cincinnati attorney
Salmon P. Chase, the future Secretary of the Treasury under President Abraham
Lincoln and U. S. Chief Justice in 1864.332
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Antislavery Methodist members of eastern Kentucky’s original Hinkston
and Cumberland Circuits continued to assist slave escapes from Tennessee and
North Carolina using the Appalachian Mountains, and both branches of the
Licking and Ohio Rivers, aided by the antislavery support of Methodists and
Presbyterians in Mason, Bracken, and Lewis counties. Located thirty-five miles
east of Lexington, Mt. Sterling served as the center of an eastern Kentucky
transportation route and the Montgomery County seat. As the gateway to the
eastern mountains via Pound Gap Road, Mt. Sterling served primarily as a
trading center on Harper’s Trace. As such, the community hosted several hotels,
taverns, stage coach stops, and a mail depository for post riders. Between 1820
and 1860, there were 220 slaves, and at least fifty-two free blacks living in the
community which included members of the Durrette family who were innkeepers,
as well as an assortment of carpenters, cabinet and wagon-makers, saddlers,
tailors, hatters, several dry goods stores, a distillery, a wool factory, cotton
spinning factory, many of these jobs accomplished by Irish workers, and the
county’s free and enslaved black population.333
In 1793, an early follower of Francis Asbury’s antislavery policies, James
Wren, bought land in an isolated northwest corner of Montgomery County on
Grassy Lick Creek, a tributary of Hinkston Creek. At this location in 1800, Wren
gave ground and constructed a 24’ by 35’ building which he then donated as a
Methodist Meeting House. Considered the oldest continuous Methodist Church in
Kentucky, members of Grassy Lick Methodist Church were active participants in
the 1801 Great Revival at Cane Ridge. Known as an Underground Railroad
escape corridor, the Hinkston Creek Circuit of the Methodist Church connected
escaping slaves with eastern and northern Kentucky abolitionists in Mason,
Fleming, Bracken, Pendleton, and Campbell counties before crossing the Ohio
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River to Presbyterian, Methodist, Shaker, and Quaker abolitionists in Ohio’s
Adams, Brown and Clermont counties.334
A 1933 WPA Kentucky slave narrative for Boyd County offers an example
of slave escape involving murder conveyed in less than ten lines of text, stating:
“a young Negro saw his own sister stripped naked and unmercifully whipped by
one of the overseers. He gathered up all of his small belongings and tied them in
a bundle and securing a club of wood, laid in wait for the cruel “boss” until after
dark, when he killed him with the club. He then escaped, via the “Underground
Railroad.”…He succeeded in making his way to Canada and freedom where he
stayed until after the war, when it was safe to return.”335 The brief mention of an
escaped slave from Boyd County in eastern Kentucky who committed murder
and escape to Canada on the Underground Railroad conforms to family folklore
preserved for four generations within Turley family oral tradition. The brief
mention in the 1933 WPA slave narrative is believed to be the first tangible
evidence referencing the life of “Moses” Turley as an enslaved African American
in eastern Kentucky.
Rare photo of escaped slave “Moses Turley” taken
by the “White Turleys” of Mt. Sterling , KY and in
later years given to the grandson of “Moses and
Susan Turley,” Floyd Turley, Sr.(1906-1998).
“Moses,” a reported conductor on the
Underground Railroad in eastern Kentucky with a
base of operation in Montgomery County,
Kentucky is suspected of being the “young Negro”
referenced in the 1933 WPA slave narrative for
Boyd County, Kentucky.
Photo courtesy great-granddaughter
Alicestyne Turley

In Turley family oral tradition, it is to the small rural community of Grassy
Lick in Montgomery County, Kentucky that Moses, and later his wife Susan, fled
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in separate escapes to freedom. Turley family members who continue to make
eastern Kentucky their home, state “Moses” (last name unknown, real first name
questioned) was born a slave in Virginia circa 1815.336 He was married in Virginia
and left behind a wife and children while working as a slave in Kentucky, and
after making his escape to freedom. Reportedly, Moses was clearing land when
he and his white overseer became embroiled in a fight. Moses gained the better
of the overseer, severely beating him. Believing (or knowing) he had killed a
white man, Moses made his escape to freedom in Canada. At some point after
fleeing slavery by an undisclosed route over an undisclosed period of time,
Moses returned to Montgomery County where he met and befriended Irishman,
James Turley.
During his long term relationship with the Turley family, it is suspected
Moses assumed a new name (“Moses”) and either continued his flight to freedom
to Canada or operated as a conductor on Underground Railroad escape routes in
eastern Kentucky, making frequent trips between Kentucky and Canada. During
this time, according to family tradition, Moses was also known to spend time in
and around Montgomery County where he worked as a farm laborer, made
blackberry wine, and maintained his freedom with the aid of James Turley family
members. A survey of Montgomery County census, property, tax records, and
deeds indicate there was a James Turley who was a member of Lulbegrud
Baptist Church337 (the Baptist church established by Kentucky abolitionist David
Barrow) as well as a Mt. Sterling General Store owner, County Sheriff, and local
distiller.338 Apparently Moses felt so secure in his dealings and relationship with
James Turley, rather than leave the slaveholding state of Kentucky, he remained
336
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or returned frequently to Mt. Sterling where he met and later married another
escapee on the Underground Railroad, Susan (real first and last name unknown).
Known as a good tracker and outdoor man, Turley family folklore states
Moses became a conductor on the Underground Railroad for James Turley,
aiding other slaves in gaining their freedom by employing a Licking River
Underground Railroad exit, reportedly on occasion taking some freedom seekers
as far north as Canada. Following the death of David Barrow in 1815, many
members of Barrow’s Eastern Kentucky antislavery churches removed to Indiana
and Illinois to escape the issue of Kentucky slavery. James Turley and several
members of his immediate and extended family joined others in making their
exodus from Kentucky to Illinois, resettling in Sangamon and Logan Counties.
The last grandchild of Moses and Susan Turley, Floyd Turley, Sr. (19061998) was often called upon to tell the story of his grandparents Moses and
Susan Turley at family reunions. Floyd Turley, Sr. stated Moses and his friend
“Hayden” (whether this was a first name or last name is unknown),339 were
known to frequently disappear and remain absent from family and friends for long
periods of time remaining away sometimes as long as a year before returning.
Upon return, Moses seldom spoke of where he had been or how he had been
occupied while absent. During two of these reported “disappearances” Moses
was said to have returned to Virginia to rescue family members from slavery two children – suspected of being his daughters or younger sisters, Georgiana
and Louisa.340 Following the end of the Civil War, Moses remained a resident of
Montgomery County until old age and infirmity required him to live with his son
Grant (the eldest son of Moses and Susan’s three sons together, named in honor
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of U.S. Army General Ulysses S. Grant). Following Grant’s relocation to Dayton,
Ohio, Moses moved with his youngest son Richard on his Lulbegrud Creek farm
where he died and was buried sometime between 1910 and 1915 in the Pine
Grove Colored Methodist Cemetery. Oral tradition states Moses met his wife
Susan (a name she also acquired in Kentucky) during her flight to freedom on the
Underground Railroad sometime between 1859 and 1863. Using information
obtained from the 1870 Montgomery County Census (the first time either Susan
or Moses appear by name in Montgomery County records), it is estimated Susan
was born about 1840 and Moses about 1815.
Also driven by an act of violence to gain her freedom, Susan knew with
certainty she had killed her slave owner prior to making her escape. Little is
known of Susan’s life prior to her escape to freedom, nor after her arrival in
Kentucky. Using 1870 Montgomery County Census data, it is estimated Susan
was age thirty at the time of the census and age twenty-three when she
committed murder and made her successful escape to freedom in eastern
Kentucky. By age twenty-three, she was already the mother of at least one son,
John, born about 1857 and pregnant with her second son, Joseph born during
her escape to freedom. Floyd Turley recounted Susan’s escape to freedom as
told to him by family members, stating: “…[Susan] made it to Kentucky, y’know,
by the Underground Railroad from Alabama, Mississippi, or Georgia, one of them
Deep South states, pretty sure it was Alabama. She was a good-lookin’ woman.
They said she had a temper though and was hard to control (as a slave). …She
had to run for freedom after she killed her master. The way Dad told it (Richard)
was that she was cookin’ breakfast one morning.’ (in the kitchen of her slave
owner), stopped cookin’ went to the woodshed, came back with an axe and got
him dead in the chest. Killed him on the spot. She fled on foot from her master’s
house, no shoes, no nothin’ with her but her oldest boy John, y’know John was a
litt’l boy couldn’t a been no more than three or four (If dates of the census are
correct, he would have been age seven at the time of Susan’s escape)…I’m not
sure if he was half white or not, (1870 census does not indicate he was a
mulatto) but…somewhere between Alabama (the generally accepted place of her
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enslavement and escape) and Kentucky she had another baby. He was for sure
half white, that’d be my uncle Joe…” (listed in the 1870 census as a seven year
old mulatto).341 Employing survival skills no doubt obtained as a slave to reach
her freedom, Susan is reported to have traveled at night, hiding during the day in
stalks of corn and in open barns. Her second son Joseph was reportedly born
while she was hiding in such a location. Floyd Turley stated “Susan’s”
appearance in Grassy Lick, Kentucky in the following manner: “…when she got
to Grassy Lick she looked pretty ragged. Had two litt’l babies, one was barely
walking hanging on to her skirt and one still nursin’, no shoes, y’know that musta
been some trip, don’t know how she could have done it…The way Dad tells it,
she had the baby in a barn along the way, she had to keep low cause they was
lookin’ for her. Had some posters out for her…she had to travel mostly at night.
Said [the posters] she was worth $500 if returned.”342
The story relayed never mentions where Susan “arrived” in Grassy Lick,
nor who helped her with the newborn, food, and shelter, details that may have
been lost over time or never known. Susan’s life has been much harder to
confirm. The timing of “Susan’s” decision to commit murder and escape may
have been inspired by outbreak of the Civil War. As the Union Army marched
through the South and the Shenandoah River Valley, it picked up many African
American escapees often considered army contrabands and camp followers
along the way. “Susan” may have been one such follower. As one of the many
escaping slaves joining Union soldiers on their march through the South, “Susan”
could have followed Union forces to freedom in Kentucky and been aided by
Moses and other rescuers along the way. The only real record concerning
Susan’s life begins after slavery when she appears as a member of Keas
Tabernacle Colored Methodist Episcopal Church (C.M.E. Church) in Mt. Sterling
and later as a member the Pine Grove C.M.E. Church in West Bend, Kentucky. If
she was a “wild” and “out of control” slave, she remained an extremely quite and
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almost invisible wife and mother. Dying several years after Moses, she is buried
alongside him in West Bend’s Pine Grove C.M.E. Church cemetery.
Turley Family oral tradition states that Susan’s first son, John, went on to
become a successful landowner and farmer in Fayette County and her second
son, Joseph in addition to growing up to be a “right good carpenter,” went on to
become an ordained Methodist minister in the African American settlement of
West Bend, Kentucky. Bishop Othal Lakey of the C.M.E. Church, was ordained
into the Methodist ministry by Joseph Turley at West Bend, and recalled the
event in a 1989 telephone interview conducted by the writer.343 Reportedly,
Joseph Turley became responsible for establishing new C.M.E. congregations “in
the West.” Descendants of the white and black Turley families remain residents
in Eastern Kentucky’s Clark, Montgomery, and Powell counties. For many African
Americans, whose history did not become part of America’s written tradition, the
difficulty of documenting early family history is challenging, and like the story of
the Turley’s, is preserved primarily through family oral traditions.
In the case of Moses Turley, the 1933 WPA slave narrative confirmed
many details of the family folklore regarding his early life, while remaining silent
on others. The brief WPA mention does not, for example, list a name or age for
the “young Negro” slave, a date or location of the murderous assault, the name
of the overseer or the slave owner, leaving a great need for continued
investigation and room for speculation. Despite the lack of information, however,
knowledge of the times, Boyd County history, and people with whom Moses was
known to associate confirmed certain details of the fragmented Turley Family oral
tradition. Adding to the difficulty of accurately documenting the story is the fact
that Boyd County did not exist as a Kentucky county until 1860. Located within a
Methodist, antislavery stronghold, and an early eastern Kentucky Underground
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Railroad escape corridor along the Big Sandy River with Catlettsburg as the
county seat, Boyd County was formed from parts of Kentucky’s Greenup, Carter,
and Lawrence Counties.
Settlers to what became the Boyd County area, began arriving following
the Battle of Fallen Timbers in 1794 (the same battle that included members of
the Overton Family), and included members of the Poage family from Staunton,
Virginia, in 1799 who were the founders of the Poage Settlement, now the city of
Ashland as well as Bethesda Presbyterian Church in 1819. The Poages acquired
most of the land above and below Ashland and many tracts west of the city.
George, William, Thomas, and Hugh Poage later built the steam-powered Clinton
iron furnace in 1832, the earliest industry in present day Boyd County. In 1834
John C. and Jacob Kouns built Oakland furnace, which closed in 1849. As part of
the Hanging Rock iron ore region, this area attracted primarily German and Irish
immigrant laborers, ironmasters from Pennsylvania, accompanied by wealthy
investors from the South and East. Industrial development of the region was
further aided by construction of the Buena Vista furnace built in1847 and the
Sandy furnace in built 1853. The Kentucky Iron, Coal and Manufacturing
Company incorporated on March 8, 1854, and laid out the town of Ashland, then
within Greenup County. To this end the company purchased thousands of acres
of coal, timber, and ore lands throughout the county in addition to investing
$210,000 in bonds for creation of the Lexington & Big Sandy River Railroad
Company. By 1857 the first ten miles of track had been opened from Ashland to
Princess. Indicating at the time the “young Negro” suspected of being Moses
Turley made his escape to freedom, there were several places he could have
been engaged in harsh slave labor used to “clear land.”344

The life of escaped Kentucky slave Israel Campbell (1815-1898) offers
another example of religious conversion and personal empowerment in gaining
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freedom and aiding slave escapes. Although Israel Campbell’s last escape from
Kentucky slavery occurred from the western part of the state, his family
connections, and subsequent aid to others escaping slavery, have important
eastern Kentucky connections. Campbell’s 1861 slave narrative detailing his life
and escape, also illustrates the widespread influence of black Kentucky
preachers. Campbell states he was born in Greenville County, Kentucky. Since
no such county existed in Kentucky, it is believed Campbell was born in the
Russell settlement of Muhlenburg County or Russellville in Logan County,
Kentucky the property of a man Campbell considered a “good Christian,”
Presbyterian John Russell.
Campbell became the inherited property of Major William Russell following
Revolutionary War veteran John Russell’s death. Captain John Russell, who also
owned Israel’s mother, was a resident of eastern Kentucky. Israel traveled with
William Russell in his move west to Muhlenburg and Union Counties, where
Russell became a wealthy landowner in his own right. William Russell later
moved to middle Tennessee, founding the City of Winchester in Franklin County,
around 1800. This was also the location where Israel was baptized into the
Baptist faith. Sold to a Methodist family in western Kentucky prior to Russell’s
move to Tennessee, Campbell eventually also found himself in Winchester, with
his former owner. Settled primarily by immigrants from Scotland and England,
Winchester was considered the “only town of any importance”345 along the
stagecoach road extending from Nashville to settlements in East Tennessee.
Campbell credits one of his several escapes from slavery on aid received from
black citizens, in northeast Tennessee, and black Cumberland Presbyterians in
the area of Cumberland Gap. Many of these early communities are suspected of
initially being organized by white Cumberland Presbyterians, Methodists, and
Quakers in 1810.346
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Providing an example of a black community that may have provided
Campbell with aid during his first escape to freedom was the black settlement of
Statesville. Brief information regarding Statesville is taken from the story of
George Knox, born a slave in Statesville, Wilson County, Tennessee in 1841.
Knox was an escaped Tennessee slave, a member of the United States Colored
Troops, and future Indiana businessman.
The community of Statesville was bounded by the Cumberland, Stones,
and Caney Fork Rivers, all river locations frequented by Methodist circuit riders.
At the time of Knox’s birth, the community consisted of 22,460 residents, onequarter of which, roughly 5,620 residents, were enslaved African Americans
owned by seventy-four white families.347 Knox was born to a mulatto mother and
black Baptist minister, the property of John and R. A. Knox. George Knox’s
mother had been born free but was sold into slavery upon the death of her
mother. Knox gained his freedom by escaping to Union Army forces during the
Civil War after being pressed into Confederate military service by his owner. In
addition to securing his own freedom, Knox led a party of escaping slaves,
including his brother Charles, into joining the Union Army at Murfreesboro in May
of 1863. Knox returned to Tennessee as a United States Colored Troop
participating in battle at Chattanooga as a member of the 57th Indiana Infantry.
Following the war, Knox became a prosperous Indiana resident and business
man.348
The Cumberland Presbyterian Church, known for its antislavery advocacy,
was organized in 1810 in East Tennessee.349 With strongholds in Danville,
Kentucky and Nashville, a segment of Cumberland Presbyterians was led by the
previously mentioned conservative Presbyterian revivalist John Lyle aided by
radical abolitionist and future Christian Church founder Barton Stone, the son-inlaw of Israel Campbell’s owner, William Russell. After spending time in several
eastern and western Kentucky counties before removing to Tennessee and after
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being sold in Mississippi and Louisiana, Campbell escaped slavery for the last
time from Mississippi to freedom in Canada via an escape route through
southern Illinois. Demonstrating the complexity of Kentucky slavery and escape,
Campbell states he made his final escape to freedom on the “Underground
Railroad” with the aid of his brother Washington Campbell, a resident of
Shawneetown, Illinois whom Campbell converted to the Baptist belief before
moving on to Canada.
Campbell’s escape from Kentucky and subsequent travels throughout the
North, South, and Canada proved a great benefit not only to enslaved African
Americans in Kentucky, but those in Texas, Louisiana, Ohio, Michigan, and
Canada as well. In recognition of Campbell’s importance in southern Baptist
Church history, William Cathcart’s well-known 1883 Baptist Encyclopedia,350
which does not contain biographies of better-known Kentucky antebellum
ministers London Ferrill, Henry Adams, or Elisha W. Green, does contain a brief
biography of Israel Campbell. The encyclopedia describes Campbell in the
following manner: “Reverend Israel S. Campbell is about fifty years of age; was
born in Kentucky during the days of slavery; is nearly white in complexion, and
presents the appearance of a well-bred gentleman. His style of speech is so
generally correct that, were you not looking at him, you would suppose that a
well-educated white man was speaking.” Whether Campbell’s “near whiteness” is
what qualified him for inclusion in Cathcart’s encyclopedia or not, the listing does
offer a rare glimpse into the importance of African Americans in southern church
building. Campbell’s slave narrative indicates his “near whiteness” was no doubt
put to good use during his many escapes from slavery.
A friend and possible relative of Lewis and Milton Clarke, Campbell went
on to become one of Kentucky’s most famous pre-Civil War Baptist church
founders, Underground Railroad conductors, and station masters responsible for
establishing churches as far south as Louisiana and as far west as Galveston,
Texas. In addition, Campbell served as an Underground Railroad conductor
350
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assisting Henry Bibb and the Bibb Settlement in Ontario, Canada from Sandwich
Baptist Church, as well as assisting slave escapes from his own Sandusky, Ohio
Baptist Church.
Campbell led an adventurous life which included being sold and escaping
slavery multiple times from further and further South, the death of his wife, and
service in the South as a Canadian and American itinerant Baptist minister first
authorized to preach in Franklin, Tennessee while a slave. Upon his final escape
from slavery in 1847, Campbell left behind family members in Illinois, Kentucky,
Indiana, and Tennessee, becoming a Canadian citizen in 1848. Upon arrival in
Canada, Campbell continued to serve as an itinerant Baptist minister even while
acting as co-pastor with Henry Bibb at Sandwich Baptist Church in Ontario, as
well as a community organizer, Underground Railroad operator, and laborer in
Essex, Sandwich, and Chatham, Ontario, Canada.
Prior to the end of the Civil War, Campbell often traveled between Canada
and the United States, leading evangelistic services, collecting food and clothing
to aid fugitive slaves, serving as pastor of churches in Ohio, Canada, and
Louisiana and by his own admission, aiding those who “had made up their minds
to escape.” Campbell also became responsible for establishing Baptist churches
in Chatham, Little River, and Buckstone, Canada, as well as the Sandusky
Baptist Church in Sandusky, Ohio, a known Underground Railroad escape site.
In an interesting twist of fate, following his ordination by a Canadian
Baptist church in 1858, Campbell returned to Baton Rouge, Louisiana, where he
served as a missionary to black Baptists, spreading an antislavery message in
the Deep South on behalf of the Canadian government. Actively involved in
southern Reconstruction at the end of the Civil War, Campbell returned to his
place of enslavement to pastor the Friendship Baptist Church of Franklin,
Tennessee, where he had initially been licensed to preach as a slave. In 1865,
he was sent to Houston, Texas, by the Consolidated Baptist Convention of Ohio
where he served as a missionary and organizer of Antioch Baptist Church, the
first independent black Baptist congregation in Houston, Texas. Campbell briefly
served as pastor of this church before moving on to Galveston, Texas in 1867.
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Before leaving, Campbell participated with other black Baptists in the ordination
of John Henry Yates in what is now considered the first ordination service
composed entirely of black Baptist clergy in Texas.351

The escape story of Lewis and Harriet Hayden highlights another prime
example of successful Kentucky escape stories of the Underground Railroad
where the escapees went on to become some of America’s most celebrated
African American abolitionist leaders. John Mifflin Brown’s orchestrated rescue of
Lewis, Harriet and Joseph Hayden followed the path of Shaker, Baptist, and
Methodists antislavery communities established as a result of Kentucky’s Great
Revival with the last American stop for the Haydens being the community of
Sandusky, Ohio. The escape story of Lewis Hayden also stands as an example
of the stark contrast in treatment of Kentucky slaves by Presbyterians,
particularly when comparing the treatment of slaves by Danville Presbyterians
under the initial instruction of David Rice to the treatment of slaves by
Presbyterians under the initial instruction of Adam Rankin.
Escaped slave, abolitionist worker with Wendell Phillips, William Lloyd
Garrison, Harriet Beecher Stowe, Harriet Tubman, and a host of others, a
conductor and stationmaster on the Underground Railroad, an army recruiter
during the Civil War, and an elected Massachusetts politician, Lewis Hayden first
worked as an enslaved waiter and traveling salesman in Kentucky (1811-1844).
Born about 1811, Hayden, his mother Millie, his father Lewis, and other brothers
and sisters were enslaved by Lexington’s first Presbyterian Church minister,
Adam Rankin, a cousin of antislavery Presbyterian minister Reverend John
Rankin. Hayden described Rankin to Harriet Beecher Stowe as a “cruel slave
master.”352 Contrary to the rules of the Presbyterian Church which forbade the
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selling of slaves, in an interview with Harriet Beecher Stowe, Hayden recounted
how when he was about age four or five, his mother Millie was sold by Reverend
Rankin to a Lexington Masonic Lodge member who desired her as a sexual
partner. Hayden stated the conditions his mother endured with her new owner
coupled with separation from her children, drove his mother mad, resulting in a
murder attempt that mirrored the Kentucky escape story of Margaret Garner.
Rather than see Lewis remain enslaved, Millie Hayden attempted to take his life.
Her murder attempt led to her confinement in Lexington’s Eastern Insane
Asylum.353
Born the property of Lexington Presbyterian minister Reverend Adam
Rankin, the son of an enslaved mother, Millie and a freed man Lewis Hayden
(suspected of being one of the slaves freed by the Thome family in Mason
County), elements of Hayden’s life were incorporated into Harriet Beecher
Stowe’s Uncle Tom’s Cabin. Hayden stated his mind turned to thoughts of
human equality early in life following his brief encounter with French General
Lafayette during his 1825 visit to Lexington, Kentucky. After racing to the edge of
Lexington to catch a glimpse of the famous General, Hayden stated he perched
on a fence to observe the general’s passing carriage. From his open carriage,
the General spotted Hayden perched on a fence, whereupon he lifted his hat,
and offered Hayden a deep bow. Hayden stated this simple act of respect deeply
affected him and remained a treasured memory his entire life.354
Hayden married his first wife, Esther Harvey, the slave of Lexington
merchant Joseph Harvey during the 1830s, in a marriage ceremony possibly
performed by Lexington’s best known African American minister London Ferrill,
who married Lexington slaves by having them vow to stay together until “death or
distance do you [us] part.” Approximately 1836 Harvey’s failing business concern
forced the sale of Esther and their seven year old son to Henry Clay, a United
States Senator, Speaker of the House of Representatives, and Secretary of State
353
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under John Quincy Adams. Threatened with the sale of his second wife and son,
Harriet Bell and Joseph, Hayden felt compelled to seek freedom for himself and
his small family.
At the age of fourteen, in preparation for Adam Rankin’s return to the nonslaveholding state of Pennsylvania, he placed Lewis Hayden, his brothers, and
sisters on the Lexington auction block in February 1826 along with his furniture,
livestock, and other slaves. During the sale, Hayden was traded for a carriage
and pair of horses. Hayden’s new owner, Elijah Warner, was a well-known
Lexington clock maker, manufacturer, peddler of clocks and cabinets. Warner
died a wealthy man in the fall of 1829, willing Hayden to his daughter Elmira at a
value of $325. By the time Hayden made his escape to freedom in 1844 at the
approximate age of thirty-two, he had been sold at least two more times, the last
of which to business speculators who leased his labor to owners of the Phoenix
Hotel in downtown Lexington. There, Hayden met his soon to be liberators,
former Oberlin College students Delia Webster, and Methodist minister,
Reverend Calvin Fairbanks. Lewis Hayden was inspired to escape Kentucky
slavery to avoid the impending sale of his wife and child. From the time of his
transfer as property by Rankin and his sale away from Elmira Warner, Hayden’s
first wife and child had already been sold “down river” by Henry Clay never to be
seen again, and his second wife and child were scheduled for sale away from
Kentucky. As a slave, Hayden possessed a rudimentary education and as one of
sixteen slaves owned by Warner, traveled extensively throughout thirty-four
Kentucky counties.355 Following his escape from Kentucky in 1844, Hayden
openly exhibited his attachment to the A.M.E. Church through his partnership
with the man who engineered his successful escape, A.M.E. minister, Oberlin,
Ohio resident, and African American antislavery advocate, Reverend John Mifflin
Brown.
The Hayden story is no less daring or noteworthy than those of Frederick
Douglass, Harriet Tubman, William Wells Brown, Henry Bibb, or Josiah Henson,
all of whom became friends and co-workers of the Haydens. Lewis Hayden’s
355
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family escape highlights Kentucky’s central role in providing meaningful aid and
important assistance in connection with a national Underground Railroad
movement. Known for promoting antislavery activities in New York,
Massachusetts, Ohio, Michigan, Pennsylvania, and Canada, Lewis Hayden’s life
story as an antislavery advocate began in Lexington, Kentucky.
Unlike other escaped Kentucky slaves, Lewis Hayden left no extensive
slave narrative, no autobiography, and no printed speeches. However, unlike so
many other escaped slaves, Hayden did leave behind a rich history of public
actions that can be traced, attributed, and documented. Using Hayden’s actions,
in 1999 Joel Strangis, a former teacher at Lexington, Kentucky’s Sayre School
attempted to piece together the story of Hayden’s life following his escape from
Kentucky slavery to his very public abolitionist life in Massachusetts. Strangis
successfully collected various fragments of Hayden’s prolific career as an
antislavery advocate, political leader, community organizer, army recruiter, and
Massachusetts legislator. Looking for proof of Sayre as a stop on the
Underground Railroad, Strangis abandoned this story as untrue, discovering
instead the richer story of Lewis Hayden’s life. A Methodist minister and Prince
Hall Mason, Hayden counted among his many friends and Underground Railroad
associates Frederick Douglass, Harriet Tubman, William Lloyd Garrison, Charles
Lenox Redmond, Wendell Phillips, Robert Morris, Henry Bibb, Josiah Henson,
William Wells Brown, Thomas Wentworth Higginson, Ralph Waldo Emerson,
Harriet Beecher Stowe, Henry David Thoreau, Reverend John Brown, and Gerrit
Smith to name a few. The life of Lewis Hayden is an amplification of the
importance of shared relationships that formed an important network of
connections between escaped Kentucky slaves, the African Methodist Episcopal
Church of which Hayden was a part, recognition of the driving influence and
leadership the church exercised in aiding and orchestrating black escape from
slavery, as well as formation of a black national and international freedom
agenda.
While working as a waiter at Lexington’s Phoenix Hotel, Lewis
encountered his soon to be rescuers. Lexington school teacher Delia Webster
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and Methodist minister, Reverend Calvin Fairbanks were both former Oberlin
College students. Leaving Oberlin College with the intent of aiding slave
escapes, Webster established herself as a resident of Lexington, Kentucky
serving as a music teacher for the daughters of several elite Lexington families.
Webster had been a resident in Lexington for nearly two years and had
reportedly aided other Kentucky slaves, including Gilson Berry, in gaining their
freedom prior to attempting the rescue of Lewis Hayden’s family. Webster
contacted her former classmate, Calvin Fairbanks, to assist her in a rescue
mission intended to retrieve Berry’s remaining family members from Kentucky
slavery. Berry, upon making his escape to Oberlin, met and befriended Oberlin
College student, and A.M.E. minister, John Mifflin Brown. Through Brown’s
agency, Fairbanks was dispatched from Oberlin to aid the Haydens.356 As an
escaped slave from Lexington, Kentucky, it was John Mifflin Brown’s aid Gilson
Berry sought in an effort to rescue his wife and child from Lexington. Realizing
the difficulty of a black man making an appearance in a slaveholding state,
Brown in turn enlisted the aid of his friend Calvin Fairbanks to make what
became a failed Kentucky rescue attempt of Berry’s family.
Not to be denied a rescue mission and without sufficient funds to return to
Oberlin, Webster and Fairbanks sought other slaves “with a made up mind” and
the necessary funds to try freedom. Hayden met Webster and Fairbanks while
serving as a waiter at the Phoenix Hotel. Upon ascertaining Hayden had the
necessary funds to initiate and complete a rescue mission, a new plan of rescue
was formed. Also not a novice at assisting slave escapes, prior to the 1844
Hayden rescue, Fairbanks had successfully engineered slave escapes from
Kentucky, Tennessee, and Virginia while a student at Oberlin College, where he
first befriended John Mifflin Brown.357 Following an escape route from Lexington
through Millersburg in Bourbon County to Maysville in Mason County, the
Haydens crossed the Ohio River at Ripley, Ohio aided by the black abolitionist
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community at Red Oak, dominated by the African American family of Archibald
Hopkins. Fairbanks and Webster left the Haydens in the hands of others and
returned to Lexington, while the Haydens went onto Sardinia and
Mechanicsburg, where they were delivered into the safe care of emancipated
slave John Hudson for the next leg of their journey. After being warned not to
stop in Oberlin, the escaping party changed their intended escape to Oberlin and
moved on to Sandusky, Ohio, where they were placed under the care of escaped
slaves and black abolitionists in Sandusky, Ohio before moving on to Fort
Malden in Amherstburg, Canada. Amherstburg, a known haven for escaping
African American slaves, was operated by Presbyterian minister and station
master Isaac Rice, A.M.E. ministers Isaac Scott and Hiram Wilson. The
Amherstburg location was heavily protected by the British guns of Fort Malden.
Before leaving Sandusky for Canada, on October 27, 1844, in a demonstration of
basic writing and literary skills, Hayden forwarded the following letter to his
former slave owner, Lewis Baxter in Lexington, stating: “Sir you have already
discovered me absent. This will give you notice where and why – I never was a
great friend to the institution of robbing and crushing slavery and have finally
become sick of the whole concern and have concluded for the present to try my
freedom and how it will seam [sic] to be my own master and manage my own
matters and crack my own whip.
…I also at length concluded to try how it will seem to walk about like a
gentleman, my share of the time I am willing to labor but am also desirous to act
the gentleman with all the important mien that attaches to a man who is indeed a
truth, himself, the self, identical to the very living Being of whom Locke wrote in
his essays.
I may not, even though a Freeman, expect at this late date to become
familiar with the Arts and Sciences as if I had never been robbed and even now I
have to get an amanuensis to pen down my broken, irregular and incoherent
thoughts but I am now sitting with writing implements in my hand and have been
already at school and mean to go more and my little son is going to school and I
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intend shall be able to write his own pen at the instance and impulse of his
swelling soul…
So farewell – Any communication after this had best be sent to the British
North American Institute on River Sydenham, the Colored People’s College. 358
…your affectionate friend,
Lewis Hayden Grant 359
After only a few months in Canada, Hayden returned to the United States,
to assist John Mifflin Brown in slave escape activities in Detroit. Hayden joined
Brown’s Detroit Underground Railroad rescue efforts during the spring of 1845.
Seeking to enlist as a soldier in the abolitionist cause and aid Brown in raising
money to complete construction of Detroit’s A.M.E. antislavery church, Brown
and Hayden left Detroit together, traveling to the heart of America’s abolitionist
movement in search of financial support from MASS members in Boston. Arriving
at Garrison’s Cornhill Street office, Brown and Hayden received a warm welcome
and immediately related the story of Lewis Hayden’s daring escape from slavery,
as well as reporting on fugitive slave activity in Detroit and Canada. Among the
young abolitionist members to first greet and befriend Hayden and Brown in
Massachusetts was future Massachusetts Governor John A. Andrew then a
young lawyer and AASS worker. Andrew and Hayden became lifelong friends
with Andrew offering continued financial support and legal assistance to the
Hayden family throughout his life.
Raising enough money to complete construction of the church from
Massachusetts “friends,” Brown and Hayden returned to Detroit to complete their
task. At the urging of his new Boston contacts, Hayden sought to become an
abolitionist speaker on the AASS traveling circuit, an idea not enthusiastically
supported by the editor of the Liberator and field supervisor for AASS, Maria
Weston Chapman. Hayden was never fully accepted by Chapman, despite
repeated requests from William Lloyd Garrison and others encouraging
358
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Chapman to place Hayden on the AASS speaker’s list. Using his own finances,
Hayden returned to Massachusetts where he began a personal campaign as an
abolitionist speaker, delivering his first antislavery speech unaided by AASS
funding at the Watertown, Massachusetts antislavery convention March 19,
1846. It was during this convention Hayden met another future lifelong friend,
Charles Lenox Redmond.360 In an effort to further his AASS speaking career,
Lewis and Harriet moved to New Bedford, Massachusetts from Detroit in the
spring of 1847, taking up residence in New Bedford, in the same community as
Frederick Douglas and several other escaped slaves and free blacks.
Continuing his personal mission as an unendorsed antislavery
spokesman, Hayden found a new ally upon meeting Sydney Gay, editor of the
National Anti-Slavery Standard, the official organ of the New York based AFASS.
Unlike members of the American Antislavery Society, Gay was immediately
impressed with Hayden and routinely published his letters in the Anti-Slavery
Standard. Never forgetting a friend, Hayden employed Gay’s services, the offices
of the Anti-Slavery Standard, and the commitment of the AFASS treasurer,
Francis Jackson, to aid in gaining the freedom of his Kentucky rescuer, Reverend
Calvin Fairbanks, imprisoned for aiding Hayden’s escape. Hayden learned in the
summer of 1849 that Calvin Fairbanks’ release from the Frankfort, Kentucky
penitentiary could be obtained in exchange for $650 paid to Hayden’s former
owners. In less than sixty days Hayden had successfully raised the necessary
funds, which he deposited with Jackson at Anti-Slavery Standard offices, gaining
Fairbanks’ release from prison August 24, 1849. Five years after aiding Hayden’s
escape from slavery, Lewis Hayden returned the favor by purchasing the
freedom of his friend and rescuer, Calvin Fairbanks.361
Hayden’s persistent letter writing efforts to AASS finally paid off in the
summer of 1847 when Chapman finally approved him as an AASS speaker,
effective August 1 that same year. Assigned to travel with featured antislavery
speaker Dr. Erasmus Darwin Hudson, born in Torrington, Massachusetts in
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1806, Hayden was to replace Hudson’s former traveling partner, Frederick
Douglass. Douglass had departed the circuit to begin a four year European
antislavery tour. However, Hayden’s time as an endorsed AASS speaker was
destined to be short lived. Not the polished speaker Hudson had come to expect
in Frederick Douglass and William Wells Brown, nor apparently able to
adequately and enthusiastically appreciate nor articulate William Lloyd Garrison’s
non-violent antislavery message, which Hayden frequently described as a “nonresistance” policy; while at the same time grappling with Garrison’s interpretation
of the U. S. Constitution as a proslavery document, Hayden did not meet the
expectations of an African American AASS speaker. A short three years after
joining the AASS speaking circuit, by 1851, Hayden’s difficult relationship with
AASS as a paid traveling antislavery spokesman was terminated by Wendell
Phillips.
In 1850, legislation meant to deter antislavery advocates from making
southern inroads with their powerful message of freedom, the U.S. Congress
signed the Missouri Compromise of 1850. Authored under the leadership of
Hayden’s nemesis Senator Henry Clay of Kentucky, Daniel Webster of
Massachusetts, and Senator Stephen Douglas from Illinois, the Compromise was
signed into law by President Millard Fillmore. The new legislation admitted
California to the Union as a free state, but permitted slavery in Utah and New
Mexico, prohibited slave trading in Washington, D.C., but supported a more
stringent fugitive slave law which promised federal protection and enforcement in
retrieving runaway slaves accompanied by payment of a ten dollar incentive to
each presiding judge willing to return escaped slaves to their owners. The 1850
legislation changed the nature of national antislavery leadership, forcing a split
among MASS and African American members of the AASS no longer willing to
accept William Lloyd Garrison’s continued non-violent antislavery approach.
Echoing the words of Patrick Henry’s call for “Liberty or Death,” Boston’s African
American citizens were no longer convinced of the long-term gain and efficacy of
espousing a non-violent antislavery approach. Electing Lewis Hayden their new
leader, members of Boston’s African American antislavery community formed the
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Committee on Vigilance and Safety with the support of African American Boston
residents Josiah Henson, John T. Hilton, and William Nell. The newly formed
committee elected escaped Georgia slave William Craft vice-president, and
quickly discarded all thoughts of non-violent resistance.362
Consisting of fifty black and white members, the Boston Vigilance
Committee was led by Hayden, Wendell Phillips, Francis Jackson, Theodore
Parker, John A. Andrew, Dr. Henry Bowditch, William Nell, attorney Robert
Morris, John T. Hilton, and Joshua B. Smith.363 Writing the Declaration of
Sentiments of the Colored Citizens of Boston on the Fugitive Slave Bill, members
of the newly organized Committee agreed “Whether on the scaffold high, Or in
the battle’s van, The fittest place where man can die, Is where he dies for man.”
Encouraging all American abolitionists to stand and fight, the Committee further
resolved “That though we gratefully acknowledge that the mane of the British
Lion affords a nestling-place to our brethren in danger from the claws of the
American Eagle, we would, nevertheless, counsel against their leaving the soil of
their birth, consecrated by their tears, toils and perils, but yet to be rendered,
truly, ‘the land of the free and the home of the brave.’ The ties of consanguinity
bid all remain, who would lend a helping hand to the millions now in bonds.”364
Almost immediately following its organization, the Committee became
involved in four slave rescues that received national and international media
attention: the rescue of William and Ellen Craft, escaped slaves from Macon,
Georgia, befriended by the Haydens upon their arrival in Boston; the rescue of
Shadrach, a fugitive slave from Norfolk, Virginia, who may have been itinerant
A.M.E. minister Shadrach Bassett, or Shadrach Stewart, also in 1851; the
attempted rescue of slave Thomas Sims; and the famous attempted rescue of
Anthony Burns in 1854. It is estimated that Lewis and Harriet Hayden
participated in over one hundred escaped slave rescues.365 Implicated along with
Frederick Douglas and Harriet Tubman as associates of John Brown in his failed
362
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assault on Harper’s Ferry, it was thought both Hayden and Douglass were
involved with Brown’s “Secret Six,”366 as planners of the Harper’s Ferry raid.
Long anticipating, and in many instances preparing for war, by the time
the Civil War began in 1861, Lewis Hayden and members of the Boston
Vigilance Committee were more than ready to do their part to militarily overthrow
southern slavery. Perhaps one of the first African Americans to experience the
effects of the impending war was Joseph Hayden, who became an early
casualty. Unable to enlist in the United States Army, unwilling to out wait a slow
political process of inclusion, and unable to find meaningful employment in the
“civilian world,” Joseph Hayden enlisted in the United States Navy in November
1857 and died at Fort Morgan, Alabama during the Civil War in 1865.
Two weeks after Confederates fired on Fort Sumter, prohibited by federal
law from joining the army, Hayden and the leadership of the Vigilance Committee
which included Robert Morris, William Wells Brown, and Charles Lenox
Redmond gathered black citizens of Boston to petition Governor Andrew,
seeking “the privilege of forming a part of the militia.” Inspired by patriotic
speeches, and anticipating enlistment in Union forces, 125 African American men
formed a drill company to prepare for military service.367 Their lobbying efforts
met with success when Andrews assured them he would make every effort to
provide them an opportunity to join the ranks of America’s military fighting force.
Fulfilling his promise, on January 1, 1863, Governor Andrew traveled to
Washington, DC where he met with Secretary of War, Edwin Stanton, presenting
a draft of an order authorizing the Governor of Massachusetts to raise “such
corps of infantry for the volunteer service as he may find convenient, such
volunteers to be enlisted for three years, or until sooner discharged.” In what
appeared to be an afterthought of his promise to Hayden, Andrew added “and
may include persons of African descent, organized into separate corps,”368
366
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offering command of the new unit of free African American men known as the
Fifty-fourth Massachusetts Regiment, to Colonel Robert Gould Shaw, a veteran
of the Second Massachusetts Regiment and the son of a prominent
Massachusetts abolitionist family.369
William Wells Brown, Charles Lenox Redmond, and Lewis Hayden, former
“agents” of the Anti-Slavery Society and the Boston Vigilance Committee,
became military recruiters for the newly commissioned Massachusetts unit,
seeking volunteers among free blacks throughout the United States.370 The men
traveled the country and Canada enlisting free black men to fight in the forming
Massachusetts 54th. Their recruiting efforts were so successful, that a companion
unit, the Massachusetts 55th, was formed commanded by another good friend of
Hayden, Methodist minister Norwood Hallowell. In formation of the 55th
Massachusetts, all comers free and enslaved were accepted, including many
Kentuckians who had traveled to Massachusetts too late to enlist in the 54th
Massachusetts in response to Hayden’s call for volunteers. 371 (See Tables 5.2
and 5.3)
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Known Kentucky Members of the 54 Massachusetts USCTs

LName

FName

Anderson

Lewis

City/County

TABLE

State

Co.

Job

Age

Ky

F

Farmer

30

5.2

Marital
Status

Service
Killed

Single

Fort
Wagner
GAR Post

Brown

James

Bardstown

Ky

F

Laborer

18

Burns

John

Bath

Ky

C

Laborer

21

Cass

Isaiah

Woodford

Ky

C

Laborer

24

Married

50
Chicago

Wound
Single

ed Fort
Wagner

Clark
Tyler

Underwood

White

Thomas
William
H.
William

Addison

Frankfort

KY

G

Cook

27

Married

Henry

Ky

G

Laborer

23

Single

Mason

Ky

G

Druggist

25

Married

41

Single

Maysville/
Mechanicsburg

Ky/Oh

E
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Salt
maker

Killed Fort
Wagner
Killed Fort
Wagner

th

Known Kentucky Members of the 55 Massachusetts USCTs

LName
Baker

FName
Wallace

CITY/COUNTY
Hopkinsville

State
KY

Co.
I

Job
Farmer

Age
19

Brown

Frank

Eddyville

KY

D

Farmer

24

Brown

John

Not Given

KY

I

Farmer

24

Burditt

Nelson

KY

I

Farmer

20

Crockett

Richard

KY

D

Farmer

39

Davis

William

KY

D

Waiter

19

Dunn

Stephen

KY

A

Farmer

30

Frederick

Herb

Lancaster
Caldwell
County
Not Given
Garrard
County
Augusta

KY

E

Farmer

22

Gayther

Benjamin

Columbia

KY

K

Bootmaker

28

Grandison

John

Nicholasville

KY

F

Farmer

20

Griffin

Benjamin

Lexington

KY

K

Farmer

21

Harvey

Claudius

Lexington

KY

K

Confectioner

19

Hines

John

Brandenburg

KY

A

Wagoner

35

January

Samuel

Brighton

KY

K

Farmer

28

Johnson

John

Nicholasville

KY

A

Farmer

23

Kingston

John H.

Lexington

KY

G

Soldier

23

Peril

Harrison

Mason County

KY

K

Farmer

22

Redman

Joseph

Pike County

KY

K

Farmer

22

Roberts

George

KY

I

Farmer

18

Sampson

Goliath

KY

A

Farmer

23

Scott

Lewis

KY

K

Farmer

19

Shinall

David

KY

A

Farmer

21

Tutt

Willis

Bradfordsville
Washington
County
Orangeburg
Madison
County
Cynthiana

KY

D

Farmer

38

Wickliffe

Rowan

Louisville

KY

I

Boatman

20

Wilson

Henry

Maysville

KY

K

Farmer

18
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TABLE 5.3
Marital
Status

Service
Record

Free man and former Underground Railroad conductor from Ripley, Ohio
John Parker, John Jones, and Oberlin College law professor John Mercer
Langston also openly recruited blacks in Kentucky and throughout the Ohio River
Valley.372 Parker is credited with recruiting hundreds of black Kentuckians for
enlistment in the 27th Colored Ohio Volunteer Infantry. Ironically, black troops
organized outside Kentucky’s borders became the first troops to see real military
action rather than fatigue duty Kentucky recruits were initially assigned to
perform. Most black Kentuckians recruited by Pennsylvania recruiters during this
time went on to fill the ranks of the Massachusetts 54th and 55th Infantry.373
The sanctioned recruitment of black troops began in the summer of 1863
outside the Commonwealth of Kentucky, enlisting young men between the ages
of eighteen and forty-five. Kentucky's decision to remain within the Union allowed
the state to escape federal legislation ending ownership of African Americans as
property and sustained the enforcement of slave codes throughout the Civil War.
Kentucky's attempt to adhere to its slaveholding past did not prevent escaping
slaves from enlisting at Union forts and encampments, however.374 Black
Kentuckians denied an opportunity to enlist within their own state, at the urgings
of black army recruiters like Lewis Hayden (Boston, Massachusetts), John
Mercer Langston (Oberlin, Ohio), John Parker (Ripley, Ohio), and Charles
Redmond (Boston, Massachusetts) fled to Columbus, Ohio, Evansville, Indiana,
Illinois, Michigan, Massachusetts, Pennsylvania, Gallatin and Clarksville, and
Fort Donelson, Tennessee to enlist.375
Realizing enlistment in the Union Army would quickly end white control
over Kentucky’s enslaved and free black populations, slave owners fought black
enlistment, many insisting upon compensation for slaves lost to military service.
Later than other states, during June of 1864 Adjutant General Thomas was
charged with the federal responsibility of raising black troops in Kentucky. To this
372
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end garrisoned military camps to protect and train black troops were established
in Paducah, Owensboro, Bowling Green, Lebanon, Louisville, Covington, Camp
Nelson and Louisa, Kentucky. Hundreds of slaves from Trimble to Bracken
County traveled north to enlist at Covington further east, slaves enlisted at
Maysville and Greenupsburg.376
During this time, blacks absent from the control of slave masters and
unfortunate enough to have remained in the State found themselves labeled
fugitives. To move about the state, slaves were required to use "Palmer's
Passes"377 even after ratification of the Thirteenth Amendment in December
1865. The services of the Freedman’s Bureau in Kentucky were not funded until
July 1866 and were terminated under the administration of Major Benjamin P.
Runkle in June 1872. Like the rest of the South, the end of the Civil War meant
open harassment and white hostility toward blacks. Despite prior claims of black
satisfaction advanced by slave owners, black Kentuckians joined Union forces in
record numbers to aid in the overthrow of slavery, ending forever the myth that
black Kentuckians were content with Kentucky's "milder" form of slavery.
Joining the ranks of a small number of African American antislavery
activists who experienced the end of slavery as a former slave, an escapee on
the Underground Railroad, and a national freedom fighter, twenty-one years after
escaping Lexington slavery, Lewis Hayden lived to see his dream of universal
emancipation for enslaved African Americans realized. Taking advantage of a
twenty year friendship with Massachusetts Governor John A. Andrew, Hayden
once again made history by calling upon his old friend then Governor John A.
Andrew to order the organization of an African American Massachusetts military
unit to join the war effort, resulting in formation of the famed 54th Massachusetts
Regiment.
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The conclusion of the American Civil War brought Hayden’s life and
dreams full circle when he became one of the first African Americans elected to
the Massachusetts state legislature in 1873. Hayden was elected from Boston’s
African American Sixth Ward, the same ward that sealed John A. Andrew’s
election as governor.378 Dedication of the monument to African American
Revolutionary War soldier Crispus Attucks was Hayden’s last official legislative
duty prior to his death Sunday morning, April 7, 1889 at his home at 66 Phillips
Avenue, Boston, Massachusetts. His good friend and former commander of the
Massachusetts 55th Colonel Norwood Penrose Hallowell (1839-1914), who at the
time of Hayden’s death was president of National Bank of Commerce in Boston,
voluntarily became the executor of Hayden’s estate, caring for his wife Harriet
until her death four years following Hayden.
In honor of his old friend, who died with very few personal assets,
Hallowell paid off the mortgage on the Hayden home and retired all Lewis
Hayden’s remaining debts, thereby providing Harriet Hayden with security and a
home for life. No doubt desiring to honor the life of her deceased son, upon her
death, Harriet Hayden bequeathed her entire estate, valued from $4-5000 to
Harvard College, to found a scholarship to benefit deserving African American
medical students. The Lewis and Harriet Hayden Fund continues today in the
same role of providing assistance to African American Harvard medical school
students. As promised, Hayden lived “the life of a gentleman” he assured his
former slave owner Lewis Baxter he would find in his l844 letter as an escaped
Kentucky slave.

In the life work of Josiah Henson, Lewis Hayden, Israel Campbell, Henry
Bibb, and countless other escaped Kentucky slaves, nearly one hundred and
seventy years of religious prayer, education, and freedom seeking combined to
deliver the final blow to southern slavery resulting in a Civil War and African
American enlistment as free men and fighting soldiers in the Union Army and
Navy. While Lewis Hayden pulled free black men from around the country into
378
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enrollment in the Massachusetts 54th and 55th to fight, former slaves and
Kentucky religious leaders who had long been committed to the cause of black
freedom, pushed slaves to escape to the Union army. African American flocked
to the nation’s largest recruitment centers at Camp Nelson in Jessamine County,
Nicholasville, Kentucky; New Orleans in Louisiana, and Boston, Massachusetts,
as well as smaller recruiting stations in northern and some southern states.
The recruiting efforts of black abolitionists like Frederick Douglass, Lewis
Hayden, Sojourner Truth, Harriet Tubman, Martin Delaney, and others resulted in
the enlistment of approximately 180,000 African Americans comprising 163
military units that served in the Union Army during the Civil War, with many more
African Americans serving in the Union Navy. Both freed African-Americans and
runaway slaves joined in the fight. African American military enlistment in the
Union Army created Kentucky’s largest “above ground” escape corridor to
freedom.
Camp Nelson in Jessamine County became one of three national
recruitment and training centers for the enlistment of United States Colored
Troops. The Camp supplied 23,703 black Kentuckians to serve in the Civil War.
Only the State of Louisiana supplied more with 24,052 black enlistments.379
Construction of Camp Nelson began in June 1863 following orders from Major
General Ambrose E. Burnside, Commander of the newly formed Army of the
Ohio. The Camp, which garrisoned at all times by at least 3,000 to 8,000 troops,
closed in June 1866 ending military occupation of the state.380
Reprising a role to which he had become accustomed, Reverend John
Gregg Fee returned to Kentucky from exile in southern Ohio to become a
spiritual, educational, and humanistic leader among black families housed at the
Camp. At the close of the camp, Fee, Abisha Scofield and former slave and
United States Colored Troop Gabriel Burdette, aided by funds from the American
379
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Missionary Society purchased the administrative buildings of Camp Nelson to
provide housing and community for the benefit of several of Kentucky’s newly
freed black citizens.381 Remaining camp buildings included a hospital, a church,
and school which were used for the care of African American women, children,
and elderly who had followed black troops to Camp Nelson. Following the war,
Fee re-opened Berea College as the first college in Kentucky to educate black
and white students together.
The Civil War marked the end of Kentucky’s need for an “underground”
system of escape, but it did not end the battle for social equality. The same men
who actively campaigned to end slavery and aid slave escapes continued black
nation building and racial uplift following the war. Members of the A.M.E. Church
began its “Aid to the Contrabands” as part of their continued Christian mission.
African American men and women with the ability to read and write were in great
demand during America’s period of Reconstruction, not only in Kentucky, but
throughout the South. The A.M.E. Church had already established itself as a
national educational leader in preparing a generation of educated ministers and
religious converts with the ability to aid newly freed slaves, and in establishing
schools and institutions of higher learning throughout the South, North, Midwest,
and Canada. A March 22, 1862 message in the A.M.E. Christian Recorder called
upon A.M.E. church members to fulfill their Christian duty.” Let us provide
clothing and money to help take care of them [the slaves]; let us send them kind
teachers, both colored and white; let there be also persons to work with them,
and let them till the ground, raise cotton, grain, and potatoes, as they understand
the ground and climate. We recommend our people and churches take hold of
this matter, and appoint good and efficient committees who may be responsible
for any amount that may be put into their hands.” The greatest leader to emerge
from the A.M.E. Church desire to fulfill the need for black education was former
slave and A.M.E. Church member, Booker T. Washington, founder of Tuskegee
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Institute, and the crafter of the South’s most extensive black, post-bellum black
school building program.
Less organized than A.M.E. Methodists, Kentucky’s newly formed
association of black Baptists also anticipated the tremendous educational and
religious needs of African Americans following close of the Civil War. In 1864,
Baptist ministers Dupee, Elisha W. Green, Charles Threlked of Maysville, Henry
Adams, Henry Green of Danville, Matthew Campbell of Richmond (suspected
brother of Israel Campbell), Henry Evans of Lexington, R. Lee of Georgetown,
Isaac Slaughter of Danville, R. Martin of Frankfort, Tobias Smith of Stamping
Ground and Garrett Reid of Paris implemented plans to establish their own
General Association of Colored Baptists. Plans to formally associate became a
reality in 1869 when Dupee joined the above-mentioned leaders and fifteen other
noted black Kentucky ministers in founding the General Association of Baptist
(Colored) in Kentucky. Dupee served as moderator of the Association for thirteen
years, following the death of Henry Adams, the Association’s first moderator.382
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CHAPTER VI: CONCLUSION

The term “underground” implies something “secret,” “hidden from view,” or
“unknown.” The “hidden” or “unknown” aspects of America’s Underground
Railroad occurred in the slaveholding South and referenced avenues of escape
crafted and employed by freedom-seeking slaves who did not possess a
recognized humanity, citizenship, or public voice. There was nothing “unknown”
or “hidden” about the work of John Rankin, John Gregg Fee, Levi Coffin, William
Lloyd Garrison, John, Lewis, Arthur Tappan, or hundreds of other radical white
abolitionists, Shakers, Quakers, or evangelical Protestants who served as the
face and public voice of American abolitionism. The only “unknown” element of
the Underground Railroad story remains those of thousands of free and enslaved
African Americans, women, and Native Americans who created, conducted, or
utilized systems of slave escape.
The first Great Awakening offered the possibility that Africans possessed
souls. Sermons and revivals of the first Great Awakening were led by white
evangelicals who stressed the importance of spiritual rather than racial, social,
political, or economic equality among the faithful. It would not be until America’s
Second Great Awakening that African Americans publicly shared in limited ways,
a Christian message intended for all humanity. During the Second Great
Awakening, African Americans joined Europeans in internalizing a Christian
doctrine that espoused principles of brotherhood and a common humanity,
transferring those ideals into black religious empowerment and freedom seeking,
not only for themselves but for their white enslavers as well. While the majority of
white Protestant evangelicals retreated from the concept of black liberation, black
religious leadership invested its time, energy, and resources in alleviating the
suffering of a people trapped in the institution of slavery. The harsh conditions of
southern slavery increased the importance of the black community and black
churches. Black churches in the North and South served as visible indicators of
the presence of a substantial and well-established African American community,
a community likely to aid an escaping slave. The lives of the people involved in
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establishing early black churches, businesses, and communities became primary
in connecting African Americans with a greater, national antislavery movement.
Post-Civil War, these same African American religious leaders and followers
established schools, businesses, and independent communities on behalf of
newly freed slaves.
Protestant evangelicals spread Christianity beyond the Allegheny
Mountains into Kentucky immediately following the American Revolutionary War.
Religious efforts to recreate European society on the western frontier included
introducing slaves to Christianity, accomplished most effectively through camp
meetings and revivals. Impartial to all listeners, the Christian message called for
a change of thinking among the enslaved and the enslavers, encouraging both to
view their lives in a religious “New Light.” Protestant evangelicals expressed
concern for the redemption of whites enslaved mentally and spiritually by sin, as
well as a desire to release African Americans from the physical and spiritual
sufferings of slavery, seen by evangelicals as a powerful example of human
commitment to sin. Beginning with Kentucky’s 1801 Great Revival, efforts of
Protestant religious inclusion successfully supplanted religious faith among
African Americans, which inspired a spirit of self-determination and freedom
seeking separate from the plans and designs of their slave owners, while
empowering slaves and free blacks to design their own system of escape,
resistance, and social uplift that became known as the “Underground Railroad.”
Today, there is general agreement among scholars that the correct
definition of the Underground Railroad encompasses a mode of operation rather
than adherence to material objects or structured organization as previously
defined. Added to this new understanding is the realization that the Underground
Railroad movement was primarily a religious movement inspired and carried out
by members of the black community, black churches, escaping southern slaves,
and disenfranchised white evangelicals making the true emphasis and impetus of
the Underground Railroad a southern one. With the aid of fellow evangelicals,
escaped slaves first traveled north to freedom from slavery and then returned
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south with a new mission of freeing slaves often aided by white Protestant
evangelicals displaced from the South for their antislavery views.
Even though Quakers and white Protestant evangelicals were the first to
publicly initiate a call for black emancipation and an end to the institution of
American slavery, the determination to physically and spiritually pursue the
immediate end of African American enslavement survived and was brought to
conclusion through the sustained efforts of black evangelicals who made black
liberation their primary religious goal. This new understanding of African
American freedom seeking acknowledges white assistance provided between
and for the benefit of a people without citizenship or human rights protections
who yet developed a means of survival and liberation under America’s harshest
legal and social conditions. Black freedom seeking by necessity fostered the
development of cooperative evangelical associations across racial, cultural,
economic, and religious boundaries resulting in the use of combined resources to
promote a black freedom agenda within a slaveholding South. Rural and urban,
free and enslaved African American populations joined white Protestant
evangelicals in promoting a national black freedom agenda that aided slave
escapes and sustained black freedom through education and political
empowerment. Acknowledgement of this association changes the traditional
understanding of the Underground Railroad from that of a northern driven
initiative to an integrated, cooperative network of aid supplied by religiously
motivated freedom-seeking southern slaves and a small number of “radical”
white Protestant evangelicals prior to the Civil War.
Exploring these developments in Kentucky advances our understanding of
their dynamics. Mapping the location of Kentucky’s antebellum black settlements
and churches, comparing those locations with established black and white
abolitionist churches and congregations, and relating them to the locations
identified in Kentucky slave escape notices highlights the importance of family
and religious connections in creating repeated patterns of escape. Within newly
formed evangelical alliances, black and white abolitionists cooperated to form a
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network of assistance to escaping slaves within their separate religious
denominations and institutions as well as in conjunction with each other.
Once escaping slaves surfaced beyond Kentucky and a slaveholding
South, the “tracks” of the “Underground Railroad” came “above ground” in the
visible appearance of known abolitionist communities, openly defiant and critical
antislavery advocates, and political leadership, who, though often in defiance of
federal laws and public opinion, were protected by American due process and
citizenship rights. In this newly proposed scenario, escaping slaves who
possessed few property rights, no civil liberties, and free blacks with rights very
similar to those of the enslaved, provided the means and the impetus for
creating, sustaining, and implementing a true “underground” system of slave
escape.
Rather than a movement of religious denominations made from whole
cloth, Kentucky’s Underground Railroad initiatives resembled more a patchwork
quilt, earmarked by a number of cooperative relationships formed across
denominational, racial, social, and cultural boundaries to achieve its success. In
over twenty escaped Kentucky slave narratives contained within John W.
Blassingame’s Slave Testimony: Two Centuries of Letters, Speeches, Interviews,
and Autobiographies,383 evidence is repeatedly offered regarding the importance
of African American churches and communities, religious faith, family
relationships, Quakers, and antislavery whites in aiding and sustaining the cause
of freedom in Kentucky and beyond American borders into Canada. The ability of
African Americans and white evangelicals to work together for the cause of black
freedom created the true “Underground Railroad” we have come to appreciate
today.
The true Underground Railroad was an investment in people over property
and employed faith over fear. In the minds of the many “radical” or “fringe” white
antislavery evangelicals, freedom for African American slaves, also meant
freedom for white America’s “common” man and woman. To discount the role of
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the black church, free and enslaved African Americans in bringing about the end
of slavery and America’s improved social conditions, is to limit national
understanding of the movement to include only those with a well-documented
literary history, historic, and unmolested property rights. Limitations impressed
upon African Americans by law and the historic development of African American
citizenship excludes the histories of thousands of African Americans as
productive and contributing participants in the construction of their own freedom,
which resulted in creation of a national freedom movement responsible for
modification of the rules of American citizenship and the expansion of civil
liberties all Americans now enjoy and claim today as a right.
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